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PREFACE

My purpose is to sketch briefly the diplomatic background
of the existing relations between the great European powers.

I have been brief, because I feel that the main line’s of the

story must be known before the details can be understood.

I have told the story chronologically, because I believe that

we must follow events as they unfold themselves if we are to

understand why statesmen made the decisions they made.

Where praise or blame seemed necessary, I have judged,

not according to the standards of to-day, but by tlie

standards which the statesmen themselves set; the reader

must judge of the moral or practical worth of these

standards.

Statesmen during the two generations we survey were

trying to solve 'a riddle: how can desirable changes in the

international status quo be effected, and undesirable changes

prevented, without recourse to war? The attempts to solve

this riddle have been made the central theme of the story,

and have dictated the distribution of emphasis. I have, for

instance, devoted more attention to the efforts of British

and German statesmen to find some peaceful solution for

the rivalry between their countries than to the events of

July and August, 1914. In 1914 the search for a solution was

abandoned as hopeless.

The riddle is to-day, as in 1871, unanswered. By seeing

the ways in which statesmen have searched for an answer,

the expedients they attempted, the success or failure of

these expedients, we should be able more iiltelUgently to

grapple with this, one of the most pressing problems of

our age.

Throughout I have profited from the advice and criti-

cism of my wife and of my" colleagues, students, and otilfer

friends. For this help I am very grateful. I owe an everi/^
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greater debt to other workers in this field, Obviously a sur-

vey of so vast a field cannot be, even in large part, the fruit

of exhaustive research. Where my knowledge is relatively

complete I have not hesitated to differ from other students

;

in all other cases I have subordinated my views to those of

students who have probed deeper. In a brief survey, detailed

reference to the vast monographic literature would be out

of place. I take, therefore, this opportunity to acknowledge

my indebtedness.

Phincetok, N. J.

R. J. SoNTAG
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1871-1932

CHAPTER I

BISMARCK’S LEAGUE OF PEACE, 1871-1881

I. THE NEW MAP OF EUROPE

The Treaty of Frankfort, concluded ia 1871 between the

new French Republic and the new German Empire, closed

one of the most confused and crowded quarter-centuries in

European history. During these years ev^, great European

power fought with at least one of its neighbors. Political

traditions which seemed part of the eternal order of things

were dmolished, For centuries Fra^J^d Austria had
struggled for Continental sugremafiy ; Central Europe served

as their battle-ground! Thi^events of 1859 to 1871 wrote an

abrupt finis to the story. Austria was unceremoniously

ejected from Italy and Germany, ajftl war~weakened by ftF

ternal dissensionsj wfikh-wene intensified by the autonomy

granted Hungary in 1867. France, shorn of Alsace-Lorraine,

burdened with an indemnity atiH military, occupation, 'fell

suddenly from her place of leadership, in Europe. Italy, on

the other hand, attained unity for the first time since the days

of ancient Rome, while K<miggratz and Sedan gave Conti-

nental hegemony to Prussiim Gerniar^T WoiilTthe new dis-

tribution of powjTendur^? Would Germany, intoxicated by

success, develop Napolwnic amJjitions? Of would the old

order return, tradrimn prove stronger than the chance vic-

tories and successes of a~few year^f^These wfe some ofThe

questions European sTafSinen asked themselves as diey

sought to find their bearingsTn a Europejrom which mos*

of thtf old landmarks iTad disapneared.
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Few believed that li}.^siafus qua established by the wars

just passed wouldJong^remtuh unchallenged. Nearly all be-

lieved, and said when th^ spoke frankly, that war or the

threat of war was the only means of effecting or preventing

changes in the status quo. The French liked to speak of an

"immanent justice” which would bring about the restitution

of Alsace-Lorraine, but usually inherent justice was ex-

pected to operate through the traditional medium: some day

there would be a Rusgo-German war; then France could de-

mand the restitution of Alsace-Lorraine as the price of neu-

,

trality.^ars there had been ; wars there would be. The map
KadTjeen changed; new warswould bring new changes. War
was "a legitimate and normal method of promoting national

intei^ts.” wrote a.prominent British liberal. He conUniied

;

"The truth is that in the wnrld in wb i^h wp wrerp broi^liit

UB,_the crime was not to make war, but to make it unsuc-
(^essfully. ... All the Governments of Europe,^uf own
included, regarded war as a risk which had to be run, a legit-

imate gamble, as C'Hurchnrsaid of the Dardanelles Expedi-
tion, a ‘contl^ation_of policy’ as tlie_ Germans defined it.”

The definition of war as aJ‘£ontinuation of policy” covers
the ground precisely. National ambitions could he realized

gnly to the extent that they were backed by national power-.-
tniEtary, economic, intellectual^ an^moral. Lack of

'
power

meant lack of su^ess, defeat, humiliation. In any crisis

statesmar wei^^ thelf'chanccsTif the issue was important
and military victoryLProbabk war was preferable to a diplo-

defeat.^The task~of"5ie ifafesman was to see_that his
country was never confronted with^ alternative, of diplo-
matic defeat or military defeat .' If'a statesman "blundered
and found himself confronted with this alternative, he ac-
cepted diplomatic defeat unleSs he was deaerate, as the
Austrians were in 1914, or unlras he"had m'iscalculated the
chances of military success

, as did the Russians jn their
q^uarrel with Japan in'190^
f After 1871 three considerations modified the simplicity pf

,
%dp^t«Jl£Lfeat_war.was^e Iogical~contimintinn'nf diplo-
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itself, resulting from the advance of. scienee and industry.

Most meit_continued to thinlT^T “wai^n terms" of ea^er
and comparatiYely.h^Tlless struggles, but responsible states-

men realized that a great war might well shake the founda-

ttons^oL £imopeanZ.SQde]^r Moreover, with' every passing

year it became increasingly apparent that war between two
states must alpost inevitably spread untiT all Europe~"waS

involved. The^lliance systems were largely the result of this

realization . Every statesl^n tried to~iecure promises of

assistance, or at least of neutrality,_so he would know what
to expect when the struggle be’gan. Finally, popular govern-

ment, conscription, and "t^ ri^ of the^j^ress made vitally

important'fhFehthi.isiastfc reception by public opinion of the

decision for war. The increasingly luzardous nature ol war,

the realization that a localized duel was Impro^l5Ie7 and the

necessity for popular approv^all made statesmen more

eager for the pcacefuf solutTon of difficulties, rnore reluctant

to risk war than formerly.

On the other hand, these same elements proyoked an un-

easy state of tension. ,If war was becoming more destructive",

then adcquatc"’preparation became correspondingly more im-

portant Armament ..bill wa.s piled on armament tall, each

incTcase provoking increases in neighboring countries. If,

wars could no longer be localized, then alli es must be bound

^verctoseT and must be supported unflinchingly
:
^hen top,

tire solidarity of rival alliance, systems must be weakened, by

Uireats. bv c^joletv.-by^lies. If public approbation of a war
policy was essential, then the pi|bUc_mind must be prepared

in advance to suspect and fear every possible antafCIitSt so

that, should a crisirsuddenlyarise,~a slight stimulus_^would

suffice to raise paisi^i]tolEeTi^ting_point, As the hazards

of the game rose, therefore, "the play became more, rather

than less, tense. . .In i8go the aged Germ^ commander,

Moltke, vividly described the prevailing mood:

"If the war which has hung over our heads, like the sword
of Damocles, for more than ten years past, eirer breaks out, its

duration and end cannot be<-fnrpsfpn The greatest powers of

Eurone, armed as they never have been armed before, will then
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stand face to face. No one can be shattered in one or two cam',

paigns so completely as to confess itself beaten, and conclude

peace on hard terms. It may be a Seven Years’ War, it may be
a Thirty Years' War—^woe to him who first sets fire to Europe,
and is the first to apply the torch to the magazine." '

How could the feaCs^f war be banished? How could prep-

axation and counter-preparation be ended? inculcating

respect for the sanctity of treaties ? By arbitrahon Rylmi'

Jtation of armaments? All three methods had advocates.

But how could one decide by arbitration whether Russia or

England should seize Persia; whether France or Germany
should have Morocco; whether France or England should
have the S^an? Could arms be limited or treaties made
inviolable without perpetuating a status quo which was hi'

tolerable to many nations? Here was the crux of the matter;

unty all tlieieading states were approximately content with

distribution of power, territory , wealth, and resources.
efforts to

.change.the^Mwr quo were mevitablc. flow could
any nation compel change, compel die removal of irksome
restrictions without rejcQur^e to the ihreafo? annca’aclion?
No one could lnsw.Qr that question to the satisfaction of all

contestants. So the race continued.

3 . THE SEARCH POR EQUILIBRIUM:, 1S71-1875

During the two decades following the Treaty of Frank-'
fort, Germany was the stanchest bulwark of the status quo,
and Germany to Europe meanLBi_sjnafck."At home, siicces.s

silenced the storms of criticism which had broken over the
earlier phases of his policy. After 1871 he still met with
violent oppQsitign_onj|ntemaLl ^questions, >ut in foreign
affairs his control yyas, almost jabsolutc. Both at homl and
abroad, the succession of lightning mwes by which he had
^ected Germ;pii_ unificaticai,and the ease with which he

^ duped^r^ercome all Qpponents gaVe'fum a''r~eputmi

hancedHie romantic legend of his Olympian w;sflom"^d
power. Ten years of ince,?said-st^^^ an old

< —lil
iT-n«„iWn
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To husband his strength he retired for long periods to his

Baltic est^s. There, mysterious and invisible, like Zeus oq
Ida, he studied the international scene.

,

When he spoke, all

men - listened. His earth-shaking language could make'
nations tremble. "When he was silent, statesmen sought

eagerly to divine his wilh. Even to-day his gigantic form
looms so large that it is difficult to realize that he was
wrestling with forces which were larg^ beyond his con;

'

frol. His genius lay less in his ca^cTt^to dominate than

in llie rare intellectual honesty whicli made him recognize

freely the logic of events and in t^ swift presciench which

enabled_him to adjust his course to currents his will could

not change.

Bismarck’s objective was simple; it was_peace. At Ver-

sailles the 'German Empire had been proclaimed, but the

proclamation did not make it a reality. All the jealousies,

the loves, the hates accumulated over centuries between

Bavarian, Prussian, Saxon, and the rest, must be sunk in

the feeling of a common nationality; a common law must

be devised; railroads and telegraphs must bind Germany
[together new economic system must ^.developed. AlP
this took tirae^ much time. Bismarck wanted no more ter-

ritory; Germany, he said over and over, was a satiated

state. But she must hav^leisure to digest Her existing pos-

sessions. Internal problems set the end of Bismarck's for-

eign policy ; all his acts were based on the imperaUve neces-

sity of peace,
'

What elements menaced the peaceful exis^tence pjE Ger-

many? Geography and history, according to Bismarck,

Germany lay in the^nter of'£urope. between France, Aus-I

tria, and Russia.. A combination of these three would be

fatal; Germany would be crushed in a_Yise. The union of

two would be only slightly less dangerous
;
then Germany

must become fhe'slave ot lhe~Hnrd, Suppose Austria and

France, remembenng thm de^atsJnjcSj^ and 1871, should

ally. Then Russia''wcruld Se in a position _tq compel Ger-

man support of alTK^siSi policies by threati^ng, in case

of a refusal, to join France^nd Austria. Fear of a com-
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bination of Germany’s neighbors was the nighlmarc which

never ceased to Haunt Bismarck.

Plow might tKe 'mgKtmare be prevented from becoming

a reality? First of all, by keeping Germany strong. Force

was to Bismarck the final argument in international affairs,

and repeated army Hlls" justified his boast that "he who
attacks the Gerinan nation will find it armed to a man.”

The army was ready, but he preferred not to usejt. Instead,

he hoped to convince his^Jieighbors of the desirability of

friendly relations with Germany.
,

With Russia^and Austria the task proved easy at first

Two bases existed for rni Wderstanding;. All needed peace,

The wars of iSi^a and i86^had exhausted Austria» while

the creatioifoTthe Dual'Monarchy in i86j7 gavai rise to'seri-^

ous constitutional problems which-new wars would compli-

cate. Russia, tool was preoccupied with intemal_prbblcms.

Every year tlie opposition to Uie autocracy became more
violent, and the Tsar wished to concentrate bis energies on
the task of repressing the blihilists. Pear of radicalism and
^devotion to conservative principles was common to all Ihircd

Liberalism had triumphed ..ia Tilaaland, France]
soaailsm and anarchism were miihlng adherenti
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in bad odor with conservative Austria and Russiti. The

DrcikaiserbunJ~T5rS3er served to keep France “in qitar-

' antine” by binding th^eastern entires to Geimany.
^

f
The rapidity with which p'r^ce revived frightened Bis-

I

marck. By the end of 1873 the indeiniiity was paid, the

last German troops had evacuated France, and tlie Frencli

army was being reorganized on 5ie Prussian model. The
French themselves were thrilled at the success of their

efforts.^he unthinking spoke of revanche as immediately

impending; speeches of Gambetta and poems of ^>eroulede

acted like a heady wine_on the vol île Parisians. In the

spring of 1875 the French government brou^t in a new
army bill. Its passagiTw^ faciirtaled by a campaign against

Germany in the press. /'Across the Rhine, the chief of the

general staff, Moltlce, and other prominent Germans began

to talk of the “necessity for a “preventive** war, a y^ar to

crush France before she was ready to_ attack. IPn April 9
a German newspa]^ article entitled

“
Is War in Sight?'*

caused a panic on the Paris Bourse. Bismarck preserved aii

ominous silence .\' On the basis of the information wc now

(

possess, it seems certain that he had no desire for war^lnd
that he had not inspired the alarmist press compaign/On
the other hand, he did little pr nothing to quiet the agita-

tion. Apparently he hoped the French might be bluflcd mto
abandoning their new army law ; to accomplish this aid he
was willing to permit the development of tension so seycre

that a misstep on either side might easily have precipitated

hostilities.

His bluff was called by England and Russia. The French
government had diagnosed ^p_situatiQn very, accurately:

“Bismarck wants us to beliwe that he wishes war,” wrote
the Foreign Secretary.

~

^'but he does not really want wai;,”

In order to profit by the sympathy~^ich the German
(threats had aroused" ifi~otlier countries, the Ouai"d*Orsay
>} feigned terror and, begged England and Russia to hold
IfGermany in“Weck Bismarck replied in a tone of injured

T,^n,1nn and St Petersburg;
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but, by a suspiciou_s coincideQ^e^ the agitation in Germany
immediatel;^eased._ t

(

The war scare_gaye the first hint that a new baknce of
power was gradually taking form in Eurgpc^. For over a
dozen years Bismarck had lyen able to worlc^his will un-|

( hampere^ While he was reshaping the mag, appeals and *

threats had come from Downing Street, but Bismarck had
taken the measure of the men directing British affairs, and
he brushed aside all interference. Discontent with the nega-j

tive part played ,by their own government grew steadily

among Englishmen until 1874, wheh"Disra3i7 soon 'toTie-

comc Earl of Beaconsfield, became PrupiTh^ihister." with

a large Conservative" majority behind him. His electoral

campaign had beenfbased onthe need for a spirited forei^
policy. Britain's Record among the stirring events of the

i86o’s, he mmntained, had been a sorry one. He promised

a return to the spacious davs when Britain commanded*
and the world obeyed . The appeal of France in 1875 gave

Disraeli an opportunity to assert Ehgland*s"5laHHT:o a~v6ice

in Confin^ital affairs, an opportunity which he eagerly!

seiz^. In Russia also the feeling was growing tha7"Bis-'

maTcFs power must be circumscribed. The Tsan had_not

merely consented to Bismarck’s earlier moves, he had given

active assistance 'Ev"preyentlng other powers from inter-

veniiig against Prussia during the war with France^' oW.f

Rus^a, agreed with England that a strong France was<

necessary to counterbalance the strength of Germany |' la.

St. Petersburg there was a shrewd understanding that the

possibility of a Franco-Rusgian-jlliance was an excellent

bogey with which to frighten Germany into compliance

with Russian wishes^JjThe Dreikaiserbund continued after

1875, but its weakness had been revealed.

j

[

In later years,

Bismarck’s every'- reference to the war scarff of 1875

accompanied by wrathful denunciations of the unnecessary

counsel of moderation offered bv England"arid itiissla. His

anger was probably at himself for the overconfidence which

had made him forget that"France and Germany were not
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solated antagonists. He learned hi.s lesson. Thereafter he

showed himself keenly alive to the fact that a new and deli-

:ate eciuilibrium existed in Europe, an ctj[uilihriniu which

might easily be, altered to the disadvantage of Germany." J

3. THE NEAR EAST, 1875-1878

England and_Russia could not retain their united front

for long. Events in the Near East soon revived the tradi-

tional antagonism betwe^ th^wo counlji^. In 1875

of the frequent ^cJ^lions^j^inst Turkish misgovernment

broke out in Bosnia and Hefzegovina.^or some months

the revolt ran the usual course of atrocity and counter-

atrocily. Then, instead of subsiding, it began to spread wef
tlie Balkan peninsuk.

.

q"' ~

^Three powers, Austria, Russia, and England, claimed an

active voice in Near Eastern affairg, Austria "and Russia

had in earlier 'caitunes ^eii alHes in the task of beating

back the TuikT^e~nse of Slav nationalism niadc contin-

ued coopcratiot^difficidt, As early as the Crimean War,
Austria had shown herself hostile to further Russian acl-

vance^Then came the expuIaSn of Austria from Germany
and Italy and the division of tlie remaining T-Tapsburg po.s-

sessions into two autonomous parts. Within the Dual Mon-
irchy there were .already milli^s of Slays—In the north,

Poles, Czechs, and Slovaks; In"the"south, several groups,

iivided by culture, language, and jeligipn. but known col-

.ectively as Tugo-Slavs. The C,£gats, the most mimgrgus and
die most highly developed culturally of the Soutoern .Slavs,

were bound by strong sentSnentol ties, to lire Plapsbttrgs.

who had rescuetfjEcm from^e Tu:^sh oppressor, and
who would, they hopedT redeem the remainrngJTugo-Slavs
who were still partially or complete^ under the control of
the Sultan. Many non-STavs within the"Monarchy shared
the Croat ideal2_now that expansion to the north and west
was barred, the Haps^tirg gSmain should be extended south
to SalonikL- and a triple monarchy created in' which the
Slavs would have an equal veicrwiflx thr^Germans and
Magyars. Against this policy ttJfclgreat noble houses of
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Hungary fought tenaciously. Their rule was now absolute.

They were cleternunqJ tEat the territory of Hungary should

be preserved intact. For them the jproblem of nationalities

was non-existert. Every one in Hungary was to be made a

Magyar;,.by forcejf necessary. By 1875 file harsh pro’gram

of Magyarization was already undermining the loyalty of

)
the Croats and creating in the Balkans a strong antipathy

’ to the Hapsburgs. Fear of the Magyars was p.robably s^-
cient in itself to dieter Francis Joseph from an adventurous

Balkan policy. There was another consideration which

mad^Tm "Hesitate. Would not the addition more Slavs

to the empire intensify Jugo-SlayCnationalism and in the

end create a problem which vrould s^^er the monarchy?

The Magyars seized on this argument and used it as a cloak

for their purely selfisjh rontiyes. Saving already suffered

from German and Italiaji nationalism, Francis Joseph

naturally feared to make any^move which might increase

the disruptive forces vi^ch alr^dy existed in abundance

in his empire.

The alternative was vigorous defense of the status quo.

If it was dangerous to^

a

dd more Slavs to the lllpnarchy,. li

would be doubly dangerous either to permit Russia to dom-

inate the Balkans or to allow strong Slav states to grow in

the peningpla. A strong Slav power in the i^alkansj^ whether

controlled by Russia or not, must inevitably _act.as a magnet

which would attract the discohtented Jugo-SIays of Austria-

Hungary. In Vienna there were many wHp pointed, out that

mere resistance to change could neither salve Balkan prob-

lems nor end the strif^of JBationalities in_the. Hapsbu^
domain. The Magyars refused to listen they were confi-

dent that the malconteats.xoald be coerced into ob^ience

and loyalty . Francis Joseph supported the Magyars, not

only because he feared Aem. but also because, a passive

policy appeal^ to his intensely conseyy^tive^
,

nature. So at

the Foreign Office on the Ballplatz it was decided that

change must be prevented, if possible... If change proved

inevitable, then the stfategi<;^lly important provinces of

Bosnia and Herzegovina must be acfluired J)y the Dual
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WTonaichy &o that neither Serbia ngc^Montcncj^ro could

;ccure a good outlet on the Adriatic. L

During 1875 and 1876 Russia was' willing to cooperate

n the task of preventing territorial changes. Alexander II

lad his hands full -with ^evolution at home and quarrels

with England ingentrjd Asia; he h^l no desire for a qiiar-

rel with Austria. For their part, the Austrians were willing

to cooperate in forcing the Sultan_to grant reforms which

would placate the rebellious ^instians. England__was re-

quested to assist in exerting pressure at Constantinople.

Disraeli held tock. He was complefeTy indffferent to the fate

af the Balkan Christians—in fact, as people he prefe;:red

dre Turks. Furthermore he was adverse to anythjng^'vyhich

would weaken die Suitan’s .
power and make it easier for

Russia to advance toivaid tlie ^gean. The cooperation of

Russia and'Austria'also displcased^him. So long as the tin cc

emperors weie working in harniony, they, wcic' .strong

enough to def;^ England ; if Austria’^ould 1^ scp.-iratcd,,

from Russia, the Drcikalsethund. would disintegrate. With-
out openly showing his hand, thcrejqrc, he adopted a passive

attitude which encgjiraged-lhe Sultan to refuse concessions.

Then, in the summer of 1876, news r^died Europe of

unusually atrocious massacres -in. Bul^ia.
.

'Gladstone at

once embarked on a campaign of impassioned oratory, de-

manding that the Turks be ejected “bag and baggage" from
Bulgaria. For a time he caught the public ear. Disraeli was
forced unwillingly into support of the Auslro-Russian pro-

gram./ In December, 1876, a conference was held at Con-
stantinople, and a list of reforms was unanimously agreed
upon. Unanimity came too late . The Sultan refused toy
believe that the conversion^f his British ally to difiintpr-

ested humanitarianism was sincere, and
,
after infinite pro-

crastination, Ke refused. the.demandR_Qf the powers,
g

The Russian Pan-Slavs now demanded^ war. Alexan-
der II did not want tolTght ATtlie'^me time he could not
allow the murder of Balkan .Slavs to continue, indefinitely.

For three montK^ the Tsar vaifily sou girt some concessions
11 !.!„ +1,^ c;„itan could not crush
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the levolt and would not grant reforms, while Disraeli

1 elapsed into his, suspiciously passive lole^ Finally, in April,

1877, Alexander declared war on Turkey. Russia was soon
joined by Morijenegro, SeAia, and_Rumania.
At first the war justified Moltke’s prediction that it would

be a struggle between the “one-eyed and the bUnd|^; from

July to December, 1877, the strong "fortress of Plevna

barred the Russian advance. During the long delay, Eng-
lishmen had time to recover from Gladstone’s intoxicating

oratory. The poor Bulgarian and the Terrible Turk were

forgotten; now, the gallant struggle of the weak Turks

against England’s ancient enemy aroused the cherished 1

British sporting instinct. When Plevna surrendered, and the

Russian columns moved rapidly toward Constantinople, a

wave of war feeling swept across England. Queen Vic-

toria exhortedhcr tri^ted Disraeli to “be,bold! . . . Pray

act quickly tJ^the musi^halls, crowds went wild over the

song winch to attai^mmort^ity as a symbol of hys-

terical, insane lust for war:

"We don’t want to fight,

But, by Jingo I if we do,
' We’ve got the ships,

We’ve got the men.
We’ve got the money too 1

’
,

Disraeli was reassured. He was a shrevyd politician, and he

realized he had a “shouting, rather than a fighting major-

ity” behind him;T3ut’as lEew'outside England grasped the

distinction, he felt secure in asserting the claim of England

to European leadership. When the Russians approached

Constantinople, a British fleet was dispatched to th^Straits.

For some weeks war was imminent as the Russian land

forces and the British ships cocfronte^- one; another. JThen,

on March 3, 18*78. ^n^ssmand Turkey signed the Treaty of

San Stefano.'

THe"most important feature of the treaty was the crea-

tion of a large autonomqps Bulga^,
stretching from the

Danube to'the JEgearT^and fiom the ffack Sea to^lb^ia,

"Macedonia .and ’Thrace, and splitting
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I

European Turkey into two parts. Serbia £jiid Montenegro

received independence and increases of territory. Bosnia

and Herzegovina were to be seijii-aiitonomoi^. Rumania
fared^l^dly. She had given Russia invaluaHe assistance

during the war, but in return she was forced to cede Bes-

^sara^ to Russia,\ receiving, as compensation, independence

'me worthless Dobruja territory east and-south of the

Ddnube. In addition to Bessarabia, Russia seciuj’jcd territory

n the Caucasus region and northern Armenia,
j

England immediately protested. The Austrians were also

ndignant, since the Tsar had 'Broken his recent promise to

jive Bosnia and Herzegovina Jo Austria in case of victory.

England anJT^Austria both feared the effect of a huge
Bulgaria, under Russian confrol, stretching to the^/Egean.

The RusSfjfrl'S' had expected opposition to the treaty
;
prob-

ibly they had takenlhoi-e~thai^tHcy expected to keep, for

lie express purpose of haying a surplus for bargaining. The
Tsar’s advisers were prepar^to buy off Austria and Eng-
and, but Disraeli refused to hcaT of such disrcputal)lc i)ro-

:eedings. He took the high moral ground that the ititogrily

if Turkey had been_guarat^eed by earlier treaties which
:ould only be modified by a congress oCall the powers
which had signed these treaties. Russian pride rebelled

against the thought of being arraigned like a prisoner at

the bar; again war threatened. Behind Beaconsfield, how-
;ver, were the British navy and tlie Austrian army, while
Russia was exhausted. Humiliated and angry, the Tsar
^ve way. In June, 1878, a most impressive galaxy of dip-
lomats assembled in Berliiutp reconsider the Treaty of San
Stefano. —

Ostepsibly, Beaconsfield had insisted on the congress in
order to preseiye the sanctity of international agreements*
but he prived/wi^'lus hands full of documents which
belied hisJofty arguments. An Anglo-Austrian agreement
provided for the surrender of Bosnia and Herzegovina to
the ~ Monarchy, An Anglo-Turkish agreement put
%im^ndgrBxiti^]^^ so thatuEngland might be in
fl. PdiaiaiLto orevent further Russian inroad.*; on th«* TnrV-
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ish Empii-e and to supervise the rcfornis which the Sultan

proraised__to mals;^. Finally, an Auglo-Russian agreement

j

laid down the inain changes to be made in the Treaty of

iSan Stefaihp.
‘ •

Under the circumstances, there was little to be done at

Berlin except work out the details of the preliminary deals

and give them inta-national sanction. By the Treaty of Ber-

lin, Bulgaria was greyly reduced in size^d divided into

two autonomous provinces of -Turkey: Bijlgaria proper,

later given Prince Alexander of Battenbcrg a^rnler, and.

Eastern Rumelia, with a Christian gove-rnpr-general. Serj-'

bia and IN^qntenegro got their independence and small jiddi-

tions of _territo_ry : GrccQe^got a^ague prnmj^ of frontier

rectifica,tions Rumania, in spite of loud protests, received

die harshTerms meted out at_^n Stefano. Russia kept Bes-

sarabia, but lost pm-t of her ^menian gains. The admin-

istration of Bosnia and T^aegoyina and control over the

neck of territory separating Serbia jnd Moii'tenegro—the

Sanjak of Novibazar-:;-wcre entr^istei to Austria. England

reined Cyprus . Turkey promised, as usual, refdrms,^

^Israeli returned to England in triumpli, saying, “I

iring you Peace with Honour.” Later events do not sub-

tantiate his boast. Nothing had actually been settled by
his prolonged crisis when war seemed certain again and
'gain. “No solemn international covenant has been so sys-'

eraatically and openly infringed and ignored, in part by the

signatory Powers themselves, as the Treaty which was con-

:luded in Berlin in'julyr 1B78, *in the narne_oT Alniighty

jod.’
” ^ At San Stefano the eternal Near Eastern question

lacTbeen partially solved : at Berlin, Disraeli set aside the

lolution. He justified his stand by an appeal to vit^~Rritish

nterests. Even here his judgment was to ibe challenged.

i/Vithin a few years. Lord Salisbury, Disraeli’s successor as

eader of the Conservatives,, jams forced to admit sadly!

‘We backed the wrong horse.”^ '

’W. H. Dawson iu The Cinibridge History of British Foreign
^olicy, III, 143 (Cambridge, 1923).
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4. THE AUSTRO-GERMAN ALLIANCE, 1878-1882

By all reports, Bismarck’s temper at tlie Congress of

I

Berlin was vile, and well it might be. The Near Eastern

crisis had wrecked the Dreikaiserbund. All his efforts to

make Vienna and St. Petersburg work in harmony had been

futile; Austria had combined with England to thwart Rus-

sian plans. This was serioi's, but far worse was tlie effect

of the crisis on relations between BerlinjmdSt ,Peters-

burg. Bismardc had sought to avoid committing himself,

to play, in his own words, the
“hohi^'|5ra^r’^'hose object

was to find a working compromise . The Russians were not

satisfied. During the'Franco-Prussian War Russia had pre-

vented other powers from intervening againsl Prussia.

•'Now.Alexander II called for his reward, but ^i.smarck re-

fused to compel others to lceeji*6ut”of the Russo-Turkish

quarrel . .Worse,Te "even refuscdJio prQinise.J3£Utrality In

case of an Austro-Russian war ; if either power wa.s dccl-

tsively defeated, he said, Germany^wuld be at Ac mercy of

nhe victor. Almost certainly Russia_would not hayc dared

to defy”the Anglo-Austrtan combination even if Bismarck

had promised neutrality, but the Tsar was looking for a

Sj/apegoat. When Russia was forc^_lo_tcar up the Treaty

(fi San Stefano at Berlin, the blame was laid at Bismarck’s

•door; Alexander II referred'to the Congress as a “Eur'o-

Ijpean coalition against~Russia under tKFleadwship of Prince
‘ Bismarck.” The defeat of 1877-1878 ha^reatly strenglh-

’ enedThe enemies oCthe autocracy in Russia^ anarAist out-1

rages increased at an alarming rate ; Ae Tsar was angry/

and panic-strideen. All his wraA was poured out on un4
grateful fi^ardc, who had forgotten Russians' ser^ces in'

“keeping ring * during i87o~ajid"i8^.~On~Ae' com-

missions appmnfFd A execute 5ie~Treaty of Berlin. Russian

wishes were disregarded; agahThTsaw Aeliaiid of Bis-

marck. Compl threats, poured into Berlin; "Gela finera

,
d'une maniere tres sdneuse,’^'sai5rAlexander to the German
Sl^ssador m August, 1879.

'

tlTiot. ..rrtninel_me to chooso betwdeti Russia and
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Austria-Hungary,” Bismarck had warned the Russian

envoy at Berlin in iS^S. Events of the followrn'g months
seemed to make the choice imperntive. Russia was angry

anTlhreatening^ well-founde^rumors of alliance negotia-

tions between Paris and St. Petersburg^reache'd Berlip
;
in

^

Vienna a change ofjjunisters was irapi&nding, andrthe new/

ministers fpiight be sympathetic to a coalition against Ger^

many. At the end of August, 1879^ Bismarck met ^ndrassy,

the Austrian Chancellor, at Gastein, and the two worked out

the main lines of Austio-German allianc.e. Erancis

Joseph was enthusmstic, but William I was difiicult to con-

'

vince. It was a full month.before he reluctantly agreed to

sign the treaty, which was c^summateJ on October 7.IThe

agreement, which was to be secret and was to remain in

force foi' Jive years,, provided"fRaUIf either of the signa-

tories should be attacked by Russia, the other must comet
to tlie assistance _^of the attacked party. If either was at-

1

tacked by a power other tlian Russia, the ally was to?

observe at le^ baieyol^t^ neutrality unless Russia joined

in the attack, in which, case .armed aid became obligatory.

If danger qf^ an attack by Russia became imminent,.^ the

Tsar was to be informed Aat the, allies “must consider ant

'attack on either as directed against both.’V
* *The wisdortTof Bismarck’s alliance with Austria in 1879
has often been challenged. Tlie Austro-German alliance, jL
is argued, forced Russia into the arms' oTEFance. thus pre-

J

'a^tatfflfthS 'very'slfuatlon Bismar3c wishedjto avmd, ahff I

Jemi^gfUermany tied to a nionbuncT”enipre so jveakenedJ

by iriternal dlsse’nsioris” "as id be "a liability rather than an^

'^set. Let us tryTg^nvisage the situmion as it appeared to

'Bismarck. His decision was not sudden, and it was backed
by weighty arguments./Three considerations stand out in

the lengthy despatches with which he tried td win over

^
William I. First of all, he maititained that in every alliance

ithere was a horse and a rider, and he did not wish (jermany

[to be the horse. In more prosaic terms' Russia was strong

,
enough to stand alone , while ^Austria was nqt. Size, loca-

^
tion, and resources made it possible for the Tsar to pursue
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an independent policy. If Germany was allied with Russia,

and if on any occasion Germany refused to support Rus-

sian policy, the Tsar could enforce submission by threaten-

ing to join forces with France, f'rancis Joseph could not

afford to be so independent; only with German aid could he

hope to thwart Russian ambitions in the Balkaiis. Neither

coid he use the threat of a union with France
; Germany

could reply by going over to the side of Russia. So long as

Germany and Russia were not hopelessly estrangeS^ there-

fore, Bismarck was confident that he could control Austria

A second consideration was the nature of the foreign policy

of the two eastern empires. Russian policy was restless and

aggressive, making for trouble not onlyjn the Balkans, but

also in the Middle East, where,English and Russian inter-

ests were fundamentally opposed lo each other. A Russo-

German alliance would embroU Germany in every Russian

quarrel, particularly with England. Austria^bn the other

hand, w^.a satiated state, desiring only the preservation

of the status qua: her friendship need not involve danger-

ous obligations. Finally, EngJ^d was no less anxious to

prevent a further diminution of Turkish power than was
Austria. This was important, for Bismarck had a great

respect for British strength. In 1879 he even went so far

as to put out feelers for an An^-German alliance. The
suggestion came to nothing, but the English government,

welcomed the union of Austria and Germany. ^ a Europe
dominated by five great powers, Bismarck wanted at least

two friends for Germany. These he could have by alliance

with Austria, but not by union with Russi^

^
^t, continue Bismarck’s critics, why aSy alliance at,all?

Were not Bismarck’s fears of a Russian^ttack mere phan-

toms ofT nefvous~bIJ~m^*s imagination? WouI3 noPthe
'bit^ness felt by Al^ander ari(r'Kir“advisers soon liav^
passed, and~Eaergfore' Wa'S’liSt ffie~§acrrfice

"

of Russian
"fnejadsE^heedless? 1As a mattS^"! Tact, there'WM iMV

a~^sslamattacir in' 18^9'. 'Bismarck nomtecTi^
^e massing of troops on the^fmanand Austrian frontier

very doubtful if he himsSriEeweid ifijmediate war;
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consciousness of Russian weakness must hold the Tsar in,

, check. Not fear of an attack, but the old fear of a hostile^

coalition n^ade Bismarck tticn to Vi£nna.^Furthermore, he

hoped by the Austrian alliance to bring Russia to heel. So
long as Germany was isolated, with a hostile France on her

flank, the Tsar would strive to force coi^liance with his

wishes.. Once the German and Austrian emperors were
bound together, Bismarck was confident that the Tsar’s

voic.£>Wt)uld lose its dictatorial rjng.

'^’''^ismarck^s' confidence soon proved justifiecU Russian

threats ceased when rumors of the impeiiding alliance

reached St. Petersburg. Alexander II was frightened by the

thought of estrangement from Aust^ria and Germany.

Within a few moliths the Tsar was trying to revive the

Dreikaiserbund^ The negotiations moved slowly. It was

quite evIdenV^hat the Austro-Russian antagonism was
merely suppressed, not <kad. In the end, however, the same
motives which had drawn _the thxee empires tqgethec-in

1872, namely, common desire for peace and hatred of liber-

aliOT, Meught abqut*renew?d unipn. Austria had her hands

full suoduingjhe^Bosnians she had’ rescued from Turkish

oppression, while the Eissassin^tiotyji Alexander II empha-

sized the need fo^unite4 opposition to radicalism. Accord-

ingly, the Dreikaiserbund of 1881 sought to heal the breach

between the Near Eastern policies of <^stria and Russia.

All three powers promised neutrality in case one "of the

contracting parties “should find itself at war with a fourth

Great Power,” but this promise did not apply to a war with

Turkey_jurdess,, "a previous agreement shall have been

reached between the three Courts as to the results -o£j:his

war.” No changes were to be permitted . in_th& territorial

status quo of European Turkey unless all three had agreed

on a division of the spoils . '.Two exceptions jwerg.jn_ade_ .to

this provisionT^ustria might annex Bosnia and Herzego-

vina when she chose, an^ no opposition was_tQJbe. made to

. the union of Bulgaria and Extern RumeUa.^ l|
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France. Conscious of their own impotence, Italian states-

men turned to i^erlin for heip,_.Traditionally, Bismarck’s

support of France ^n_^i88i_has been attributed to desire to

estrange France from Italy. He undoubtedly envisaged this

result, but he did not regard it as a very important achieve-

ment. As late as the end of 1881 he argued against anjilli-

ance with Italy "because the unsettled' and untrustworthy

character of tlie Italian policy could easU’y embroil Italy^j

friends in difficultres.'^’~From the tone of his rethaHts’ it

even seems possible that he wished t^preyent _a reconcilia-

tion between Vienna and Rome ;, if sure of Italy,'. Austria

might adopt a stiffer tone toward Russia. In the end he con-

sented to an alliance, but during the negotiations he re-

mained in the background, merely approving decisions

reached between Vienna' arid Rome. His one preoccupation

. was to e^ude ifom the treaty anything which would sanc-

tion aggressive des^s_of Italy or Austria.
^

Throughout the first treaty of the Triple Alliance, signed

. May 20, 1882 . this defensive purpose was explicitly af-

firmed, Austria and Germany agreed .to support ’Italy if

•France should attack her “without direct provocation.** If

France attacked Germany, Italy was to help her ally. In

case of an attack upon one or two of the allies by two or

‘more great powers, the other ally, or allies, must give armed

as^tance. In the case of wars not calling for aid, the allies

were to show benevolent neutrality toward each otlier. Alt

promised not tQ_ enter ahv erigagemeHFdirected against any
member of the alliance. If war seemed impending, the

allies were to consult together. The treaty wa.s tn he secret

and to last for five years . A supplementary declaration pro-

vided that the alliance could not "in anv case be regarded

as being directed against England.”.

Italy had petitioned for the alliance, .but she came away
with the greatest gains. The mere fact of union with the

central monarchies gave her prestige and influence in inter-

national affairs."'iBoth her allies must come to her aid in

case France , should attack . . The possibility that Austria
try either to restore &e temporal poyver qf Pope,
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or to regain Venetia, .was ended. The declaiation of the

preamble that one purpose of^the alhanee was “to fortify

the monaichical pmicipje” bolstered. the~House of Savoy
against republican att^^s. For Austria, the chief advantage^

of the treaty lay in the guarantee that she would not be

attacked from the ^ear if inyolved in a war with Russia.^

'''in Vienna it w’as also hoped tliat the .Ii redentist movement^
would now die, out. This hope was not realized, but at leasts

''iihe alliance jnevcnted the Italian government from open’

support of the Irredentist agitation.

Because it endured un_til 191^ formation of. the

Triple Alliance has come to be legarded as.a momentous_
"evSTFin the history of prewar diplomacy^. To Bismaick,

Tiowever’ Italy was" liierely .luiother link, and that not a very

strong one, in the network of agieeniehts by which he was
trying to prevcntji^tlistorESce ofjhe .^alus gup in Euiope.

He legarded France. aji.d. Russia as the powers interested in

disturbing the existing; situation. Italy would be of some
value in keeping these powers qt^t.^ The fear that Italy i

might attack from the rear would make France hesitat? to

attack Germany Russia could no longer count on Italian

aid against Austria. Further. Austria and_Italj^ both sought

increased influence m Albania and Macedonia. Bismarck

hoped to use his influaye as dominant nfefnber i)f the Alli-

ance to neutralize their conflicting ambitions and produce

the stalematejie desired .

The conflict of alliance systems has seemed to manyr
scholars the most important cause of the Worl^War, and,

'

since t!ie Triple Alliance wasHSie 'first dp rahlejinion^ Bi.^

marck has been pirtured ns gdving the first great push,

toward catastrophe. There is no doubt that the division

Europe intoJavo Jirrnad. c^ps made thejdiplomatic sifaa-

Tlon. moreLensa and-thfi peaccJul solution o'f prohlcans mose,.

"diSciitt;7ni^ alliances were,"however^ symptoms of mo^
‘"'H^p-seateS^trouGIe" namelyf the conflicii:^n^~g^mhttiQns^Q'f~^el

"European states^ Alsace-Lorraine, the Balkans, and imperi-

aiisflc^fures in.Africa anH Asia.had' ai|. caused trouble

tR4 t nnd 1882 In the last analysis..power had been
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the deciding factor in the settlement of each of these im-

broglios. The moral, not only to Bismarck, but to all Euro-

pean statesmen, seemed odious make sure that when
trouble comes power will be on your side, power in the

form of guns and men, your own andjthose of your friends.

Bismarck sincerely regarded Ae Triple Alliance and the

,
subsidiary agreements \\^h Serbia and Kunrania as~ a

I “League of Peace.” He counted on being able to restrain

'his allies from aggressive action, and he felt~tHat ^i'rance

and Russia would hesitate to challenge such a power ful

group of states- particularly since England was on friendly

terms with the allies.. It is not strange, however, that the

very secret Triple" Alliance should arouse alarm in Paris

and St. Petersburg , where tHc peaceful intentions of the

three allies, did no.t_seem as obvious as in Berlin. The very

structure by which BismarctE_~h~6Ded to ensure peace sug-

I

gested the formation of anoAer “Leagjj^sjaf Eeace” between
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CHAPTER II

THE FRANCO-RUSSIAN COUNTERWEIGHT,
1881-1893

I. GLADSTONIAN IMrUtlALISM, 1880-1885

By 1882, Geimany and Italy^^thc enemies of France,

stood in alliance with Austria, die foe of. Russian advance

in the Balkans, 'h Franco-Russian union was the logifcal

'reply t^the Triple AlliangeT^t took untilj894 to effect the

union. Fear o f Germany helps to explain the delay. After

the Congress cTf Berlin, when the Tsar m_anger sought an.

understandingVith Paris ,
theTrench~.Foreign Secretary

held back. “BismarclThasJiis eye on me. If a treaty were on

I

the anvil !he_might reply with war,” Bismarck was vigilant;

I

whenever Franco-Russian relations_became too intimate, a

I
new German army bill was introduced. A second obstacle

(was rliverp'ence of political ideals. Russian nihilism and

I French liberalism seemed blood brothers to Alexander IIJ

;

the Russian autocracy seemed a debased copy of their own

detested ancicn regime to FrenA Regublisans. Finally, and

possibly of greatest importance, union w^as made.^mos.t im-

possible by confusion of objective both governments.

Should the fire of m’anr/ie "^kept^bright, or should Ger-

man aid be sougtit in colomal disputes with England?

Neither the French people nor the of^ials of the Qitm

d’Orsav'could make up thefr mlndrwhicR they liated more,

Britain or Germany^ The Russians w'̂ e equally undecided.

Some wished to concentrate on the Balkansjuicf tlie Strait^,

defying Austria and
^

Germany. Others advocated a tem-

porary truce in the Near East so that Russia might be free

to rhallenge England in the Middle Eiast-r-Afghanistan
- •

' r' ij: T7.V- nc/'illations 01 FreftCn
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and Russian policies prevmted a lasting rapprocjien^ent

between the two countne^i'”

,

From 1S^g toTSSs' the Idea of a_Franco-Russian alliance

almost disapp^ed from sigKt. Both countries were so busy

quarreling with EnglanOiat they had no time to think of

European problems. These were tlie”yc5}'s when_the new

imperialism reach^its first strident climax in Europe.

When, in 1876,
Parliament reluctantly vdte'd Victoria

the title of Empress of India,'most Englishmen saw in the

act a desire to humor a whim' of the Queen. For Disraeli,

however, the title symbolized the b'^inning of a new British

Empire, with India as its center. The reifications of his

dream~wcr(ri.retnen3bus. BTiffef~states must separate India

from the possesions oT other European powers. British

naval supremacy along the thousands ofjnU^s of water sep-

arating England and India must be uncontested. This in-

volved not only the maintenance of jin, ^overwhelmingly

powerful fleet, but also vigilant watch Jest another power
secure territory which might-h&-iised either to attack India

or to cut the British lines of communication. The fate of'

Morocco and Zanzibar, no less than that of Afghanistan,
was involved in the problem of Indian_defense.

Disraeli’s ambitious vision was frequently repudiated in

theory by later British statesmen, but rarely in practice.

Gladstone, for instance, was a “Little Englander.” He
regarded imperialism as not only inexpedient anoclanger-

ous, but also as downright immoral. Moreover, in 1880
Disraeli’s “forward policy’’ was decisively defeated at the

polls. The British electorate, wearied by six years of almost

continuous friction in international affairs, turned once

more to Gladstone, who promised tranquillity abroad and
electoral and Irish reform at home! There is no doubt that

Gladstone was sincere in his condemnation of. Disraeli’.s

adventurous policy.CNevertheless. the five years of Glad-

stone’s second administration moved, for the most part, in

the grooves mar^d outLyEIirnredecesspr) ^^ere Disraeli

had gloried in an active imperialistic policy, Gladstone ad-
i($aced on the same path comolaining of the hard fatp wrhiVh
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forced him forward. Between 1880 and 1885 the British

occupied Egypt, thereby begmniiig_a ^wenty-year feud with

France, cam^ to the verge of war with Russia in central/

Asia, and quarreled T^h Germany over colonies.
(

’The opening of the Sii^ Canal in i86q shortened the

s^ rguteJp.InduL 6,000 miles and therefore intensified

Mtish interest.ia eastern Mediterranean affairs. The Canal

had b^n^uilt krgely with French and Egyptian capital,

but in 1875 Disra^l madeTBritish influence paramount by
buying the Egyptian shares from the bankrupt Khedive.

Having checkmated France on the canal_cpiestion, ^Disraeli

turned his attention to Russia and in 187^ .at the Congress

of Berlin, not only barr^ Russian advance toward the

Straits and the jEgeap, but secui ed .Ae strategically im-
portant island of Cyprus for England. The approaches to

the Suez securq on the north, Disraeli turned his attention

to Egypt, Theoretically Egypt was a.. Turkish province.

Practically it_was independent,_imder the rule of the spend^

thriH Kl^dive Ismail, Sincej:8^ Ismail, with the assis-_

tahee"of EuropeaircapiliilTsts', had been piling the Egyptian
debt “to dizzy heights . By 1876 his cr^it was 'exhausted.

Then came the customary procedure of a European .re-

ceiiTership to profit the Bondholders, the establishment of

the international Caisse d^l'a Dette. Bankruptcy also opened

the way to foreign political control, and a quiet but bitter

struggle began toweeirprance Md England. Neither felt

in a position to clcty the other, so a dual control was estab-

lisHed overTEgyptian finances. As Lord Salisbury put itj

since France was "bent on meddling”.^ in Egypt, three

jcourses were open. “You may renounce—or monopolize

—

[or share. Renouncing would have been to place the French
I across our road to Tndiaj Moiiopolizing would have been

very near the risk of war. So we resolved to share.I' The,

French, of course, maintained that it was the British who
were bent on meddling in a region w’here French influence

had been strong for a century. Neither the Khedive nor the

Egyptian ruling classes lookSl kindly on foreign interfer-

ence, and they were able to count on the religious prejudicesj
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of the Mohammedan populace to support them. To elimi-

natV opposition, the' British and French induced the Turk-

ish Sultan to depose Ismail m 1879, but the new Khedive,

Tewfik, was unable to resist the pressure of the Egyptian

nationalists.

[Such was the situation when Gladstone took office:

Franco-British control over Egyptian finances, and a weak

Khedive afraid both of the foreigners and of the nation-

. alists, who were now ably led by an army officer, Arabi.

I

During 1881 and the early months of 1882 the anti-foreign

agitation increased, and the efforts of France and Eng-

land to prevent the Khedive from joining the nationalists

merely served to make Arabi a national hero. In June, 1882,

riots began in Alexandria, and some fifty Christians lost

their lives. The spread of disorder could only be checked^

by military intervention. Both powers realized that if they

occupied Egypt they would certainly quarrel over the spoils.

Since neither government thought Egypt was worth strained

relations, both sought to turn the question over to the

powers as a whole, by a conference at ConstantinoplejThe

conference moved slowly. Arabi used the interlude to pre-

pare for the expected European invasion. Impatient at the

failure of the conference to discover a solution, and fearful

lest Arabi complete his defenses, the British struck out on a
line of their own. In July, 1882, British warships bombarded
the fortifications at Alexandria. As the French had foretold,

.the bombardment precipitated further disorders in Egypt.
iTo restore order, British troops were landed; the landing

I
of troops brought on clashes with the forces of Arabi. The

I English found themselves confronted with the task of con-

i' quering the whole country. The task was completed in Sep-
tember when Arabi was finally defeated at Tel-el-jCabir«

[The French protested vigorously when the BritislTabaa-

doned the principle^f international settlement of the Egyp-
tian question by bombasine- Alexandria, and during the

campaign against Arabi the correspondence brtween Lon-
don and Baris becatne increaangly angry, Th^British ad-

« hiopportutte time for Franqe. Tunis was
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proving difficult subdue, and in the Far East French

troops were trying to wrest TonkijQ and Annam iront China.

Already deeply involved in two military operations, the

French did not feel strong enough’ to participate in the con-'

quest of^Egyptj hut neither did ihey wish to see the Nilel

valley in English hands. To postpone the issue, the Paris

government asked J:hat the Dual Centro! be reestablished.

Gladstone refused, basing his ^tand on what seyned to him
irrefutable arguments. He disclaimed any intention or de- I

sire to keep fsgypt; his one object was to set up a stabje

government capable of _ malot^ning ord(y. The Dual Con-

trol had not accomplished this task ; instead it had increased
^

disorder in Egypt and caused friction between France and

England. He was confident that the British agents would

speedily secure peace and good gpvennnent. Then the Brit-

ish troops would "he 'withdrawn. The French were sheplical

both oi GladsitQia«!s. smeetitV- and oi his ability to fulfil

his promi§cs. On the latter point their doubts were justified

by later events. Despite Gladstone’s best efforts, obstacles

to evacuation persisted, even grew in nunibgr and cOQjplex-

ity. With every delay French exasperation increased. By
the time GlacUtone went outjD_f_pffice Jn 1^5 the Egyptian"!

question had thoroughly ernbitteted Anglo-French relatioiisj

and created_an antagqnisrn which was to last until 1904^
The consequences of the quarrel over Egypt did not stop

with tension between London and Paris; the events along

the Nile affected the_fate ^f .far-Q,fiLAfglianistan, where

trouble had been brewing for many years. The history of

the Middle Eastern question from 1868 to_ 1886 illustrates

the difficulties of imperial__administrationj The vast reaches

of central Asia were faj removed from St. Petersburg.

Communication was slow^ and for months at^a time the

Tsar’s ministers were out of touch with the military com-

manders who exercised almost complete authority in the

East. Similarly, the London cabinet knew little of condi-

tions in and around India, and^the officials on the spot some-

times took action which embarrassed the home government

in dealines with other nowers. So lone as the British and
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Russian possessions were separated by a thick wall of sav-

age and independent buffer stales, the doings of irrespon-

sible governors caused little trouble. After the middle of the

nineteenth century, however, ambitious Russian generals

discovered that fame and promotion could easily be attained

by pushing the Russian frontiers southward. As the sep-

arating wall grew thinner, British uneasiness grew. When
Samarcand was annexed in 1868, representations were made
in St. Petersburg. The Tsar's ministers promised to halt the

advance, but it continued nevertheless.

During the later 1870’s, while Russian attention was con-

centrated on the Near East, there was little activity in cen-

tral Asia. When France and England began to quarrel over
Egypt, the Russians thought it safe to move again. The-
oretically without orders from St. Petersburg, Russian
troops moved southward, this time driving a wedge between
Persia and Afghanistan. Jingoism appeared once more in

England. By April, 1885, war appeared probable. The Rus-
sians were defiant, confident that fear of France would hold
England back. -As a matter of fact, the chief obstacle to
war was the lack of a good battle-field. The British did not
wish to fight in the wilds of Afghanistan or in Persia but
showed a disposition to use the old Crimean battle-ground.
To reach Russia’s Black Sea .pacts, ships must be sent
through the Straits, and the Straits were closed by a treaty
which England herself had created. When the London gov-
ernment tried to evade the treaty by sophistical arguments,
Bismarck interposed an emphatic veto. He had no objec-
tions to Anglo-Russian quarrels in central Asia, but he was
determined that the Near Eastern question should not be
reopened; the evaits of 1876-1878 were painfully fresh in
his mind. ^Probably Bismarck's opposition was decisive.
England gave way and in September, 1885, sanctioned the
recent Russian conquests. Neitlier party expected the agree-
ment to be any more enduring than the innumerable prom-
ises Russia had made earlier,,

Kstnarck looked on with satisfaction while the pacific
sank deeuer into controversies -with Franre and
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Russia ; Egypt and Afghanistan relieved the pressure on the

German and Austrian frontiers, and forced London, Paris,

and St. Petersburg alike to seek support in Berlin. Further,

the difficulties of England provided a favorable opportu-

nity to pick up a few colonies for Germany. Igismarck dis-

liked the idea of overseas expansion. He never ceased to
^

describe Germany as a Continental and satiated state. Col-

onies would be a useless expense, “like the silken sables in I

the noble families of Poland, who have no shirts to their

backs.” Imperialism accentuated friction with other states

—witness Egypt. Colonics, he argued, called for a navy to

protect them; a navy would divert money from the army
and would antagonize England. Nevertheless, during the

years 1884 and 1885 Bismarck acquired the bulk of Ger-

many’s colonial empire, at the expense of a quarrel with

England. His action is understandable only in the light of

German internal conditions. Elections for the Reichstag

were impending. Bismarck’s economic and social policies

bad raised formidable opposition. The demand for colonies

was strong, and a latent hos^ty to England existed among
large groups of the German peopIer~Both overseas expan-

sion and a quarrel with the_ Britisb would increase the

chances of a government victory at the polls. The risk

seemed slight
;
Eh^and was . top_ deeply estranged from

France and Russia to resist. So Bismarck decided to act

against his better judgmenir7

Bismarck turned his eyes first toward southwest Africa.

He asked the British if they claimed the territory which ad-

joined Cape Colonyr The British were dilatojy. They did

not wantTfiFland themselves; but they wanted no one else

to have it. BismarclT

a

pRlied pressure. An anti-English cam-

paign began in the German press. “I am in perfect despair,”

wrote the British am^ssador from Berlin, "afPrince Bis-

marck’s present inclination to increase' his' popularity before

the general election by takmg up an mtti-English attitude.

, . . He has discovered an unexplored mine of popularity in

starting a colonial policy, which public opinion persuades

itself to be antijEnghsh.” This interpretation was too one-
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sided. Wherever tlic Chancellor turned for the colonies Ger-

man opinion demanded, he met with English opposition,

usually based on the proximity of the territory in question

to some British possession. Cape Colony did not want the

Germans in Angra Pequena; Newguinea and Samoa were
close to Australia. There was some justice in the complaint

jthat the British sought to set up a Monroe Doctrine for the

^whole world. When argument failed, Bismarck resorted to

more drastic measures by supporting the French in Egypt.

Gladstone immediately beat a hasty retreat, proclaiming

“if Germany is to become a colonizing power, all I say is,

‘God speed her!’ She becomes our ally and partner in the

execution of the great purposes of Providence for the

^

advantage of mankind." To Bismarck, such statements were
mere rhetoric, and he did not greatly prize the territory

secured for Germany in southwest and east Africa; in th?

Cameroons and Togoland; and in far-off Oceania. The one
bit of territory he really wanted, the island of Helgoland
off the German coast, the British, despite his threats, had
refused to surrender. Bismarck’s immediate objective had
been won; he had satisfied German opinion. It was a dan-
gerous victory. The controversy left behind an undercurrent
of bad feeling between England and Germany. As Bismarclc

himself once said; “Every country in the long run is respon-

sible for the windows broken by its newspapers; the bill

will be presented one day in the ill-temper of a neighbo^)
Fate dealt harshly with Gladstone. He had come to office

in 1880 promising an era of peace and tranquillity. Instead,

his administration was filled with quarrels with the Con-
tinental powers. Then, just as he left office in 1885, two
events rescued England from her dangerous position. In
the southeast corner of Asia, French troops were defeated
in an engagement with the Chinese. Discontent with imperi-
alistic adventures had been slowly maturing in France.
News of the defeat precipitated a cabinet crisis. For the
next three years ministries rose and fell with bewildering
rapidity, tnaking a consistent-foreign policy impossible. Of

greyer unportsnee for England was the revolution in
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Eastern Rumelia on September 18 which brought about the

unification of the two parts into which Bulgaria had been

divided in 1878. The Tsar forgot his dreams of reaching

the Persian Gulf and concentrated his attention on the Near
East. Bismarck, faced with revived revanche sentiment in

France and the probability of new Austro-Russian qiiarrels

in the Balkans,' became most conciliatory in his correspon-

dence with London. *

1

'• - ‘

2 . THE BULGARl.VN CRISIS, T885-1888

Between 1878 and 1885, England and Russia reversed •

their roles on tlie Bulgarian question. At the Coiigre.ss of

Berlin, Disraeli handed back to the Sultan much of the ter-

ritory the new state had rccehed by the Treaty of San
Stefano and divided the remainder into two autonomous

provinces^ Bulgaria and Eastern Rumelia. His action was

ostensibly dictated by regard for the sanctity of treaties,

but reall3fr^y determination to tliwart Russia’s Balkan ambi-

tions. Similar^,“wfitle the Tsar talked much of his generous

desire to emancipate the Balkan Slavs from.Turkish mis-

government, hi^rwl aim was to convert Bulgaria into a

Russian satrapy.' Calculations both in London and St.

Petersburg were based on the premise that the Bulgarians,

being Southern Slays, .would naturally gravitate toward

their fellow-Slavs. .That premise proved false. Past history

had dev^^H in the Bulgarian peasant venomous hatred

for his Slav neighbors aiK^passionate desire for national*’’

independencerPrince~Alexander, who had been made ruler

of the new state by the powers, quickly sensed the feelings

of his subjects and cooperated with the popular assembly in

repulsing all Russian efforts to dominate Bulgaria. The

Tsar, furious at this ingratitude, resolved, to puni.sh his

protege. When the union of Bulgaria and .Easterajlumelia

was proclaimed in 1885, Alexander HI refused to sjinction

the violation oPthe ‘1 reatv of and encouraged the

Sultan io re&tablish Turki-sh control in_ Ea.stem Rumelia

by force of armir E'hgranH'promptly stepped into the pro-

tective role abandoned bv Russia. TJncTirbecame apparent
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that a strong Bulgaria might serve as a bulwark against

Russian control over the Balkans, the British forgot their

concern for the sanctity of treaties and became enthusiastic

about the right of the Balkan Christians to freedom and

self-government. Under the circumstances, the Sultan de-

cided to do nothing. Soon it was obvious, even in St. Peters-

burg, that efforts to redivide Bulgaria were useless. The

fPan Slavs saw Russia’s whole “historic mission” imperiled:

JSerbia and Rumania were already Austrian satellites; unless

[Bulgaria was brought once more within the orbit of Rus-

sia, by force of arms if necessary, Hapsburg hegemony in

the Balkans was complete. Russia must be the protector of

the little Slav brothers, even if the little brothers vehemently

resisted “protection” ! In September, 1886, Prince Alexan-

der was terrified into abdicating, and the Tsar prepared to

reestablish Russia’s supremacy in Bulgaria by force.

With the abdication of Prince Alexander the Bulgarian

crisis became acute. So long as the Tsar merely sought to

prevent the union of Bulgaria and Eastern Rumelia, Aus-

tria remained quiet, but when Russia determined to domi-

nate united Bulgaria, Vienna protested vigorously and

intimated that the entrance of Russian troops into the Bal-

kans would be resisted. 'Botli sides carried their complaints

to Beriin. The Tsar maintained that Bulgaria had been

designated as a Russian sphere of influence in the Dreikai-

serljiind, and that Austria, with the support of England,

was trying to acquire complete control over the Balkan
peninsula. The Austrians, and more particularly the Hun-
garians, argued tliat Russian success in Bulgaria would be

the prelude to new Pan-Slav agitation aiming at Russian
conquest, not only of the Balkans, b-'t also of the Slav prov-

inces of the Dual Monarchy; Austria had no Balkan ambi-
tions, she njerely wished in self-defense to check the Rus-
sian advance. In general we may say that both Russians and
Austrians convinced themselves that they were seeking legit-

imate defensiv'e objectives, but that each had good ground
for suspecting the other of aggressive designs.

As far as the merits of ijie case were concerned, Bis-
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marck inclined to the side of the Tsar ; he would have solved

the Balkan groUem by giving the eastern h^alf to Russia and

the western Jio Austria. Alexander III*welcomed this ar-

rangement—for the present. Austria refused, claiming that,

once Russia had secured her share, the Pan-Slavs would

clamor for the rest. Since Austria had rejected his solution,

pismarck elaborately dissociated himself from her- The
Austro-German^lliance, he argued, was purely defensive. >

A war to keepjlussia out of Bulgaria could not be called*

Idefensiye, CQvcr an'd bv£r he asserted ; “In Bulgaria, I am
Russian.” “What is Bulgaria to us ?” he asked. “It is noth-

ing to us’who rules in Bulgaria, Qr even what becomes ol

.Bulgaria. . . . We have interests which do not affect Aus-

tria, and Austria has interests which are far removed frorr

us ; therefore each must go its own way.” >

Bismarck’s actions did not square with his words. His

vjoibs vstitt ^eaignei al ontt W itstram 3®^?^

from precipitate action"^n3’ ttT keep" the’ Tsar from turninj

in anger toward France. His actions, bn the other hand

made the defeat" of Russia/s Bulgarian policy .inevitable

The plain fact was that Bismarck A^"coming to feel mori

dependent on Austria than he cared to'admil'. If he turnei

his back on the whole Bulgarian question with the indiffer

ence he professed, Russia would stand her ground fear

lessly. Then Austria must either fight and be crushed or sur

re'iider. In either case, anger at tKe^desertTon .oT German;

would strengthen the already powerful group. in.. Austria

which advocated a coalition bl~FrMice, Aus^ijii. and_Rip-

sia against Germany. The risk was too^great toJ?fi_run;

Austria could not be left to confrontTtussia unai.ded. On
the other hand, for Bismarck to^appear openly on the side

of his ally, Austria, would be doubly~dangerous. Almost

certainly a Franco-Russian allianc^wbuld he the result;

very possibly there would be^ Avar. For some time alarming

reports had been coming in from Paris about.the activities

of General Boulanger, whose reforms were increjising the

efficiency and strengfaJo?~lfi&ZFren!^ Amid rising

cheered on by the army and the Paris
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populace, this new “man on horseback” rode toward a dic-

tatorship. The French appeared in the mood for war. If

Alexander III met with the open opposition of Germany in

the Bulgarian affair, he would also be pushed toward war.

Now as never before Bismarck needed peace. The party bat-

tles in Germany were more intense than ever, and socialism

was growing. Emperor William was nearly ninety
;
Crown

Prince Frederick was ill, probably dying; Prince William

was an untried and unstable youtli. Bismarck’s problem thus

resolved itself into a formula which was easy to state but

khard to solve; Russia must be forced to surrender without

'war and without open coercion from Berlin. ^

, The key to the situation lay in London. There, Lord Sal-

fisbury, Disraeli’s successor as leader of the Conservatives,

was now Foreign Minister. In Salisbury Bismarck met a

diplomat who was his match. Shrewd, patient, never per-

mitting details to obscure the whole picture, seldom mistak-

ing desires for realities, keenly conscious of the sordid frail-

ties of humanity as represented in European chancelleries,

passionately devoted to British interests as he conceived

them, Salisbury was one of the greatest representatives of

the aristocratic tradition in British statesmanship, a worthy
descendant of his Elizabethan ancestors. Lord Burleigh and
Robert Cecil. Salisbury realized that strong commimity of

interests bound England to the Triple Alliance. He was re-

. luctant to see Russian influence grow in the Balkans. The
j Middle Eastern problem, though temporarily quiescent, still

loomed in the background. The British were embroiled with
France over Egypt and numerous other colonial questions

:

Salisbury even confessed that “it is very difficult to prevent'

oneself from wishing for another Franco-German war to

put a stop to this incessant vexation.” Like Bismarck, how-
ever, Salisbury had no desire to head the opposition to
France and Russia. Rather he hoped to push Germany and
Austria to the front line. Wlien the activities of Boulanger
made a Franco-German war seem probable, the British

press, apparently inspired by the Foreign Office, was at pains

to make dear that if the Germans chose to marcb-iaLEtaiica.
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through Belgium, England would not feci called upon to

intervene. Similarly, in the Bulgarian ciucstion, Salisbury

spurred Austria to oppose Russia by giving vague assur-

|_^nces of British sympathy and moral support. It is possible

that, as he maintained, the odier members of the cabinet

prevented him from making concrete promises. It is rather

more probable, however, that Bismarck was correct in sus-

pecting that the British wished to stand aside while the

' Triple Alliance bore the brunt of Franed^ussian hostility.

For months Bismarck and Salisbury played a waiting game,

, each trying to force the other into action.

In February, 1887, Salisbury at last began to yield. By
an exchange of notes, the British and Italian governments

promised to cooperate iiv.the task of preserving the status

quo in_the Mediterranean basin and the Near East. The-

British note carefully stated that “the character of that co-

’ operation must be decided by Ihera.Jthe signatory powers],

when the occasjon for it arises, according to the circum-

stances of the casp.” Nevertheless, the notes represented a

decided departure from the non-eprnmittakattitude England

had earliw_obserye^. In March, Austria gladly acceded to

the agreement. At the end of 1887 the entente was given

even greaterjprecision when_Ae three_powers stated in detail

the problems upon which they were prepared to cooperate.

In this second exchange, all three agreed to oppose any

change in die status of Bulgaria. Bismarck was jubilant.

With England, Austria, "and Italy united, France and Rus-

sia would be afraid to move.

Nevertheless, the balance of power in Europe was shift-

ing. In 1879 Bismarck had felt that the alliance with Aus-

tria would hold France and Russia m ctieclc;'~whileThe Brit-

ish saw no need of a ŷ alliesl ArPrahcTand Russia grew

in military power, the situation changed.. The-Mediterra-

nean Agreements of 1887 .indicated that Salisbury saw the

need of friends, and the eagerness witH* which Bismarck

sought British aid showedThat he ai^
~
7elt uneasy.. Italy

was quick to real ize tEaFEgrTKirgammg power was improv-i

ing. When the Triple" Alliance was renewed in February,
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1887, she obUined important concessions from both her

allies. By a separate treaty, Austria admitted her to com-

plete equality in the settlement ^ Balkan questions, ’agree-

ing 'that, if either made gains in the Near East, the other

should be entitled to reciprocal compensation. Germany

went even further, promising to support Italy in a war to

prevent France from taking Tripoli or Morocco, even if

Italy should start the war. Thus, by skilful utilization of the

difficulties of her allies, Italy was able to place herself on an

equal plane with Austria in the Balkans and to change her

hlliance with Germany from a purely defensive to a poten-

tially aggressive instrument.

Despite the secrecy with which the negotiations for the

Alcditerranean Agreements and for tlie renewal of the

Triple Alliance were conducted, the Russians knew that a

coalition was being formed against them, and they suspected

that Bismarck wa§^hs~amliitect The Russian Foreign Min-

ister put the matter very neatly in December, 1886. He ex-

pressed gratitude for Bismarck’s promise to support the

Tsar in the Bulgarian question. “But," he continued, “His

^Majesty regrets that in practice the good-will of the Ger-

man government is neutralized by the relations in which it

stands with other powers vrhose action is precisely the prin-

cipal obstacle preventing the reestablishment of the salutary

and legitimate influence which Russia claims jn^Biilgarin."

The Pan-Slav press harped ceaselessly on German treach-

ery and on the necessity for an alliance with France. When
Bismarck complained of these tirades, the Tsar intimated

that the anger of the press w^s npt wholly unjustified.

Alexander III could not, however, conquer his aversion to

France. The rapid rise and fall of ministries, the adulation

v'ith which the Paris populace followed the antics of Bou-
langer, the shelter offered Nihilists and Anarchists, all con-

firmed the Tsar’s mistrust of republicanism and convinced
him that France would be a volatile, untrustworthy, and
dangerous ally. He clung desperately to the hope that Ger-

many might yet be separated^^om Austria and England. L

To effect this end, in,the spring of 1887 he proposed 3 I
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Russo-German neutrality agreement to replace the Drei-

kaiserbund, which the Bulgarian crisis had killed.

The offer placed Bismarck in a qiiandarj'. He was anx-

ious to get some sort of treaty with Russia, but a general

neutrality agreement would be in flat contradiction to the

Austro-Gcrman alliance. He extricated himself by a char-

acteristically bold maneuver. The terms of the treaty with

Austria were communicated to St. Petersburg with the

statement that Russian threats had brought into existence

this alliance, which could not now be repudiated. As Bis-

marck anticipated, the communication angered the Tsar

but also made him even more anxious to escape complete

isolation. Discussion continued, and a compromise was
effected on the question of neutrality. Each promised benev-

olent neutrality if the other should be at war, but “this

provision shall not apply to a war against Austria or France

resulting from an attack made upon one of these two Pow-
ers by one of the Contracting Parties.” By otlier clauses of

the treaty, which was signed on June 18, 1887, Germany
promised to aid Russia in tlie tasks of restoring Russian

influence in Bulgaria, preserving the status quo in the Bal-

kans, and preventing the opening of the Straits. The treaty

was to remain in force for ftree-yeSrs:

The actual provisions oT'the agreement seemed to indi-

cate that Russia had made the greater gains. The promise

of neutrality if France sHmild attack~Germanv was balanced

by the German promise to remain neutral if”Austria should

attack Russia, while Germany received no compensation for

support of RussiarTpon^ nTtKeTTear East. Bismarck, how-
ever, was content. For him, this w’as a “reinsurance” treatv .

supplementing the^ustfo^Germ*ah~ alliance as a guarantee

against war on two fronts7 and postponing the
__

dreaded

Franco-Russian union~for at least direejrears. The treaty

was also insurance against Austria. Bismarck was con^ced
that IT Russia'were permanently alienated from Germany,

Austria would be in a position to make exorbitant demands
on Berlin, as Italy was already doing. But was it not dis-

loyal, thus to consort with his ally's bitterest enemy?
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Emphatically, No, Bismarc^ ryjjied to his cj-itics. The
Austro-German alliance was.defensiv^. Sinc£j.^c]LAustria’s

Balkan policy had become increasingl3L^ggressive. Germany

was not called upon to support this policy
;
rather, the grow-

ing ambitions of Austria made good relations between Ber-

lin and St._ Petersburg essential tg. prevent Germany from

ibecoming completely dependent on Vienna. If Austria

wished to pursue objectiv^s_ not covered hy ttie alliance of

1879, let her find other friends—^England and Italy,

The Tsar had chosen Germany rather liian France in

return for Bismarck’s promise of support in Bulgaria. What
did the promise mean ? A test came almost immediately after

the Reinsurance Treaty was signed, when the Bulgarians

offered their vacant tfirane to Prince Ferdmaijd of Coburg.

The Russian government objected, and demanded German
support, which Bismarck ^ave. Nevertheless, Ferdinand

accepted the throne, confident of Austrian and British .lack-

ing. TEe Tsar then asked Bismarck to force Austria into

acceptance of Russia’s position. TEe Chancellor refused. He
would back Russian action ; he would not take the lead him-

self ; “La parole est a la Russie.” This interpretation of Ger-

man obligations under the Reinsurance_Treatv nullified the

value of the agreement for the Tsar, who had expected Bis-

marck to compel Austrian assent to Russian control over

Bulgaria. In anger, Alexander III massed troops in increas-

ing numbers along the Galician frontier. The resulting ten-

sion produced a panic in Vienna, Francis Joseph b^ged for

a promise of German support in the “inevitable”^war, but

Bismarck, mistrusting Austria no less than Russia, refused

to commit himself . ,
Instead, he cautiously but steadily

pressed on Russia’s weakest point, finmee. First, German
papers hinted that Russia was approaching bankruptcy

;
then

the German courts ruled that Russian hnnd .s were too risky

an inves^ent foiHimst funds; finally, the Reichshank de-

cided to exclude Russian loans from the Berlin stock-

exchange, At the same time the entente between England.

Austria, and Italy was being strengthenedTTi'rance. awed
by the formidable anti-Russian rogibination, rejectecT^
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licllicobe counsels of Boulanger and turned aside tlae vedec^^

suggestions for an^allia^ce _\vhich came from St. PetersJ

burg. After four months of uneasy waiting, the strain be-

came intolerabk, and the Tsar surrendered. On December

18, 1887, the Russianjimbassador in Vienna announced that

Alexander would not_fight to regain control, over Bulgaria

and had no intention of attacking Austria., A few months

later, Boulanger disappeared from the sceiic. With the die- i

tator.ship apparently in liis grayj^ his courage failed, and he

fled to Brussels, -

The long crisis had passed without war, hut the Huropc

of 1887 was not,the Europe of_i8S5. In 1885 the problem

of Alsace-Lorraine had seem^ half "forgotten; Boulanger

brought it to the foi£_again. By 1887 the arrest of a petty

French officiaC Schimebclc,.Jiy overzealous, German police

could bring two grea^nations to the verge of_}var. Bulgaria

had killed the Dreikais'et^tm'd.~Tfie Reinsurance Treaty

formed a tenuous^l3pndttniting.Gei:caapy,and Russia, but the

old friendship.jind.cpnfidetiqoJbetween the Byo^oyernments

was gone. England had draw'n closgjto Austria and Italy

in an entente js'hich_ was dangerous to the Mediterranean

ambitions of France and the Balkan ambitions _of Russia.

Few believed Bismarck’s assertion that Gertnany was in no

way a party to tlie entente. The cooperation of England and

the Triple Alliance turned the thoughts of leaders both in

^Paris and St. Petersburg more stronriv than ever before

toward a Franco-Russian alUailcc. Bismarck had unwit-

I

tingly ptished the Tsar toward France by closing the Berlin

exchange to Russian securities. The Russian government

always needed money; French capitalists were eager ip sat-

isfy th^need. ,The Paris ^oursg floated loan after an-

'other onlavorable terms, inevitably creating a strong bond

of union between the Jiwo countries. The proceeds of the

loans temporarily renvoycirthe roost* po\yerful guarantee,

namely, financial embarrassinent
,
that Russia would pursue

a pacific foreign policy. rumors begaia^to circulate.

Galicia, Constantiimple, and »Afghanistan were all sug-

gested gc theater the impending RussJan threat

—
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Both in London and in Berlin the situation paused alarm.

The British prepared for trouble by tlie Naval Defense Act

of 1889, which laid down the principle that the British fleet

“should be at least equal to the naval strength of any two

other nations.” In the same year, Bismarck proposed that

the Franco-Russian peril be met by an Anglo-German alli-

ance, preferably a public one. Salisbury turned down the

suggestion, ostensibly because Parliament might object,

really because he was firmly wedded to a policy of isolation.

It is impossible to discern clearly what^furtEer moves Bis-

marck planned. The information we have indicates that the

growing .self-asserdveness of Austfra'anH" tKe refusal of

England to make binding commitrnents suggested the wis-

dom of closer relations -yvitli Russia, at least until the drift

of events became clever.
^

Bismarck was, however, no longer the sole arbiter of

German policy. William II, who became German Emperor

in 1888, was not fitted for the role of passive, acqiliesceiit

observer. On the other hand, Bismarck could not tolerate

interference. The tentative, opportunist, almost instinctive

way in which Bismarck groped through tlie tangle of events

until he saw a patli open before him could only be success-

ful if unhampered. The young Kaiser'believed that the Tsar

was planning a military adventure and that war could be

averted only by making obvious the determination of Ger-

many to side with Austria and England. Bismarck contro-

verted these views in language which was respectful but-

permeated by that tone of^Olympian condescension which
from time immemorial has irked ^e s^iFof youth. Worse,
lie sought to avoid controversy by withholding information

from William II. Enemies were ^uick to inform the Kaiser
that he was being kept in the-dark- On questions of do-
mestic policy, Kaiser aQi_£3iaacelLoi:-iYSEp also at odds.

During the opening months Q_f i8qo there was an explosive

conflict of wills. In March, Bismarck was forced to resign.
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3. THE FRANCO-RUSSIAN ALLIANCE, 1888-I894

‘^Bismaick left Geimany the most powerful state in

Europe, but he left Germany scarcely more of a nation than

she had been in 1871 ./, Jealousies per^sted between the

states : the phenomenal growth of commerce and iridtistf^

added new jealousies between town anci wuhtiy, Tajirtal and

la^or No tradition, no ideal, transcei^ecTTactional differ-

E

ices German history JdealT Hfher ^ith the internation'al

edieval empire
,
with tribal divisions, or with the states

id citi£5 . Nowhere, except in the generation just past. Bid

it coincide witb,^the limits of the new Germany. The^rich

cultural and intellectual heritage was local,'not natioiul,

and had little to do with the Prussian spirit which brought

unifiegtion, The Prussian spirit efficiency, practicality,

and obedience to authority did provide at Igpr a -i^neer of*

m^ty* Viewed pragmaticaTly^’these qualities worked They

m3 produced the Empire, wealth and power, and therefore

they were, reverenced Hut they were not Germany. Beneath

the surface^ o?~(jerman life there was a restless, unsure

spirit. Arrogant boa5:7uiness and nervou5~fear, qjiticisra

and flatteiy of other nations—gusts of contradictory feel-

ing swept over tfie German scene, arousing^bewilderment,
alarm, and anger m neighboring peoples.

German political lifo^was the mirror dfjhe nadonal insta-

bility.^^ismarck was too much pF an autocrat to give the

Germans the political education they needed,gHe could not

guide, he could not tram, the Germans to develop political

sense by sharing power with th^. He recognized the prob-

lem but dismissed it as insoluble: the German never had

been and never would be a political animal. Bismarck felt

only contempt for his op'pghmts_In the Reichst.Tg, and in

their worship of him Germans came to share his contempt

for the Reichstag. After his fall, when the deplorable results

of theTiicapacity of German people to control either

themselves or their ruler became apparent, he/lenied that he

had furthered the autocratic principle; but his whole recoid

belied his wor3s.
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Within tlie government, the evils which followed inevi-

tably from Bismarck’s masterful nature became apparent

after 1890. Under his great shadow other wills weakened.

He instinctively and unconsciously demanded servants, not

colleagues. So long as his capacious mind and firm will were

in control, the evils of the system were concealed. The
machine became paralyzed when he fell from power. Wil-
helmstrasse became and remained a place of intrigue and of

small minds. Nowhere else in Europe could a man like

Baron von Holstein have influenced policy for sixteen years,

iHolstcin had been one of Bismarck’s tools. After 1890 he
was the only important survivor of the old regime, and the

untrained directors of the “new course” turned to him for

counsel. A brilliant mind he certainly possessed; his mem-
oranda are models of lucidity and cogency. He loved power,

but he was a creature of the dark, afraid of publicity, afraid

of responsibility, suspicious, jealous. Shut off from men and
the world, he strove Avith undoubted patriotism to chart a
safe course for German policy. His isolation from life, his

morbid fears, his propensity for plot and intrigue inevitably

distorted his judgment. Yet the amateurs who theoretically

directed German destinies listened to him with fear and
jfrespect because he was tUgjiiagidanls-diiid^e. Only when
hhis advice had^brought Germany to the edge of catastrophe

IWM he dismissed. — -

%t would be almost as unfair to blame Bismarck for the
i evils which appeared after his fall as it would be to accuse
'

a pilot because an airplane ceased to function properly when
his hands were forcibly removed from the controls.^ Only a
genius and an autocrat could use Bismarck’s metliods; the
tragedy Avas that William II aspired to play the autocrat,

I although completely unfitted for the part. .He did indeed
possess the more superficial qualifications engaging per-
sonality, an instinct for the dramatic, and a wide range of
interests. These qualities were vitiated by others. Despite
his restless energy, sustained effort bored him intolerably.
He could not decide on a course and keep it; new interests
distracted his attention before anything was accomplished.
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Alwajs emphatic, he jvas often ec[uuUy enthusiastic about

Incompatible objectives. His cravin;^ for power maJe him
suspiciousol Mvusers with \igor of will and honesty of

expression; but since he was piimarily concerned for the

appearance of power, subtle flatterer^ could dominate him.

Bismarck had tiained the G<ymans to habits of obedience;

under William II obedience was perverted to Bjs'antine

servihty. Ministers'must either follow blindly the vagaries

of* the Imperial will, prcpared_to accept the blame if fail-

ure resulted, or they must tliwart the Kaiser’.s whims by

obscuring their oppositum in clouds of intoxicating incense

which heigh tciied^Villiam’s vanity and made him so much
the nioic difficult to control thereafter. As the years passed

and the ICaiser’s impetuous actions exposed Germany in-

creasingly to ridicule and danger, uneasiness spread among
I
all ranks of the German people. Occasionally there were ex-

plosions in tire Reichstag. They accomplished nothing.

German political life never recovered from the blight cast

upon it by Bismarck.
"

''''The instaEUity of German nationaljife was scarcely no-

ticed until the unexpected dismissal of_Bismarck turned all

eyes toward Berlin. Even in F^nce and Russia, joy soon

gave way to uheasuies^ In 1871 European sFatesmen, used

to weakness and division in the center of the Continent, had

eyed the new military empire uneasily as an incalculable,

dangerous intru3er7*During succeeding }ears they became

accustolned^to it, bui less to Germany than to Bismarck.

Much as they might fear, even hate him, they \yere forced

to recognize his political genius and his steady judgment.

They recognized also that, while he might set others at odds,

at bottom he was a powerful bulwark of peace and the

status quo. Suddenly Bismarck was uncerenioiiioiisly pushed

off the stage. European statesmen were conTronted with the

necessity of understanding the German people and the new

I

Kaiser. Both defied their cooiprchejTsmm The German pco-

I pie accepted Bismarck’s dismissal without violent protest.

I That fact indicated complete clocility.lhe hon-cxistence of

'•any public opinion. At the same lim£_the violence wTIli w'hipch
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Germans expressed their opinion of other nations raised

the suspicion that the government might be forced against

its better judgment into an adventurous foreign policy. Un-

able to find conclusive evidence on which to base a firm

conclusion, foreign statesmen wavered between two opin-

,ions; German public opinion was thought of now as a

i negligible quantity, now as a decisive factor. So as always

to err on the side of safety, statesmen natvwally listened to

German opinion when it was more bellicose than Wilhelm-

strr.sse, and disregarded opinion when it was on the side of

moderation. Had they been more sure of William 11 , they

Iwould have felt less uneasy, but they were afraid of him

also. By 1890 stories of his impetuosity, his dreams of

Caesarism, his delight in the workings of his great military

machine, were already beginning to circulate. Longer ac-

quaintance failed to reassure foreign observers. “The Em-
peror is like a cat in a cupboard,” an English diplomat com-

plained many years later, “he may jump out anywhere.” No
.one knew who ruled in Germany; it was difficult to forecast

German action in any given situation; it was impossible to

'discern the ultimate objectives of German policy. The ques-

tion naturally arose: Did the restless and contradictory na-

ture of German diplomacy conceal deep-laid plans? It Is

easy to see now that German diplomacy after 1890 was no
more and no less immoral than that of other stales, that it

I

was merely more blundering. It is easy to see now that

William II, despite his boasts and threats, desired peace.

Nevertheless, statesmen in England, France, and Russia
cannot be blamed for being fearful. They saw a restless, un-

stable people ruled by a restless, unstable emperor. They
I saw also the great German army, the best in the world.

William II was unprepared for the stir caused by his dis-

missal of Bismarck. Embarrassed and bewildered, the Kai-
ser hastened to announce- that the old policies of loyalty to

the defensive aims of the Triple Alliance and friendly rela-

tions with other European ^powers were to be continued.

The only change was to he one of tone. Instead of the com-
plications

—
“chicanery” was the word hinted at—of Bis-
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• marckian diplom^y, German policy was now to be simple,

open, straij^htforwarcl. The Kaiser’s “simple” policy met
with the hearty appro^d of his new adiisers, who were, like

himself, ignomnt of international affairs. The new Chan-

r cellor, Caprivij^ was a soldier,, who confessed he felt as if

,
he were entering a dark room when he went to the foreign

I office. Mar^hal^ the Foreign Secretary, was distinctly

mediocre in capacity and attainments.

/
The attempt of the three wcU-meaning amateurs who now

controlled German policy to follow an open and conciliatory

policy hastened the union of Kussia and J’'rance. The Rein-

surance Treaty~expired in 1890. Negotiations for renewal

pegan early in the year, wjth the approvaTof William I I.

'As soon as Bismarck was out of the waV. Holstein and

other Foreign Office .officials-rdised ^he ar^ment that the,

treaty with Russia was iiyoinpatibl^^dth loyalty to Aus-‘

tria and England. If Russia should reveal the existence of

the agreemenf^ Germany wquld be accuse^rof doubl?^deal- l

ing. British friendship would be lost andthe-Triole Alliance

weakened . There is much to be said both for and_against

Holstein's arguments. Historians are still divided on the

question. William II and Capmi were convinced, and they

refused to continue the iiegatiatioas with Russia. Honesty

alone dictated their actions, tliey declared. Germany was

through with the tortuous arhbigiiities ©f the Bismarckian

period. The Russians were skeptical, aqd when their efforts’

to secure a less inclusive treaty failed, the conviction took

root in St. Pelgi’sburg that-the Kaiser planned a new and.

anti-Russian orientation oLGEnnaJX.jiolicv. -

The growing intimacy bctween^Berlin and London .^£0*1-

tered Russian suspicions. By a treaty concluded in July,

1890, the colotirar differences of England and Germany were

settled, Germany receivingLffelgoland in return for great

concessions in Africa.- William II, in fulsome speeches

which alannecf his advisers, stressed the_commiii2ity, of in-^

teresls between thc^jvo countries. The British, hard pressed

by France and_Russia, resp^adsd .IV’ith alajcrity. When the

Triple Alliance was rcnew'ed early ia iB^tj-the English
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press was so enthusiastic that rumors of British accession

to the alliance began to spread. A few months later ef-

fusive welcome accoicled VVlUiam II when he visited Eng-

land seemed to bear ovrt the rumors,
_

,
/while it is undoubtedly true that France and Russia were

moving toward an alliance before 1890, it_is_also certain

that the dropping of the Remsur^ce Treaty and the con-

viction that England hadJoined the Triple Alliance helped

to o\crcoine t^ Tsar's scruples. Further, the actions of

William II madejhe French more eag^er for an alliance.

His program of internationaLpeace Md friendship called

for ?C7approchemcnt with France, but his clumsy overtures

only succeeded in. arousing Ae revanche parly. In anger,

the Kaiser became cold and threatening. The French ap-

pealed to Russia for protection, and” the Tsar was willing

to go part way. Shortly after the Kaiser’s visit to England,

the FrencE"fleet receive^^ enthusiastic welcome at Cion-

stadt The Tsar even stood with bared head while tlie Revo-"

lutionaiy "Marsei^ise” was placed. In August, 1891, he

agreed to an exchange of notes defining the scope of the

entente. The Russian nole stated Ihat the agi cement was
necessitated by “the situation^crewed, in Europe by the open

renewal of the Triple Alliance.and the more or less probable

adhesion of^^eat Britain,to the political aims which that

alliance pvirsues.’' Article I stated that “the two govern-

ments declare that they wjll_take counsel together upon
every question qf^a nat^rg to jeopardize the general peace,”

Under the second article, in case of threatened aggression,

“the two parties undertakejpj'each an understanding on the

measures whose immediate and .simultaneous adoption

Avoiild be impQsed_upon the two governments by the realiza-

tion of this^eventuality.” This was all_very vague, so vague
that eithqr^ar^ might desert thenther in a crisis without

actually violating the. agreemejjt. The French were dissatis-

fied, but Alexander III refused to be mQ^jexpUcil;.

In fact, neither the Anglo-German rapprochement nor the

Franco-Russian entente constituted a definitive alignment
of the powers. For two years, until the fall of iSc?, the
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international situation remain^ obscure. France wished to

bind Rjwsu niore_ closely, anJ Germany wpuld have wel-

comed the entrance q^England into the Triple Alliance,

but England, and Ru^ia held back. Salisbury believed in a

policy of isolation, and Gladstone, wh'o became Prime Min-
ister once more in 189^ disliked Germany profoupdly. The
Tsar saw no reason for committing himseli further to

France^ In his eyes the entente of i8gi had a negative valine.

He neither wanted nor expected wfrt With“'Gcrrnany
: he*'

wanted to keep Germany neutral in case of an Anglo-^us-

sian war. Fear that Prance would attack from the rear

woiild"~make Germany rehicfant to inteiTrene. The very

eagerness of the French for a more far-reaching agreement

showed that they could^be counted on for aid. French eager-

ness also raised the suspicion tha^_ if sure of Russia, the

advocates of rcvatiche would be eOQOuraged to start trouble

with Germany. The French’ government sought to disarm

the TsarVfear by silencing all discussion of Alsace-Lor-

raine, but it was not until the Russians thought they had
found a new use for their ally that they agr^eed to strengtheti

the alli^ce.

For many years the efforts of France to underming^ the

independence, of Siam , which formed a ^uffer_state between

Burma and French Indg^Ghina, had met with steady but

ineffectual opposition from England. In July, 1893, Lord

Rosebery', Gladstone’s Foreign Secretary, decided to resist

the French encroachments, by force if necessary. The
French took an equaUy firm stand, and for a few days there

was acute tension. Then Rosebery’^ Liberal _coIleagues

forced him to surrender. The firmness of France in the face 1

of Rosebery’s threats made a deep impression in St, Peters-

1

burg. Through their control over the sefls, the British had

been able to impede Russian, expansionist ambitions ever
|

since the Crimean War. Might not a umon of the French
i

and Russian fleets imp^li'^ Engli.sh maritime supremacy ?

'

This hope ended the coolness, almost aversion, which Alex-

ander III had shown for France* since i8qi.

,

In October, 1893, a Russian sciuadron_\ma-&ent_ to the
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Mediterranean. When the vessels_reached Toulon, the

French people burst into hysterical .rejoicing; the visit

seemed a symbol that the long isolation of France was over.

Three months later a inilitaiy convenlTon defining the scope

of the Franco-Russian alliance was signed. This secret

agreement, the terras of whifSTweie nof known until after

the Russian revolution of 1917, provided that : "If France ,

is attacked by GermatyiL^rbyItaly suppo^rted by Germany,/

Russia shall employ all h^l available forces to attack Ger-

many If Russia isjttacked^by Germany, or by Austria sup-

ported by Germany, France shall employ all her available

forces to fight Germany.” If any of the members of the

Triple Alliance mobJliMd, France ^nd Russia were also tp

, mobilize.

With the consummation of the Dual Alliance the Conti^

nent was divided into two rival armed cainps. England alone

of the gieat European powers remained outside the alliance

systems. British statesmen spoke much of the "splendour”

of their isolation, but in truth theirpiosition was none too se-

cure. The actual terms of the Dual Alliance singled out

Germany as the enemy, but sending of a Russian fleet

to the Mediter^ean was an ^anti-British demonstration,

and British interests clasherl vyith thnsp of France and Rus-

sia all the way fiom Morocco to China.. Could England

remain aloof from the alliance systems? If not, in which
group could the protegtion of British interests be best as-

sured ? These questions were to trouble the London govern-

ment for ten years.

j The nightmare which had troubled Bismarck’s sleep for

twenty years was a reality. After apparently endless hesita-

tion, France and Russia had united. Whether or not Bis-

marck could have prevented the union will always be a moot
question. It is undoubtedly true that talk of an alliance waa,
in the air in 1889 as a result of the Boulanger and Bul-

garian crises But there had been rumors of an alliance in

1879 also, and nothing came of l^ose rumors. Furthermore,
the Tsar had been willing to continue the Reinsurance
Treaty in i8go, and he would scarcely have bound himself
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to France -while the agreement with Germany existed. So

the argument goes, back and forth. On one point Bismarck

was certainly mistaken. The dire results which he had

prophesied th^aUiancejYQuld IjringtojGermany did not ap-

pear for many years, possibly n^d never have come. Aside

from the inevitable hothejids, no one in either France or

Russia wished to provoke a war with the Triple Alliance.

Alsace-Lorraine and the Balkans were not forgotten, and

did not cease to influence events, but colonial rivalry now
held the center of the stage. England hore.thc brunt of .that

rivalry. At no time after 1871 did the clanger of a Conti-

nental war seem so remote as in the last decade of the nine-

teenth century.
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I. ENGLAND AND THE CONTINENTAL POWERS

Standing alone after 1894 outside the European alliance

systems, the British called England “the balance-whcer*_of

European politics. As the century drew to a close this ex-

pression wasJiear^iw^e rarely. The masses were, as every-

where, profoundlj^ignorant^ foreign ^airs, and trusted

the government to protect the honor and power of Britain.

Those at the to^ weiTleis cd5ifident,"ahcr wth every passing

year tliey ^came'nTore uneasy. They saw that English ag-

ric^ture was in desjierate straits ; they saw that British

commerce and industry were being hardjressed by German
and American competition. The Franco-Russiaii. alliance

united the two traditiooaLcolonial rivals of England. Under
the leadership of William II, G.ermany was embarking on a

career of overseas expansion. Continental problems seemed

almost forgotten; imperialism held the center of the stage.

In the race for colonies, France, Germany, aii^Kussia

sometimes collided with each other, 'but with England all

three collided at everyjton. The map tells only part of the

.story. In addition to the! mmsoB,patches . Continental states-

men must take account of British “spheres orinflu^e/’
which Lord Salisbury once defined ai”*^ sort of ear-mark

upon territory which, in case of a Ereak-up, Et^fand^icT not

want any other Power to have.” \Ve may gain some com-

prehension of the portion of the world thus earmarked from
the fact that one sphere of influence was the Persian Gulf,

and another was the Yangtze Vallejr~in~Chm^ a territory

as large as Europe, excluding Russia, with a population of

more than 200 millions. Even ^HTsls not all. In other re-

gions, such as Turkey, Morocco, and northern China, Brit-
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ish trade had long enjoyed a dominant position which would

be impaired if the Continental powers acquired political pre-

ponderance. Change in tlie status of these areas was op-

posed by England. In view of such pretensions, it is not

strange that Continental statesmen came to think of the

British Empire as “a huge giant sprawling over the globe,

with gouty fingers and toes stretching in every direction,

which cannot be approached without eliciting a scream.”

Common, and usually unsuccessfitl, opposition to England

suggested the wisdom of a Continental coalition. The proj-

ect was debated constantly and frequently seemed about to

become a reality. After 1894 it was the turn of Britain to

be haunted by the nightmare of hostile alliances.

Most well-informed Englishmen agreed that the situation

Avas dangerous, but there was no agreement on the way out.

Many Liberals hoped to supplant the traditional rivalry

with France by friendship. Strong cultural ties and common
devotion to liberal political ideals would, they hoped, pro-

vide a basis for union. While they were in power, from
1892 to 1895, the Liberals tried to be conciliatory. The
French interpreted these gestures as signs of weakness, and

fecame more self-confident in their opposition to England.

ijAt the opposite pole from the Liberal Francophiles stood

|those who wished a close understanding or alliance with

Germany. Several members of the Unionist ministry which
took office in 1895 'were advocates of this solution of Eng-
land's problems. Until the end of the century an entente

with Germany would undoubtedly have been popular with

a large, though diminishing, number of Englishmen. Be-
ginning in 1898, Joseph Chamberlain, the Colonial Secre-

tary in the Unionist government, made repeated overtures

jfor an alliance. Like the French, the Germans interpreted

his proposals as symptoms that England was losing her

berve.

» The leader of the Conservatives, Lord Salisbury, had
little sympathy with Francophiles or Teutophiles. Sympa-
thies and antipathies had n© place in his view of politics,

j
VPplitiks,” he said, “is a matter of business.” The cold
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facts, as he saw them, were that “the French and Germsin

people both hate us; the Russian .Eeople_^i) not.” Since

France was a democracy, there _was no chance of lasting

friendship betweeH~EngTand and J&ance until popular feel-

ing changed. Germany was not a democracy. British and
German interests were, he thougKfrjnuciT alike. Neverthe-'

less, Salisbury &o(5n~losl hope of stea^ cooperation with

Berlin; he was afral3”to tru^the unstable government of

William II. There remained Russia, for the past two gener-

ations England’s most persistent rival. Salisbury thought

the rivalry unnecessary. The world was big enough for

both. After 1895 he tried to effect a reconciliation, but the

Russians, like the rest of the Contitient, had convinced

themselves that England was decadent and could be defied

with impunity. Despite tlie failure of his efforts, Salisbury

refttsed to admit that there was any reason for alarm. He
was convinced that the Triple Alliance and the Dual Alli-1

ance were paralyzed by hatred of each other. Great provo-

cation would be necessary to bring about union for common

I

action against England. That provocation he never gave.

When concessions were necessary to prevent a coalition of

j

England’s rivals, he made them; when the opposing forces

were too strong, he held his peace and waited ; when he felt

sure no hostile combination was possible, he struck with

devastating force. His faith in a policy of isolation remainedi

unshaken to the end. During the darkest days of the BoerJ

War he was imperturbable, convinced that England was,

safe behind chalk cliffs and battle fleet.

/
' Until the outbreak of the Boer War, he was able to hold

' the cabinet in line with his views. As the international situ-

ation became more complicated and dangerous, the Cham-
berlfiin group grew increasingly restive. The anh-isolation-

I ists triumphed when age and ill-health forced Salisbury to

leave the Foreign Office at the end of iQoo, An alliance was
made with Japan, and an understanding was vainly"sought

with Germany. In 1904 the ententewith l^nce was con-

clu.ded, and British isolation, f5r better or worse, became a
thincf of the T1a'i^
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I

2 . ENGLAND AND FRANCE, 1895-1899

j
Salisbury knew the French people ha^ Eiigland, but he

thought they hated GeririMy wen^mpre. He realized that

the Russian alliance would encourage, the French to hold

firm in any quarrel with England, but he was confident

that Russia would, in a cnsis, refuse_to fight for French

interests. His policy followed from these convictions. Where
vital British interests were not involved, ^e sought to allay

French hostility by , generous _conce_ssjons» but when the

French ventur^ too far^ he took an uncompromising stand,

confident that France would givo-w^. /
It was hazardous to prophesy what France would do in

any given situation. French public life was in confusion

during the closing years of*'tfae century. Doubts followed

hard on the first enthusiasm for Ae Russian alliance. The
dnew Tsar, Nicholas II, seemed indifferent toward his ally.

‘'He and William II were close friends. Demands for loans

came with embarrassing frequency from St. Petersburg.

The French did not dare refuse these requests, but they

were increasingly suspicious that their resources were being

drained to further Russian plans which had no connection

with French aspirations. Even more depressing were nasty

domestic scandals—^the Panama Canal affair and the Drey-

fus case

—

^whlch made French politics the^tt of European
jegts. Humiliation and chagrin at the bad "Sgure'cut by
loanee created a public temper which was dangerously irri-

tated. Irritation wag mcreasinglY directed against England.

Almost every year since the occupation of Egypt seen

some quarrel, great or small, between the two cnnntrips

Each episode left behind a growing residuum ofTiatred.
Press wars gave expression to. and intensifiedrtBe antag-

onism. English journals made caustic comments on the

moral and political bankruptcy of France; French news-
p^ers flung bade ugly retorts.

.

^Backed, or pushed on, by public opinion, the French gnv-
[ernment pursued a colonial policy which was Jjouudia.lead
l±5"^fnH.*7prA'fnca, tfarBrhisiniad staked out claimg to
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most of the desirable coast lands, but France was estab-

lish'et on me~liortb. in~A'lgena 'and '_Tuni s
;
and on the west, 1

I at the mouth oTthe Senegal, along the. Ivory Coas^ andJ
north of .the Congo . From these points the French pene-

trated inland, making treaties with chiefs, .spnirifig the

headwaters of important rivers, and cutting off colonies of

other countries from contact. with the hinterland. The Brit-

ish prjstested each . advance, but usually gave way ; the des-

Africa-W£r.ejDf. little value.

The situation became dangerous when the French showed
signs of pushing eastward to tlie Sudan. The upper reaches

of the 'NlleT arthougiTtheoreticalfy a part oT"Egypt, had for

a~3ecadre''been a poirtTcTTTio-mmTs^angrs^^^^^ by lHe

'

f6Il(wefs~ o'rTKe~'MaTT3^'di.~ a ‘Hoslerir oronhet. If the

f're^h acgitii^d the Sudan
, therT inTpire would ' Stend

acToss Afnhay'Trora' tiiej^tlffltic'td SeaT^nd be-

cause 'di theii- coht'rdi over, the w^ers of the upper . Nile7

Ef^pt wburd"B'e anHdr mercy. Irri895 it was rumored that

France 'plahneHan expedition toTKe Sudan.' Even the ' Lib-

er^s~.'~\?ilg'*wiFe still in offic£'“feIt that this 'would .b.e.. re-

garded in England , as an “unfriendly act.” The next year a

race began. Kitchener, with a large Anglo-E^ptian force,

pu^ed up the Nile ; iMEarchand, -wdth a small FTench forge,

advrinced from the' west. The objective of both was the

Sudan..As every one knew, there would be._ah..exEle^ifln

when they met. Efforts were made to find a working_com-

promise while there was time, but these efforts failed. Al-

though the treacherous waters of the upper Mile.were little

more than a name to most Frenchmen and Englishmen, that

name had become a symbol of the accumulated bitterness

between the two countries .
•

In September. iSo^f the mauvais quart d’heure arrived
when Kitchener reached Fashoda, where Marchand was

alrea3y~encamped. Neither would leave withput.orders-from

hmne, so ~^eFe they sat while their governments decided

wHether"3ie Sudan was worth a_war. The initial positions

oil the governments admitted of no ph|itrapient except wiar.

^Icasse, .the Freack.£Qcdgn. SecEgtar¥,.,xeiaged to recalt
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Maichand until Fiench claims in the Nile valley were rec-,

ognized Salisbury announced that the Sudan had fallen

jdiiitry to England and Egypt by right of conquest, He re-

fused to argue or make concessions; Maichand was tres-

passing and tnusf be recalled. More bluntly, Salisbury was'

resolved on~a”decisive test of strength. War or uncondi-

tional surrender were the alternatir'es he offered. He was

conhdent Fr'ang~would surrender. While hope of recover-

I ing Alsace-Lorraine rmfialn^ alive, France would not con-

l^sume her blood and treasure fighting England. Further-

more, hclmaintaihed, Russia would desert he^ally. For six

weeks the issue_wasjn doubt ; then Salisbury’s diagnosis

proved correct. As Clemenceau said: "The brutal fact is

that Ffaiicc cannot tliink of thrQwing_hersdf_into a war for

\
the possession of”some A?r!c"an mar^e^, when the German
is camped at Metz ah3~~Strasbourg7^The Russians hinted

that they sv^rHot yet ready to fight. Humiliated and iingry,

the Fiench 01 dere~d Ma'rcha’nd home.

At first war seemed only to have been postponed. The
correspondent of the Daily Telegraph reported that “the

feeling of rage and wild desire for revenge to which the

French press now gives expression exceeds in degree the

outburst of hatred which the loss of Alsace-Lofraine pro-

,
Yoked against Germany a generation ago.’’ Later it was to

^

become appmjeiulHaF SaliiBiicy’s.firmiiess had forced Franee
to mJcTa definite choice of enemies .and nf £riends, tQ epd
the oscillation between revanche and hatred of England
which had hampered French^ diplomatic action since i8yi.

^Fashoda paved the way for the Anglo-French entente of

19.04. some time, however, the violence of French edi-

L torial opinion obscured the real result. Many in England
feared France would welcome an opportunity to unite in

1 a coalition againsF^rilain.
’

3. ENGL.'iND AND RUSSIA, 189S-I899

Salisbury did not feel able or willing to deal summarily
with R^ia. He feared Russia muHi less, and at Bi'e same
time much more, than the rank and file of his compatriots.
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Most Englishmen reared onjnemorics of the Ci imean_War,

fortified by t}ie unforgettable stories of Kipling., saw Rus-

sia throughji haze of fear, hatred, and disgust. The Bear

was a hoyrible prehrstoric monster, to he vanquished from

time to time by the British St. George. Salisbury wa"- ex-

empt from the ncrvo_us paroxysm whiSi each Russian ad-

vance ajpusecl^in England; on one occasion he advised his

countrymen to calm tlicmselvcs by consulting large-scale

maps lie realized the fundamental weakness of the 'I'sar’.s

Empire and saw no reason to bolster up a tottering struc-

ture like Tin key as a bulwark against the advance of Rus-

sia. At the same time he dreaded an armed encoimtci . The
British army was small, and the great land mass of Russia

was impervious to attack by the fleet, which, as the popular

saying went, did not run on wheels: Salisbury would have

been glad to purchase, t)y generous concession, an agree-

ment which would obviate the danger of war.

As soon as he returned to olhce in iSgj, Salisbury tried

to dispose of that most thorny of problems, the Near East-

ern question. Earlier, he had followed the Palmefslon-

Disraeli'tradition of opposing the achance ofJtussia toward

Const5n^ino£te, but fie'never completely subscribed to the

policy. Ever-recurring and dangerous crises com inced him

that the disintegration o f Turkey \vas inevitable. He did not

believe that the route to India would lie menaced by Rus-

sian possession of Constantinople, and strategists were.com-
ing to agree with him . Finally, and this consideration seems

to have induced him jto act, affairs in, the Near I'-ast dis-

turbed domestic politics in England. At one moment, revul-

sion against Turkish cruelty led to demands that the Sul-

tan’s rule be ended; at another, fear of Russia,overwhelmed

humanitarian feelings. It was impossible to chart a con-

sistent course in the face of such contradictory.commands.

In 180=; hunianitananisin was for the momeut^dpu^iuant;

Armenians w'ere being massacred wholesale. Ignorant of

the daiigeV'altcndant unon isolated action in a region where

the powers watched e_acli other wdth morbid suspicion, pub-

_ lie opinion called on the government to intervene. The Lib-
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erals were thrown out of office partly because they hesitated

to step into the Turkish aicna. As Sahsbuiy said, he must

do something ini^'"^s”tojiold his majoiity

Probably, though not ceitainly, Salisbuiy was entirely

honest in saying his only motive in opening the Near Eastern

question was a desire to end the problem Turkey, he main-

tained, was “too roUen” to last much longer; if Euiope

waited until the Sick Man passed away in a chaos of revo-

lution, tliere would certainly be disputes, piobably a war,

over the spoils. Why not arrangeJp divide the inheritance

before' Tuilc^’s death-throes ,began? The argument was

sensible Russia had been using it for half a century, but it

sounded strange coming from London. Continental states-

men exhausted their ingenuityJn an cffoit to account for

the revolution in British policy. The geneial conclusion was
that Salisbury wished to end th^united pressure of France,

Geimany, and Russia on England’s Imperial siqiiemacy by

diverting attention to tfieTTear^ast, whcic' the Coiltiftental

powers were sure to begin quarreling with each other. This

conclusion was probably unwarranted, fnit ij,'wa& plausilDle.

Salisbury’s proposal met everywhere”with a cool or hosfile

reception . For the first time, 'En^and had atlHnpted to

soh'C the problem which all knew held tragic danger for

Europe; the British plan, like the earlier ones of Russia,

fouiTdered on the suspicions (ff the powers. Even Russia

held back from the proposal, which “she'would earlier have

welcomed The Tsar ^as ahxious~to~^t~ ^e Balkans “on

ice” fonthe present .

" '

The Far East now monopolized Russia’s attention. Ear-

lier in the century the Russians bad reached the_Paci& and

established a naval base, at Vladivostok Tn 1891 the Trans-

Siberian Railway was begun Plans were made for the con-

quest of die border proymce_s of Chipa—Tibet, Turkestan,

Mongolia, and_ MaQchmia—and of Korea "as _well.’ Why
the provinces were want^, it is hard to say. Russia’s Asiatic

provinces were sparsely inha^t^,; her commerce demanded
no new ports; her resources were need^ for the internal

development of her existing possessions. Here, as_so_frg^
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quently in Russian history, insensate and insatiable land-

hunger seems the only force back of her foreign policy.

In 1895 Japan momentarily threatened the Russian pro-

gram. As a result of a victorious war against China, the

Japanese had, by the Treaty of Shimonoseki, acquired con-

trol over the Liaotung peninsula, with the magnificent har-

bor of Port Arthur dominating the approaches to Peking
Russia, aided by France and Germany, intervened and

forced the Japanese to surrender their conquests on the

mainland. The Russians, believing all opposition had been

overcome, advanced confidently. Concession after concession

was wrested from the weak and bankrupt Peking govern-

ment in exchange for loans.

The Russians interpieted Salisbury’s effort to open the

Near Eastern question as an attempt to divert Russian atten-

tion from the Far East. The interpretation was only partly

correct. English influence had long been supreme in Peking

;

England had almost a monopoly on the trade of northern

/ China. The sudilen.and successful intrusion of Russia

aroused resentment and fear in England. “If the panic that

has seized the Lancashire cotton industry as to its Chinese

markets goes on in_this_w^'-,'’ wrote a member of the cabi-

net, “we shall soonh^ethe greater part of the mills stopped

and their hands out of work.” The govSnment was called

on to do something. Salisbury was reluctant to threaten

when he did not mean to fight; such threats raiely produced

positive results, and usjmU'y cheapened the value of future

/

threats. Therefore, like a good business man, he tried to

make terms with Russia. In 1895 he suggested a deal over

Turkey. Undaunted by th^ rebuff he had received then, he

tried again two years later.

The occasion was the seizure of a north jChina port,

Kiauchow, by Germany. German influence was also growing

in Turkey. Russia resented German intrusion into two areas

she had reserved for herself. Salisbury decided to take

advantage of this resentment. In January, 1898, he proposed

an understanding over China and Turkey where “Russia

and England are constantly opposed, neutralizing each
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other’s efforts much more frequently than the leal antago-

nism of their interests would justify ” Might a ''partition

of preponderance” be arranged FJapan was also anxious to

buy off Russi:^ offering a free hand in Manchuria in ex-

change for Korea Here was a golden opportunity for

Russia to realize tfie greater part of her ambitions without

fighting Aggressive advisers had the ear of tlic Tsar The
English and Japanese offers were rejected As ''compensa-

tion” for the acquisition of Kiauchow by Geimany, China

was forced to lease Port Artliur to Russia (Port Aithur not

SduI}- put Peking aj the mercy Russia; it was also the

gateway to Manclujna The possibility of restraining Russia

peaceably seemed more remote than ever, and the British

showed their realization that a base for armed opeiations

might be necessary by securing a lease on Weihaiwei, across

the Bay of Chihli from Port Arthur.
‘

Salisbury continued to hope that Russia could be re-

strained without involving England in \var. There were at

least three grounds for optimism : the attitude of Japan, the

attitude of the TJnited States, and the possibility that Russia

might go bankrupt. If she felt victory possible, Japan would

undoubtedly oppose the Russians. She had not forgotten the

way her fruits of victory were snatched away in 1895,

her memory was painfully refreshed when Russia took Port

Arthur, the very port of which Japan had been deprived

three years before^The Japanese said nothing, but they were

obviously arming rapidly. In the future they might be useful

to England

^ The Americans might also be induced to take an active

iiiterest in Chinese.affairs. For years the British had been

trying to eradicate the Ujulitional American feelings of mis-

trust and dislike of England. The way had been paved by a

graceful retreat onThe Venezuelan boundary question, and

a willing collaborator was found in John Hay, who came to

London as ambassador in iBgy. The Spanish-American War
crowned British efforts. with.siiccess. The Continental press

was strongly anti-American, the British press almost solidly

on. the side of the United States In order to heighten the
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value of their frienfhhifj, diplomats dropped dire

hints (jf an impendinpf Continental alliance against the

United States, under the leadership of Germany. As usual,

German hlunders, such as that of Admiral Diedrkhs at

Manila Ray, made a sinister interpretation of German mo-

tives possible Hay wrote in July, 1R9S: “I have been under

Ri'cat obligation the last few months to Spring-Rice [a

British diplomat], who knows Germany as few men do and

has kept me wonderfully an courant of facts and opinions

there I'oih) I’cunrini in the ])resent crisis. The jealousy and

aninuisitv felt toward us in Germany is something which

can liardly be exaggerated.” IIa\ ing conjured ig) the specter

of Continental intervention, luigland rushed to the rescue.

"Terrible as war may be,” declaimed Chamberlain, “even

war itself would be cheaply purchasedjf, in a great and

noble cause, the Stars and Stripes and the Union Jack should

wave together over an Anglo-Saxon_alliance.” Late in 1898

Hay became Secretary of State. He and President Me Kinjey

were imprc'sed by the possibilities for commercial expan-

sion in the Far East, now that the Philippines were in

America’s hands If European states extendecl their spheres

of influence in China, Arnerican commerce would be ham-
pered by hostile tariff barriers. To avert this peril, the

American government sought to obtain recognition of the

principle of erpiality of commercial rights. In 1899, Hay
invited the powers to adhere to live doctrine of the “open
door.” England agreed ; other states sent more or less sym-
pathetic replies Only Russia held back compfetely. How
far would the United States go to prevent the partitioning

of China? No one knew. After the vv^^ar yyith_Spain the

American temper .showed a strange niixture of blatant im-

perialism and ardent pacifism.

Most Englishmen feared that Japan and the United States

would hesitate to challenge Russia, but for a time there

seemed ground for hope that the Tsar would be forced by
lack o f money to abandon liis ambitious' plans. The hope
was raised by a circular letter sent to the powers by
Nicholas II in 1898. jiroposing an international conference
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to consider the questions of disarmament and the peaceful

settlement of disputes between nations. At the time, the

proclamation was generally regarded as a confession of

impending bankruptcy. In reality, the Tsar’s motives were

idealistic, but_&at fact did not foreshadow any change in

Russian policy: the unstable mind of Nicholas II could

entertain dreams o^worid peace and world conquest simul-

taneously. The conference met at The Hague in i8gg With
a unanimity which was almost enthusiastic, the proposal to

discuss limitation of armaments was_ voted down On the

question of arbitration, France and Germany vvere skeptical.

American and,British insistence. reg.ulted in the creation of

a permanent court of arbitration, but with powers so slight

that its subseqi^t influence was negligible. In truth, the

first Hague confemnee merelj_serv.ed,to throw into glaring

relief the fact tlmt no great power was, at the end of the

nineteenth century, prepared to permit the slightest restric-

tion on its independence of action in the field of foreign

affairs.
'

When it became apparent that the Tsar’s papifistic procla-

mation meant no falling-off in Russia’s expansionist ambi-

tions, disillusion with Salistarj’s policy spread in "England.

After four years of effort, he hail jiptliing better to show
than a port England did not want. Russia was practically

supreme in Manchuria jlier agents were busy in Tibet and

Korea J\,ll efforts at compromise had failed, and, despite

Salisbury’s continued confidence, seemed bound to fail Even
within Salisbury’s cabinet the conviction was strong that

the alternatives were retreat before Russia or a firm stand

in alliance with Japan an(^ if possible, Germany.

4. THE BEGINNING OF GERMAN WELTPOLITIK

Formerly, when hard pressed by Fiance and Russia. Eng-
land had sought safety in cooperation with the Triple Alli-

ance. After 1895, England, Italy, and Austria would have

been glad to continue the old relationship Germany refused,

because the old basis for cooperation had disappeared,
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partly because invincible mistrust of England prevailed in

Berlin

tin seeking to win an alliance with England after 1890,

William II had disregarded not only tire traditional German
view of British policy, but common sense as well J As late /

as i88g, Salisbury said plainly that England did not want/

ftn alliance. In spite of this warning, the Kaiser embarked

on a policy which helped to push Russia into the arms of

France but did not bring England into the Triple Allisince.

After 1892, when the Liberals came into office, the Gern:;an£

discovered their mistake. Liberalism was not merely a do-

mestic party creed to Gladstone; it was a moral principle '

of universal validity. Austria and Germany, as conservative

empires, were “foes of freedom.” He refused to consort

with them Naturally, his aloofness caused alarm and sus-

picion in Germany, especially since it coincided with the

formation of the Franco-Russian alliance. It never occurred

to the Germans that they were to blame. Bismarck had
taught them to see only hypocrisy in British liberalism, so

they disregarded the simple explanation that Gladstone did

not like Germany. They attributed the failure of their plansi

to British perfidy: England had set out in 1890 to separatel

Germany from * Russia
;

the task accomplished, English!

friendship cooled. Further ^roof of British treachery was
seen in Salisbury’s attempt to dlspo'se of the Near Easterr 1

question m 1895. The reasons he gave for his changeeP
' policy were denounced as hypocritical. His^ real objective,

according to the Germans, was to divert the attention of the

Continental powers from the colonial field by making them I

quarrel with each other over Turkey.

It was Holstein’s morbid imagination which found these

explanations for the action of Gladstone and Salisbury. Fear
that Germany might be made a cat’s-paw “to pull English
chestnuts out of the fire” became an obsession with him, an
obsession which the whole German government came to

*

share. While this mood prevailed, loyal cooperation was
impossible between the two governments. After his rebuff
in iSqq, Salisbury sensed the situation and made no attempt
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to revive the cordial relations which had prevailed during

his earlier administrations.

Anotlier and equally serious barrier to a lesumption of

the older relationship.was the abandonment of Bismarck’s

'thesis that Germany was ^ satiated, Continental state Ger-

many’s commerce was world-wid^ier industry was gaining

markets in Asia, in Africa, in the Americas. The “baclcward"

countries were rapidly being partitioned; each acquisition

was marked off for economic as Avell as political monopoly

by the conquering power. William II and his advisers felt

they must acquire colonies and_spheres^ of influence com-

mensurate with Germany’s economic strength and popula-

tion. To be sure, there was scarcely a corner of the globe

which was not either actually or tacitly claimed by some one

else^The United States stood guard oyer Nortli and South

America, England, France. .and Tlussiarstood guard over

( Asia and Afrka, and while thexniight quarrel among them-

selves, they resented The intiusion of another contestant.

Nevertheless, the Germans hoped to make off with a

•'^lare of the spoils. Their confidence grew out of the con-

viction that*EngTand and the Dual Alliance were enemies

beyond hope of reconciliation.TiiiT^nd, they believed, was
not strong enouglftd‘'co2e with the united force of France

and Russia ; but the strength of the contestants seemed so

evenly balanced that the German sword would be decisive

if tlirown on either side. ‘^JMo one m Europe can accomplish

"anything without our help.” exulted William II. The temp-

tation was strong to a definite stand^Sometimes he

toyed with the idea of , a Continental alliance to end British

arrogance, but the French were never willing to pay the

price he asked: recognition of the settlement of 1871. Some-
times he courted Englan(r:‘~if the British were willing to

join the Triple Alliance, he would take their side. Neither

Britain nor France yvould mert the terms imposed, but the

Germans were in .no hurry. When the inevitable clash came,

both sides would seek support in Berlin, Until *then, conces-

I
sions might be wrung from 'each contestant by the threat to

join the opposition. The game was safe; the enmity between
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England and the Dual Alliance was iricconcilable Didcrent

metliods were to be used in dealing with each faction The

Dual Alliance was thought to be^tronger than England and

theiefore less in need of aid Furtliei more, theie was always

the danger that Continental problems might once more come

to the fore and deprive Germany of her position as balance-,

wheel. Obviously, France and Russia jnust be conciliated.

Not so England ^hnded to present dangers by past tri-

umphs, Britain had refused the friendly hand put forward

by William II in_i8gp,_and persistently refused to recognize

her dependence on Germany. Kindness had failed
;
harsher

methods were needed The Geimans set out to coerce Eng-',

land into recognition of her prec^arious position.

Z' At the end of i89£ the Germans thought they saw an

opportunity at once to teach England a lesson, and to

strengthen, their position inSonth Africa. Trouble had long

been brewing between "Eiigland StcT fhe quasi-independent

Boer states . William IT watched the quarrel;; eagcidy and

encouraged President Kruger to coiint bn German support.

Then, in December, "iSg's.bame news that Dr. Jameson was

advancing on the Tran^^fvinfE a”band"bF armed followers,

determined to establish British .soyerdgnty Continental

opinion denounced the high-handed proceeding At
Holstein’s suggestion, the German government asked the

other Continental states to join in concerted opposition to

England. William II was in a bellicose mood, and wished

to make a show of force ; but his advisers restrained him.

Even after it became known that the Jameson" raid liad

failed, the Kaiser in^sted on making public his attitude

toward the raid. On January 3^896, he sent a telegram to

President Kruger congratulating the Boers on their success

in repelling the invasion “without making any_ appeal foi;^

the help of friendly powe£S ’’ The response of England was
prompt. Salisbury flajtl^ denied the light of Germany to

interfere in the British quarrel with the Boers, and mobil-

ized a squadron in tlieJChannel to. .5hQw..iis readiness to

accept the German challenge. I*alian and Austrian sympa-

thies werejyjtii England. France and Russia looked on with
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frank pleasure. The project for a Continental union disap-

peared from sight. Salisbury’s confidence that conflicting

interests would prcA'ent common action by the Continent

was justified. By the middle of Januaiy, 1896, Germany
istood humiliated and isolated

The Germans were undaunted by their failuie and pro-

ceeded apace with new Md better-laid plans. The squadron

mobilized by the British in answer to the Kruger telegram

showed the difficulty of opposition to England without sea

power. The German fleet was almost ludiciously small in

proportion to the commerce of the empire. In 1897,

Admual Tirpitz was appointed head of the Imperial navy

and instructed to remedy this defect. He was admirably

fitted for the task. In addition to great executive capacity,

he possessed the tact and strength of wifi necessary to influ-

ence William II. Above all, fie was a" clever and not too

scrupulous p^pagandist, He flooded Germany with pam-

phlets, organized naval societies, encouraged research, and

,

presented the issue to public opinion in a thousand ways. All

; his ingenuity was necessary, for the members of the Reichs-

,

tag, trained in the Slsmarcldan tradition, were reluctant to

1 add large naval e^eirditures to the already tremendous

! military budget. TFrpitz soon discovered that the easiest way

I

to ach,i«Ke.Success wa,s iry in£ensifjnng^the cUslIkc of Ijjfglland

i which prevailed ip. Qqrmany. Undeterred by the danger of

[•antagonizing the British. Tirpitz pointed ffie ^uns of the

»|new navy at England
,
His campaign was successful; in 1898

I and iqoo large construction programs were authorized. The
I second bill indicated~England—^‘the adversary with^the

greatest sea powe?^as the Ttate against' which protection

was needed.

Not content with announcing that they intended to build

la fleet which England would be afraid to challenge, the

jGermans invaded a field which Russia regarded as hers

(almost by divine right,“tfieTTear East^ For years, Germans
1 had been acquiringj-ailroad concessions in Asia Minor. Now
these projects were to be coordinated into one great scheme.
The way was paved by a visit of the ICaiser to Turkey,
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where he dramatically announced himself the friend of the
j

300 millions of Mohammedans in the worI3 . As a large

proportion of these 300 millions'were subjects of England,

France, and Russia, his announcement caused some uneasi-

ness. The immediate object of Germany was, however, ob-

tained. Now that the British had forsaken hirn, Abdul Hamid
was^^^d^ haye a new protector. He showed his appre-

ciation in i^QO.by approving the German project for a rail-

road from Constantinople to the Persian Gulf, the famous

“Berlin-Byzantium-Bagdad” railroad.
'

The Kaiser was convinced that England and the Dual

Alliance could not upite’to oppose effectively his great pro-

gram of expansionjjaut he knew that some opposition, pos-

sibly dangerous, was to be^expected._ To steer Germany,
through the troubled waters that lay ahead, the ambassador

at Rome, Bu^w, was brought back to Berlin and made
Foreign Secretary in 18^7. Biilow was incapable either of

performing the dlfficulFtask ^trusted to him or of per-

suading the Kaiser to aljandon his too ambitious program.

Biilow posses’seTl intelligoice and a ready wit which enabled

him to shine in Reichstag debates, but these gifts were
vitiated by ambitiorTandnack ^ seriousness. During the

dozen years he helcfpower, EIs~actions show no higher ob-

jective than the desire to remain in office and to slide out of

each difficult as it appeared. To retain the Imperial favor,

he resorted to flattery whi^ acted like hg^dy wine^n
William II, who was already prone to grandiose dreams. To
extricate himself from one dilemma, Biilow made conces-

sions and promises whi^ led to otKeis, which he hoped to

overcome in turn by his mental agility. “An oiled eel is a

leech compared with Bulow,” complained Tirpitz, with
justice. For ten years Biilow^ drifted with the tide, without

a policy of his own, accepting the policy laid down before

he took office or following the plausible but disastrous ad-

vice of Holstein, condoning or abetting the vagaries of

Williarnll, always confident and giving conficlence to others.

Then, when disastefToomed 'so~ clear thatJt could not be
concealed, he tried in a few months to repair the damage
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he had done, or permiUcd otheis to do, and paid for his

temerity with his office.

During Bulow’s first years, nothing seemed more remote

than German isolation, nodiiiig' more probable than a clash

between England and the Dual Allianz. In 1897,

murder of certain German missionaries enabled Ger-

> many to wrest from China crease on the port of Kiaiichow
” and commercial privileges in the Shantung peninsula In

. 1898, England was forced to agree that, if_ financial difficul-

' ties compelled Portugal to mortgage her coffinies, Germany
would share in the spoil^ In 1899, the partition of the

Samoan islands gave Germany a base in_ the South Seas.

Shipyards were busily constructing the fleet which was to

ensure for Germany her “place in the sun” ;
in Asia Minor

a path of steel rails was opening the Avayjor commercial,

and possibly politmal, expansion. Chamberlam in 1898 pro-

posed an Anglo-German alliance; France seemed to have

forgotten Alsace in h^ hatred of England
;
Kaiser and Tsar

exchanged intimate notes in bad English signed “Willy”

and “i^cky.”.Bulow promised his master he would soon be

“the arbiter ofjthe wmdd.” William tried to speed the day

by intensifying the hatred between England and the Dual

Alliance, and by half promising 'h^support_ to both sides

With strange lack of imagination, the Kaiser failed to see

that he was adopting jhe jjerfidious policy which he, filled

with righteous indignation, accused lhg_British of following.

His speeches became increasingly exuberant, his metaphors

more grandiose : the tiident belongs in our hands; strike out

with die mailed fist. What was the meaning of all this ac-

tivity and boasting talk? In Paris, London, and St Peters-

burg, even in Rome and Vienna, vague alarm appeared.

Germany was getting on Europe’s nerves .

5 TEE BOER WAR AND THE BOXER REBELLION

By 1899 British faith in Salisbury’s policy of isolation

was fading; after 1899 it vanished. Ji'ashoda, to judge by
the bitter tone of tlie French press, had aroused implacable

,
hatred of England

; German diplomatic communications
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were growing increasingly hostile; every spike driven into

the Trans-Siberian Railroad mack Russia more arrogantly

self-confident. There were signs of._reVolt in Salisbury’s

cabinet. In 1898 Chamberlain ha^ without the Prime Min-

ister’s authorization, suggested
,
an alliance to the German

ambassador. The proposal came to nothing' because the

Germans hejd baclej but in negotiations over tlie Portuguese

colonies and Sarao^ Salisbury was forced by ^e Chamber-

lain group to accept the Germim demands so that the way
might be kept open for anjalliance. Then, in November,

1899, the quarrel between England and the Boers resulted

in war. The British entered liglit-heartedly into the struggle,

but a series of Boer victories brought rapid disillusionment

and fear which continued even after thejide began to turn

in England’s fawr. In the spring of 1900 a new danger

appeared. The hatred of foreigners, -which diad long been

growing among the Chinesej„assumed violent form in the

BoxerJRebellion. The Peking government, after vacillating

for a time, joined theBoxers. Rioting spread through north

China; the legations were besieged; the German minister

was murderecL An Internationa force took possession of

Peking and restored a semblance of order, but the situation

remained tense throughout the. y^ar. At any moment the

dismemberment of China might begin.

For the first time since Waterlog tlie British were fright-

ened. If the Boer republics were so hard to .subdue, what

chance would Engird have, unaided, in .a struggle with a

great power? Would the exposure of British military weak-

ness tempt other powers to hostile action ? The hatred which

British sea power aroused on the Continent was reflected

in the shouts of joy with which the Continental press hailed

every Boer victory, and in gleeful prophecies that three

centuries of British supremacy were ending ia the ridiculous

anticlimax of defeat_by a_ handful of .farmers. Rumors of

impending intervention in favor of the Boers followed hard

on one another. Delcasse very confidentially said_that Ger-

many had proposed, and that France had declined, an alli-

ance. The Kaiser confidentially told his English relatives
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that Russia and France had suggested a coalition, but that

he had refused to hear of an3j. action hostile to England.

Neither quite told the whole tru&. The proposal for inter-

vention had come from Russia ; the Geimans were willing

to agree if France would publicly renounce the intention of

regaining Alsace;Xorraine ; the French refused_to meet this

requirement, and hence tlie negotiations collapsed. The

British did not know the details. They were inclined to

believe Delcasse, because he tmd not been caught lying to

them as often as the Kaiser, but they did not greatly care

who started or who rejected the project. The important fact

was that there had been negotiations which might be revived

later with greater success. The anti-isolationists became more

insistent than ever that it was necessary to forestall_a hostile

coalition by buying off one of Englandjs rivals before it

was too late. The situation in the Far East added force to

the arguments of Chamb^jain andji's followers. Russia

obviously hoped to complete her control over Manchuria

while China was distracted by the Boxer Rebellion. Eng-

land, the United States,’ J^an, and Germany were anxious

to preserve tlie siahis quo, but they were suspicious of one

another. Like hunting dogs, they circled around the Russian

bear, each afraidjo make a spriag; for fearJhe others would

hang back, afraid also that France might help her ally. No
one in England had any stomach for a^war with Russia

while the British forces_were locked up in South Africa, but

Chamberlain believecCa. fim__stand would avert war. To
eliminate mutual mistrust, he advocated an alliance between

England, Germciny, and Japan.

Advancing age prevented Salisbury from offering effec-

tive opposition to his opponents in the cabinet. At the very

beginning of the Boer War, Chamberlain made a public

speech in which he called for the abandonment of isolation

I and maintained that "the natural alliance is between our-

I
selves and the great German Empire.” He got no encour-

agement from across the Chaimel ; in fact, Biilow’s reply in

the Reichstag was chilling.'" Biilow was then trying to pre-

pare public opinion for the second navy bill ; the pro-Boer
'

I —

—
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sentiment of the giess was his best guarantee of success. He
could not encourage the thought of an Anglo-Gerinan alli-

ance while he was justifying the navy bill as protection

against England. Bulow’s snub silenced Chamberlain, but

only temporarily. In October, 1900, bad health forced

Salisbury to leave the Foreign Office He remained Prime
Minister, but left the direction of affairs more and more to

his colleagues. The new Foreign Secretary, Lord Lans-

downe, agreed with Chamberlain that England could no
longer maintain her isolated position with safety. He also

believed the best guarantee of safety in Europe lay in co-

operation with Geimany. In Asia he looked to Japan for

support. During 1901 he tried to come to terms with both

powers.

The negotiations with Gernnany were doomed to failure

from the start. The Germans stood fast by the terms they

had been making for the past decade; England must join

the Triple Alliance. They believed anything less would

damage, not improve, Germany’s position. At the lime, Ger-

many was on go^ terms with Russia^ alliance with Eng-

land would necessarily turn tlmt friendship into enmity. If

tlie alliance were only a defensive Anglo-Gernian agreement,

the whole British Empire would be protected, but Germany
would not be protected. If Russia wished to strike at Ger-

many, she need only attack Austria. Germany must then aid

Austria under the terms of the Triple Alliance, but England

could remain neutrd, claiming that Germany had not been

atta^ed. It is impossible to tell how far Lansdowne would
have been willing to go tpward meeting the Gerimn position.

Salisbury was still a force to be reckoned with. Hampered
by his opposition, Lansdowne could, pjrqgose nothing more
definite than “an understanding with regardJo the policy

which they [the British and German gOA'^ernm^ents] might

pursue in reference to particular question^or in particular

parts of the world in which they are alikeJnterested.” To
the Germans, this sounded very like the enjente which Glad-

stone had so lightly repudiated* only a few years before.

Their fingers had been burned once; now “it was a case of
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‘the whole or none.’ ” When Lansdownc decided that union

with the Triple Alliance was “too big a fence to lide at,” the

negotiations collapsed, in Deqemhcr, 190: Neither side took

the failure very seriously The Geiinans felt that their bar-

gaining power 'wouM~increase as England sank deeper in

quarrels with_ France and Rti^ia; the British felt an alliance

with Japan would solve their pioblcms.

The relations of England, the United States, and Japan

between 1899 and 1904 show diplomacy in^Tts most cynical

character Each mistrusted tlie otheis com^Tely', yet they

needed one another and must perforce cooperate The Amer-

icans realized that “England is^s gi cat an offender in China

as Russia itsel fJ’ but for the time being the English were

willing to support the “open door.” The Biitish feared the

exuberant imperialism whiclr devclopecLin the United States

after the war with Sp£^ but felt coinpclled to humor Amer-

ican wishes—concerning the Panama Canal, for instance.

There was little love qfjapan in either_TIondon or Wash-
ington, hut Japanese ambitions miglit scr^ as a homoeopathic

cure for Russian ambitions In 1901 a British diplomat

argued that Japan should be permitted to seize Port Arthur

as a guarantee "that there would be no reconciliation be-

tween Russia and Japan . . . The yellow danger would be

kept in check by Russia, and the Russian danger by Japan
"

Roosevelt held .similar views.

The Japanese knew why they were being courted, and

tliey played their advantageous position. u\_a way which

showed that tliey had learned_all the lessons European

diplomats could teach. Negotiations for an Anglo-Japanese

treaty began in IQOI . At first llie discussions between Lans-

downe aneb Flayashi, the Japanese minister, made little

progress Japan insisted that the alliance be restricted to the

Far ^East
;
England wished to include the Middle East.

Japan wanted her claims to Korea reedgmied
; England

1

ob jected . The Japanese seHt one of their leading statesmen

to St. Petersburg with proposals for a settlement between
Russia and Taoan. His mission was a failure, but it fright-

ened the British into agreement witli the Japanese demands.
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Under the terms of the alliance signed in Januar)^ 1902, if

either signatory should Ijecome inyolved in ji war with one

power over China or Korea^ the other promised neutrality.

Should, however, either be at war with two powcrs_over

these areas, the other must join its ally. The special inter-

ests, political and economic, of Japan in Korea were rec-

ognized.

For a time it seemed tliat the alliance with_ J[apan had

solved England’s difficulties Russia^tried in vain to revive

the Far Eastern entente with France and Germany to oITset

the Anglo-Japancse combination, 'the Germans politely ex-

cused themselves, sayjng'thaTtheir interests in China were

economic and that the new alliance expressly guaranteed the

‘'open__door.” Dclcasse reluctantly consented to a vague

declai'ation that the Dual Alliam^was ojperative in the Far

East as well as In Europe
;
but he practically repudiated his

own words shortly afterward in a speech before the Cham-
ber of _peputies. In April, 1902, the Russians, finding

themselves cora^etely_isolated,jDromis_ed _to cA^acuate Man-
churia within ^htcen moi^s. In May, 1902, the Boer War
was ended. Apparently the stormy diplomatic weather which

had prevailed since iSqq was about to giv^ place to the usual

choppy seas. What move did Lansdpwne contemplate next?

It was formerly believed that, after the cejUapse of negotia-

tions with Germany, the British promptly turned to France.

The evidence we noAV possess does not substantiate the

traditional view. Rather, Lansdowne seemed content to

revert to the policy of isolation from the Continent, now
that fear of a Continental coalition had subsided. The French

hinted they would Avelcome an entente. Lansdowne turned

their ofl^r aside.

In the summer of 1903 Lansdowne suddenly reversed his

stand and eagerly welcomed the Frenbh advances he had
earlier^repulsed. The specter of a Continental coalition, so

recently banisfied, ap£earecj[in more tlireateuing form than

ever before. England was convulsed b2_hatred of Germany.
The Germans were_turning far safety toward the Dual
Alliance. To block a union of the Triple and Dpal Alliances,
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Lansclowne thoufrliL it necessary to make terms with France,

and, if possible, Russia.

6. TTTC ANGLO-erRMAN FEUD

Antagonism between Fmgland and Germany had been

growing, almost unperccived, for decades. Hatred took root

first in Germany. Its seed was the Continental fetish: per-

fidious, hypocritical England, a country grown fat on the

blood o f neighbors who had been tricked into fighting her

battles^The seed sprouted luxuriantly during the period of

unification. British protests against Bismarck’s methods,

from the Schleswig-Hqlsteiri_ affair to the. siege of Paris,

were interpreted as. evidence that England wished to keep

Gennany divided and .^impotent In books, lectures, and

seminars, the great nationalistic historians like Treitschke

pointed to Erimin as the sleepless, furtive enemy of a strong

Germany, and of_^urope. By the end of the century most

educated Germans jDc’lieyed implicitly that ever since 1864

England had been on the enemy’s side^ and that she strove

constantly to embroil the_ Continental nations in war in

([order to keep them weak. The dazzling.triumpbs of Bismarck

led to worship q^ilic qualities he affected—^brutal frank-

ness, naked ..s.^ngth, disdain of idealism and of disintcrest-

/
edness. England's manners were at the same time moving

' toward urbanity, humanitarianism, gentleness. Cant, said

the Germans, cant and symptoms of_ decajlence resulting

from too much ease and wealth. The old parasitic qualities,

the old malevolent selfishness, continue to dominate British

policy. So decided learjied professors, and they lectured their

English cousins on the error of their ways.

While censuring, the Germans resented ensure. As a

French diplomat once complained: “They are the most sen-

' sitive people in the^ and at th£ same time it would

never enter into their heads that Aey could by any possi-

bility be offensive themselves, altliough in reality they very

often were.” A plausible explanation jfor this lack of logic

was offered by an iinustially discerning German. “The

,
majority gi us Germans,” he admitted, “cannot shake off
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the feeling that we belong toji parvenu nation, and therefore

we are always on the lookout to see if any other nation is

offering us some s^ht.” William II was typical. He was

proud, very proud, of the rich historical past and the present

power of Germany; but it was not enough that he should

recognize his country’s_ worth. Others must also, and if rec-

ognition was not forthcoming he was filled^ _with angry

humiliation. At bottom he admired the Ei^lish and. craved

their friendship _and approba^on. An enthusiastic reception

in London made him .e_xude good;;;will; a jeering cartoon in

Punch, or a r^itff froin the Times, and there were plenty

of both, couldjiro^e him to fury. To Queen Victoria he

protested in his peculiar English that Salisbury seemed to

care “for us no more than for Portugal, Chili, or the Pata-

gonians.” He was outraged by “the lugh-handed^, disdainful

treatment of ministers_ who had nevec.even come over to

stay in or to study. (jermany and hardly Jiave taken the

trouble to understand her.people.” At the end came the in-

evitable threat: “The government of Lord^Salisbuiy must

learn to respect and to treat^us as equals
; as long as he

cannot be brought to do tha^ Germany’s People will always

remain distrustful, and a sort of coolness will be the un-

avoidable yesult.”^Villiam II was more naive than most of

his subjects, and ^expressed his feelings of wounded pride

with unique lack of sophistic^on, but similar emotions are

at tlie bottom of .much German raillery at Sigland.

Neither Bismarck nor his gUQggssors did anything to cure

this state of mind. On die contrary, Bismarck taught the

Germans the penlqiw belief that if they were only nasty

enough, Englandy\'quld_cprne^to jipel. His violent treatment

of Gladstone in the colonial controversies of 1884 seemed
proof that harsh methods brought success, were the only

means of attaining_success when__d^Iing with London.
After 1890, in his desperate search for weapons with y^ch
^to take vengeance on William II. Bismarck did not senile
ito throw the enormous weight of his prestige on the side of
jthe Anglophobes In the columns of the Hamburg Nacli-

richten and other journals he harped constantly on the
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rtieme that William II had sacrificed Russian, friendship to

curry favor witli_2erfidious AibioQ. The' success of his cam-

paign became apparent when the Kaiser tired of courting

Englancl and began opposing her. The Kruger telegram was
the first act of William 11 to win almost universal approba-'

tion ill Germany Thereafter the hynin of hate waxed ever

more lou? and shrill. In every colonial "quarrel British

jealousy of Germany^ growing strength was seen; navy

propagandists preached now fear of an. attack, now the hope

of ending British_arrogan«. With the Boer War came the

strident_cllnm : to Germans, the attack of England on

humble, God-fearing, j^ceftil Boe^ showed the brutal

rapacity of British policy. Billow used and encouraged the

hatred of Britain in order to secure the passage of the second

navy bill. Even as he pressed the campaign, he was fright-

ened, not of the force of Gciman opinion—^he had profound

contempt for German public opinifin—but of the effect this

clamor must haye”ln _Englandj, However, England needed

Germany; and the future could be_ cared for iij the future.

By 1900, hate was growing rapidly in England .also,

wherejmblic oninionj, at least opinion pf tlisj;^rgc educated

minqiity, was able to .dictate policy. The rise of “the Ger-

man menace” is hard to^lrace,Tecaiise thc_views even of

individual Englishmen did not fonn a consistent picture. At

first, a larger or smaller part of the picture usually included

such things as beer-gardens, bad^^ells, sentimental music,

sugary domestic life, and the stuffy couits of princelings.

This Germany was personified by a fat, good-natured, rather

stupid-looking fellow, wearing shapeless clothes and accom-

panied by his Hausfrau, who looked for all the world lilce

a large sack of flour witli a string tied about its middle,

The Germans indignantly asserted this was the whole pic-

ture of Germany as seen by England. Unfortunately for

’Anglo-German relations, it was not Justly or unjustly, the

.methods by which Bismarck effected German unification

' caused a revulsion of feeling which was never completely

overcome. Methodical brutality, trickery, and Machiavellian

cleverness were always expected from Germany. While the
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Conservatives were in office this mistrust made no great

difference
;
they felt able to avoid pitfalls. The Liberals, on

the other hand, felt themselves to be strong in .character but

weak in shrgwdness ;
they gave the rulers of Germany credit

for far more cleverness than any people ever possessed but

denied them any moral rectitude whatsoever.

Sometime after 1880 a new German appeared: the

trader. Soon Britisfi~ma.nufacturers and shippers were la-

menting the inroads of Germans “in quarters where our

trade formerly enjoyedsa.. practical monopoly ” Dispassion-

ate observers recognized that the spread of the industrial

movement made it inevitable that British economic suprem-

acy should bcL challenged. In both countries the greatest

industrialists thought friendly relations essential to their

own econornic interests. Such objectivity could not be ex-

pected from the manufacturer who watched with‘*4ismay

the steady decline of his profits and tlTe growing prosperity

of his German rivals. In his exasperation he forgot that

Germany was one of Britain's best customers and became
convinced

, witli the Saturday Reviczv, that every English-

man would be richer if Germany^were wiped from the face

of thi^ earth.^ Naturally, he did not wish to feel that his

rancor arose from jealousy, so he sought other reasons for

disliking Germany^ He was likely to indulge in the tasteless

ridicule which.infuriated the Germans ^He pointed in alarm
at the_huge German army, forgetful of the huge British

fleet. He, with Gladstone, felt that German autocracy -^.as

at once an anachronism and a menace to those blessings of

human freedom which, he believed, a discerning Providence

had planted in England, whence they were to spread to the

furthermost parts of the gldbe.

Until after 1893 dislike of Germany was nebulous, unde-
fined. England and Germany, except for brief interruptions,

were close friends politically; that is, they had comrnpn
en^jjiies, and their interests did not clash violently. After

1893 the' situation changed rapyily. The British could not
adjust themselves to the fact that Germany was a colonial

power. The rules of the colonial eame took for eranted
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established empires. New territory was built out from old,

claimed because it was adjac^t, or necessary for^defense

and communication. The Germans were just beginning.

They could not conform to the rules of the game, because

the territory around their existing colonies, was already

claimed by other powers. The Germans expected England

to help them, partly because the British already had most of

the choice parts of the world and could afford to be gen-

erous, partly because England was thought to need Gerpian

aid against the Dual Alliance. The English had other ideas.

They had nearly all the territory they wanted, so they tended

to identify perpetuation of the status quo with “the general

desires and Ideals common tp all mankind.” If new spoils

were to be divided, they wished to follow the old rules,

which were favoraBiMq theHa._ Certainly, they had no inten-

tion of forfeiting what they thought their fajr share. Each

government refuseirto see the other’s point of view. Fnc-

lion inevitably resulted. The Germans became ever more

violent in their efforts to forte England to a realization

that she must give way. The Britlsh"came to feel that “Jhe

actions of Germany toward this country since 1890 mij^t

be likened not Inappropriately to that of a professional

blackmailer whose extortions are wrung from his victims by

the tlireat of_sprae vague and terrible consequences in case

of a refusal.”

The details of colonial quarrels were known oidy to the

small, though influentiST, groups who moved in the highest

political circles. The rantings of German newgpapers-and

publicises, on the other hand, were Imown to ali, After 1895,

the Times became anti-German. It was the most powerful

newspaper in England oh questions of foreign policy, and

|the quotations it gave from Anglophobe German writings

attracted more and more attention. The passionately, even

scurrilously, pro-Boer attitude of German opinion aroused

resentmen^which was the d^ppy because England’s position

was too perilouSjto permjt its expression. At the end of

1901, when the war was practically over, all restraint van-
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ished. For months a piess quariel of umivaled hitterncss

raged despite governmental efforts to call a halt^In Mai ch,

jpog, the German ambassador declared that he “wouldn’t

grre two pence fofTAnglo-Germjin relatious” The govern-

ments remained caUn, and late in that year sought to relieve

the strain by cooperating in a naval demonstration against

Venezuela This meiely widened the breach The furious

protests in England against any friendly dealings with “the

Gotli and the frightful Hun*’ were desciibed by Lansdowne

as exti'aordinary and outrageous-!^

Woise was to follow. In April, 1903, the full foice of

Biitish hatied for Geiinany became appaient during the

Bagdad Raihoad negotiations In the preceding year the

Sultan had finally confirmed the^concession for a raihoad to

unite Constantinople and.the Persian Gulf and had promised

laige subsidies to aid the constiuctioiu In older to make the

grant effective, the consent of other powers wa_s necessary,

becai^e the subsidies were'fo come from an increase in

Tinklsh custoins^ dutijes, which were fixed by.,hrternati'onal_

agreonent. Fiuther, thqDeutsclie Bank, which was financing

the road, felt that sufficient capital could be secured only if

financiers of other countries were givgn a share In the under-

taking. At first everything went smoothly; both Frartfe and

England we^e dispose_d to coopejate When, however, Bal-

four intimated In the House of Commons that the govern-

ment was^’cqnsiderlng the Getinan proposals favorably,

vehemAit opposition was voiced noi only in the press but

also in Parliame^, Every conceivable adverse argument,

sensible and foolish, was played up; but it was obvious that

sheer hatred pf_ Germany was back of_ it all. Government
and financiers alike scurriedjfpr cover 5 England refused to

aid the railroad jn an^ way. Shortly afterward Delcasse,

possibly under pressure from St Pet^burg, also declined

to participate. There is irony in the situation; British oppo-

nents of Gei many had blocked an aiTangement which would
have permitted ^Englaud^-Erance, and Riisiia to oust the

Germans from control pf thexoafl. Later the Germans were
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to he glad the negotiations had failed
;
lutL at the lime they

were alarmed and di&conccrlcd. For the first time Wilhclm-

strasse realized that there was danger of isolation.

Even yet the antagonism was not really dangerous. With
tact on both sides the storm might have passed if the British

scaremongers had not discovered a terrifying bogey in the

growing German fleet. British hatred of Germany was not

caused, as many maintain, by the fleet. Hatred existed before

popular attention was drawn to ship-building activities

across the North Sea. In 1203 the German navy was too

small to alarm dispassionate Englishmen; even when the

construction authorized by the German law of 1900 was

completed, British supremacy would be overvdielming.

Naval rivalry did not cause the quarrel: it intensified and

made permanent the suspicion and fear which might other-

wise have been overcome. As tire British government knew,

there was no reason for alarm in 1903 ;
but in its already

excited state British public opinion was easily thrown by

the alarmists into hysterical fear of a sttrprise attack. The

hold of the Ccinservalive ministry on the country was weak.

After resisting tlie popular clamor as long as it dared, the

government was forced, apparently against its better judg-

ment, to give way. At the end of 1903 the establishment of

a new naval base at Rosyth In Scotland and the strength-

ening, of the North Sea squadron were announced. Tirpitz

had pointed his guns at England ; the British naval front was

now turned toward Germany. The calamitous race was on.

What would Germany’s next move be? The Kaiser had

often threatened to join forces with France and Russia,

English hostility offered him strong reasons for doing so.

7. THE ENTENTE CORDIALE

The Anglo-German qiian-el came at an inopportune

moment for Lansdowne. During 1903 it became apparent

that Russia had been only temporarily chastened by the

Anglo-Japanese Alliance. The more moderate of the Tsar’s

' advisers were in favor or abandoning the forward policy

until the Russian finances and army could be strengthened

;
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to he glad the negotiations had failed
;
I)nt at the time they

were alarmed and disconcerted. For the first time Wilhelra-

strassc realized that there was danger of isolation.

Even yet the antagonism was not really dangerous. With

tact on both sides the storm might have passed if the British

scaremongers h^np;t discovej'ed a terrifying bogey in the

growing German fleet. British haired of Germany was_not

caused, as many maintain, by the fleet. Hatred existed before

popular attention was drawn to ship-building activities

across the Nortli Sea. In 1203 the German navy was too

small to alarm dispassionate Englishmen; even when the

construction authorized by the German law of 1900 was

completed, British supremacy would be overwhelming.

Naval rivalry did not cause tlie quarrel: it intensified and

made permanent the suspicion and fear which might other-

wise have been overcome. As tlie British government knew,

there was no reason for alarm in 1903 ; but in its already

excited state British public opinion was easily thrown by

the alarmists into hysterical fear of a surprise attack. The

hold of the Conservative ministry on the country was weak.

After resisting the popular clamor as long as it dared, the

government was forced, apparently against its belter judg-

ment, to give way. At the end of 1903 the establishment of

a new naval base at Rosyth in Scotland and the slrgiigth-

eningoj the North Sea squadron were announced. Tirpitz

had pointed his guns at England ; the British naval front was

now turned toward Germany. The calamitous race was on.

What would Germany’s next move be? The Kaiser had

often threatened to join forces with France and Russia,

English hostility offered him strong reasons for doing so.

7. TITE ENTENTE CORDIALS

The Anglo-German quarrel came at an inopportune

moment for Lansdowne. During 1903 it became apparent

that Russia had been only temporarily chastened by the

Anglo-Japanese Alliance. The more moderate of the Tsar’s

advisers were in favor ot abandoning the forward policy

until the Russian finances and army could be strengthened

;
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but tlie “Easterners” fought these “defeatist” ideas with

tenacity and success. In March, 1903, Kuropatkin, tlic

Minister of War, wrote: “Our Tsar has grandiose plans in

his head to capture Manchuria for Russia and to annex

Korea. He is dreaming also of bringing Tibet under his

dominion. He desires to take Persia, and to seize not only

the Bosphorus, but also the Dardanelles.” Despite tlie prom-

ise of April, igo2, Russian troops were not removed from

Manchuria. Instead, soldiers disguised as lumbermen began

to penetrate northern Korea. Simultaneously, the activities

of Russian agents in Persia, Afghanistan, and Tibet were

redoubled. In an effort to force Russia to terms, Lansdowne,

early in 1903, sharply asserted British claims to supremacy

in the Persian Gulf. Later in tlie year his words were

reinforced by a naval demonstration, designed to bring home
the power of Britain to chieftains who might be inclined to

listen to Russian blandishments. For the same purpose, the

London government decided to send a military expedition

to Tibet

Despite their brave words, the British and the Japanese

as well were anxious to prevent a war. The Japanese would

have been willing to leave Russian influence paramount in

Manchuria if Korea were left to them. In November, 1903,

the British offered an entente on all outstanding problems.

These offers were interpreted as signs of weakness in St
Petersburg. Disgusted, the Japanese decided on war.

As each passing month brought war between Russia and

Japan nearer, the British became increasingly alarmed. They
had anticipated nothing but profit from the alliance with

Japan; when it was signed there seeihed little likelihood that

England would ever be called upon to fulfil her promise of

support to Japan. By 1903 a world war was possible. Not
only might France aid Russia; Germany might also, if there ^

was anything in the persistent rumors which reached Lon-

don. The old specter of a Continental coalition reappeared

in more menacing form than ever before.

The French had earlier resisted all efforts to unite the

Triple and Dual Alliances/because the friendship of Gei-
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many could be purchased only by acknowlcdsing that Alsace

and Lorraine were irretrievably lost. Since 1898, however,

French and German newspapers had cooperated enthusias-

tically in execrating the British. ^Furthermore, in 19031

Lansdowne was faced with the aftcnVatlve^ of. fuvfhcrl

estranging France or conciliating her.^Cromer, the British

agent in Egypt, reported that the financial fetters on tlig

Egyptian treasury had become intolerable and must be re-

jmdved. The^_^dtaji,pX^M(^occo, a British pupprt, was
ithreatened by rebels; armed interventlorTwas necessary if

"ne was to be retained in power. Any effort to strengthen the

British position in either Egypt or Morocco would provoke

an outburst of feeling in France, possibly sufficient to oblit-

erate the memory of 1871. Under the circumstances, Lans-

downe decided to placate France, even at the cost of

hfqrocco. An Anglo-French understanding would obviate

jthe possibility of a Continental alliance, and thus lessen the

jchances that England would be forced to aid Japan against

Russia. An understanding would also, tire British hoped,

j‘‘not improbably be the precursor to a better understanding

^with Russia.”

Fortune had been kind to Delcasse. For five years he had

waited patiently for the opportunity which came at last in

iqo.'^.|pesnite the Anglonhobe tpse of tliQ French pressi^he

whirling of French politics, propelled by the Dreyfus sage

and the consequent rise of anti-monarchical and anti-mili-

taristic. feeling, made each cabinet piore radical and Itgs

imperialistic.
|
The radicals were so pacific that they speedily

lowered discipline and efficiency in the army and navy^By

conviction and by necessity the radicals were glad to avoid

trouble with England. They also dreamed of an amicable

understanding with Germany over Alsace-Lorraine; but

their efforts to awaken enthusiasm for a compromise aroused

the ire of chauvinists on both sides of the Rliine and thereby

made revmche, ajiys. i§§ue .fop Ijig first time in roamy years,

pdeas^ was neither an idealist nor a.pacifist. He was, in

’luS'own words, a practical politician; and practical politics,

he saw the situation, demanded that Prance keep out of
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the Far Eastern imbroglio, awake from her "Egyptiatl

dreams,” concentrate her attention on the gap in the Vosges/

and wait for something to happen. In seeking an understand!

tng with England, Delcasse's “practical” aims and the

“idealistic” aims of the French ministry coincided. By lQ02_i

both governments _were anxious for an accord, but public

opthfon, particularly in France, was accustomed to enmity.

'\The tact of Edward VII, and the popularity he had acquired

In France when he was Prince of Wales, now proved invalu-

able. In May, 1903, he visited Paris At first he was received

floldly, but before he left the tone changed to enthusiasm. In

July, President Loubet was warmly received in England.

With the way thus prepared, negotiations proceeded rap-

idly to a succes'sful conclusion"

The Anglo-French agreement of April 8, 1904, dealt

with all die varied questions which had vexed relations

between tlie two countries for generations: spheres of influ-

ence in Siam, British rights in Madagascar, French fishing

rights in Newfoundland, West African boundaries, and

other minor causes of trouble. Most important was the

declaration by which France finally gave England a free

hand iri Egypt and received in return a promise that French

action in Morocco would hot be impeded by England,. The
French declared “that they have no intention of altering the

political status of Morocco,” and the British gave a similar

promise in regard to Egypt. So much for the public fagade.

On the same day, Lansdowne and Gambon signed secret

agreements promising diplomatic support in case England

should wish to extend her control over Egypt, or France to

advance in Morocco.

"Was the entente aimed at Gtrijj^ny? No definite answer

can be given. Widely divergent interpretations of the knojsai

facts arejjQssihle, even inevitable. Probably the negotiators

preferred not to examine their own motives too closely
;
and

few European statesmen, except possibly the Russians, ever

talked in terms of aggression. Delcasse, through his con-

fidant, Eti^ne, placed the negotiations on a strictly “de-

fensive” basis, saying that “the most serious mo^e to the
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peace of Europe lay in Germany, and lliat a good under-

standing between France and England was the only means

of holding German designs in check.” This, however, is the

conventional language of diplomacy. It is unsafe to under-

estimate the impoitance of such language, because it deceives

not only the hearer, but also the speaker himself, and

enables him to act with all the fervor of moral righteous-

ness. Nevertheless, some at least of the British Conservatives

were unable to prevent themselves from looking behind

Delcasse’s stated motives, and what they saw made them
uneasy. Cromer, for instance, felt that “it is manifestly in

French interests that we should fall out with Germany,"

t

and that “one of the main attractions" of the proposed

entente for Delcasse was tlie hope of isolating Germany.

Almost certainly Cromer was right in thinking Delcasse

was looking for trouble. He was frankly an advocate of

revaitche. He knew Germany was interested in Morocco
;
he

knew also that there w'ould be trouble if Prance tried to take

Morocco without a previous agreement with Germany. He
bought off England, Italy, and Spain He ostentatiously

avoided any discussion with Germany. It is difficult to escape

the conclusion that his attitude was deliberately provocative.

Delcasse was, however, not representative of France, not

even of the French government. Many Frenchmen swal-

lowed the entente with a wry face. Hatred of England died

hard; Fashoda was still a painful memory. Even the domi-

nant radicals were becoming suspicious of Delcasse. They
welcomed the truce with England because they wished to

keep out of colonial adventures and concentrate on internal

affairs, but they were equally anxious for peace with Ger-

many. The army was disorganized by the efforts to end

aristocratic control over the officers’ corps. Internal politics

were envenomed by the fight against clericalism. Above all,

no aid could be expected from Russia. The long-impending

war between Russia and Japan began in February* i90^.,No

mattfiji,what its issue, Russia would be in no position to put

up an effective fight against Germany for many years 'to
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come. Evidently Delcasse could count on little popular sup-

port if he tried to make trouble with Germany.

It is hard to decide what -the entente meant to Englishmen.

It was received with almost universal enthusiasm. Among
some groups the enthusiasm undoubtedly had a definitely

anti-German foundation: the Times exultantly rubbed in

the isolation and the precarious position of Germany. On
the whole, Englishmen seemed to be rejoicing at freedom

regained. For years their country had been subjected to a

cross-fire from Russia, France, and Germany. No escape

seemed possible; concessions must be made to all. Now one

enemy had made terms. The fear that France would aid her

Russian ally in the Far Eastern struggle, and thereby force

England into war, was dissipated. With France a friend and

Russia thoroughly occupied with Japan, Germany would no

longer dare to bluster and threaten. The nerve-wracking

siege was over ;
Britain was free once more. So thought most

Englishmen. Downing Streetknew this view was too simple:

states do not, like individuals, suddaily cease quarreling and

become friends through generosity of spirit. There is not a

shred of evidence that Lansdowne and his colleagues wished

to form a coalition against Germany ;
there is every indica-

tion that they dreaded the thought of being embroiled in

Continental rivalries. At the same time, Lansdowne could

not help seeing the germ of a quarrel with Germany in the

promise to help France get Morocco. The French '''^Ere

honest. They made no secret either of their determination

to exclude Germany from any voice in Moroccan affairs, or

of their expectation that England was to help them in this

task. France had not so much chosen England for a friend,

as Germany for an enemy. In all probability, France would

remain loyal to her British “friends" only so long as they

were willing to support her when disputes arose with Ger-

many. This was not the freedom the English people believed

they had gained
;
it was perilously close to servitude. Lans-

downe realized the implications of the secret agreemmt over

Morocco ;“the fact that he was vwlling to compromise British
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freedom of action so dangerously shows conclusively the

anxiety with which he viewed the international situation.

For ten years, from 1894 to 1904, England had hesitated.

, When the Franco-Russian Alliance completed the division

' ofthe Continent into two rival groups, it seemed that Eng-

land would now more than ever before hold the balance

I, between these two groups. Unfortunately for British peace

of mind, Continental problems fell into the background.

Imperialism held the center of the stage. France, Russia, and

Germany pushed forward relentlessly, confidently, into

areas where Britain had formerly been supreme. Could Eng-

land check the advance unaided? Salisbury believed she

could. Until the end of the century he put up a gallant and,

on the whole, successful fight Many Englishmen did not

share his confidence. They thought, even as things stood,

that England’s fight was a losing one. Worse, they feared a

coalition, of the three great Continental powers. Both to case

the pressure on England and to avert a hostile coalition,

they wished to agree on a territorial settlement and on a

common policy, with at least one rival. Germany refused to

make terms; France consented. The price England had to

pay was Morocco—^not merely to abandoxr British claims,

But 'to help l^rance get Moroa;ou That promise might mean
trouble wifir ^eiithany. England ^was~Rg'tgriger free. Sire

was, to an rndeimlte~'5cfent, bound to Fmnee.
*T!ltifI5nj3.'was "iio longer the balance-wlieel, but the Ger-

mans had not succeeded in securing the position she had
vacated. They had staked eA’'erythmg on the thesis that the

conflict of interests between England and the Dual Alliance

was irreconcilable. For a time their confidence seemed justi-

fied. By the Bagdad Railroad concession they opened the

way for expansion in the Near East; naval bases were
secured in China and the South Seas. Then the balance be-

gan to shift. France and England drew together, and an-

nounced their intention of completing the entente by
reconciling England and Russia. The Germans knew the

Anglo-French entente impaired their position. Isolation
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loomed ahead. Even the foundation of German Continental

strength, the Triple Alliance, was growing weaker.

The waning prestige of Germany could be charted with

almost mathematical accuracy by the drift of Italian policy.

In 1898 the most bitter phase of Franco-Italian hostility

was ended when the economic relations of the two countries,

long a source of trouble, were adjusted by a commercial

treaty. Two years later notes were exchanged very vaguely

recogniaing that Tripoli lay within the Italian, and Morocco
within the French, sphere of influence. By 1902, Italy was
playing fast and loose with both sides. Her growing inti-

macy with France was used to extort concessions when the

Triple Alliance was renewed. The old treaty was continued

unchanged, but by a separate protocol Austria and Germany
promised to support Italian claims to Tripoli, while Austria

gave assui-ances that a commercial treaty favorable to Italy

would be negotiated. Almost simultaneously, Italy promised

France to remain neutral, even if France "as a result of

direct provocation, should find herself compelled, in defense

of her honor or her security, to take the initiative of a

declaration of war.” Later in the year, by another exchange

of notes, the earlier Franco-Italian agreement on Tripoli

and Morocco was made more definite. During the two years

following, Italy moved, step by step, toward the Anglo-

French group, cUid away from the Triple Alliance, When
President Loubet visited Rome in 1904, he was greeted like

the ruler of an allied state. Little wonder that the Italian

Foreign Minister later admitted he found the obligations of

Italy to France and the Triple Alliance “difficult to recon-

cile” ! The Germans were alarmed, but they did not despair.

They continued to hope for a revival of the antagonism

between England and the Dual Alliance which had been so

profitable to Germany.
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TRIPLE ALLIANCE AND TRIPLE ENTENTE,
1904-1911

'k

I. TANGIER AND BJORKO

Between 1904 and 1914 three rivalries grew portentously,

,

overshadowing all lesser antagonisms, becoming so inter-

1
twined that when one q^uarrel ended in war, all Europe was

at war. ^11 three had their roots in the olTconflict between

' determination to preserve, and determination to change, the

status quo. Anglo-Gerraah rivalry ws^he clearest example

of this conflict. England was satished; Germany was dis-

satisfied. England sought to restrain German expansion by

sea power and by the entente wiift P ranee and Russia. Ger-

many sought to weaken Britain's mastery ofthe s^ and to

disrupt file entente. Franco-GWfllati ainlagonism was som-

nolent
; by 1912 the “inevitable” war was freely dis-

cussed in both countries. In 1904 French nationalists were

a discredited minority; in 1912 a nationalist ministry took

office. The change is largely explained by the entente and

by German opposition to the entente. French nationalism

had waned partly because the people were prosperous and .

contented, but partly also because the French felt they could

never fight Germany on equal terms. The nationalists,

Delcasse in particular, began to take heart as soon as the

entente was formed: British sea power would more than

redress the military balance between France and Germany

Now Germany could safely be defied, be forced to acquiesce

in whatever France decided to do. Delcass6 and the nation-

alists did not have popular support until after 1905, when

the Germans accepted Delcasse’s challenge and set out to

demonstrate, once and for all time, the futility of defying
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Germany. The German methods infiirialcd the French and

produced a lasting revival ol hostility. In 1906 the Germans

realized their mistake and tried to repair the damage. Their

efforts failed. The antagonism steadily deepened. Austro-

Russian rivalry was an old story. Earlier, opposition from

the other powers had prevented the livals from fighting.

After 1907 that opposition steadily lost strengtli. France

and England needed Russian support in their quarrels with

Germany; the hostility of France and England made Ger-

many feel increasingly dependent for support on her only

loyal ally, Austria. The rulers of Austria and Russia were

anxious to avoid war, but it is hard to see how there could

have been any peaceful solution of the conflict between Slav

nationalism and the determination of the Dual Monarchy

to resist disintegration.

In the last decade of the nineteaith century an approxi-

mate balance of power had been created by the interaction

of three groups, the British Empire, the Triple Alliance,

and the Dual Alliance. This situation had been to the liking

of Germany. By throwing the weight of their influence now
on the side of England, now on the side of tlie Dual Alli-

ance, the Germans had been able to wrest concessions from

both the other groups. By 1904 a new alignment of the

powers was taking form: England, France, and Russia on
one side ; Germany and Austria on the other

;
Italy, with a

foot in both camps. The Germans feared that, if this new
grouping became complete, German expansion would be

blocked and that possibly Germany’s existence would be

threatened.

I

Jlews that England and France were about to compose

^eir differences and substitute cooperation for rivalry
' reached Berlin early in 1904. What was to he done ? Biilow

affected indifference when publicly discussed the Anglo-

French entente. Apparently he really thought a policy of

quiet waiting was best, but he soon allowed himself to be

forced into action by the Kaiser and Holstein, Holstein

. said, Smash the entente bjf force if necessary; otherwise

Germany will soon be surrounded by hostile states. William
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II said, Draw France and Russia away from England;

unite the Triple and Dual Alliances. Biilow attempted to

combine the policies of the Kaiser and Holstein. The result

was the opposite of that intended; the Anglo-French en-

tente was strengthened, and the task of uniting England

and Russia was facilitated.

William II was confident that the Russo-Japanese War,
which had begun in February, 1904, would enable him to

turn the tables on England. Surely the Tsar must resent

the flirtations of his French ally with England, the ally of

Japan. Surely, if Germany showed sympathy toward Rus-

sia’s easterh ambitions, the Tsar would welcome .an alliance

with Germany. Surely tlie Tsar would be able to force

France to exchange her friendship with England for a Ger-

man alliance. The path must be made easy for France. Let

her have Morocco, said the Kaiser. If we oppose her there,

hatred of Germany will revive. Holstein thought all this

was wishful dreaming; across the path to a union of,the

Continent lay the insunerable barrier of-

A

lsace and the

Balkans. Furthermore, friendly gestures would merely con-

vince Franre tliat Germany wasfri^htened. bv the entente.

He'cMTiot~hope to win an alliance with France, but he be-

lievSd the French could be made to see that the entente with

England was not only useless but dangerous. Tne means to

his etiQ was Morocra. Refuse to let France take Morocco,

he argued. England will give the French only diplomatic

support. France will be forced to give way. Then she will

turn against Britain and try to conciliate Germany. William

II thought Holstein’s program too dangerous; during 1904
the Kaiser refused to sanction any action against France in

Morocco.

The Kaiser’s own program proved not only dangerous

but futile. At the end of 1903 he began to bombard “Nicky”

with letters Avhich were filled with abuse of the Japanese

and their British allies, filled also with suggestions for a

Continental coalition to restrain British greed and knaverj'.

The Tsar’s replies were friendly, but they skirted warily

around the idea of an alliance, TTie Kaiser remained hope-
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ful. In October, 1904, he saw his opportunity. At the s&rt

of the voyage to ihe Far East, the Rugsian Baltic fleet met

a^fleet of-Eritish fishing boats ;^t Dogger Bank. The tremu-

lous admiral mistook the trawl^^ for Japanese torpedo-

boats and opened fire, killing many fishermen. There was

a storm of indignation in England. For a time “the betting

was about even as between peace and war.” The Kaiser

promptly proposed a Russo-German alliance, and forwarded

a draft treaty to St. Petersburg. At first all went smoothly.

The Tsar was enthusiastic, his ministers acquiescent. Then
England and Russia agreed to submit the Dogger Bank epi-

sode to arbitration. Almost immediately the Russian atti-

tude toward the German alliance changed. Conditions were

rEused which Germany could not possibly accept. Finally,

even William was forced to admit that the prize had slipped

through his fingers.

The only result of his efforts was heightened tension be-

tween England and Germany. Caloilated indiscretion in

St. Petersburg revealed to the British the Kaiser’s stric-

tures against England and his eagerness for an alliance.

The anti-German chorus in tlie English press took on an in-

creasingly vehement tone. Alarm in England led to alarm

in Germany; fear of a surprise attack was widespread.

On one pretext or another the scattered units of the Ger-

man fleet were called to home waters. A remarkable situ-

ation! Each government argued: “It is ridiculous to think

we are meditating an attack. Since your fears are obviously

ridiculous, we can only conclude that your alarm is a mask
covering your intention to strike at us.” As a matter of

fact, neither government, nor country, had the slightest dc'

sire for war. Yet the atmosphere had become so tense at the

end of 1904 that any trivial episode would apparently have
sufficed to precipitate hostilities. These were tihe two powers
which, shortly before, had been “natural allies.”

The Kaiser’s plan to unite the Triple and Dual Alliances

had failed ; he was disillusioned and uneasy. Holstein had
been waiting for this mornent. For months he had been

iS'?iWy arguing that force, not conciliatioi?, was the Way to
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success. At the beginning of 1905 Bulow began to ply the

Kaiser witlr Holstein’s arguments: Delcass6’s policy after

Fashoda had made the entente possible
; he had drawn Italy

away from her allies; his opposition barred the way to a

union of the Dual and Triple Alliances; if he fell, the

“iron ring” which King Edward was forging around Ger-

many would disappear. Morocco, continued Biilow, was
the b^s of the entente for France. A French mission had

already, by the end of 1904^ Been despatched to Fez with

demands for reform, obviously the first step toward a pro-

tectorate. Morocco was an independent country; by the

Treaty of Madrid of 1880 the powers had agreed to re-

spect the status quo. France was impairing Moroccan in-

dependence. Make her answer for her conduct at a confer-

ence of the signatories of the Madrid treaty. Holstein’s legal

case was good. He and Bulow realized, however, tliat the

success or failure of their policy really depended on the

interests and fears of the slates which would be asked to

participate in the conference. Here also they felt safe.

Roosevelt had signified his interest in the preservation of '

the “open door” in Morocco: France excluded other coun-

tries from the trade of her colonies. Spain and Italy had,

to be sure, been bought off by France, but they were ;[ealojjs

of their Latin sijter. If they saw a good chance to humiliate

her, they would forget &eir promises. Russia was ex-

hausted; besides, the Tsar owed a debt of gjatitude to the

Kaiser for services rendered in the Far Eastern war. Aus-

tria would support her ally. Even England would offer no

effective I'esistance. British commercial circles did not wish

to lose the profitable Moroccan market; the Conservative

cabinet was too wealc and divided to take a decided stand

;

the. British people were anxious for peace. France would

be isolated. Alone, she would be helpless. The conference,

then, would result in the humiliatioir of France, the collapse

of Delcasse’s pplicy, and the disruption of the entente.

* Sudi was the picture Bulow painted for William II ir

the rosy colors he could use so skilfully. The Kaiser was

fearful
;
possibly painful memories of the humiliation which
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had followed Holstein’s similar plans to chastise England

in 1895 and 1896 lingered in his mind. When lliilow per-

sisted and promised an easy victory, he gave way, reluc-

tantly and half-heartedly. In March, 1905, while on a

cruise, he landed at Tangier and proclaimed the determina-

tion of Germany to uphold Moroccan independence. Then

Biilow made public his plans for a conference of the pow-

ers. Undoubtedly, he said, something must be done to end

the chaos prevailing in Morocco. At the same time, the

independence of Morocco must be safeguarded. The French

demands for reform, read in the light of statements by

French statesmen and newspapers, would impair Moroccan

independence. The French action was, therefore, a violation

of the Treaty of Madrid. Germany proposed that the signa-

tories of the Madrid treaty meet in conference for the pur-

pose of inaugurating reforms which would restore order

without jeopardizing Moroccan independence.

The Kaiser’s dramatic speech at Tangier caused con-

sternation in Europe. What was the G^erman^ objective?

There was a suspicious coincfdence~Eetween Tangier and

tlie collapse of Russian military fortunes in the Far East.
* Did Germany want war now that Russia was weak ? Every-

where the proposal to call a conference was viewed with

suspicion and reserve. The British, fearing the very exist-

ence of the entente was at slake, rallied vigorously to the

support of France. There is no evidence tliat, as Delcass6

later maintained, armed support was promised in case of

war, hut Lansdowne did wish the two governments to “dis-

cuss in advance any contingencies by which they might in

the course of events find themselves confronted.’’ Only the

French acted as the Germans anticipated. The French, like

all Continental peoples, had been taught to suspect England
of using her allies as cat’s-paws. They soon suspected, un-

justly, that England wished to push them into war with

Britain’s dreaded rival, Germany. The French people did

not care about Morocco. They wanted peace, and they were
afraid. The storm of opposition to Delcass6 broke, now that

^
his policy had led to trouble. With discretion Germany
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could have won a substantial victory. The French Premier,

^ Rouvier, offered an agreement on all questions, Alsace-

Lorraine of course excepted. Here was a chance to weaken

the entente. Bulow refused tojiegotiate. After further hesi-

tation, Rouvier decided to sacrifice his colleague; Delcasse

was forced to resign. The British were furious. “The fall of

Delcasse,” wrote Lansdowne, "is disgusting, and has sent

the entente down any number of points in the market.”

Again, the Germans might have come off victorious had
they been willing to spare France the humiliation of appear-

ing before an international tribunal. Again Berlin was ada-

mant, and Rouvier was forced to agree to a conference.

Germany had triumphed. Step by step the French had
retreated; now they had surrendered. William II breathed

a sigh of relief. He had doubted whetlier France could

really be clubbed into friendship; Rouvier’s eagerness for

an understanding reassured him The next step, he and

Billow tliought, was to attempt once more to unite the Con-

tinent. A few weeks after France gave way, Kaiser and

Tsar met at Bjorko, in Finland. They had a pleasant time

working up moral indignation over British perfidy, espe-

cially over King Edward’s passion for making "a little

agreement” with every one. Next morning, after more
tirades, the Tsar was persuaded that a Continental alliance

was the only way to block the evil designs of England. At
the proper moment the Kaiser produced a draft treaty pro-

viding for mutual assistance in case of attack and providing

also for the adherence of France. The Tsar hesitated ; then

he signed.

Despite the atmosphere of melodrama and unreality sur-

rounding the signing of the Bjorko Treaty, despite also the

knowledge that Nicholas II was devoid of will-power, the

Germans did not doubt the validity of the treaty. The next

step was to bi ing France into the alliance. Morocco, Billow

tliought, would serve as a bait. A sense of victory pervaded

Wilhelmstrasse. To the Triple Alliance, Russia was now
added. Soon France must fall in line: she had seen the fu-

tility of resistance. “My dear Fatherland,” exclaimed Wil-
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liani II, “is at last free from the clutch of the Franco-

Rtissian vise/'

2. ALOECIRAS

I

ln a scries of rapid moves, from Tangier in March, to

Bjorko in July, 1905, the Germans had isolated England.

The British counterattack began immediately. By October

all the German gains were lost. Thereafter the Anglo-

French entente grew daily in strength, and Russia began to

think of a truce with England. The Germans had tried to

gain too much. When Delcasse fell, both France and Rus-

sia wished a truce with Germany. The Germans were not

satisfied with a truce
;
they wished an alliance. In grasping

for that prize they lost everytliing.

The Tsar had concluded tlie Bjorko agreement without

consulting his ministers. When he told of his action, he was

assailed by conflicting counsels. Some advisers, filled with

hatred of England, were entlmsiastic. On September 5,

1903, the Treaty of Portsraoutli was signed. It registered

the deatli of Russia’s Far Eastern policy. Russia was

forced to evacuate Manchuria, to surrender her lease on

the Liaotung peninsula, including Port Arthur, to Japan,

and to recognize the preponderant influence of Japan in

Korea. A few days later came news that the Briti.sh and

Japanese had renewed their alliance and had extended it in

two important ways. The scope of the alliance now included

the "region” of India, as well as eastern Asia, and eacli ally

promised ai^Tto tli^other il ^ttackeiL^'Me’^wer, instead

of two powers. Russia was, therefore, barred from expan-

sion in the Middle and Far East, unless she cared to en-

counter armed opposition from both England and Japan.

The logical answer, thought many Russians, was a Conti-

nental alliance. This group for a time was in the ascendant.

France was approached. The French government refused

even to discuss the proposal to conclude an alliance with

Germany. The refusal gave the anti-German advisers of

^he Tsar a hearing. They stressed the necessity of preserv-

ng the French alliance while Balkan problems were still
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unsolved. They said Germany would be a valuable ally onlyi

in case of a war with England and Japan, a war which]

Russia would be too weak to wage for many years. On the

other hand, the British and Japanese were willing to make
concessions in China and Persia. In the Near East the

British could assist in holding back the Austro-German ad-

vance, and in blocking the Bagdad Railroad. Obviously,

Russia could gain more in cooperation with England,

France, and Japan than Germany would offer her. For a
time, anger and humiliation over their recent defeat made
the Russians hesitate. In October, 1905, interest triumphed

over passion. The Tsar tried to be gentle; he said the

Bjorko Treaty could not go into effect just yet. The Kaiser

saw through the veil of words and desperately appealed to

the Tsar’s sense of honor. “What is signed is signed! and

God is our testator!” His appeal was unavailing. Thereafter

the Russians treated the Bjorko Treaty as non-existent, and

the road lay open for an Anglo-Russian entente.

Germany had gone too far with France as well as with

Russia. During the early months of 1905, the French

blamed Delcass6 more than Germany for the tension over

Morocco. They knew he had provoked Germany. They did

not care about Morocco, and they were suspicious of Eng-

land. When Delcasse resigned, France breathed a sigh of

relief. The trouble-maker was gone; now all would go well:

The French were soon disillusioned. Germany insisted oq

dragging France, like an indicted criminal, before a confer-j

ence of the powers. Angry and humiliated, the French acJ

cepted ; but they had madehheir last concession. They began

to realize that Morocco was not the real stake: Germany

was trying to browbeat France into friendship. The French

resolved to resist at all costs, indifference to Morocco van-

ished ;
military preparation was pushed at brealcneck speed.

So far as the conference was concerned, the French were

increasingly confident of success. England, by indirect

threats, had frightened Italy and Spain: they would abide

by their secret agreements with France. Wlien Russia re-

pudiated the Bjorko Treaty, doubt as to her attitude dis-
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j
appeared. Roosevelt tried to be impartial, but the French

ambassador, Jusserand, was a clever psychologist; the pic-

ture of a weak but manly France confronting a German

bully was taking shape in the President’s mind. The little

[

powers did not count. France, it seemed, might command

a majority at the conference called to humiliate her.

France no longer feared the conference; but what if

Germany refused to abide by the decisions of the confer-

ence ? If the Germans were really determined to have a de-

cisive test of strength, defeat at the conference would force

them^ war as the logical continuation of their policy. If

war came, what would England do? So far as we know,

the French did not ask this question directly while Lans-

downe, the author of the entente, held office. In December,

1905, the Conservatives resigned and a Liberal^ministry

was formed, with Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman as Prime

Minister. The Liberals had a reputation for pacifism, and

the French became uneasy. Tliey asked poin^-blank whether

armed assistance would be forthcoming from England in

case of a Franco-German war. Sir Edward Grey, the new
Foreign Secretary, tried to hedge; but the French persisted.

After some hesitation, Grey authorized the continuation

of the discussions between the military and naval authori-

ties of the two countries, which had begun under Lans-
downe. At last, on January 31, 1906, he stated his views

on the political question. He refused to make a definite

pledge of assistance ; he said that he had no power to give

such a pledge. On the other hand, he let the French ambas-
sador see clearly that, if war came, he would do everything

in his power to bring England in and that he was confident

of success. The French tried in vain to get a more definite

commitment. Apparently, however, they were more content
than they pretended. Thereafter they proceeded on the con-
fident assumption of British aid.

When Grey finally gave the assurance France was seek-

ing,^ the conference was already in session) It met at the
beginning of January, igo^fi, in the little town of Algeciras
"ear Gibraltar. The task of the conference was to devise
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means of reestablishing, oider.in Morocco without impair-

ing Moroccan indepeiiiicnce. It was an impossible task. The
Moorish Sultan was banlaupt. He could not preserve order

in his domain, European assistance, financial and military,

was the only way of securing order. Unfortunately, the

whole history of imperialism showed that European con-

trol over the police would eventually mean European politi-

cal_control. Moroccan independence would eventually be-

come an empty phrase. No one knew this better than the

Germans. Since their objective was to prevent France from
|

acquiring Morocco, they must prevent her from acquiring

exclusive supervision over the police. They made a whole

series of proposals, but the French and British easily dem-
onstrated that each suggestion sacrificed either order or in-

dependence or both.

What the Fiench and British were really demonstrating
j

was tlie impossibility of securing order without impairing I

Moroccan independence, but they managed to obscure that

fact. The Fiench argument was a triumph of lucid but

specious logic, Germany said her interests in Morocco were

economic. Very well. She might have representation in the

international bank which was to regulate Moroccan

finances
;
she might also ask the conference to pass resolu-

tions guaranteeing equal commercial opportunities to all

countries in Morocco. All France asked was the ending of

the intolerable political chaos in Morocco, which hampered

trade, made trouble along the Algerian frontier, and gave

ambitmus powers an excuse to meddle in Moroccan affairs.

Europ^i control over the police in the ports was necessary

for the preservation of order. A force drawn from all the

powers would be inefficient, would lead to incessant in-

trigues, and eventually each power would come to regard

the ports under its conti ol as spheres of influence. It would

be best, therefore, to entrust the police to France; France

had officers trained for similar service in Algeria. To em-

phasize tlie international character of the police mandate,

France was willing to share thS task with Spain, the other

power witli territory adjacent to Morocco. As conclusive
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evidence of their pure intentions, the French were prepared

to guaiantee the independence and integrity of Morocco.

These arguments were a fagade masking the determina-

tion of Fiance to begin the "penetration" of Morocco, but

they sounded plausible. Russia, as France’s ally, and Eng-

land, Italy, and Spain, because they had secret agreements

with France, were glad to be convinced. More discernment

might have been expected from Roosevelt, but apparently

he was thoroughly taken in. Only Austria stood with Ger-

many. For two months the Germans managed to avoid a

vote in full conference, and hence their isolation did not

become obvious. During this respite they tried desperately,

sometimes by methods which were unethical even for diplo-

mats, to break the solidarity of the opposition. As the con-

ference dragged on, week after week, the delegates became

restive at their confinement in overcrowded Algeciras.

Every one hesitated to call for a vote. What would Ger-

many do after her defeat was made evident? At last, on

March 2, the British delegate summoned his courage. A
roll-call was taken on the police question. Germany and

Austria were alone, deserted even by their ally.

/ ‘‘Wenig erfreulich,” said Bulow. What next? Holstein

/stood firmly to his original position. If France won, the
* entente survived and German hegemony was gone. Belter

1 disrupt the conference even if war followed. Holstein stood

\alone. Bulow had promised an easy victory. Neither the

iKaiser nor the German people would sanction war. Like a
jplayer who sees the game is lost, Biilow swept his pieces

Ifrom the table and surrendered. Holstein presented his

/resignation. To his discomfiture, it was accepted. The
strange career of Germany’s “Grey Eminence” was over.

That much, at least, Germany had gained.

Superficially, the Treaty of Algeciras embodied the essen-

tials for which Germany had been striving. The indepen-

dence and integrity of Morocco were solemnly reaffirmed.

The bank was international ; the police were international.

At the head of the police "was an inspector, a Swiss, who

I

'^as to make periodic reports to the powers. In teality, Ger-
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many had been defeated. The police in the ports were
French and Spanish

;
each country was supreme in the area

allotted to it by the secret treaties of 1904. Germany had
neither expelled the French from Morocco nor got a foot-

hold herself. At the conference assembled at the behest of

Germany, Germany had been consistently outvoted.

3. THE ANGLO-RUSSIAN ENTENTE

Algeciras was humiliating, but it was only a symbol. The
c^iiipaign upon which Germany had embarked so confidently

had failed. France and Russia had not been drawn to the

side of Germany. The Anglo-French entente not only sur-

vived: it was stronger than ever. Russia and England were
already seeking a basis for agreement.

While the area of Anglo-Russian friction extended

almost a third of the distance around the globe—from the

Balkans to Manchuria—and while each coimtry felt safe in
''

opposing the otlrer, there had been no hope of friendly rela-

tions. By 1906 the “danger spots” were fewer, and the dis-

\ position to quarrel had abated. The blood-letting of 1904
and 1905 removed fear of Russian control over China and

'

Korea. British strategists had concluded by 1903 that Rus-

sian conquest of the Dardanelles “would not make any

mai'ked difference in our strategic dispositions.” The Near

East, therefore, receded into the background so far as the

British government was concerned. There remained Persia^

Afghanistan and Tibet These still held explosive possibili-

ties. Tire British were ai^ious to avoid trouble^ an Anglo-

Russian quarrel would strengthen German influence in St. \

Petersburg and weaken the entente with France. If amica-

ble relations could be estafilis^^' beiween London and St.

Petersburg, the danger of a Russo-German alliance would

be obviated, and tlje three friSr(Hy"'powers, united in a

Triple Entente, could call a halt if German ambitions went

beyond “legitimate” bounds. There was some opposition in

England. An under§fSn3Ing with reactionary Isardom was

difficult to square with devotion to liberalism, and the task

was made more complicated when the Russian revri1ii+i^«
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j 1905 was drowned in blood. Grey placated his conscience

by assuring himself tlrat Russia must inevitably move
toward liberalism, particularly if united to the liberty-loving

British and French
;
but the more doctrinaire Liberals were

hard to convince. Many beside Liberals were skeptical or

hostile. The Indian government, and most Englishmen who
had come in contact with Russian diplomacy in the past,

were convinced that Russia would never honorably observe

a promise.

Grey was able to win over, or to silence, dissenters at

home, but he had difficulty ptig^dding the^ Ru^ians into

action. Throughout 1906 and 1907 it was hard to make the

Tsar think of anything except his shaky throne. The revo-

lution had intensified his natural sympathy with conserva-

tive Austria and Germany. He was reluctant to alienate his

fellow-emperors by an understanding with England. Even
the large anti-German group in his court was afraid tlial if

the British offer was accepted, Germany might strike out in

anger as she had against France in 1905. Russia would be
too weak to resist. The war with Japan had exhausted the

I Tsar's treasury and decimated and disorganized his armies.

Revolution had completed tlie demoralization of Russia. A
long period of recuperation was essential

/j
Fear of Germany held the Russians back

; fear of Ger-
' many also drove them on. The Balkans, after a decade of
comparative calm, were once more in a state of turmoil.
German influence was supreme im Constantinople, and the
hated Bagda^^ailway was being pushed on relentlessly.

Even in Persi^German concessionaires were basy. Russia
could not halt the German advance unaided

; England was
willing to assist in the task. Further, if the Turkish problem
was to be reopened, peace ii-uAsk was essential. The British

. offered generous terms in Persia; Japan was equally gen-
! erous with Chinesejem^y. It seemed that Russia could
not but welcome such an accommodating spirit. Neverthe-
less, the predatory insUncts^of the Russians combined with

• fe^r of Germany to hamper negotiations until Grey held
I out new and enticing bait.
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Isvolski, the Russian Foreign Secretary, was a man of

one idea. The dream of his life was_to open thp Straiis, not

to all the powers, but to Russia alone. During the war with

Japan the Black Sea fleet had been useless ; men and arms
had to be transported from^Kac^Sea depot^to the Baltic

and then back, around''Europe, alPBecause old treaties,

forced on Russia after defeat, prohibited vessels of war
from passing throu^gh tfi'5 ' STfaite \vS13irioined

'

'the Black'

Sea to the .^Egean, Isvolski thougfit it intolerable, a humili-

ating remincler dj defeat and impotence, that the Black Sea

ports and the Black S^flppt shnuM hp p<.pl ess to Russia in

time ~of war. W hen he became Foreign Secretary in 1906,

he' made^e opening of the Straits his great objective. In

1907 he injected tlie question into the negotiations with

England.
~ '

Grey knew that the fate of the agreement with Russia

probably hinged on his reply to Isvolski’s soundings; as he

also knew, British public opinion still mistrusted Russia,

and would not be willing to see the Straits opened to jRus-

sia alone. Grey tried to steer Ins'way 'Befwe'eri these two
reefs. He asked the Russians to defer consideration of thC'

Straits until later. British opinion must first be prepared

for the change. Once an agreement over the Middle East

was signed and Anglo-Russian JnenHshTp "became obvious,

public opinion would be^ less suspicious. It would be a mis-

take to complicate the Anglo-Russian discussion by consult-

ing other states, Germany for instance, ir'ersonally, Grey-

said, he was in sympathy with the Russian desire to be able

to use the Straits, and he would be glad to take the matter

up later. Despite Grey’s cautious language, Isvolski thought

he saw victory .ahead. He agreed to postpone the discus-

sion until the consent of the other powers had been secured.

He noted with pleasure that Grey did not object to the Rus-

sian proposal
;
this was “a great evolution in our relations

and an historical event."
~

When the alluring possibility of a myisjon ofjhe ^raits

settlement appeared, Russian hesitation end^. In the sum-

mer of 1907 agreements were signed with both
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and Japan. The treaty with Japan, signed in July, was os-

tensibly merely a mutual promise to i^pect the status quo

in the Far gas,t;^ but there~were Tecret clauses defining

spheres of influence in Manchuria. The tvro powers there-

after coopeiated amiablyijg the task of keeping others out

of the province. The Anglo-Russi^i^agreement of August,

1907, had no secret articles . Both paitics agreed to keep out

of Tibet. Af.£;hanistan was recognized as a British sphere

of influence, but England promised not to change the po-

litical or territorial status of the country. The Persian set-

tlement was the most impoitant'part of the agreement.

After affirming their desire to preseive the independence of

Persia and the “open door” for the commerce of all na-

tions, the two governments proceeded to divide the country

into three zones. The northern zone, which was the largest

and most valuable, and j:ontained Teheran and Ispahan,

was allotted tojlussia. The British zone was in the south-

east. Econoniicall^t was of little value, but it included

Bunder Abbas, at the entrance to the ^rsian Gulf, and the

province of Seistan, the gateway to Afghanistan and India.

Between the two spheres of Influence was a large neutral

zone, including the ^If littoral. Each government claimed

a special interest in the preservation of peace and order in

its sphere. In regard to Trade^^fije only expressed restriction

was the promise of each government not to seek concessions

in the zone allotted to ffie^ofEer. “Nevertheless, their subse-

quent actions sho'^’cJear^’fEat, while the agreement of

1907 was worded so as to render protests by other nations

impossible, England and Russia tacitly agreed to prevent

Germany from obtaining a foothold in Persia.

The Anglo-Russian agreement received a tepid reception

m both countries. Most Englishmen still thought in terms

of the nineteenth century. They did not trust Russia. The
old British policy of preserving Persian independence, it

was said, had been abandoned. Russia, with Teheran in her

control, would soon advance again. As the Liberals were
fond of portraying England as the friend of small nations,

Grey indignantly denied that Persia had been partitioned;
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“Our agreement with Russia is a mutual self-denying ordi-

/nance recognizing Persian independence.” It is hard to be-

/lieve Grey really meant these words Russia soon proved

them false. The feeling of disgust which the thought of

association with the Tsarist regime aroused in many Eng-

lishmen was kept alive by the brutality with which Russia

suppressed all efforts of the Persians to extricate themselves

from foreign domination In Russia, also, the agreement of

1907 was unpopular It was accepted as a necessary evil.

Russia was too weak to oppose Britain and Japan; ^ truce

was the safest course.

the highest political circles the Anglo-Russian entente

aroused something like enthusiasm. The Russian govern-

ment was alarmed by the rapid spread of German influence

eastward: England, France, and Russia together might be

able to dam the flood. Isvolski hoped for positive benefits.

“Who knows,” he asked hopefully, “whether the pressure

of events may not compel us once more to open the ques-

tion of the Straits?” Here lay great danger. The conflicting

aspirations and fears of the powers and of the Balkan states

made changes in the Near East hazardous to European

peace. Fear blinded the directors of the British policy to

the danger. They welcomed the entente with Russia be-

cause it facilitated the task of restraining Germany, and

because it practically eliminated the possibility of a Russo-

German alliance Therefore, as Russia soon perceived, the

British government was willing to make great sacrifices to

prevent the agreement from breaking down. Hypnotized by

fear of a Russo-German alliance, the British actually wel-

comed the thought of a Russian advance. “I hope,” wrote

the British Undersecretary in October, 1907, “the develop-

ments of Russian foreign policy in the near future may
show themselves in the Near East, where it will not be easy

for Germany and Russia to work together.” He got his

wish.
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4. BOSNIA

In 1906 the Dual Monarchy secured, for the first time in

many years, a foreign secretary who possessed initiative

and determination.^During these years Europe had ceased

to think of Austria as a great power. At best, she was
thought of as a German satellite ; at worst, as a dying state

whose possessions would cause dissension among the pow-
ers. /Count Aehrenthal took office resolved to demonstrate

that Austria was capable of independent action. Indeed, he

felt drastic action alone could prevent the death of the

monarchy.

Jugo-Slav nationalism, stimulated by the Hungarian

policy of forced Magyarization, was draining the strength

of the Dual Monarchy lik^ a cancel ous growth. Formerly

the Southern Slavs had dreamed of “redeeming” their more
backward brothers in the Balkans; now they dreamed of

being themselves redeemed by Serbia, the Piedmont of the

future Jugo-Slav nation^Until 1903 Austria kept a tenuous

hold on Serbia by protecting the members of the Obreno-

vitch dynasty against the hatred of their subjects. Then
there was a palace revolution. King Alexander and his

spouse were tossed out of the palace windows. A member
of the rival Karageorgevitch family, Peter, took the throne.

Leaders of the Radical party brought about the revolution;

after 1903 they wereThe reafrulers of Serbia. The Radicals

frankly preached the ideal of “Greater Serbia,” a Serbia

which would some day include the Jugo-Slav provinces of

Austria-Hungary and Turkey. Revolutionary propaganda
was spread in Bosnia and Croatia. At first the Austrians

did not take the agitation seriously, and set out to disci-

pline Serbia by the usual method, the discovery of an epi-

demic of “political swine fever.” Serbia’s greatest export

was pork; most of the pork was shipped to, or through,

Austria. Ostensibly as a sanitary measure, but really as a
punitive measure, the frontiers of the Dual Monarchy were
dosed to shipments of Serbian pork. Formerly this device

had brought results; now it did not. The Radicals pretended
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to desire a truce. Actually, they prolonged the dispute as a

means of intensifying popular feeling in Serbia against

Austria. The “Pig Wai” dragged on, an inglorious repeti-i

tion of the conflict of Fiancis Joseph with Cavour and BiS''

march. ^

Aehrenthal was conscious of the danger to which the new
Piedmont exposed the monarchy. He spoke confidently of

"exterininatirig~the^Serbian revolutionary nest.” But how?
For two yeais he tried unsuccessfufly'to~cle^se a plan of

campaign. While he hesitated, the Young Turk revolution

took place in Tune, IQ08 . The new rulers of Turkey an-

nounced their determination to strengthen the unity of the

empire. Bosnia and thc-Saniak of Noviba^ar. both under

Austrian control, were still nominally Turkish provinces.

Faced by a revival of Turkish nationalism. Aehrenthal de-

cided to embark on no far-reaching schemes for the presgnt.

Instead, he would consolidate the existing situation by an-

nexing Bosnia. Annexation would, of course, violate the

I

Treaty of Berlin. Aehrenthal anticipated protests; there

I were always prote.sts when treaties were broken. He did

( not expect efiectiye opposition. The Berlin treaty had, after

all, been disregardeHso'TSften; and Bosnia had, for all prac-

tical purposes, been a part of the Monarchy for a genera-

tion. The Serbians would undoubtedly cry out when they

saw Slavic Bosnia passing irrevocably into Hapsburg pos-

session; but Serbia was not a signatory of the Berlin

treaty, and therefore had no legal right to protest. The

Turks could be placated by giving them fte SMj’ak. There

would undoubtedly be opposition from Russia; but Russia

was weak, and Bgsniajiay in what had traditionally been

the Austrian sphere of influence. _In earlTer secret agree-

ments Russia had sanctioned the annexation. Isvolski might

be willing to make a new agreement.

Isvolski was quite willing to strike a bargain. He, like

AehrenthalT had been disconcerted.'*btr &e Young Turk

revolution. His Straits program rested on the supposition

that Turkey would be too wealTto resist when. Russia de-

manded the right to send battle-ships through the Straits.
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The Yoiing I'urks were beginning extensive military re-

forms. Isvolski thought prompt action was necessary. He
was overruled by the ministerial council: revolutionary dis-

content at home must be stamped out before new foreign

adventures were begun. Secretly, without telling the other

ministers, Isvolski approached the Tsar. There was no dan-

ger, Isvolski said. British opposition had always been the

stumbling-block; England was now willing to see the

Straits opened. Austria was the only other formidable op-

ponent. Aehrenthal was evidently planning to annex Bosnia.

Why not strike a bargain ? Without danger, without sacri-

fice, Russia could realize her old ambition to use the Straits,

unhampered by humiliating treaty restrictions. The Tsar

agreed. Isvolski confidently set out to secure the consent

of the powers.

On September 15, 1908, Aehrenthal and Isvolski talked

for six hours at the palaceat Buchl^. Just what they de-

cided is doubtful; witrnnTle^-wtm each statesman was
calling the other a liar. Up to a certain point their stories

may be reconciled. Aehrenthal told of his plan to annex
Bosnia and give the Sanjak to Turkey; Isvolski told of his

plan to open the Straits to Russian war-ships. Aehrenthal

requested that the Straits Se^pened to the other Black Sea

states. Rumania and Bulgaria, as well as^o'Russia; Isvolski

accepted the suggestion. (^!ach promised to support, or at

least not to oppose, the plan of the othe^ Here the stories

diverge sharply. Aehrenthal claimed he told Isvolski that

the proclamation of annexation would be issued in October

;

he would send notice of the exact date.' fsvolski claimed not

only that he did not expect early action, but also that he
had told Aehrenthal the changes contemplated must be
ratified by a congress of the powers who had signed the

Treaty of Berlin in 1878 . Almost certainly Aehrenthal’s ver-

I

sion is closer to thenEntth. Probably Isvolski expected that

f

tile annexation would take place late in October and that he
would receive notice some time in advance. At any rate, he
seemed in no hurry. From"Buchlau he started on a leisurely

tour to prepare Europe for tiae impending events. At the
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beginning of October he arrived in Paiis. Theie he learned ’

that the annexation was to take place immediately.

On October 6, Tmkey was informed~IEar Alistria had
annexed Bosnia and I^rzcgovina. Europe was "taken by

suipiise. Even William fl-had not been warned in advance.

He was furious. German influence in Constantinople had
already fallen off

; the Young^ i urks^weie liberals whose
natural sympathies were with England~The annexation of

Bosnia by Germany’s ally would inevitably push the Turks

still fuither into the aims of England, His first impulse

was to dissociate himself from the Austrian action, but

Bulow reminded him that Germany coul(l~not~aHord to

make any more enemies. Reluctantly, William ranged him-

self on the side of his ally.

The British angrily protested against the Austrian action

as a breach of the Treaty of Berlin, and as a blow to the

prestige of the new Tiirktsh p-nvernmpnt. England alone

of the great poweis rejoiced when the Young Turks seized

power. England rejoiced because a veiv painful conflict be-

tween her interests and her humanitarian sentiments

seemed over. Until the last quarter of the nineteenth cen-

tal y, British influence was dominant in Constantinople,

and, through the favor their ambassador enjoyed, British

business men had a quasi-monopoly on economic conesp-

sions. By 1908, British influence over the Sultan had van-

ished, and the British got no concessions.. Humanitarian

sentiment, which compelled the Foreign Office to be un-

pleasant about massacres, had wrought the change. The
history of British relations with Turkey after 1878 con-

stitutes one of the few clear examples of a national policy

dictated by idealistic feelings^hich were obviously op-

posed to selfish national interest. Inevitably, the sacrifice

was painful The triumph of the Young Turks opened the

jnthralling vista of interest and feeling united .once more.

The Young Turks admired English institutions and sought

English advice and help ;
they disliked the Germans as con-

servatives and as friends of Abdul Hamid. The British

were sure the liberal Younp Turks would give good govern-
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ment and peace to the Near Ea&t; they hoped that conces-

sions would soon come to Biitish merchants, and that the

Bagdad Railway might never be completed. Little wonder

England objected to any action which might discredit the

Young Turks in the eyes of their subjects. The Austrian

annexation of Bosnia would undoubtedly have this effect.

So would the Bulgarian declaration of independence which

was issued simultaneously with the Austrian proclamation.

There was no chance that the British would consent to a

third blow at Turkish prestige.

Failure to consider British sympathy for the Young
Turks was the first of Isvolski’s fatal blunders. On learn-

ing that Aehrenthal had claimed his half of the bargain,

Isvolski hurried to London and begged for support on the

Straits question. He met with a cold reception. He reminded

Grey of his promises of 1907. He threatened to end the en-

tente. All in vain. Then he asked for a written promise that

England would support the opening of the Straits to Rus-

sia alone at some future date. Grey would gladly have com-

plied with this request, but suspicion of Russia was still

strong in the cabinet. The most it would permit Grey to say

was that he recognized the necessity for some unspecified

change in the status of the Straits, a change to be made
in the future and only with Turkish consent.

Duped by Aehrenthal, disappointed by Grey, Isvolski re-

turned to Russia. He was met with a storm of abuse, Isvol-

ski had forgotten to consider Pan-Slavism. When the Pre-

mier, Stolypin, and the other ministers learned of tlie Buch-

lau bargain, they were horrified and indignant. To sanction

the annexation of Slav Bosnia by Austria would be treason

to the Pan-Slav ideal. The Tsar had approved of the bar-

-^ain in advance. He tried to abide by the promise of sup-

port he had given Isvolski, but when Stolypin threatened to

resign, Nicholas gave way. The ministry ordered Isvolski

to oppose the annexation of Bosnia. Terrified by the re-

proaches of his colleagues,^ and by the violent denunciation

of the Pan-Slav press, Isvolski turned against Austria,

t
He denied that he had consented to the annexation. He
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denounced the annexation as a flagrant violation of cove-

nants sworn and sealed, as an injustice to Turkey, and as

an injustice tq_Scrtua. Austria must answer for her con-

duct at a conference of the powers. Isvolski called on
France and E^land for aid.,

'

Aehrenthal was astonished by the commotion, and he was
indignant at Isvolski’s r^ud5tio^n~of the'Buchlau bargain.

His first impulse was to pTMislf a Teporl of what had been

said at Buchlau. On second thought he held his hand: the

publication would discredit Isvolski, but it would anger the

Tsar. Under German and British pressure, Aehrenthal

chose a more se^ible c^rse. Direct negotiations were be-

gun with the Turks, who agreed recognize the annexa-

tion in return for a money payment. One justification for

opposing the annexation was removed . Aehrenthal admitted

that the Treaty pf Berlin had been broken . He admitted

that the signatories of the treaty must sanction the change

before the annexation would be legal . He refused, however,

to submit the question to the free decision of a conference

of the signatories. Like Russia in 1878, and like France in

1905, he said it was humiliating for a great power to be

treated like an indicted criminal. As for Isvolslas third con-

tention, that the annexation was an injustice to Serbia,

Aehrenthal refused to admit its validity. Plere he would not

yield an inch, and witli good reason. In all earlier agree-

ments, Russia had tacitly admitted that Serbia was within

the Austrian sphere of influence."Now Russia efaim^to be

the protector of_Serbia. As the Austrians had always ^ared,

Russia was trying to dominate the whole Balkan peninsula.

If this move succeeded, Russia would soon be planning the?

partition of the Dual Monar(^._Aehrenthal refused, there-

fore, even to discuss Isvolski’s contention that Serbia was

entitled to Qpmpensatlon"
"

Many in Austria wished to go further.. The Serbians,

encouraged by Russian sympathy, sent agitators into Bosnia

and massed armed ban^s alon^the Austrian frontier. To
hold the Serbians quiet, a large part of the Austrian army

was mobilized and kept under arms through the winter of
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1908-1909. To keep such foices mobilized was expensive.

War would be cheaper and more profitable, many argued.

Merely to deny Serbia compensation for the annexation of

iBosnia would be no gain Now that the Seibians had Rus

sia behind them, they would plot to disrupt the Monarchy

more vigorously than ever before. The only solution was to

wipe Serbia from the map, to annex most of the kingdom

and give the remainder to Bulgaria Russia was too weak to

fight Later, when Russia got stronger, this solution would

be impossible, and the Serbians would be more provocative

than ever. An oppoituniLy like the present one would never

come again. At first the argument of the war party was too

bold for Francis Joseph. He was old; his long leign, ex'

tending back to the mid-centuiy revolution, had been full of

tragedy
,
he would die in peace As the tension dragged on

through the winter, and spring appioached, however, the

war party became moic numeious and more insistent. Fran-

cis Joseph began to waver.

Isvolski should have surrendered. The prolonged crisis

was dangerous to peace Force alone could cogipel Austria

to comply with his demands He did not possess tliat

weapon. England and France supported his contention that

a congress must be held, but they were unwilling to espouse

the Serbian claim to compensation.''The Serbian claim had

no legal justification, and neither England nor France cared

to encourage the Pan-Slavs. In any case, neither the British

nor French people would fight over this obscure Balkan

question Practically speaking, Russia stood alone, and Rus-

sia was so weak that war agaiiwt Austria and Germany
would ^suicide. The failure of ' Isvolski's program was a

foregone conclusion Still he hesitated. While the Serbians

blustered and talked of war, while the Russian Pan-Slavs

preached war to the death_again5t Germany and Austria,

while England and France hmtcd more and more broadly

that some decision must be made. Isvolski stood paralyzed,

^rified by the knowledge that Austria might any day ac-

• Sei^lan challenge and declare war, even more ter-
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rified by the thought of the abuse which the Pan-Slavs

would hurl at him when he surrendered.
’

•

In March, 1909, the Germans decided to force a d«ision.

Winter, the best guarantee of peace, was nearly over. With
the coming of _sjriiig,._Auslria Serbia would, almost

certainly drift into war. What would follow no one could

tell. It might be a war of all Europe. The British had at

first held aloof, but a cai-^mgn in England for increased

naval appropriations had been turned into a campaign of

hatred against Germany. English neutrality could not be

counted on. Germany decided itjjtasJime to intervene. A
settlement was proposed to Isvolski. Serbia’s demands for

“compensation” were ruled out, but the Germans were will-

ing to save Isvglski’s face. He maintained that the annexa-

tion of Bosnia could not be legal without the consent of the

signatories of the Berlin treaty. Very well. Germany would

advise Austria tn_gppk .the , approval of tl^ signatories if

Isvolski would secretly promise in advance fo accept the

request. Isvolski acknowledged the conciliatory pui-pose of

the suggestiqii]_he would give it his consideration. A week

passed. Isvolski still did not reply. Billow’s patience was

exhausted. On Marcli 31 he wired the German ambassador:

“Say to M. Isvolski . . . that we expect an ans.wer—^yes

or no ; we must regard any ^vasive, con^tional, o^unclear

answer as a refusal. We should then draw back and let

things take . their couc&e. The responsibility for further

events would then fall exclusively on M. Isvolski.’’ Thus

pinned down Isvolski surrendered. Notes were duly ex-

changed. Serbia was forced to abandon her protests, dis-

band the forces along the Austrian frontier, and promise tc

live on good neighborly terms with the Dual Monarchy ir

the future. The long crisis ^as over. Jt ended none too soon

On the eve of Russia’s surrender^ fhc war party in Vienn

had succeeded in securing consent for mobilization agains

Serbia. .After mobilization, war would not long have bee

deferred . «

A "parallel has often been drawn between. tbfiJ
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crisis and the crisis of 1914 It is true that on both occa-

sions the cential problem was the conflict of interests be-

tween Austria atid Russia in thc_Balkans In 1908 and in

1914 Austria was supporied by Germany, and Russia had

the support of France and England, while Italy stood apart.

Despite these points of similarity, the disparate elements

are more striking and fundameiit^al. In 1908 the Vienna

government was worried by Serbia’s aspiration to be the

Piedmont of Jugo-Slav nationalism, by 1914 fear of Jugo-

slav nationalistnEad created a desperate mood in Vienna.

In 1908 Pan-Slavism was just waking from a twenty-year

sleep; by 1914 the influence of Pan-Slavism was irresistible

in Russia The Bosnian crisis itself wa^ powerful stimulant

to Tugo-Slav nationalism, to the Pan-Slav ideal, and to

Austrian fear of these disruptive forces. Serbia’s promise

to be a good neighbor was worthless? Anti-Austrian propa-

ganda did not cease. After 1909 it was merely driven under-

ground, where it continued more vigorously than ever.

Isvolski acquiesced in the annexa^n of .gosnia, but he was
determined to secure vengeance. Even the Tsar, formerly

so eager to have the friendship of WilliaiaJI and Francis

Joseph, now felt that a conflict with Germany and Austria

was inevitable.

In 1908 and 1909 Germany and Italy acted as they were

to act in IQ 14. Germany already recognized her dependence

on Austria and the consequent iwcessity for unquestioning

suppoit of Austrian policies During the crisis, Moltke and

Conrad, the German and Austrian chiefs of staff, had begun
to concoct plansJor common action ip time of war. Hitherto

Germany had refused to sanction joint plans for fear of

encoura^png Austria to expect German aid under any cir-

cumstances. Hitherto Germany had refused to promise

support in case qf an Austro-Russian war over the Balkans.

Now Germany was forced to allow conversations which not

only presupposed common action
,
but which also took for

granted Germ^ assistance if I^ssia intervened in a war
between Ai^trta and SerlSia. In 1908, as in 1914, Italy

deserted her allies. Under the terms of the Triple Alliance,
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Italy was entitled to compensation if Austiia made gains in

the Balkans Anstiia refused to adrnit thatjhe annexation

of Bosnia altered the stains quo in the i^lkans’and refused

to give compensatinQ Italy, therefore, acted with the Triple

Entente duung thej:risi§, In 1908 and in 1914 the relations

between Austria and her allies were much the same, but in

1908 the Entente was a shaky structure Neither France nor

England was prepared to support RItssia to the point of war.

Isvolski was disposed to blame Russia's ‘Triends” for her

defeat. He believed the Entente was potentially the stronger

combination, but it lacked “finnness and cohesion ” He was

determined to remedy this^ deficiency, determined also to

hasten the rehabilitation of the Russian gj^y.

The foundations of European peace were undermined,

during the five tense months between October, 1908, ana

March, 1909 The truce between Austria and Russia was

broken; Pan-Slavisr^ and Jugp.-Slav nationaHsm gained

immeasurably in strengtli; Austiia and SerbiaJjecamc im-

^cable foes.
.

'5. ENGLAND AND GERMANY

Morocco revived J’ranco-German antagonism: Bosnia re-

vived Austro-Russian antagonism. Anglo-G«man antago-

nism caused no dramatic crises; . it was a slow poison. The

basic causes of the antagonism were British satisfa(^on,_Md

Gecman dissatisfaction, with the existing distribution of
,

power in the woild. To preserve the existing conditions,

Britain built her fleet and made the Entente with France

and Russia To change the existing conditions^ Germany

built fier fleet, clung to Austria, ^d tried to disrupt the

Entente,. Each country strove to make its will prevail, but

neither rnuntry wa.s willing to face frankly the cause of the

dissension. Thb British did not, like to think themselves

selfish, or unwllling_tpjQLeiate_l‘legitiniate” German expan-

sion. The Germans did not like to think themselves aggres-

sive, or unwilling to recognize “legitimate” British vested

interests-f'Each tried to impyoyS^its own case by throwing

blame on the other side. The British said Germany wanted
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to conquer the world. The Germans saiid ]£riglai]d stimu-

lated French revanche and Russian Pan-Slavism in order lo

compass the destruction of German rommercial competition.

Both governments honestly tried to effect a compromise, but

both attacked symptoms of the disorder, not the disease

itself The British insisted that Germany give up her navy;

the Germans insisted &at Britain promise neutrality in case

of a Continental war.

Britain was satiated. Her empire included about a quarter

of the world, both in land surface and in population Her
trad^ Mnpire was even larger. For protection, she had an

invulnerable fleet A great armada stood watch in the North
Sea ; in 1006 Britain launched a new l^pe of battleship, the

Vreadnaught, more powerful by far than anything else

afloat. An empire of unparalleled size and wealth, protected

by a fleet of incomparable size and^ti.ength—little wonder
that Englishmen wished to perpetuate so enviable a sitaa-

tign Englishmen did not stop here; few men do, ‘Nearly all

men, and groups of men, assume that what is good for them

is good for the world, and that wJiat is bad for them is bad

for the world. Englishmen forgot their history and assumed
that their supremacy resulted from the operation of a

beneficent moral law. To challenge British supremacy was

to challenge moral law. Could the Germans really be so

wicked ? Roughly speaking, the Conservatives believed the

Germans were capable of this,crime : the Liberals were re-

luctant"to'^HwtamjucKa thought.
^

The Liberals, who to^ office in December. 100 1;. wished

0 ^hink well of the Germans In part, this desire resulted

;rom general optimism about the human race. There were

)ther consiHerations. Liberals wished to preserve British

Ireedom of action, to feel that the Continent, with all its

]uarrels, was far away. They retained the p]d ^nn-

>dction that all Continentar statesmen were immoral and

liabolicallv clever ; all English statesmen, honest but slow-

witted. Therefore, Englishmen could only be safe if, refus-

ing to be seduced by honeyed words, they kept clear of

J^ing commitments. The Liberals did not regard the
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Entente m an cntangUlig-alliance : the agreements with

France and Russia merely settled colonial nuarrels. Un-
doubtedly, linglancl would have fought if war had come

over the Moroccan question. England had promised to help

France get Morocco ;
besides, the sight of weak France being

bullied by Germany had aroused the Biitish snorting instinct.

Lfncioubtedly, if Germany tried to bully France again,

Britain would again come to tbe rescue. But Britain had no

alliance with France ;
the English people were free to make

the ^ecisionfor peace or war when the crisis arose. As for

Russia, the agreement of IQ07 was merely-a, colonial agree-

ment. It was not an entente cordiale: Liberal England could

have no sympadiy for 'I’sarist Russia. Even the colonial

agreement was none too popular; if Russia continued her

outrageous brutality in Persia. England might be forced to

declare the understanding at an end.

Most Englishmen agreed \ylth the Liberals in their deter-

mination to preserve British freedom of action. Freedom of

action could not be preserved if German ambitions were a

menace to Britain and to the world. The Liberals were

anxious, therefore, to believe that Germany dicThofwisK'to

challenge British supremacy. The Liberals also wished to

think well of Germany because they wished to save money
on armamentsT Here agauTtHe" British identified their inter-

ests with the interests of mankind. When the first dread-

naughts were launched early in ioo6 . the British became, as

Grey said, “more supreme at sea than we have ever_been7

i If the armampnt T'arp could now be halted, that supremac)

vvould be inexpensively perpetuated. Having no motive foi

spending moreon battle-^ips, the English concluded that a

move for the limitation, even proportionate reduction, oi

armaments would benefit every nation. The Liberals were

peculiarly interested in the problem, not only because thej

thought themselves pacifists, but also because they had comt

to office pledged to inaugurate extensive and expensive socia

reforms. Unless expenditure omarmaments was reduced, the

reforms would necessitate a burdensome increase in taxe?.

The opportunity, without prejudice to British supremacy
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to save money and to fuithcr the cause of inlei national

peace appealed to the Liberals When they took office they

called for international 1 eduction of militaiv and naval

expenditures. England would lead the way by building only

three, instead of the usual four c^eadnaughts duiing tke

next fiscal year. At first the Liberal hopes seemed,.tustified.

The German Reichstag didj to be sure, appiopriate funds

for dreaSnaughts under the spur of the usual anti-British

campaign
;
but instead of laying down the three keels called

for by the Navy Law
,
Tirpitz began construction on only

one. Encouraged, the Liberd Prime Ministei, Campbell-

Bannerman, announced his intentions of pioposing limita-

tion of armaments at the Hague Conference which was to

meet in 1907. Then he was undeceived The Germans threat-

ened noTYo go to The Hague if reduction was to be dis-

from the United States, and their motion was defeated.

They next discovered that Tirpitz,had held back construc-

tion in IQ06. only because he wished to study the technical

problems which the dreadnaught involvg.cb_In 1907 he laid

down five~sEips, the three for that year and th^two hgld

ovCT from "1906 The SntTsh continued hopeful
; they were

stilTlar ahead in the race . In 1907 they laid down three, and
in 1908 only two , dreadnaughts. Far from following the

British lead. Tirpitz secured an amendment to the Navy
iLaw in 1908: from 1908 to 19H, four ships were to be
nuilt each }"ear; thereafter, two.

”

The British were in despair. They realized that expendi-

tures so as to' endanger their social reforms were
inevitable if the Germans held tiiis jiace. In August, 1908,

King Edward visited Germany. He was accompanied by
H^rdinge, &e British Undersecretary, who made a last

effort to win over William II. The conversation became
heated The Kaiser accused the British Admiralty of lying

and Hardinge of ig^norance. Hardinge persisted. “A^^r-
:angement ought to be found fsr diminishing the construc-

:ion. You must or build slower
”
“TheQjwe-aitallj[ght,”

retorted the Kaiser, 'Tor it is aqiTf^f'*»*' "^^'onal honour
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and dignity.” Hardinge flushed, and was silent. “You must

always treat Englishmen thus,” wrote William to Billow

The rapid—and repeatedly hastened—rate of German
naval construction disillusioned those who wished to think

well of Germany and gave a hearing to lEose wHo^eneved
in the “Gernian_menace.” Ever since the last years of the

nineteenth century, a small but influential and rapidly grow-

ing number of Englishmen had believed that Germany was
determined to dominate the world. The German army was
by far the strongest on the Continent; Germany \vas building

a great navy. These were the weapons with which Germany
sought to accomplish her purpose. Germany would, of

course, prefer not to use these weapons. If Europe could

be reduced to vassalage without war, so much the better for

the Germans. It was quite possible that France and Russia,

terrified by the strength of Germany, might decide that the

safest course was alliance with the tyrant Once France and

Russia were forced into an alliance, Germany could con-

centrate on preparation for the conquest of Britain Isolated,

Britain was doomed. She, like the Continental powers, would
come under the yoke of Germany. Europe was once more
confronted by a. Louis XTV, a_Nagoleon England must

once more lead a crusade for liberty, must once more prevent

the triumph of tyranny. If Britain acted wisely, the ri^
,

isade-

would be bloodless. If the Germans fouInt-theiilSelvM con-

fronted by overwhelming power, they would probably aban-

don their pretensions and peacefully admit that Germany
was entitled to be only one of the free nations of Europe.

Two hat|-^1e-«!hins must be built for every one Germany built ;

'

the
“

E^ente must be made ever stronger, possibly welded

into_a new triple allianpe. There was no other way to meet

the German challenge,^o hope for compromise was futile

!

and dangerous, futile because Germany would interpret

friendly gestures as signs of weakness
;
dangerous because,

if Britain wavered, Russia and France would become fright-

ened and would be tempted to,"sellj)ut” to Germany/

/ By 1908 many Conservative leaders, some newspaper

'publishers, and most of the diplomatic service, including
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practically the whole permanent staff of the Foreign Office,
believed that the “German menace’’ was a reality. Earlier,
British opinion had scoffed at this gogev In 1908 a
systematic campaign was begun to awaken th^ English
people. The campaign was aided by the increases in the
German building program. Germany was catching up, the
Conservatives declared. Popular agitators portrayed the
dangers of a German invasion in hair-raising fashion The
scare gradually took possession of the popular imagination.
William II tried, with characteristic clumsiness, to disarm
hostility. He wrote privately to Lord Tweeimouth, the first

lord of the Admiralty, assuri^him that Germany had no
intention__of challenjpng British naval supremacy. News of
the lette^eaked 'out; its contents .were distorted. The
Kaiser, British papers safd, was trying, in his usual deceitful
way, to hoodwink English officials Later in 1908, the Daily
Tehgraph pubfisK^ an account of an interview witK the
KaHer William described himself as a friend of England.
standingLfirm against his people’i hatred of the British He
told how Russia and France had tneefto unite the Continpnt
against England during the Boer War, and how he had not
only refused, but had drafted a plan of campaign which
enabled the British to fight the war to a successful conclu-
sion. The interview was a sincere gesture of friendship, but
it was also a pathetic example of William’.^ ineptitude. The
British

j eered at his protestation of friendship. They accused
him of tiying"f6

"
80wMiMensionT3etween England and her

partners m ffie Entente. On the other hand, they believed
his statemenLthat the German people hated .England.
By the beginning of 1909 the Liberals realized that an

•/ increase in naval expenditure was necessary. Many of the
ministers thought four dreadnaughts would be e.nough. The
Admiralty_detnanded To aid his argument, the first
lord of the Admiralty hinted that Germany was secretly
building even more ships than the law ojLxpogJauthorized.
His words sent a tremor Qf^fear_ay:otigh:-England. Balfoiu^
the Conservative leader, completed the demoraliza^ of
n&tional common sense. By

1910,Jie said, Germany would
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be ahead, with Ihirleen. drcadnaughts to England’s ten..By

igi2~Gct'tnany would, he believed, have Iwenty-^e. Bal-

four’VE^ircs were fantastic—in 1912 Germany possessed

n'ui?, riot twenty-^^e—hut die British were in a mood to
f

believe anytl^ng. “We wan^eight, and we won’t wait !’’ The

cry was heard over all England. Eight wer^voted.
Those who preached the German menace had woiT; but

their victory was only partial^and. it_was precarious. The
English people had been stampeded by th e fear of invasion,

but they were soon complaining nnre jnore against the size

of the naval estimates. Hone of a truce with Germa^ re-

vived. More important, even the navy scare had not shaken

tfie"popular determination to keep clear of entangling alli-

ances. The fate of the Entente seemed more precarious than

ever. On the one hand, both France and Russia were dis-

satisfied with the nebulous character of the Entente, and

pressed lor a m'e<:ise_stat.ement of obligations. Elat refusal

of these requests might convince the French and Russians

that no dependence could be placed on British support in

time of war. On the other hand, many Englishmen were

impresied by the German argument that, so long as there

was danger of an attack by the Entente, Germany must

continue to build ships. Englishmen knew their country was

not bound to aid France and Russia in time of war; why
not pbtmn the desired nava-litmcfi-hy prnrpising neiitrality

in case France or Russm attacked Germany? The question

was hard tg~ariswer without implying tha^ England, tiaw

botirid to her ContinentaP^frlinds.’’ Yet those who feared

Geririafiy were'cletermined not to give a neutrality promise,

because they feared the Entente would strai^tway. collapse.

The lot of the British Foreign Secretary, pulled now this

way and now that by conflicting currents of opinion, was

not a happy one. In the Foreign Office, and in dispatches

from ambassadors abroad. Sir Edward Grey was plied with

arguments justifying belief in the German menace. In the

cabinet meetings, most of hi% colleagues favored a naval

triirp with Germany, and insisteB Biat Grey presefve British

freedom of action unimpaired. Grey himself wished above
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all else to preserve ipternational peace. He wished to deal

honestly and straightforwardly with all nations. He was
determined to give Germany^^ri5 excuse for saying that she

is being cold-shouldered, isolated, or squeezed.” He knew
the English peo^F wanteif iio binding commitments with

other powers, and he felt he must carry out the popular

wish.
' “ “

At the same time he was afraid, afraid of Germany and

of Isolation. He believed fron^the moihenFIie took office

that Germany wished to dominate the~Continent. He be-

lieved the Entente alone stood in her path. He believed that

if England wavered in her _loyalt:g. to France and Russia,

these powers would, In fear, make terms with Germany and

become hostile to England for her desertion. Then Germany

could settle her score "wdi England without fear of attack

from any Continental state. OTwiously, thought Grty, the

Entente must be preserved . France and Russia must not be

permitted to doubt British loyalty.
'

Grey refused to recognized that his objectives were con-

tradlctoiy and Irreconcilable. He was determined to preseiwe

England’s freedom of action, but the French demanded

assurances of supportTHe was afraid to give, and afraid to

withhold , assurance His equivocal response to the French
'

’demand for a promise of armed assistance during the

Moroccan crisis seems~to~Kave been framed so as both to

satisfy France and to avoid the necessity of consulting the

British cabinet. During the Moroccan crisis, Campbell-

Bannerman reluctantly consented to military and naval

conversations between the French and British general staffs.

He was afraid a moral obligation to aid France would be

created by such intimacy. The Prime Minister’s fears had
greater warrant when, after the passing of the crisis, the

two general staffs continued to discuss plans for joint action.

There is no evidence that he knew what was going on; and
most of the cabinet members were in complete ignorance.

The French were obviously 90unting with increasing confi-

idence on British support. Grey was afraid to say plainly

British aid must not be taken for granted. He kept
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silent. His silence encouraged the French; but it enabled him
to say he had not promised aid. EA^en Grey's most admirable

qualities, his love of truth and his sense of fair play, were

warped by the conflict between his guiding principles. Pie

demanded the same ethical standards in public and private

affairs. The diplomacy of no state could measure up to such

a standard, but Grey could not abandon his convictions Avith-

out loss of self-respect. The inevitable result was distorted '

vision. He focused the white light of moral indignation on

the sins of Germany, which were numerous enough. Uncon-
sciously he shut out of his field of vision policies or actions i

of the Entente powers which could not be reconciled with /|

his sincere devotion to honorable action.

On the one hand, fair play, honesty, love of peace, and .

loyalty to the popular demand that freedom of action be \

preserved
;
on the other, fear of Germany and of isolation.

CasaiS-try aloQe could unify these disparate elements. Once
embarked on the slippery path of casuistry, Grey slid in-

gpnsihly sp.lf.rf1pnpptmn tn derppfinn of his colleagues

in the cabinet, of Parliament, and of the British people.

While the British were convincing themselves that, in

perfecting means to” perpetuateHheTf”"imperial supremacy,

they were protecting Europe againsj tyranny, the Germans

were convincing themselves that, inseeking means to secure t

a greater share of the-lmoeria
]

nrotedangl

Gerrrfahy from destruction. In 1900, when the Triple Alii-

ance was strong and the British were quarreling with

France and Russia, the chances for German expansion

seemed excellent. iBy 1908 the chances of expansion were

sli^i^^ The Anglgj^nch entente shut Germany out of

Morocco. In 1907 an agreement between Englaad^Erance,

and Spain to preserve the status quo in the Mediterranean

was hai],ed by the French press as a “Keep Out" sign for

Germans. In the Far East, Japan had understandings with

Russia and France and an alliance with England—^more

“Keep Out" signs. In Persia, die British shoAved so much

determination to exclude German economic activity that

even Isvolskijaas-alarraed. In Turkey, the British insisted
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that the Bagdad Railway could proceed only after an under-

standing with the united Entente powers. The opposition

was growing; tlie Triple Alliance was losing strength.

Neitlier Austria nor Germany had any illusions about Italy.

Irredentism was growing. The French no longer made
appropriations for the defense of jtheir Italian ^ontier

;
the

Italians made large appropriations for the fortification of

their Au^iaji tfontier. The Triple Alliance was renewed

in 1907, but only because Berlin and Vienna felt that its

^sudden ending would be too violent a shock to the European

balance. Germany and Austria stood alone. Bitlow even

feared that Austria might make a “sudden swing’’ into the

English camp.

William II attributed the isolation of Germany to a

malevolent plot. Ever since the failure of his efforts to win

Russia in_i90S, his febrile imagination had been haunted

by visions of encirclement and attack. 1908 fear had

become an obs^ion. He refused to believe that England

was afraid, England with her great fleet. No, England and

her friends were trying to compass the destruction of Ger-

many.
“Now,” he told his roldieriat_Dpheritz, “it certainly

seems as thougETKey are trying to encircle us and hem us

in. We will be able to stand that. The German has never

fought better than when he had to defend himself on-all

sides. Just let them_come on,_We ai:£.ready.’’ The alarm cry

was skilfully taken up by Tirpitz’s propagandists as a means

of securing larger naval appropriations. By 1908 the Ger-

Iman people, like the English, had fallen victim to hysterical

^ fear. King Edward had only to visit Italy to drive Berlin

“stark, raving mad” with terror.

J

Billow knew that there was no plot, that the purpose of

the Entente was to restrain, not destroy, Germany. Yet,

optimist though he was, the closing months of 1908 brought

him to a realization that the situation was very dangerous.

In September, a brush between tire German consul at Casa-

blanca and the French police angered opinion in both coun-

tries. In October the Bosnian crisis began. Before Bosnia

was settled, the began. The Casa-
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blanca affair showed that Morocco had so estranged i'rance

and Germany that a trifling incident could throw the press

on botlr sides of the Rhine into paroxysms of rage. The
navy scare in England was symptomatic of the fear which
was driving the British into ever closer relations with France

and Russia. The Bosnian crisis showed that dependence on
Austria involved Germany in Balkan affairs; against their

will, the Germans might some day be dragged into war by
Austria.

Faced with the danger that Germany might., bp drawn
Into war with _the_ Entente powers. BiilQjscjbaudjQned the

easy policy of drift which had kept him in William’s good
graces for more than a decade. To hold France quiet during

the Bosnian crisis, he made concessions in Morocco. The
Casablanca dispute was turned over to the Hague Court.

Billow then proposed a general agreement on Morocco. The
generosity of the proposal made the French suspect a trap;

reassured, they accepted with alacrity. By the agreement

signed in February, 1909, Germany recognized the political

preponderance of France in Morocco. In return, France

promised Germany a share in Moroccan economic conces-

sions. Tlie French had secured a good bargain; if they had

lived up to it, Morocco might never have been heard of

again. William II gladly consented to the agreement; he

had never cared about Morocco. He would have welcomed

a truce with Russia also, but I^volski would make no terms

unlc''’jS Germany abandoned Austria. If Germany would

promise neutrality in an Austro-Russian war, Russia would

promise neutrality in an Anglo-German war. Germany re-

jected this proposal without hesitation.

Bulow thought France and Russia were only potentially

dangerous antagonists. The German army could keep them

quiet, unless they felt confident of British support. If Ger-

many was to be extricated from dangerous isolation or

equally dangerous dependence on Austria, England must be

placated. England could only be placated, he believed, if the

navy race was abandoned. Athwart the path to a naval

truce stood Tirpitz, and behind Tirpitz stood the Kaiser and
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the most vocal elements in German public opinion. From
the outset, Tirpitz had pursued a consistent policy. His

objective was the establishment of a balance of power on
the seas. The navy he was creating was to be an instrument

of policy powerful enough to enable Germany to bargain on

equal terms with England when disputes arose. The German
navy was not to be as large as the British, but it was to be

powerful enough to make England hesitate before seeking

an armed conflict with Germany. Tirpitz was confident that

his objective was attainable. Building costs were lower in

Germany than in England. Conscript crews were paid less

than enlisted men. The advent of the dreadnaught helped

Germany. In the older types of vessels, Germany was far

behind. In dreadnaughts the race started almost from

scratch; England had only a few years’ lead. Tirpitz was

convinced that the British could not stand the strain of

building two dreadnaughts for each one Germany built. He
decided to quicken his pace ; by the amendment to the Navy
Law passed in igo8 he secured four ships each year until

1911. The Kaiser had been of one mind with Tirpitz ever

since 1897 German public opinipn, at first doubtful or hos-

tile, had been converted to enthusiastic support by ten years

of ceaseless and clever propaganda Bulow, until 1908,

applauded
;
then he tried to halt the Admiral’s plans. Tirpitz

had laid on the Foreign Office the duty of piloting Germany
peacefully tlirough the "danger zone,” the years when
Britain could easily cope with the young German navy. All

would be lost if war came before the danger period was
safely past. Tirpitz contended that the danger would pass

within a few years. Bulow now said peace probably could

not be preserved if the race continued. Further, he chal-

lenged the "danger zone” theory.

The naval race, Bulow argued, involved triple peril for

Germany. Large naval appropriations meant less money for

the army at a time when France and Russia were arming
rapidly. Fear of Germany.made England dependent on her

partners in the Entente; France and Russia might, if confi-

dpfir of British support, fed strong eylbugh to embark on
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an aggressive policy, in the Near East, for instance. Finally,

the naval scare indicated that England might, goaded by

fear and hatred of Germany, precipitate hostilities. Ship-

building was dangerous; it was also futile, like pouring

water tihrough a sieve. Britain was rich; Britain was not

forced to spend money on a large army. How could any one

argue that Britain could not build twice as fast as Germany?
Tirpitz denif^d ^hat the fleet was the cause of^German jsola-

tion. The other powers were jealous of German strength

an3 enterprise. Fleet or no fleeljthe jealousy would continue

while German banks, manufacturers, and ships ^ntinued to

cha^ngc Mtis'h suprenu^. Britain was jealous, but the

Engl^irEnew’wfiaTwar would cost. Skilfully handled, Brit-

ain would not fight; but Britain would be more likely to

fight if German naval power were slight than if Germany
were a dangerous antagonist As for British ability to keep

ahead, the strain was already telling: tlie efforts to secure

a truce showed that clearly.

Eor the first and last time of his career, Billow persisted.

He told the Kaiser that an agreement with England was
necessaiy. William gladly consented to a political agreement,

either a non-aggressive pact or, even better, an alliance. As
for a naval agreement, Tirpitz would say what was possible.

At the beginning of June, 1909, Biilow brought together the

officials most concerned for a discussion of the question. All

were in favor of a ship-building truce, except Tirpitz. Even
he professed eagerness for an agreement, but it was obvious

that he was really determined to continue the race, obvious

that he was already contemplating further increases in con-

struction. Behind Tirpitz stood the Kaiser. Biilow realized

that negotiations would be futile. In the same month he

resigned, ostensibly on a question of domestic politics. Pos-

sibly, as some maintain, he was unwilling to remain re-

sponsible for the naval rivalry. More probably he had lost

the imperial favor now that he spoke hard truths instead of

smooth flattery. -»
'

He was succeeded by Bethmann-Hollweg, an old friend

of Williain TT "RptlTmaTiTi did rinl- ootisp.tss BiiilftwVs nuick
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intelligence, and he was irresolute as well as slow-witted.

His knowledge of foreign affairs was slight. These defects

were only partly counterbalanced by honesty and consci-

entiousness; indeed, his conscientiousness was almost a

defect. He, like almost every one in the Foreign Office, dis-

liked Tirpitz’s naval policy and lamented the Admiral’s

influence on the Kaiser. Time after time William II ac-

cepted Tirpitz’s views against the Chancellor’s opposition.

Yet Bethmaiin did not resign. He feared Tirpitz would be

his successor. Blinded by ignorance and devotion to duty,

Bethmann failed to realize that, while the responsibility for

Tirpitz’s policy was accepted by a Chancellor who was
known to be a friend of peace and international concilia-

tion, Tirpitz was stronger than he would be at the head of

the government.

Bethmann, like Biilow, believed that the naval race was
dangerous to peace, and that a truce would restore friendly

relations with England. The new Chancellor wrested one

concession from the Kaiser; if England would conclude a

political agreement, Germany would build only three, in-

stead of four, ships during the next few years. The Kaiser

and Bethmann hoped to adiieve very different objectives by
this concession. The Kaiser’s views are, as usual, hard to

discern because he contradicted himself repeatedly. He
'lobvioitsly wanted a political agreement, if possible an alli-

'ance, with England; he obviously wanted to keep, and

strengthen, his fleet. He convinced himself that both objec-

tives could be attained. The whole Anglo-German quarrel

had, he felt, grown out of the false British notion that

Germany was aggressive. Apparently he believed that a
|short truce would bring the British out of this panicky con-

jdition and enable them to see how pacific Germany really

'was. This realized, England would no longer fear the Ger-

man fleet, Instead, the English would abandon France and

Russia, the true disturbing elements in European society,

and ally with Germany. Then the British would actually

encourage the growth of the German army and navy as

cuardians of oeace. Bethmann had a veiw different nicture
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of the future in his rnind. He regarded the truce as pre-
liminary to the abandonment of the naval race. He thought
a leconciliation between England and Germany essential to
peace, and he thought that a permanent reconciliation could
be attained if Germany stopped building dreadnaughts, or
built fewer.

Obviously, the Kaiser’s vision of the future was fan-
tastic It was improbable that a brief truce would dissipate

English suspicions
;
it was certain that new German building

at the termination of die agreement would revive and in-

tensify hostility. It is by no means certain, however, that
Bethmann’s ideal was workable. Practically, he was prof-
fering the surrender of Germany. If events moved as he
hoped, Germany would in future rely less on her own
strength than on English good-will to insure compliance
witli her wishes in the field of commercial and political

imperialism. It is very improbable that the two countries

could lopg agi'ee on what constituted proper British good-
will. iTne British weie securely entrenched politically and
economically, in every quarter of the globe

;
the long pent-up

energies of the German people w^ere expanding with explo-

sive rapidity. When the Germans pushed into a British

sphere of influence or a market "dSminated .by' British iiad-

ers, the~British were bound to.accuse the Germans of aggres-

sion, and the Gerinans. were bound to accuse the Briti^ of

hostile obstruction. One dispute and then another might be

patclied up, but even with the best will conceivable, the

British were going to be tempted some day to call a halt

;

then the Germans would fall back on force, on their fleet,

once more The race would recommence. It is hard to see

how there could be any other result so long as political and

economic imperialism were thought to be of paramount na-

tional importance.

Bethmann and the Kaiser agreed that the building truce,

was to be made conditional on a political agreement. As'

Bethmann Acplained to the British ambassador, the German
fleet was being built to protect German interests outside

Europe. If England was determined to aid France and
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Russia in case they attacked Germany, and if England was
determined to obstruct German expansion, then building

must continue. If England showed that she would do neither

of these things, he was sure friendly relations could be
' restored by the navy truce. Germany could take no chances
' on the question of British aid to France and Russia; the

Anglo-German accord must contain a promise of British

neutrality in the event of a Continental war. Germany could

take chances, for a few years, on the question of Britain’s

attitude toward German expansion. If, during these years,

harmonious cooperation were shown to be possible, Beth-

mann believed the Reichstag would be deterred by satisfac-

tion with the existing situation from incurring the costs and

tlie risks which renewed competition would entail.

The British were of two minds about the German pro-

posal. The Foreign Office saw in the request for a neutrality

aereement a plot to drsrupF&e'Entente. Too weak to staad
aloneTFfanc^-afld 'Rusaia would' undoubledlv make terms

with Germany if England promised to stand aloof from
Continental wars. Aci^ding to Grey, the proposed Anglo-

German agreement “would serve to establish German
hegemony in Europe and ^uIT nbt lasriong aTterlTliad

served that purposer It Ts in fact an invitation to help Ger-

nfany toThake a European combination which could be

directed against us when it suited her so to use it.” Use it

Germany certainly would. “If we sacrifice the nthej:..Powers

to Germany, we shall eventually be attacked.”

Grey’s views met with opposition in the cabinet. The
opposition is hard to trace because we lack precise informa-

tion. It was sufficiently strong to prevent a flat refusal of

Bethmann’s offer; at times the Foreign Office officials even

feared Grey might lose, Grey’s opponents were inclined to

;
accept Bethniignn’s gesture as a sincere effort to effect a

Jreconciliatioa They did not believe Germany wished to at-

jtackiinglcUid or to dominate Europe, and they were appalled

by the cost and danger of^the naval race. The*reply which
emerged from the conflict within the government went far

\ 1 beyond what Grey and advisers werp terillinir fn mim Imf
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fell far short of the German proposal. England was willing

to negotiate on th£.hasis of retarded German construction.

England was also willing to make a colonial agreement. The,

request for a political agreement was not denied, but the

English pointed out that the Entgnte contained no commit-
ments on general policy. France and Russia would feel

slighted if such engagements were made between England
and Germany alone. Although Bethmann remained eager to

negotiate after he learned the English terms, there was little

hope of a compromise. William II insisted on a precise

neutrality formula.; those in the EnglisircaEinet~wH^ most
desired German friendship were also those who feared

binding engagements with Continental powers. What, hope
there was Grey destroyed by diljiory tactics. During 1909
and 1910 English domestic politics were disturbed by con-

flicts between the two houses of Parliament over finances.

The hold of theLjEeiils'on''^3ceTvis’^"f3mes precarious;

there were two general elections. These circumstances en-

abled Grey to postpone the discussions with Germany again

and again, so that by the end of 1910 no progress had been

made.

The picture Grey drew of the international scene had

attractions even for his opponents in England. They liked

to think of England stretching her strong protective hand

over France and Russia, restraining arrogant Germany.

Unfortunately for Grey’s peace of mind, Russia, and to a

lesser extent France, refused to play the parts assigned to

them. It had been hard to ignore Isvolski’s part in precipi-

tating the Bosnian crisis. After Isvolski left the Russian

Foreign Office to become ambassador at Paris, in 1910, it

was even harder to picture his successor. Sazonov, as a
frightened suppliant. Sazonov knew Russia was still too

weak for great adventures, but he felt that the antagonism

which existed between England and Germany might permit
\

Russia to extort a little blackmail from both sides. He knew *

England feared that Russia might make an alliance with

Germany: England would, tlierefore, hesitate to oppose

Russian plans. Cautiously but confidentlv. Russian policy
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became more active in Asia When the British protested

against the subjugation of nortliern Persia, Sazonov paid

no heed ; England needed Russia too much to risk a break.

Britain, fearing Germany, must malce concessions to Russia

;

Germany, fearing Britain, must also make concessions. When
^Sazonov accompanied the Tsar to Potsdam in November,

,1910, he found Kaiser and Chancellor most conciliatory.

The Potsdam conversation led to an informal agreement.

[Germany promised to keep out of the Russian sphere of

•influence in northern Persia and, more important, to hold

'Austria back from an adventurous Balkan policy. In return,

1Sazonov promised not to oppose the Bagdad Railway.

. [Further, he gave assurance that Russia would not be a parly

''to any aggressive action against Germany.

The Potsdam agreement put Grey in a qrmdary. He
insisted that England must, in the name of all that was
right and just, Avage the good fight for European freedom.

The fight reciuired, he said, that England hold aloof from

Germany out of loyalty to France and Russia. The Rus-

)
sians, however, had shown contempt alike for British wishes

pand for treaty obligations in their treatment of Persia. At
'

,
Potsdam the Russians gave to Germany exactly those as-

Isurances which Grey had refused to give for fear of alarm-

^,ing Russia. Was not the picture drawn by Grey the rei-erse

of the true situation? It looked veiy much as though Eng-
iTand were_clinging desperately to Russia for support, not
' Russia to England Had England fallen so low that she
' must beg protection of Russia, and make humiliating con-

cessions to secure that protection? If Russia could promise

not to join in aggressive action against Germany, why could

iHot England m^e a similar promise and secure a lessening

of the'''krmaMTeirriTCtr3en.'' these ^estions w^ere asked in

England earlynfngii. The opposition to Grey suddenly

stiffened. A committee of the cabinet was appointed to

supervise the negotiations with Germany. There was a dis-

position in the cabinet to meet the German view.

1 The German view had, however, changed. In 1909, after

tthe Casablanca affair, the Bosnian crisis, and the British
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navy scare, William had been afraid, half-convinced that

the "danger zone” could not safely be traversed. By 1911
fear was gone. At Potsdam the Tsar had shown himself

eager to avoid trouble with Germany France could not

make trouble while Russia held back. The belligerent con-

fidence which the British had shown during the navy scare

had given place to timorous anxiety for an agreement with
Gennany The German naval attache at London reported

that the debates on the naval estimates in Parliament had
been despondent Grey had spoken of the danger of bleeding

to death in time of peace TherT^had Beerf'no mention of

the two-power standard; the speakers had professed them-

selves content with a ratio of thirty boats to Germany’s

twenty-one. England was faltering
^
concluded the attache.

The Kaiser sciibbled joyful comments over the dispatches

He was glad Germany had not surrendered as Bulow had

wished. "They respect our firm will, and must bow before \

the accomplished fact I Now further quiet building ” In 1

1912 the German building program fell to two ships a year.
,

The Kaiser was certainly not going to reduce this number

to placate England
;
instead, he would increase the program.

On May 8, 1911, Bethmann was forced to tell the British

that his earlier proposals must be withdrawn. He had noth-

ing further to propose, but he would be quite willing to

listen to anything England might suggest. Thereafter the

negotiations quickly ran into the sands.

It is difficult to see how there could have been any result

Ibut failure. This is true not merely because it is always

easier to separate nations than to knlTSirthreads of amity*

anew. During the two years of discussion the fundamental

issue had not even been touched: Is it possible to reconcile

the interests of two powerful st^tps thp n"** to

prevent change, ttie other bent on changing a distribution

question obliquely Obviously, Germany wished to weaken

tLntente^ 10 Germans tl^ desire seemed natural : they

wished to obviate the possibility of a combing attack Eng-
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that her tliiee rivals might be subdued in turn To the

Kaiser, England’s efforts to make him give up his fleet were

prompted by desire to see Germany helpless, bound to obey

England To Grey, the insistence of Germany on a large

^eet was evidence that Germany wished to make England

lelpless, bound to obey Germany Each could make out a

food case; each had grounds for fear. Each changed and

magnified the objective of the other. Neither was prepared

to grapple with the problem which, unsolved, must bring

the two greatest European nations to ruin.

6 THE SEARCH FOR A BALANCE OF POWER

During the early years of the twentieth century the will

to peace was stronger and more nearly universal than ever

before in modern history. Never before had the foundations

of European civilization seemed so unstable The defeat of

Russia by Oriental Japan sent a tremor of hope through

“backward” countries. From Morocco to China opposition

to European domination became more determined Was the

revolt only transitory, or had the tide of imperialism defi-

nitely turned ? In Europe itself things were not well “Three

hundred men, all acquainted with each other, control the

economic destiny of the Continent,” wrote a German indus-

trialist in 1907 These 300, plus a few thousand others,

realized that the great mechanism of finance, commerce, and
industry was both unweldy and delicate, hard to control

even in times of tranquillity, reacting violently to the slight-

est political disturbance Closdy connected with economic

instability was.political and social instability. The shadow of

revolution hung^ver Rfissla" and Austria. Liberals in the

west looked forward to these revolutions as the logical and
too long-delayed conclusion of the great nineteenth century

liberal movement. More discerning observers were fearful.

They Imew nineteenth century liberalism was bankrupt The
middle classes, the leaders of liberalism, had largely attained

their ends in the westerp countries, and desired nothing

^tter than the status quo, which gave them political power
wealth The old liberal catchwords were still used, but
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they no longer enthralled the workers. Increasingly, the

proletariat complained that the prizes in the political battles

which they had helped to win had gone to the middle class.

Discontent found expression in the rapid growth of Marxian
socialism and in the increasing number and violence of

labor aispufeSr*nrc" •shatiTJW"of fev'oltition was creeping

westward. Imperialism was under attack; the European
social and political order was under attack ; credit, the heart

of capitalistic enterprise, was notoriously subject to panic.

Here was instability indeed I War would change instability

into chaos. War would plunge Europe into the throes of

revolution.

The doom which threatened Europe was seen more or

less clearly by statesmen in every countiy. It was seen most

clearly in England because England had the greatest im-

perial domain, the most highly developed industrial system,

and the most active and powerful laboring class. It was seen

by the ruling element of Russia, although the insatiable

expansionist instincts of Russia fought hard against the

moderation inspired by fear of revolution. In Germany,

industry, commerce, and finance counseled moderation, but

here too the desire for expansion was strong and untem-

pered by wealmess. Austria was coming to believe that even

war might be better than slow disintegration. Italy was, as

always, restless, restrained only by consciousness of weak-

ness. In France the older philosophy still dominated. There

was little.fear of revolution. The proletariat was violent,

but it was small and was more than counterbalanced by the

great mass of conservative peasant proprietors. Neither

industry nor foreign trade played a dominant part in the

national economy. French finance made huge investments

abroad, but the banks and the Bourse were more completely

under governmental control than in any otlier European

country. France wanted peace, but her rulers did not dread

waf with the same intensity as the rulers of England, Ger-

many, and Russia, because the disruptive elements in French

national life were less strong.

Despite the fact that Europe was filled with dread of
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war, the organization of European international life still

presupposed the acceptance of war as the final, decisive

argument in disputes between states. Since on all important

questions each state wished its own will to prevail, and

since the interests of states were divergent, conflicts of in-

terest were inevitable. In each conflict, victory went to the

state which could mass the greatest force on its side Armies,

navies, and allies were instruments of national policy, instru-

ments by which a state could make its will prevail against

the will of other states. Armed forces were not intended

primarily for use in war ; they were to bring victory without

war by forcing rival states to give way without an armed

encounter Only if both antagonists thought the issue vital,

^

and only if the discrepancy of power was not overwhelming,

• did both stand firm. Then there was war The ideal was
power so great that other states would, unless desperate,

invariably give way rather than fight. No state had ever

attained that peak of strength. Occasionally Europe had

been threatened by the hegemony of one state. Then the

rest of Europe combined in opposition. For centuries the

ideal of a "balance of power” had tempered the rule of

force in Europe
;
but it had not prevented war, as the bloody

history of Europe showed. A perfect balance of power,

while theoretically possible, was actually unattainable. Inev-

itably, each country wished the balance weighted in favor

,

of its own interests, since those interests seemed natural

and just.

Englishmen, for instance, regarded their country as the

traditional defender of the balance of power. They did not

deny that their policy resulted from selfish interest. If any

one state dominated the Continent, that state could concen-

trate on the building of a fleet to conquer England. At the

same time, Englishmen felt that their policy furthered the

i,cause of European liberty by preventing the growth of a

I

jingle despotic state British interest and European progress

were alike served whenr England nerved the Continent

against Louis XIV and Napoleon, or when England shielded

the smaller states, like Holland and Belgium, from more
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powerful neighbors. Further, English sea power could only

protect, and never incnace, European liberty England, had

no army with ,which^to, fighMhe huge Continental forces.

Therefor^ in insisting on naval supremacy, the British felt

they were protecting a claim which no one but a potential

world despot could protest. There was much in the English'

claim so long as the Continental states were preoccupied

almost exclusively with European affairs, although England

had certainly exploited her role of balance-wheel to acquire

a rich colonial domain. In tlie twentieth century Englishmen

still used Jhe traditional argument&'to" lustifvTheir "i^g ll

hegemony,
"but the new imperialism had demolished the'

premises upon which these arguments rested. Overseas colo-

nies and overseas trade were now of major importance to

the Continental states. So long as England was undisputed

master of the seas, the colonies and trade of other countries

were at her mercy. Furthermore, the increasing dependence

of Continental states on non-European countries for prod-

ucts vital in wartime made the blockade a deadly weapon

which England could use to enforce her will. The setting'

for international politics was now not Europe but the world.

On that larger stage sea power provided opportunities for

despotic rule such as Napoleon never enjoyed.

The Germans were quidt _to sense the situi^on., j^ey
realized that m every ciuarrel with England, German cojo-

nies and trade were, as Sir Edward Grey said, hostages_for

EnglancTtoTake. How could the bargaining power of Eng-

land and Germany be made more nearly equal ? Diiigctly by

building up the German fleet : ii^mectly Jbyjsscudngjallies.

William II tried both mgthods. His objectiye was not the

destruction of England; it was the creation of a balance of

power on the sea. His plan to unite the Continent failed,

partly because England made timely concessions to French

and Russian land hunger, but chiefly because France and

Russia felt German hegemony on the Continent to be more

dangerous to their interests than British maritime hegemony.

Here again, self-interest had prevented understanding of

the interests of other states. Blinded by his own satisfaction
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with the Continental status quo, and by his desire to change

the status quo outside Europe, William II drove France and
Russia to a decision which they had been reluctant to make.

Despite his failure to win the Dual Alliance, the Kaiser was
confident that Germany could, unaided, establish a balance

of power on the sea. The navy scare of 1909 brought fear

of Germany home to the English people for the first time.

They ignored the justifiable elements in the German fleet

argument They forgot that the British fleet could seize and

blockade. They saw only that Germany, the greatest military

power, was challenging their naval supremacy, their bulwark

against starvation and Europe’s bulwark against despotism.

It was not only in Berlin and London that passion clouded

reason. France had forgotten Delcasse’s sins but remem-
bered Germany’s efforts to browbeat her into surrender.

France watched for another insult, and prepared to meet it

by strengthening her army. Russia could not understand

Austria’s fear of Serbia. Austria was desperate with fear of

Pan-Slavism. In this atmosphere peace had but a poor

chance of survival. Each side feared that the balance was
turning in favor of the other. Each side piled more arms

into the scales. So long as faith in arms as instruments of

policy continued, the race must also continue until ended

by war or revolution. The imagination of Europe recoiled

from these alternatives. Statesmen labored to find some
other solution, but they were afraid to abandon the weapon
of force. They wanted no war, but what if war came and

they were unprepared? To be sure, the masses everywhere

were desirous of peace, but experience showed how weak a

prop this sentiment was : desire for peace could change into

bellicose fervor almost overnight. To be sure, the peace

movement was growing, but only in England did the paci-

fists possess appreciable political influence. Even there, while

the overburdened taxpayer might for a time heed the

pacifists’ plan for reduction of armaments, reaction followed

English pacifists held doym ship-building for three years;

the advocates of preparedness became strident in their

warnings; in 1909 came the naval scare, and eight dread-
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naughts. There were trouble-makers in every country : Rus-

sians who plotted dangerously in the Balkans; Austrians

who preached war against Serbia ; Pan-Germans intoxicated

with dreams of conquest; Frenchmen who hoped to use

Morocco as a means of stirring the embers of revanche;

Englishmen who would block German expansion completely,

who would sink the German fleet without warning. Every

country had its firebrands. If they controlled one govern-

ment, they could embroil all Europe. If any state felt con-

fident of victory, would it not be tempted to heed aggressive

counselors? The times were too dangerous for new and

untried experiments. Force and the balance of power were

dangerous guardians for peace, but they were the best

Europe knew.
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CHAPTER V

FROM AGADIR TO ARMAGEDDON, 1911-1914

I. MOROCCO, 19 1 1

At the beginning of 1911 Europe enjojjed an illusory

feeling of securi^.^In 1909 Fr^ce and Germany shelved

the Moroccan question. In 1910, Kaiser and T^ar-Compro-

mised their differences and affirmed their desire for good

relations. Tlie Ahglo-Gjrman naval negotiations bore no

fruit, but both countries ^viously wished peace . Something'

like a balance of power seemed acjiieved . Sir Edward Grey,

surveying Europe, thought “there was nothing to bring the

two groups of European Powers into conflict; and it could

therefore fairly be saiTat any time that ffip^h there were

two separate groups of Powers, ffiese groups were not jiec-

essarily hostile.” In April, the idyllic vision was "Sud^nly

and pffffianen&y shattered. The despatch oTEren^ troops

to Fez was announced , Morocco immediateljTiecaine allire
’

issue once mijfe. War threatened. Before Morocco was dii^

poscd*o?rffie second act bel;^. In haste to claim her share

of her bargain with France, Italy, abruptly dSnanded Trip-

oli from Turkey.,^t1fie demand was refused In September,

1911, war beg.an between Italy and Turkey. Seeing Tur-

key’s streng^i drained by wy. the Balkan states, with Rus-

sian encouragemerit, drew together. Iii, October, _igi2,

against Russi^ wi^S, ffi^ affa^d'*Turk^.^ for ten

months there was war’^liTtbe !]^alkan&—^st DSweenHEe
allies arid Turkey! then tieWeen '^e'victorious a|lies_^fenr-

selves^ In' August, ^haustion, foiicM .t^-antMonists

to make peace. Peace was merely a_truce ; disappointment,'

hope, hatred pervaded the aii. The powers struggled to

keep clear of the vortex of Balkan strife. In juiy an^Au-
-

, TCI
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gust, 1914, they were drawn in, one by one—all except

Italy. She bided her time. Morc^co, Tripoli, the Balkan

wars, Sarajevo, followed one another in rraiorscless suc-

icession.

The Moroccan crisis of 1911 forms a recordjaf blunders,

French, German, and English blunders. Th£ French made
the first misstep. Under the Treaty of Algeciras, France

was permitted”to police certain port^ Between 1906 and

1911 other ports had been taken over in order to prevent

native outbreaks against foreigner., The French “penetra-

tion” of Morocco was progressing. Meanwhile, the Franco-

German agreement of 1909 remained practi^ly inoper-

ative. Both sides were to blame for failure to secure the

harmonious action hoped for in 1909^^ but the chief obstacle

was French nationalist opposition to German economic con-

cessions in Morocco, Since they had not secured the eco-

nomic advantages promised them, the Germjans were un-

willing to see France acquire complete political control.

Once she had absorbed Morocco, France would be less in-

clined than ever to concede anything to German commerce

and industry. While France and Germany talked and got

nowhere, the Moroccans grew more restive. Jn' March,

1911, there was a revolt. The French press urged the neces-

sity of occupying the capital, Fez: the foreign residents of

the city were in danger; thgr must be rescued; no one, not

even Germany, could object to an effort to protect the inter-

ests of all civilized nations. The Foreign Minister, Cruppi,

supported the project before the cabinet. He was asked

about the attitude of Germany
;
he gave the impression that

Germany would dqjiolhing. The cabinet then approved the

expedition. The troops started early in April, and arrived

at Fez on May 21.

Whether or not the foreigners at Fez were in danger is

debatable
;
that the attUude of Germany had been misrepre-

sented by the French presa and Foreign Office is certain. In
March, when the expedition was first ^suggested, the Ger-
mans hinted that an understanding was advisable: once Fez
was in French ^possession, public opinion on both sides
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would be aroused, and a cgtnpromise would be difficult

The l^'rench ambassador was evasive. In April, the German
Foreign Secretary, Kidericii, returnedjtcTthe cliaige; “Be
sincere, I pray you, and let us throw our cards on the table

!

When you are at Fez, you will not leave it.’’ Again a dila-

tory response. Even after Fez had been reached, the French
tuined aside all hints from Berlin.

A vague uneasiness spread through European chancel-

leries. What was the French objective_?^ The French" press

continued to reiterate its original theme: the troops will

restore order
;
then they will retire. Europe was skeptical.

“The experience of al^ European , states, beginning with

^
England,’’ said the British Undersecretary, “shows' that it

' is easier to occupy a city than to withdraw again." France

had gone beyond her rights under the Treaty of Algeyras;

there was little possibility that she could regain firm legal

ground. Her partners in the Entente had not been consulteii.

They feared France had no definite progrEyji. Trouble was
inevitable—in l^ct, had begun. As soon as the Spaniards

heard of the expedition they suspected a trick to deptive

them of their share__of Morocco. They lost no time in send-

ing troops—to suppress disorder.'

WitliQut diplomatic preparations, even spurning all offers

to effect a quiet settlement, France had reopened^the diffi-

cult Moroccan question. So far as the majoritx of French-

men, even of French ministers, were concerned, the_action

was taken unwittingly^ Yet Germany had at least as much
right to complain of the occupation of Fez as France had

had earlier when England occupied Egypt. Those who in-

spired the press campaign in favor of the ‘expedition, as

well as those who prompted the foreign secretaries, Cruppi

and de Selves—both novices in the realm of foreign affairs

—cannot have jjeen ignorant of the ^act thjt they were

steering France straight toward a test of strength with Ger-

many. A small but acth^e and powerful group of ardent

nationalists existed within the Frqnch government. Increas-

ingly intimate relations with England, .together with the

rapid growth of French and Russian military strength.
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heartened the nationalists and swelled their ranks. By 1911,

Delcasse was back in the ministry.„There is no evidence

that he inspired French foreign policy, but there is every

indication that from Mardi to June, 1911, the Moroccan

policy of France was directed by nationalists who, like Del-

casse, concealed dangerous expedients behind plausible

arguments.

Just as the French ministers, alarmed by the growing ten-

sion, began to think of compromise, Germany Jblundered.

The German Foreign Secretary, Kiderlen, drew up a plan

of action early in May. Kiderlen rearized it was no longer

possible to reconcile the independence of Morocco with the

maintenance of order. He also knew that France., and Eng-

land would not permit Germany to secure part of Morocco.

He was confident, however, that compensation could be se-

cured elsewhere. He proposed to wait until Jt became ap-

parent that Fez could not be evacuated within a reasonable

time. Then he would send war-ships to some Motpccan port

and leave them there until France came to time. He selected

Agadir as a suitable port, because it was far removed from
Gibraltar and therefore bejyond Engl^d’s vltd sphere of

influence. The Kaiser hesitated, then approved the pro-

gram. The French reached Fez on May 2i. Kiderlen waited

a month. Again and again he hinted at the desirability of a

compromise. Germany, he intimated, would bejvilling to see

France get_Morocco in return for territory in French equa-

torial Afrisg,. “It must be a decent mouthful,” he warned in

June. No response came from Paris, On July.,!, the German
gunboat Pani^ex appe^e(i.ol£ Agadit. It was sent, the pow-
ers were told, in response to appeals for protection from
German fomsj it would leave when order wa3..rpstored.

The "PanihePjs spring,” intended to facilitate a settle-

ment, made compromise more jlifiicult Caillaux, the French

premier, was an advocate of Franco-German friendship.

He had to contend with nationalist opinion in the ministry

and at the Foreign Office. The natio,nalista descidbed the

"coup d*Agadir‘S as new_ffi/idfitlCS.pf,Gerinan_ truculence;

they would st^d firm in face of tliis "insult.” Traditional
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methods of diplomatic bai gaining aided the nationalists.

The countiy which fiist stated its terms would be at a dis-

advantage in the subsequent haggling. France, therefoie,

made no offer. Kiderlen ^was nonplussedT Fie had expected

a speedy solutioq. The Kaisei was angry and impatient:

“What the devil is to be done now,? This is sheer farce;

negotiating and negotiating, and never getting any further!'!

. . . This kind of diplomacy is beyond my biain” In des-

peration, Kiderlen started Ae bargaining On July 15 he
asked for all the French Congo.^The Fiench ambassador

was duly horrified. France might give part_of the Congo.

Even for that she would expect to get some German teiii-

tory in central Africa as recompense;, All this followed the

usual formula, but the bargainers started very far apart. '

Suppose France refused to advance far toward thg German
position? Kiderlen, Bethmann, and the Kaiser discussed

the question. The result was a decision for peace, no matter

how little France offered._ The recognition by France that

some compensation was necessaiy, together with the de-

cision of Germany that war must be avoidedjj5pened the

way for a settlement, although undoubtedly the roadjwould

be difficult at best. (

f

So far the duel had been between France and Germany;

their respective allies remained in the background. When
the German gunboat arrived at Agadir, however, ^e Brit-

ish began to get uneasy; they were detei mined to prevent

Germany from securing a naval base in Moroccg “Further

developments,” Grey warned the German ambassador on

July 4, “might affect British interests more dii:?:ctly than

they had hitherto been affected, and, therefore, we could

not recognize any new airEingement which was_ come to

without us ” Here was a broad hint. England wished to be

consulted. The Germans disregarded the hint They thought

it was safe to do so because Aey were not seeking Moroc-

can territory
;
they thought it was de§,irable to do so because

France would yield more if Ei^land did not ,stand "bj her

side. For the same reason that Germany wished to keep

England out of the discussion, the French wished to bring
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her in, Kiderlen’s demand for the Congo gave them their

opportunity. Some one at the Quai d’Orsay was "indis-

creet” ; the Matin published the GermarT demand, without

the concessions Germany was willing to give. The national-

ist outcry became shrill. The French government titrned to

England, filled with trepidation. jGermany was making de-

mands French opinion would never concede. Where did

England stand? Grey acted with moderation. To France he

said: If the German demand is too high, make a counter-

offer before breaking off negotiations. _He reminded Ger-

many of his warning of July 4, and asked _for a statement

of German intentions. Grey’s actions greatly facilitated a

peaceful solution. Both contestants had been warned that

England desired moderation and compromise.

On July 21, the same day that Grey asked Metternich for

a statement of Germany's Intentions, and before a reply

could be received from Berlin, David Lloyd George ap-

peared at Grey’s office in a state of great ejjcitement. Lloyd

George had a reputation for radicalism and pacifism. He
was a consistent opponent of naval expenditures and an ad-

vocate of friendship with Germany. But now he was indig-

nant; Germany had disregarded England’s wish to be con-

sulted about .Morocco, He was to sRpak .at the Mansion
House. He wished to warn Germany. He showed Grey

what he proposed to say. Grey gave his approval. That eve-

ning Lloyd Geoige delivered his challenge.

"If a situation were to be forced upon us in which peace

could only be preserved.by the surrender* of the great and
beneficent position Britain has won by centuries of heroism
and achievement, by allowing Britain to be treated, where
her interests were vitally affected, as if she were of no ac-

count in the Cabinet of Nations, theii I say emphatically that

peace at that price would be a humiliation intolerable for a
great country like ours to endure. National honor is no party
question."

The idea was an gld, one: fight or give way, but it ex-

ploded with terrific force over Europe, partly because diplo-

mats traditjonailv..spoke gehfly and in secret until there was
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no hope of compromise, paitly because the idea sounded

new and ominous, expressed by a piofessed anti-mihlarist.

National honor, that most delicate of subjects, was“placed

squarely in the center of the pictuie. The way to a giaccful

retreat, which diplomats always tiied to keep open for each

other, was closed. French nationalists weie encouraged.

Grey, Caillaux, and Bethmann, all anxious to find a peace-

ful settlement, found their task more difficult Caillaux,

fearing the stubbornness of the Quai d’Orsay, resorted to

the dangerous expedient of negotiating through intermedi-

aries with the German embassy, behind the back of his

Foreign Minister. The Quai d’Orsay deciphered the Ger-

man telegrams and discovered the ruse. Caillaux was forced

to desist. If the Quai d’Orsay revealed his secret dealings

with “the enemy,’’ he was lost He could now offer only

the meager concessions the Foreign Office was willing" to

give. At first the Germans, maddened by the prospect of

open defeat, were equally obdurate.^ French finance inter-

vened. Short-term loans to Germany^ were recalled; Ger-

man financial stability was threatened Germany gave way.

Even when Germany offered sweeping concessions, the

French ambassador at Berlin feared the nationalists would

prevent their acceptance. He asked Russia to exert pressure

in Paris. The Russians, dreading war, were glad to comply,

“We might,’’ they wanied, “support you if Morocco was at

stake—even that would be difficult, but we could not stand
‘

by you over the question of a larger or smaller pourhoire."

At the beginning of November,agreement was Reached.

Germany gave France a free ^nd_ in Motocco, and secured

in exchange a large, and worthless, tract in central_Afric§. 'J

German opinionjwaslfittCT. French opinion was moderately

pleased, because Germany was displeased.JWhilg^ the French

press was discussing the treaty with tepid enthusiasn^, the

Quai d’Orsay published ihe ErapeOrSpanLsh,treaty Of 1904-'^

The French had thought thej.iaKil^to getall,Moroccp;_now

they found Spmn wa^ to geJ^E^rt. The nationalists cried

out that France had been cheated. To maim a Fmi^tffi'jcolony

at German behest' wa^,a humiliation acceptable only if
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France was to get all Morocco. The leaction of public opin-

ion thieatcned to block the treaty J’tatificalion was secured,

but after a debate filled with animus agjiinst Germany.

Caillaux was made the scapegoat. His secret dealings with

Germany were revealed. He was thrown from office and

branded a traitor. A new, a “national,” ministry took office

under Poincare, a ministry determined tq_ prevent further

insults to French honpr. No more would France yield to

German threats. The interests of France were the_interests

of Europe, and of civilization. Compromise with Germany
was compromise with evi^. .

Such is the strange history of the second Moroccan crisis.

“France” marched on Fez, and rebuffed Germari efforts to

open negotiations. Who constituted “France” is unknown;
certainly few Frencljinen Imew how it j.11 started. “Ger-

many” was Kiderlen, who devised a policy which proved to

be based on false assumpti^s. “Germany^^ w^s not the

German people, not even the Kaiser, who acquiesced un-

willingly. Was England Sir Edward Grey, who Reared and

mistrusted Germany, y^t sought moderation and compro-

mise? Or was England Mr. Lloyd George, the pacifist

turned jingo in a crisis? The crisis seems conyc—^its ob-

scure origin, the question at stak^ ffie„conduct,qf die actors

—all comic. The results were tragk. Tension between

France and Germany and between Germany and England

had been increased ; the armaments race, received new im-

petus; the conviction that, .an early war was^inevitable

spread through the gpyernin.g class of Enrop_e. Nor was this

all. ^Vhen the French marched on Fez they unwittingly re-

opened the Near Eastern question.

3 . TRIPOLI AND THE BALKAN LEAGUE, I9II-I9I2

The Young T.urjc revpiution did not bring about the re-

juvenation and liberalism of Turkey. Instead, the process

of disintegration was accelerated. As earlier in Western
Europe, the nationalism «• of the Young Turks proved

I stronger than their liberalism. When their first efforts to

I win the loyalty of the non-Turkish Balkan peoples failed,
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‘ the Young Turks resorted to coercion. Inexperienced, they
^

made errors which even Abdul Hamid had avoided. Tax-/
collectors and governors were sent into the mountains of

Albania. The Albanians had long enjoyed quasi-independ-

ence. The arrival of Turkish officials was an unwelcome
surprise to them. They told the officials to leave; any who
insisted on staying were killed. The Turks sent troops. The
Albanians called a truce in their age-old blood feuds, and

embarked with enthusiasm on a guerilla war which not only I

drained Turkish strength but encouraged the Macedonian/

bands to resume their atrocious activities—and brought thel

great powers on the scene once more.

Albania was a mountainous wilderness inhabited by

primitive and warlike tribesmen
;
yet because of its position,

Albania was a vitally important part of Europe If Serbia

and Montenegro got northern Albania, with a port on the

Adriatic, their trade need no longer be dependent on

Austrian railways and Austrian good-will. Instead, in time

of war, they could offer the enemies of Austria the oppor-

tunity of blockading the Adriatic ports of the Dual Mon-
archy. Similarly, if Greece got southern Albania, with the

port of Avlona, a naval power in alliance with Greece

could dominate the whole Adriatic. Naturally, the two great

Adriatic powers, Austria and Italy, were preoccupied with

the fate of this strategic strip of coast-line. Bothsgok^ de-H

fensively and thought aggressively. Austria pieced thej

manifest danger to her safety"which the possession of ports

in the northern Adriatic by Slav states, proteges of Rus-

sia, would invoTve. Austria, or rather the military party jn

the monarchy, secretly hoped to secure northern Albania

then Serbia _and Montenegro could be encircled, dominated,

and eventually ahsorbed. Therefore Austria expended much
effort and money to build up a sympathetic party among ffie

Albanian tri^smen. Italy pointed to the fact that, since she

had no good harbors on her soulfiern Adriatic coast,
^
she

could not opp6se“a blockading fleat based on southern Alba-

nia. In reality, Italy coveted Avlona: its possession_w/)uld

give Italy incontestable mastery of the Adriatic and a base
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lor further expansion in the Dalkans. Therefore, Italian

agents were busy in southern Albania. Both Austria and
Italy realized the dangers of trying to effect an immediate

conquest of Albania. They would quarrel over the spoils,

and other powers would oppose their plan. For the imme-
diate future, the allied rivals wished to pieserve the stains

quo in Albania
;
if that pioved impossible, Albania was to be

made an independent state, and thus kept intact until tire

moment for action arrived.

The Balkan states, Turkey, and Russia realized the ambi-

tions of Austria and Italy, they were also alarmed by the

expansion of German economic influence in the Near East.

The military power of the Triple Alliance seemed over- /

whelming. For common defense a Balkan union, supportedr

by Russia, was thought advisable. The project was dis-

cussed, but across the path to success lay conflicting aggres-^

sivc ambitions which, though temporarily held in check by

fear, were very much alive. Not only had the Balkan states

and Russia all staked out claims to parts of Turkey; the

claims conflicted at many points. From 1908 to 1911 Russia

vainly tried one expedient after another in her desire to

find a combination which would blodc the Triple Alliance

and preserve the status quo imtil Russia was strong enough

to act.

Both sides were seeking defensive ends, for the present;

both sides cherished aggressive plans, for the future. By the

mental jugglery which is a commonplace in international

relations, each state regarded its own aggressive ends as

non-existent, because in abeyance. These eliminated, a
simple and convincing argument resulted: our actions are

dictated by defensive needs; our opponents are uniting

against us and are trying to thwart our efforts; we know
the opposing camp harbors aggressive designs beneath the

cloak of defensive purposes; therefore, in uniting to resist

our opponents, and in thwarting their efforts, we are resist-

ing aggression. This attiftde of mind prevailed in every

capital; the prospect for a peaceful solution of Balkan dis-

putes was not bright
M . - ^
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While the Dalkati rivals watched the convulsive disinte-

gration of Turkish power, the I'rcnch marched to Fez.

Italian policy immediately became active. By balancing deli-

cately between her allies and tlie Entente, Italy had been

able to win secret recognition of her claim to Tripoli from
all the Continental powers. Austria and Russia had also

been forced to promise Italy a voice in Balkan affairs.

Would these paper promises be kept? Not from any affec-

tion her neighbors felt for Italy, certainly. The powers
thought it necessary to court Italy, but they regarded her

with suspicion, because she was untrustworthy, and with

contempt, because she was weak, Italy feared Austria and

Russia would force her to be content with Tripoli when the

dissolution of Turkey came. Better, the Italians were begin-

ning to think, seize Tripoli now, so that other compensa-

tion could be demanded later. The advangs^of France In

Morocco convinced Italy that ctuick action was necessary.

France had promised Italy a fr.ee hand in.Tripoli yefurn

for a free hand in Morocco. With Morocco„her§,*wovild ,not

France, eyeing the map. Hunger to completeJier north Afri-

can empire by secuniig 'Tripoli ?“Tfie Italians' decided to

take no chances. Without even waiting for the usual excuse,

.

they called on Turkey to give them a protectorate over!

Tripoli. When the Italian demand was refused, \var began,]

in September, igii.

The war was a pooti^ affair. The Turks themselves did

almost no fighting, but they refused to make peace. As for

the Italians, they found a dese'rt hard to conquer; they de-

manded that Turkey force the Tripolitans to stop defend-

ing themselves. Despite the frightened protests of the pow-

ers, Italy entered the ^Egean, occupied islands in the Dode-

canese, and threatened to attack the Straitsr§tIir"tHe^urks

remained obdurate; they threatened to close the Straits to

commerce if Italy approached the Dardanelles. The war
dragged on through the spring and summer of 1912.

The Balkan peoples and Rusfia watched tire war, half

hopeful, half fearful. ^Vhat next? Would Austria follow

the example of Italy, and, under the aegis of Germany, try
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to settle her score with Serbia, or try to seize Albania?

Would the Turks try to furbish their prestige by a cam-
paign against the Balkan states? Was Turkey about to col-

lapse? Rumor followed rumoi. The Russians decided some-
thing must be done. At the end of 1911, Russian diplomats

became active in every capital. The statesmen of other coun-

tries became confused and frightened; no one could under-

stand what Russia was trying to do, because at least three

contradictory policies were being energetically pushed by
diffefenTRussian diplomats . Even to-dav it is hard to fol-

low the vagaries of those inveterate plotters, Isvolski,

Charykov. Hartwisr. and N^kliudov. Many scholars make
much of Isvolski^ activities during these months. He had,

it will be remembered, been appointed ambassador at Paris

in igio. When the Tripolitan war broke out, he tried once

more to open the Straits question. Again his efforts failed.

The evidence we now possess suggests that, after this fail-

ure, Isvolski decided war was the only way to success, and

that he did everything in his power to hurry France and

Russia into war. When war came, he boasted: “Cest ma
guerre.” Some scholars are disposed to give him a large

share of the dubious glory of precipitating the catastrophe.

It is probable that, in days to come, Isvolski’s pompous
little figure will sink to less satanically grandiose propor-

tions.

Far more important work was done by the Russian min-

isters at Belgrade and Sofia . Hartwig^ an^Nekliudov.
These diplomats, with Sazonov’s approval, created an alli-

ance between the Balkan states. The task had been at-

tempted before, but it had always broken down. Serbia,

Montenegro, Bulgaria, and Greece possessed insatiable appe-

tites and hungered for as large a share of European Turkey

as possible. The Russians succeeded in overcoming these

jealousies by pointing out the dangers attendant on contin-

ued rivalry. German influence was spreading in the Near

East; Italy hoped to secure southern Albania; Austrians

spoke of the conquest not only of northern Albania, but of

Serbia and western Macedonia as well. The Italian con-
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quest of Tripoli might be the prelude to a united descent

on the Balkans by the Triple Alliance. Turkey also was
talking of war as a means of stamping out subversive agi-

tation in Macedonia. While the Balkan states quarreled

among themselves, they could be played off one against

another
; in the end all would lose. The Russians were un-

doubtedly sincere in urging, and the Balkan governments

were undoubtedly sincere in heeding, these defensive argu-

ments. The primary purpose of the projected alliance was
to bar the road to the aggressive aims, real or supposed, of

the Triple Alliance. A secondary purpose was to prevent

Turkey from applying once more her old motto; Divide and

conquer. Before the Balkan states could be welded together,

however, it was necessary to sketch at least a partial divi-

sion of the spoils which they hoped eventually to get. Other-

wise suspicion and discord would speedily revive.

The nucleus of the Balkan league was an alliance be-

tween Bulgaria and Serbia, signed in March, 1912. The
body of the treaty set forth the defensive objective: each

promised to aid the other in case of attack ; both promised

to repel any effort by a great power to acquire territory in

the Balkans. Aggressive aims were dealt with in a secret

annex. If either wished to attack Turkey, the other must
be consulted, and a common course of action devised. A
tentative division of the spoils was outlined, leaving north-

ern Albania and the extreme western part of Macedonia to

,
Serbia. The rest of Macedonia, and Thrace, went to Bul-

garia. A small contested zone was to be referred to Russia

for settlement, if necessary. The Tsar was also appointed

arbiter in any disputes which might arise between the allies.

Two months later Greece allied with Bulgaria, but only for

protection against a Turkish attack. No division of terri-

tory was agreed upon ; indeed, such an agreement was im-

possible, since both desired the same area. Montenegro was
already bound to Serbia by an informal but close under-

standing.

By May, 1912, the Balkan states south of the Danube

were united on the principle of "the Balkans for the Balkan
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peoples,” with Russia as protector. The union was designed

for defense: as Sazonov said, to oppose the advance of Ger-

many and Austria with a wall of bayonets. The existence of

potentially offensive clauses does not disprove the defensive

nature of the alliance. Everybody knew that one day Serbia

and Bulgaria would claim Macedonia and would, if neces-

sary, fight Turkey to get it. Unless the conditions under

which the war was to start and the distribution of territory

were settled, no alliance could have been made. At tlie be-

ginning of 1912, Russia and the Balkan stales were afraid

of the Triple Alliance; the Balkan states were also afraid

of eacli other and of Turkey. The alliance was designed to

banish fear. Throughout 1912, most Balkan statesmen con-

tinued to desire peace. Among more venturesome spirits

union did not merely banish fear
; it also raised hope. It was

the old story; an instrument designed for protection en-

gendered the desire for aggression, and as fear wealcened,

resistance to aggressive counsels also weakened.

3. THE ENTENTE AND GERMANY, I912

Morocco led to Tripoli; Tripoli led to the Balkan league,

from which momentous consequences were to flow. The ef-

fects of the second Moroccan crisis did not stop here. The
crisis modified relations between the western nations. In

England and Germany, reaction from the imminence of war
produced a powerful desire for reconciliation. In France,

the result was exactly the opposite; the French under Poin-

care began an energetic attempt to strengthen the Triple

Entente in opposition to Germany. ^ ' .

In 1911, the German and British peoples realized for the

first time tlie probability of war between their countries.

Germany retreated, angry and humiliated. Tirpitz hoped to

utilize this resentment. In 1912 the German building pro-

gram fell to two ships a year; Tirpitz’s propagandists urged

the necessity for an increase in the program so that Ger-

many might not be forced ^to surrender in future to Eng-
land. Opposition immediately appeared, opposition more
strenuous than ever before. Not merely pacifists, but leaders
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of industry, finance, and the aiiiiy as well, attacked Tirpitz.

Germany, they aigued, had been building ships for over a

deeade. England was still safely ahead, and England had

become an enemy of Germany Germany, meanwhile, had
become perilously isolated. The Triple Alliance was no alii

ance. Austria and Italy hated each other. Italy had deserted,

and Austria had given only wavering support to Germany,
during the Moroccan crises. Without consulting Germany,

Austria embarked on dangerous policies in the Balkans, and

Italy fought Turkey. Realizing that Germany was isolated

and dependent upon them, Austria and Itah might yet drag

Germany into war. On either side of Germany were the

French and the Russians, arming rapidly. Germany spent

money which was needed for the army on ships which had

no effect except to ensure British hostility. It was time to

curb Tirpitz, argued an increasingly large and powerful

group in Germany. William II was forced to heed the oppo-

sition, but he raised the same condition as in 1908: England

must first promise not to help France and Russia in a war
against Germany.

Simultaneously, opposition to Grey’s policy was growing

in England. In igo8, England had been brought to the brink

of war over Bosnia; in 1911, war threatened over Morocco.

The British cared little about either Bosnia or Morocco.

England had promised to help France get Morocco; France

now had Morocco. That promise was fulfilled. England and

Russia had promised to preserve Persian independence.

Russia had broken, and was breaking, that promise. In

1911, the Persians made a desperate bid for freedom. They
brought in a young American, W. Morgan Shuster. They

gave him practically dictatorial power. He set about his task

with such energy that he tlireatened to be successful. Rus-

sia sent an ultimatum: Shuster must leave. The Persians

appealed to England for help. None came. In January,

1912, Shuster left, and tire world laughed. England, the

home of humanitarianism, at 4-hat very moment abusing

the Belgians for the horrors of their rule in the Congo,

England a party to the strangling of Persia! Englishmen
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wiithed iindei" scornrul taunts. Feeling against Russia rose,

and with it rose desire to end the feud with Germany.
That quarrel healed, England could turn her back on the

Continent and devote her energy and her money to her

empire, to Ireland, and to Lloyd George’s program of social

ireform. Lloyd George himself, all jingoism forgotten,

pressed for a friendly understanding. As Chancellor of the

Exchequer, and as leader of the reformers, he hated the
' thought of spending money for ships. Grey held back, fear-

^ful for the Entente, and convinced that Germany would
demand much and offer little. He was overruled by his col-

leagues. In February, 1912, the Minister of War, Haldane,

was sent to Berlin to discover if agreement was possible.

Haldane arrived full of hope. He was a warm admirer

of Germany, the Germany of philosophers and artists he

had known in his student days, and he was anxious to heal

the quarrel between the two countries. Convg^rsations with

the Kaiser, Tirpitz, and Bethmann dampenedriTs hopesTTt

was evident that counsels in Berlin were divided. Bethmann
and Tirpitz were pulling against each other. The English

negotiator was uncomfortable between the two. He was fur-

ther embarrassed by the Kaiser’s impetuous eagerness to

settle things at once. Haldane was neither a naval expert

nor a diplomat. Realizing his deficiencies, he put the bulky

copy of the Navy Bill which was given him into his pocket

unread. Tirpitz explained the bill. At present, a large part

of the German fleet was out of commission, while recruits

were being trained. To remedy this defect the formation

of a new squadron was necessary. The Reichstag would be

asked for three new ships and for increases in personnel.

If a political agreement was reached, tlie building of the

ships might be deferred for a few years, but the increases

in personnel must be made at once. Haldane refrained from
discussing details, but he said plainly that any political

agreement would be "bones without flesh" if Germany in-

creased her program. “Indepd, tlie world would laugh at the

agreement, and our people would think that we had been

fooled.” The Kaiser was depressed; then he dismissed the
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subject, saying that the political agreement was the impor-

tant thing. That attained, concessions on ship-building

would be easy. Haldane was unconvinced, but agreed to

map out a political program. Possible bases for a colonial

agreement were discussed, but the most important result of

the long conferences was the tentative draft of a neutrality

formula. The third clause was the most important; “If

either of the high contracting parties becomes entangled in /
a war in which it cannot be said to lie the aggressor, the

other will at least observe towards the Power so entangled

a benevolent neutrality.”

Haldane returned to London. Long and confused nego-

tiations then began between the two governments. Records

of these negotiations have been published and minutely

analyzed by scholars. Nevertlieless, much still remains in

doubt. In Berlin, Bethmann and Kiderlen were willing to

give up the new Navy Bill if England would promise neu-

trality in case of a French attack on Germany, In London,

some members of the cabinet were willing to proceed on

tills basis. In Berlin, Tirpitz fought to save the substance

of the Navy Bill, even at the cost of the political agreement.'

In London, Grey and the permanent staff of the Foreign

Office were unwilling to make a binding promise of neu-

trality under any circumstances. The position of William II

is dubious. He strongly desired both the Navy Bill and the

promise of neutrality. Which he would have chosen had he

been forced to choose never became known.

Haldane’s report of his negotiations in Berlin strength-

ened Grey’s hand. Those who wished an agreement with

Germany were motivated in large part by desire to reduce

expenditure on naval armaments. After examining the Ger-

man Navy Bill which Haldane brought with him, the Ad-

miralty reported that the estimates must be greatly in-

creased even if Tirpitz made the concessions he promised.

The purpose of the Navy Bill was to keep the fleet in con-

stant readiness for rvar. Tirpitz, had carefully offered con-

cessions which would not impair this purpose. Therefore,

whether the bill went through modified or unmodified, the
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British home fleet must be in constant readiness to parry a
surprise attack. For the present, this strength could only be

secured by bringing home the Atlantic or the Mediterra-

nean fleet. Since it would be dangerous to leave the Atlantic

or die Mediterranean permanently unprotected, new vessels

must be constructed to take the place of those brought

home. The advocates of conciliation were disheartened.

Could greater concessions on the building program be se-

cured from Berlin? The Foreign Office took up this ap-

proach with enthusiasm ; for weeks the political agreement

almost dropped out of sight.

William II was furious. With his usual tendency to ex-

clude unpleasant facts from his field of vision, he forgot

Haldane’s warnings about the effect of naval increases and

remembered only the tempting discussion of colonics and

the neutrality formula. After Haldane left Berlin, the dis-

cussions within tlie German government centered almost en-

tirely around the political agreement. The wording sug-

gested by Bethmann and Haldane was thought to be too

vague. The word “aggressor” was hard to define. A more

precise expression was ne^ed. England must promise neu-

trality “should war be forced upon Germany.” While Wil-

liam’s imagination was grasping at new advantages in the

political field, England shifted the discussion back to the

fleet. With customary petulance, the Kaiser angrily decided

to bring the negotiation to an end by presenting the Navy
Bill to the Reichstag. There was a sharp crisis. Bethmann

threatened to resign if the bill was introduced. Tirpitz

threatened to resign if the bill was abandoned. The Kaiser

hesitated.

Ill London, Metternich pleaded for some action on the

political question. There were discussions in the cabinet.

On March 14, Grey conveyed the decision to Metternich:

lEngland would promise not to make, or join in, an “unpro-

ivoked attack” on Germany. This was less than Haldane had

'offered; the word “neutrality" was carefully omitted. The

negotiations had reached a deadlock. Each side waited for
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the other to make concessions. In the end, Tirpitz’s strong

will triumphed over the timorous Bethmann. The Navy Bill

was introduced and passed in the spring of 1912. England
appropriated funds to build two ships for each one Germany
built, and prepared to call home the Atlantic fleet.

So ended the last and most determined effort of two
great powers to find some solution for the problem of se- ^

CLirity other than the solution of force. The desire to bridge

the guirieparating them persisted in both countries. In an

effort to lessen antagonism, negotiations were begun on

specific colonial questions, but these discussions did not

touch the root of the difficulty. Indeed, it might be argued

that they did more harm than good by encouraging each

government to hope that the other might desert its allies in

a crisis.

Those who had hoped that the Haldane mission would

j

lead to agreement thought that the system of alliances was

dangerous to peace. By 1912 the French had reached the

opposite conclusion. They doubted if peace could be pre-

served, but they were convinced that safety, whether in

peace or in war, could be attained only by converting the

Entente into an alliance, The second Moroccan crisis inten-

sified the revival of nationalism which had begun under

Delcasse. Agadir, like Tangier, was interpreted as a delib-

erate German affront, intended to humiliate France. Few
Frenchmen would admit that France was even parlislly to

blame for either crisis. Nearly all Frenchmen were pr^d
of the intransigent attitude of the Quai d’Orsay in 1911.

Instinctively France Braced herself to meet the next German

“insult.” Arms and allies had enabled France to win; in

arms and allies Frenchmen put their trust. Great military

reviews were held, crowds gathered to sec and cheer. The
army, the guardian of French honor, was idolized as in the

days of Boulanger. The press ceaselessly extolled the vir-

tues of “the policy of equilibrium,” which would preserve

peace by establishing a balance of power. Fra^nce wanted,

peace, but peace with honor. The honor of France had suf-
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fered much from the “barbarians” across the Rhine. It

would suffer no more. France, after forty years of weak-

ness, was herself again.

It was dangerous to speak so much of honor. National

honor was the most inflammable of all the subjects with

which diplomats dealt. It was dangerous to interpret the

desired balance of power as a balance which would always

enable France to have her will when disputes arose ; uncon-

sciously many Frenchmen did interpret the policy of equi-

librium in this manner. Above all, the revival of revanche

was dangerous to peace. It made no difference that the

Alsatians no longer wattted "redemption" if redemption

meant war; France refused to hear. The old phrases of

Gambetta and Deroulede were intoned with new fervor.

Probably most Frenchmen were unconscious of the strident

tone which was becoming increasingly prevalent in the

press and in public speeches. Convinced .that France had

suffered much at the hands of Germany, desirous of ven-

geance for old wrongs, confident that vengeance was pos-

sible, never doubting that Germany would try to regain her

hegemony, the articulate elements in French national life

seemed to anticipate with little sorrow, sometimes even with

joy, what they were coming to call “the inevitable war."

Poincare, who became premier in January, 1912, was the

embodiment of the national revival. His ideals were the

ideals of Gambetta, but in character and personality he was

the antithesis of the earlier patriot. Passionate his nature

certainly was, but the passion was cold, and rigorously held

in check. He had none of the spontaneous warmth of feel-

ing which made Frenchmen love statesmen like Gambetta

and Clemenceau. Poincare was more closely akin to Riche-

lieu. Mind and wilFwere his weapons, a min3*powerful and

exact, a will tenacious To*^fhe“'point of stubbornness, so

strong that other wills collapsed under its pressure. With
these weapons he inspired respect, even awe, but rarely

love. France turned to him Eecattse he perfectly

represented the dominant mood.
Pomcar6 was a Lorrainer who through a long public
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career had never wavered in his determination to reverse

the verdict of 1871. At the same time, he was not a fire-

brand. He knew Fi ance was not prepared to fight in order -

to recover Alsace-Lorraine, and he knew what hazards war
would entail. For both reasons he was opposed to a pro-

vocative policy. Nevertheless, Poincare was sure war would

come, and speedily. War would come through German
provocation For over a generation Germany had domi-

nated Europe. The formation of the Triple Entente ended

her supremacy, but Agadir showed that Germany was not

prepared to surrender her hegemony peacefully. There

would be other incidents. One of these would end in war.

Poincard did not falter at the thought of war, and he was
determined that France should not falter If French reso-

lution weakened, the crisis would merely be hastened The
Germans would again become brutally arrogant, and France

must either sink to the level of a minor power or fight for

the right to malce her voice heard. To restrain Germany as

long as possible, and to ensure victory when the inevitable

war came, France must look to her defenses She must bind

'

her allies more closely to her, she must keep her armed

forces at the peak of efficiency, and she must keep the flame

of courage burning brightly. “We must,” said Poincare in

a great speech at Nantes, “maintain all of the patience, all

of the energy, all of the pride of a people which does not

desire war but which nevertheless does not fear it

"

Poincai-e did not believe that France could cope with

Germany single-handed; the Entente must stand united in

face of the impending danger. Solidarity had not existed

in the past Members of the Entente had embarked on dan-

gerous policies without warning to the others; desertion

had been frequent in time of crisis. Poincare set out tp

remedy these defects. He soon found, however, that the

tide was against him. All the powers except France were in

a hesitant, indecisive mood in 1Q12. The dangers of^the

international situation were obvious to all, but the first im-

pulse of statesmen was to seek safety in isolation, to avoid

friction by direct discussions with statesmen in the opposing
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camp. Relations Ijctwecn the Kaiser and the Tsar had been

growing more cordial since 1910; the Haldane mission

showed the existence of groups seeking a reconciliation be-

tween England and Germany. At first, Poincare fought in

vain against these tendencies. He succeeded in negotiating

a naval convention with Russia, providing for discussions

between the two naval staffs. In^August he journeyed to St.

Petersburg and tried to impress the necessity for solidarity

on the Tsar and Sazonov. Sazonov heartily concurred, but

the visit did not banish from French minds the fear that,

in a crisis, Russia might refuse to fight.

With England Poincare had no better luck. He was re-

lieved when the Haldane mission failed, hut there was no

guarantee that a new effort to reconcile England and Ger-

many might not succeed. The Entente was entirely too nebu-

lous a bon^. Possibly, he tliought, British alarm over the

new German Navy Bill might be used to advantage. In

April, igi2, Gambon approached the British Undersecre-

tary: “The French Government were convinced that an

opportunity would be seized, perhaps not this year, but pos-

sibly the next year or the year after, by Germany to create

some incident which would arouse public feeling on both

sides of the frontier, and which would, viewing the temper

in both countries, very probably lead to war ... In these

circumstances M. Poincare considered that it was necessary

to take stock of the position of France, and to see on what

outside assistance she could rely when the moment ar-

rived.” Could he “count upon” England? The blunt ques-

tion was as bluntly answered; the British were not disposed

“to tie their hands.”

Poincare’s efforts to strengthen the Entente showed a

paradoxical and significant result. Russia was united to

France by an alliance which bound Russia to aid France in

case of a German attack ;
England was bound by no obliga-

tion to aid France. Yet the slender evidence we possess sug-

gests that the French felt^more confident of British than

of Russian aid. The explanation of this paradox lies in the

French estimate of the relative dependence of Russia and
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England on France. Russian military strength was grow-
ing; Russia might feel strong enough to stand alone. Fur-

thermore, the Tsar had never quite broken his friendship

with Germany. If a Franco-German war came, Russia

might be induced to remain neutral in return for conces-

sions, either in the Near East or at the expense of Austria.

The French were, therefore, fearful lest Russia desert.

That fear made the French reluctant to restrain Russian

ambitions in the Balkans, as the Russians fully realized.

England, on the other hand, was afraid of Germany.

Tirpitz and the Kaiser had put a powerful weapon into

Poincare’s hands. The reorganization of the German navy

authorized by the bill of 1912 forced England to strengthen

her North Sea forces. The Atlantic fleet, which had its base

at Gibraltar, was brought home. The Mediterranean fleet

moved from Malta to Gibraltar. These moves ensured su-

premacy in the North Sea, but left the Mediterranean, a vi-

tal link in imperial communication, unprotected. In time of

war Austria and Italy could close the short route to India.

The British wished France to move her Atlantic fleet from

Brest to the Mediterranean. Churchill, the first lord of the

Admiralty, was reluctant to make a direct request. He
pointed out to Grey "how tremendous would be the weapon
which France would possess to compel our intervention, if

she could say, ‘On the advice of and by arrangement with

your naval authorities we have left our northern coasts de-

fenseless. We cannot possibly come back in time
’ ” Poin-

care realized the advantageous position France occupied.

England wished to preserve her complete freedom of ac-

tion
;
she also wished the French to move their fleet to the

Mediterranean. Poincare was determined that England

should not realize both her desires. Through the summer
and autumn of 1912 the French fleet remained at Brest.

During his first months in office, Poincare was fighting

against the prevailing current. He believed safety lay in

Entente solidarity. England and Russia held back. Both

were reluctant to incur the risks which a promise of

common support might entail, both also felt that a sharp
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division of Europe into two hostile camps would be haz-

ardous to peace. Poincare feared he would not be able to

win Russia to his views; Russia did not feel dependent on

France, tie was confident of overcoming English hesita-

tion; England needed both military and naval assistance

from France. Unwittingly, Tirpitz and the Kaiser had pro-

vided the means for strengthening the Entente, the Entente

which they wished above all else to wealren.

4. THE BALKAN WARS AND THE POWERS, I912-I913

The fate of the two great alliance systems hung uncer-

tain in 1912. In both camps there were dissension and an

inclination to seek safety by avoiding too much intimacy

with allies. The whole theory of a balance of forces, Triple

Alliance and Triple Entente neutralizing each other, was

under attack, except in France. The outbreak of war in

the Balkans set two mighty forces in opposition On the

one hand, the imminence of a general war impelled allies

to close ranks for safety; on the other, a valiant effort was

made to set the ideal of the European concert above the

I
ideal of loyalty to allies.

All through the summer of 1912 the Balkans were un-

usually disturbed. The powers watched, paralyzed. The in-

I

ability of Turkey to restore order in Macedonia and Alba-

I nia was obvious. There were the usual demands for reform,

'but even the most optimistic had no faith in this often-

tried and always unsuccessful panacea. In September, Sazo-

nov became frightened. The Balkan states, which he had
A expected to be docile tools in his hands, were getting out of

control, talking of immediate war against Turkey. He called

on the powers to intervene. Suddenly informed that a seri-

ous crisis impended, European chancelleries hurriedly tried

I
' ,to stave it off. At Poincare’s suggestion, Russia and Austria

weFe instructed, as representatives of the powers, to dis-

suade the Balkan states from war and to give them warn-

j ing that the powers would not consent to territorial changes.

The decision of the powers was made known on October

8, 1912. On the same day Montenegro declared war on
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Turkey. Serbia, Greece, and Bulgaria immediately joined

Montenegro. Turkey hastened to make peace with Italy, but

to the surprise of eveiy one, including the allies themselves,

Tuikish power collapsed. The climax came at the end of

October, when two battles brought the Bulgarians within

twelve miles of Constantinople. In Macedonia, Thrace, and

Albania only a few forts held out. It was obvious that the

powers would be unable to fulfil their threat to prevent

territorial changes. The fate of Turkey in Europe was

settled.

The Near Eastern question was by no means settled.

Austria thought her veiy existence was threatened The
Balkan allies were allies of Russia. Austria saw herself

caught in a pincers. Only Rumania broke the line of Russian

power, and Rumanian lo^ty was wavering now that Russia

was in the ascendant\5^e pressure of the pincers, unless

forcibly relaxed, must crush Uie Monarchy. The Serbs, en-

couraged by the Russian minister at Belgrade, were already

pointing to Austria as the next victim. The subject races

were stirring expectantly. In desperation, Austria thought

of war against Serbia. Troops were mobilized. Then Austria

hesitated, partly in fear of the troops Russia was mobilizing

in reply, partly because of the old hopeless feeling that war
against Serbia, even the annexation of Serbia, would aggra-

vate rather than solve the Jugo-Slav problem. Finally,

Austria decided to be content with minimizing the dangers

of the new situation: the Adriatic coast of Turkey must

form part of a new Albanian state ; under no circumstances

would Montenegro or Serbia be permitted to obtain ports

on the Adriatic. Italy, because she hoped some day to secure

the Albanian coast, and Germany, to strengthen her allies,

supported Austria. j

Russia and France oppoKd the Austrian demands When
Poincar^ proposed that the powers prevent territorial

changes, he thought the Turkish army stronger than the

allied Balkan forces. The Balka'i states victorious, he ad-

vanced a new formula: the victors should be allowed to

make what disposition they would of their conquests. In
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theory his proposal was compatible witli Austrian terms,

because the Albanian chieftains had proclaimed their inde-

pendence of Turkey. Practically there was a conflict. Monte-

_Iiegro was besieging the town of Scutari in Albania; Serbia

was occupying the noithem, and Greece the southern, part

of Albania. All three refused to leave The Albanians could

_not expel them. Austria threatened to intervene.

The powers at first inclined to a test of strength. As

evidence of united purpose, the Triple Alliance was renewed

on December 5, 1912. Poincare rallied so vigorously to the

side of Russia that he seemed more unyielding than the

Russians themselves. The exact nature of Poincare’s views

in 1912 is still in dispute among scholars. It is probable that

if Russia had become involved in war over the Balkans, he

would have made every effort to bring France to her as-

sistance, no matter how the war started.

Poincare was encouraged to regard the prospect of war

with more equanimity than formerly, because the Balkan

crisis had forced England’s hand. Grey feared war might

come, and that England might have to participate. He dis-

closed his fears to the cabinet, and for the first time told of
'

* the conversations which had been taking place between the

' military and naval staffs of France and England since 1905.

,He also set forth the danger of leaving the Mediterranean

i unguarded. The tenor of the cabinet discussion is not defi-

nitely known. Evidently some members continued to main-

tain that British freedom of action must be preserved. Others

felt that the French demand for a written definition of the

Entente must be accepted. The result was the very ambigu-

ous compromise embodied in notes exchanged by Grey and

the French ambassador on November 22 and 23, 1912. The
notes began by stating that consultation between the general

staffs “does not restrict the freedom of either Govermnent

,to decide at any future time whetlier or not to assist the

;other by armed force.” It was agreed, however, that “if

either Government had granre reason to expect an unprovoked

attack by a third Power, or something that threatened the
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general peace, it should immediately discuss with the other

whether both Governments should act together.”

Both Poincare and the British ministers who wished to

avoid entangling alliances were satisfied with this statement.

It is difficult to understand why the latter were satisfied.

Despite the explicit statement that England’s hands were

free, they were bound. France moved her fleet to the Medi-

terranean . Could England, in the promised consultation,'

refuse to protect the defenseless coast of France? Could

England in cold blood say; “We recognize that you are

threatened by an unprovoked attack; despite the intimacy of

our relations, we will stand aside” ? It is hard to think so.

Of course, if France were the aggressor, or had provoked

attack, the English might even refuse to discuss coopera-

tion. The way war came would probably be decisive, as the

French realized. They scrupulously avoided actions which

English opinion might regard as aggressive, and they cease-

lessly impressed on Russia the importance of forcing Ger-

many or Austria to make the first openly warlike move.

In December, 1912, Triple Alliance and Triple Entente

stood more solidly opposed to each other than ever before.

Yet the crisis passed without war. A combination of three

factors ensured for peace a precarious existence: tlie vacilla-
^

tion of Berchtold and Sazonov, fear of public opinion, and j

Anglo-German cooperation.

The directors of foreign affairs at Vienna and St. Peters-

burg were hesitant men who shrank from irrevocable deci-

sions. Berchtold, whc)_jiad succeeded .Aehrenthal at the

Ballplatz, was a weakling, a charming, refined, and indolently

courtier, not a statesman. His colleagues bombarded him

with conflicting counsels which his^ lazy mind had not the

energy to analyze dr understand. He started on one course,

dropped it when difficulties appeared, and tried another.

Sazonov was not so frivolous a man as Berchtold, but he

was bewildered by the intricacy of the problems which his

unruly Balkan proteges forced on him. Both Berchtold and

Sazonov thought the fate of the Balkans important enough
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to risk a war, but there was no clear issue at any given

time. Events moved quickly past: was it this event that

controlled the sequence, or would it be the next one? Neither

man dared to grasp a position and hold it without com-
promise.

The wavering, incalculable course pursued by Russia and

Austria was harassing for their allies, who must prepare

public opinion in advance of war. If war came. Grey and

Poincare felt that England and France must, to preseive

the balance of power, aid Russia; the German government,

for the same reason, thought Austria must be supported. On
the other hand, the man in the street did not understand

the intricacies of the balance of power. If war came, the

immediate cause must be one which the popular mind could

interpret as vitally important, and, above all, as defensive.

I

Otherwise, a united front could not be presented to the

'enemy. This would be a fatal handicap under modem con-

ditions of warfare. Whether the fate of some unknown
Balkan town would constitute such a cause was very doubt-

ful Indeed Therefore both Austria and Russia were repeat-

edly admonished to move carefully and to avoid taking a

firm stand on, obscure issues. Fear of repudiation by public

opinion operated all through 1913 as a powerful deterrent

to rash action.

This uneasiness concerning public opinion and the lack

of strong leadership at Vienna and St. Petersburg were

negative suppq^ of peace. Positive st^iipQrt,xame__from

England and S^many. British public opinion was unmoved
by the fate of this or that part of the Balkans

;
such issues

seemed trivial compared to the catastrophic consequences of

war. In Germany there was little realization of the danger

which Serbian ambitions entailed for Austria; Serbia was
I so small

;
Austria, so large. Even Bethmann did not under-

y Stand the dismptive nature of Jugo-SIavnationalism ~Since

j

they had no vital Interest in the questions in dispute, and

,
since, as highly industrialized states, the shock of war would

^

do them irreparable harm, Ekigland and Germany took the

lead in forcing compromises on Austria and Russia. The
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problem was to force Austria to acquiesce in the triumphs

of Russian policy in the Balkans, and to force Russia to]

accept restrictions on that victory. Obviously, Austria was
asked to make the greater sacrifice. In practice, the German
task was made easier by Uie fact that conflicting counsels

produced a state of almost complete paralysis in Vienna,

while the British task was complicated by tlie eager enthu-

siasm of the Pan-Slavs, who, confident of Russian strength,

resented the slightest concession made by Sazonov
To facilitate compromise, the British and Germans forced

the convening of a conference of ambassadors at London in

December. IQ12 During the winter the confcience success-

fully disposed of the thorny Albanian question. Austria and

Italy succeeded in securing lire Adriatic littoral, frorq

Montenegro to the shore opposite Corfu, for the new state;

Russia securecbmost of the disputed area of the interior for

Serbia. Other and smaller problems were solved. As Grey

said later : “The details with which we dealt were insignifi-^

cant—in themselves mere spaiks. But we were sitting on ajl

powder magazine.” In May, 1913, the European concerly

seeraecfto have attained its goal w^hen Turkey and the allies

were forced to make peace Turkey abandoned all her Euro-i

pean possessions except a small triangle between Midia onl

tlie Black Sea, and Enos on the iEgean. Turkey and Albania
,

were now eliminated from the picture. The only remaining

task was for the allies to divide their conquests. 1

This task they were unable to perform peacefully. The

creation of Albania cut into the share earlier allotted lo^

Greecje and Serbia; Bulgaria, on the other hand, had ol>> i

tained more than had been anticipated in the eastern part

;

of the Balkans. Serbia and Greece demanded compensation
|

for their losses and Bulgaria’s gains The Bulgarians refusedj
j

to make concessions ; instead, they attacked the Serbians and
1

Greeks in June, 1913, in an effort to expel them from
^

Macedonia. Scentipg spoils, Rumania ancl Turkey attacked .

BuIgai^Eu
'

’>

Again the fear of war threatened to spread over Europe.

Austria had hoped to neutralize Serbia’s increased strength
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by an alliance with Bulgaria. Now Seibia was despoiling

Bulgaria. Serbia was becoming larger and more danger-

ous; Bulgaria was being weakened. Austrian hesitation

I

momentarily vanished. Berchtold said Austria must prevent

the crushing of Bulgaria. He appealed to Germany and Italy

I

for assurances that they would support Austria if Russia

j

tried to interfere. Instead, he received urgent advice to do

'nothing. Bethinann refused to admit that Austria's vital

interests were involved. Armed intervention against Serbia

would mean a European war. Germany was not prepared to

‘ risk war by supporting Austria in a policy which Germany

„thought unwise. Thus admonished, Berchtold subsided un-
' happily, and held his hand while^ Bulgaria was'Tcrushed.
Peace was made at Bucharesf~irr~August. Bulgaria was

shorn of nearly all the territory she had gained by her

(

victories in the first Balkan war, and also of a broad strip

between the Black Sea and the Danube, which Rumania
took.

5, THE BULWARKS OF PEACE DESTROYED, 1913-I914

Another crisis had passed without war. Peace had been

effectually protected by hesitancy at Vienna and St Peters-

burg, by regard for the indifference of public opinion in the

western nations to Balkan affairs, and by the efforts of

England and Germany to set the ideal of the concert of

Europe above the ideal of loyalty to allies. All three of these

bulwarks of peace had, however, been weakened during the

crisis, and they were weakened still further by the persist-

ence and spread of disorder in the Near East during the

year following the Peace of Bucharest.

England and Germany had, by their cooperation at the

conference of ambassadors in London, succeeded in putting

out many sparks. They had not been able to destroy the

powder magazine upon which, as Grey said, Europe was

sitting. Moreover, there was no guarantee that a spark might

not escape their vigilancs and produce the dreaded explo-

sion. All governments decided it would be wise to get ready

for the worst by strengthening defenses and preparing
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public opinion. The two processes were closely interrelated:

already restive under the burden of aimamcnts, the peoples

of Europe could be induced to take on new burdens only by

inflammatory arguments. Who began the new armaments
race is a much discussed and futile question. Confronted

by the imminence of war, every government discovered that

new expenditures were needed to put defenses in readiness.

Germany increased the number of men called to the colors

each year and, by a capital levy, accumulated gold for her

war reserve. France extended the term of service to three

years and thus increased not only the efficiency but also the

peace-time strength of her army. Further, France made
loans to Russia for the express purpose of building strategic

railways to the German frontier. Russia increased the al-

ready stupendous size of her army. Other powers made

proportionate inci eases. In general, it is safe to say that

every government increased the military burden to the limit

public opinion would sanction when vigorously prodded. It

has been estimated that the increases in military budgets

during the year 1913 totaled about $250,000,000. The net

result was that the relative strength of the powers remained

substantially unchanged.

Undoubtedly the campaign for the three-year service law

in France was the most vigorous of all. It began at the

beginning of 1913, when Poincare was seeking the French

presidency. His election was opposed by many political

leaders because he was thought to desire war. To destroy

the force of this argument, his supporters stressed the disas-

trous consequences which must follow if France weakened

in her loyalty to her allies, or in her determination to stand

firm when Germany became provocative. Poincare was

swept into office on a wave of patriotic enthusiasm. At the

end of January, 1913, the new premier, Briand, pledged

himself to strengthen French military defenses. The cam-

paign for the three-year service law then began in earnest

and continued, aided by every^possible appeal to French

fears and hopes, until the law was passed in August. From
these facts some scholars conclude that Poincar4 was eager
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for war. That conclusion cannot be substantiated. Poincare

thought war in the immediate future was practically inevi-

table, because he thought Germany could not rcsti-ain what
he called her arrogant aggressiveness. Poincare almost cer-

tainly would have advocated following Russia into a fla-

grantly aggressive war, because he thought France would

be in a precarious position if she lost the Russian alliance.

Undoubtedly Poincare was confident that France Avould win

when war came, and that Alsace-Lorraine would be recov-

ered. Nevertheless, the evidence we possess indicates that

Poincare, like all statesmen of his generation, thought war
an evil which should be shunned if possible.

The campaign for increased military budgets inflamed

public opinion and made it less likely to oppose war, if war

came. One bulwark of peace was weakened. A second was

also under attack. England and Germany wished to continue

coopetating in efforts to preserve peace. To preserve and

strengthen the improved relations which cooperation had

produced, the two governments discussed the colonial cpxes-

tions at issue between them. By the summer of 1914, agree-

ments had been reached concerning the Bagdad Railway and

the colonies of bankrupt Portugal. Superficially, relations

were improving; actually, both governments were weaken-

ing in their resolution to restrain their allies. Both were

subjected to a steady stream of reproaches. Forgetting tlieir

own doubts and hesitations, the Austrians blamed Germany
for the growth of Serbian power : Vienna angrily contrasted

the loyal support France gave Russia with the delays and

concessions Germany forced on Austria. Russia, on the

other hand, blamed England for insisting on the creation of

Albania. From the creation of Albania followed the quarrel

among the Balkan allies and the break-up of the union by

which Russia had hoped to bar the eastward expansion of

Austria and Germany. The Entente, lamented Sazonov, was
divided therefore the firmly welded Triple Alliance was

victorious. ,

England and Germany were both worried, fearful of

losing their allies. They were also tormented by the suspicion
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that the real way to ensure peace was to overawe the oppo-

sition by a firm, united front “I do not know,” wrote
Sir Arthur Nicolson, the British Undersecretary, to tlie

ambassador at St. Petersburg, “how much longer we shall

be able to follow our present policy of dancing on a tight

rope, and not be compelled to take some definite line or other.

I am also haunted by the same fear as you—lest Russia

should become tired of us and strike a bargain with

Germany." German statesmen were haunted by similar

fears. Both in London and Berlin there was a disposition to

end the prolonged strain by definite and final support of

the alliance system. “I am convinced,” Nicolson wrote

again, “that if the Triple Entente could be converted into

another Triple Alliance, the peace of Europe would be as-

sured for a generation or two.” This prospect was more
tempting than dancing on a tight rope.

Finally, and most ominous for peace, both Vienna and

St Petersburg were feeling increasingly the necessity for

decisive action. The Peace of Bucharest did not bring peace,

scarcely even a truce, to the Balkans. No one was satisfied

with the results of the Avars just passed, or convinced that

these results were final. Greece and Turkey were still quar-

reling over the jEgean islands. Bulgaria was determined to

take vengeance on her late allies. The Albanians were show-

ing complete incapacity for self-government. The Greeks,

Serbians, and Italians were making plans to seize parts of

the new state when it collapsed. Serbia and Rumania, their

thirst for conquest stimulated by victory, were talking of

the inevitable struggle with Austria. No sooner had he

signed the Treaty of Bucharest than the Serbian premier

remarked : “The first round is won ; now we must prepare

for the second, against Austria.”

Instability spread east, into Asiatic Turkey, where Arme-

nians, Greeks, Arabs, and other subject peoples hoped to

emulate tlie Balkan states. It seemed improbable that Turkey,

in her weakened condition, woifld haAi-e tlie strength to re-

press the disaffected elements; it was certain that the subject

_Bgopies could4i,Q.t goveijj-themselves. A new field for intrigp.ie
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was opened. Within the government of every great power
there was discussion of the gains which must, or might, be

secured when the crash came. The Russians even debated

the possibility of a sudden seizure of the Straits. All the

discussions ended with the same conclusion: it would be

difficult, probabl)' impossible, to divide Asia Minor without

war. War was undesirable; therefore, the life of Turkey

must be extended as long as possible. The mistrust between

the powers was so great, however, that each suspected the

others of trying to appropriate part of the plunder before

the final division came. Russia was especially sensitive, be-

cause she coveted the most hotly contested prize, the Straits.

The tense atmosphere, whiclywas fraying the nerves of

statesmen, led to two cpisod&^both trivial in origin, both

momentous in effect. Serbia, imable to restrain her eager-

ness, occupied parts of western Albania in 1913 “to restore

order.” Austria asked the London conference to oust the

1

Serbians. The conference took no action; every one was

heartily sick of disputes about Albania. Austria asked the

Serbians to leave
;
they made excuses. Bcrchtold, with the

sudden decisiveness of a weak man, launched an ultimatum

in October, 1913, demanding that the Serbians leave within

eight days. Germany, confronted with a fait accompli, re-

luctantly agreed to support Austria, even if Russia inter-

vened. The Entente powers began by denouncing Austria

for abandoning the ideal of the European concert. When it

became apparent that Austria was in earnest, England and

France drew back. Russia was forced to tell the Serbians

they must surrender. In high dudgeon, the Serbians evacu-

' ated Albania. Vienna drew a disastrous conclusion from

this success. For a yeai*, Austria had made one concession

after another out of fear of Russia. Confronted by the

Austrian ultimatum, Russia gave way. Vienna concluded it

would be safe to repeat the performance Russia, on the

other hand, complained that her allies had deserted and had

once more permitted Austria to win a diplomatic victory.

A month later came the Liman von Sanders affair. It

resulted from Turkisli efforts to s+are off collapse. In order
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to rebuild their shattered government, the Turks sought

European assistance. France was asked to take charge of

the gendarmerie ; England, the navy and civil service ; Ger-

many, the army. All agreed. In November, 1913, it became
known that the German general, Liman von Sanders, was
to have command of a model army corps at Constantinople.

Sazonov immediately became excited. He was adverse to

any strengthening of Turkish military power, because he

wanted no effective resistance when the day eame for Russia

to seize the Straits. He particularly objected to the presence

of Liman at Constantinople. He suspected Germany was
planning to secure a grip on the Straits. He determined to

block Liman’s mi.ssion, and called on France and England

for aid. The French welcomed the possibility of demon-

strating Entente solidarity
; Grey was reluctant to intervene

against Germany. He was won over Ijy the argument that

command of the forces at Constantinople would give Ger-

many control over the Straits when war came. A vigorous

protest was drafted for presentation to Turkey.

The German government was surprised and embarrassed

by the Russian outciy against Liman’s mission. Wilhelra-

strasse had never anticipated objection, especially since the

Tsar had been told of the projected mission early in 1913.

The Germans would have been glad to effect a compromise,

but the affair had got into the newspapers. The Russian press

angrily denounced this blow prepared in secret agmnst

Russian influence at Constantinople
;
Germany was called on

to surrender or face the Entente united in battle array. It

was difficult to retreat before this outcry without giving the

impression of a humiliating defeat. Germany turned to

England for help, and pointed out that the English Admiral

Limpus had exactly the same power over the Turkish fleet

that General Liman had over the army. This was news to

Grey. When he had verified the German contention, he re-

fused to join in the protest to Turkey. The de fection of

Englan4 opened the way to compromise. Limliirrmained

at Constantinople,'Hi't''Ee gave up"tTie direct command overj

troops.
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Sazonov was furious at the failure of his plans Again
England had permitted the Triple Alliance to win. The
Entente was useless. The British became alarmed, so

alarmed that they abandoned the reserved attitude which
they had so far shown toward Russia, In the spring of

1914, Grey visited Paris. Poincare expressed concern: could

something not be done to restore the confidence of Russia

in the Entente ? He suggested naval conversations similar to

those which were taking place between England and France.

To his delighted surprise, Grey agreed. Discussions looking

to a joint plan of action were immediately begun. Although
no definite decisions were reached, the fact that conversa-

tions were taking place encouraged Russia to count with

greater confidence than formerly on British aid.

The spread and intensification of unrest in the Near East

made both Berchtold and Sazonov jumpy, likely to confront

Europe with sudden moves. Botii men were shaking off the

restraints which fear of desertion by their allies had im-

posed. In the spring of 1914 they strove frantically to build

up support in the Balkans. Sazonov’s purpose was defensive

:

to rebuild a Balkan alliance capable of preventing Austria

from interfering in the Balkans. Undoubtedly Sazonov

hoped for positive gains in the future. Undoubtedly he

moved more confidently because the military authorities now
said that Russia was in a position to face the prospect of

war with Germany. Nevertheless, Sazonov did not want
war. For the present he wished only to consolidate the gains

Russia had already made. To accomplish his task, he was
forced to encourage the Balkan staterto hope f?)r~ga'mR..at

Austria's expense. To Rumania he held out the prospect of

winning'Transylvanla. Bulgaria could be W'on back to the

Russian alliance only by the promise of the Macedonian
districts Serbia had taken in 1913. Sazonov urged the

Serbians to make concessions : Bulgaria would be a danger-

ous enemy to have in the rear when Serbia reached for the

rich prizes of Croatia andrBosnia. The Serbs listened eag-

erly. They could not bring themselves to abandon Mace-
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doiiia, but they were encouraged by Russian talk of war
with Austria. In her campaign to win allies, Russia had

another powerful argument—French money. The bankrupt

Balkan states needed loans. France had money she was
willing to lend in return for promises of political loyalty.

Berchtold watched the triumphant march of Franco-

Russian diplomacy with anxiety made acute by consciousness

of internal dangers. From the beginning of the Balkan wars,

order could be maintained in Croatia and Bosnia only by the

exercise of martial law. School after school was closed as a

result of student strikes or riots. Subversive propaganda

circulated despite the most stringent regulations. Youths

banded together in revolutionary clubs linked by bonds so

carefully concealed that they baffled all efforts to ferret them

out. Austria was becoming tlie new “sick man”, of Europe.

To avert the doom which hung over her she struggled to

neutralize the Serbian danger. The most drastic solution

was the annexation of Serbia. Conrad, the chief of staff,

thought this the only way out ; but the Hungarian premier,

Tisza, refused to hear of the acquisition of more Slavs.

Berchtold thought Rumania and Bulgaria might be won by

offering to let them partition Serbia when war came. The
Germans laughed at this idea, and declared Rumaniii and

Bulgaria could never be reconciled. What then should be

done, Berchtold asked? Berlin counseled quiet waiting. The
situation was bad, and no solution was obvious ; but some

favorable change might soon come. There was no immediate

danger ; there was nothing impending to cause war between

the powers. Berchtold was imconvinced. Balkan affairs were

going from bad to worse. Russia was winning. She could

offer more, and she had French gold behind her. The Balkan

states, seeing they had got their way in 1912, were con-

vinced that Russia was a good protector.

The summer of 1914 found Russia confident and deter-

mined. In Austria, failure and fear had created a desperate

mood. One lesson both had learfied from the preceding two

years: there must be no more yielding. The Balkan states,
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like Italy, were opportunists who Imew their only chance of

gain lay in alliance with tlie stronger side. The,triumph of

the Entente in the Moroccan crisis of 19 ii had lielped to

convince Bulgaria that a Balkan league protected by Russia

would be profitable. The success with which Russia staved

off interference by Austria during 1912 and 1913 made
Greece and Rumania turn to the Entente, despite the Ger-

man sympathies of their rulers. Russia knew that, if the

Entente received a setback, the loyalty of her proteges would

waver. Austria knew/that a diplomatic check would impair

her already waning prestige. Therefore, no yielding. Vienna

and St. Petersburg were both firmly resolved. Unfortu-

nately, neither saw clearly the resolution of the other.

Sazonov was determined to consolidate and extend the

gains brought to Russia by the Balkan wars
;
Berchtold was

resolved to restore Austrian influence in the Balkans and,

at all costs, to prevent the extension of Russian influence.

One bulw'ark of peace, vacillation at St. Petersburg and

Vienna, was gone. A second deterrent to war, the indiffer-

ence of public opinion in Western Europe to Balkan affairs,

had been temporarily removed by the armaments campaign

of 1913. Chauvinism was for the moment dominant. A
reaction against bellicose fervor and the burden of arma-

ments set in early in 1914, but the reaction had not attained

effective proportions by the beginning of summer. The third

safeguard against war, the restraining influence of England

and Germany, was losing its force, partly because of the

growing recklessness of Russia and Austria, partly because

British and German statesmen felt that allies must be sup-

ported or lost. The dominant element both in London and

Berlin feared isolation more than war. French statesmen

had been in that state of mind since 1912. The safeguards

which had permitted the powers to surmount the Balkan

crisis without war were, at least temporarily, in abeyance.

In the summer of 1914 peace was at the mercy of an

accident *
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6. SARAJEVO^ JUNE 28-JULY 23, I9I4

On June 28, 1914, the Austrian heir-apparent, the Arch-

duke Francis Ferdinand, was assassinated at Sarajevo, the

capital of Bosnia. The assassins were Bosnian youths, but

they had been able to bring their plot to a successful con-

summation only with the assistance of the Serbian terror-

istic society, Union or Death, more popularly known as the

Black Hand. The Black Hand had grown out of a mili-

tary cabal. Under the energetic leadership of Colonel Dimi-

trijevitch, an official of the Serbian general staff, it had

become strong enough to dominate the Serbian army and to

influence governmental policy. The objective of the society

was the creation of a great Jugo-Slav state under Serbian

leadership. To further its objective, the Black Hand ex-

tended its activities into Bosnia and stimulated the cult of

terrorism and revolution which already existed there. To
agents of the society the Archduke’s assassins had told their

plan. The agents secured arms from the Serbian govern'

raent arsenals and gave them to the youths who, thus armed,

were smuggled back into Bosnia along secret lines of com-

munication maintained by the society. Almost certainly the

Serbian premier, M. Pashitch, got wind of the plot
;
he gave

the Austrian government no adequate warning. Why, it is

impossible to say. Probably fear of the revenge which the

society might talce on him helped to keep him silent.

The plot succeeded because of assistance given by a pow-

erful Serbian military clique, a clique whose objective could

be reached only by the disruption of the Dual Monarchy, a

clique, moreover, too strong for the Serbian government to

control. Obviously, the Austrian government was correct

in believing that the Serbian “revolutionary nest” must be

extirpated if the Dual Monarchy was to be preserved.

Whether or not the Dual Monarchy had a right to exist is

beside the point; no state could be expected to admit it had

not the right of self-defense.

All this is clear to-day; it"was not clear in 1914. The

Austrian government suspected, but could not prove, Ser-
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bian complicity in the crime. Therefore, in proceeding against

Serbia, Austria could not make a clear case. The action was
susceptible to an aggressive interpretation; it could be at-

tributed to desire for expansion for the sake of expansion.

This was the first disadvantage under which the Central

Powers labored. The second was lardy action. The assas-

sination aroused horror and indignation in Europe. The re-

joicing with which news of the crime was received in

Serbia, together with Serbia’s reputation for violence,

turned opinion momentarily against Serbia. Four weeks

passed before Austria took action. During the Interval the

first emotional sympathy for Austria subsided. Pan-Slav

loyalty to Serbia revived in Russia; both France and Russia

recalled the value which Serbia possessed for the Entente.

The long delay resulted from the inability of the Aus-

trian government to decide on a course of action. As in

earlier years, opinions conflicted; but now Berchtold did not

vacillate. He knew what he wanted: Serbia must be at-

tacked and reduced to impotence ;
a part or all of her ter-

ritory must be taken and divided among her neighbors, in-

cluding Austria. At first Francis Joseph and the Hungarian

premier, Tisza, thought Berchlold’s program too adventur-

ous. Berchtold persisted. For the first time in his career he

now showed determination, persistence, and astuteness.

He first approached Germany. Without a promise of Ger-

man assistance, war against Serbia would be suicide. Rus-

sian neutrality could not be counted on with certainty in

any case; Russia was bound to intervene if Germany held

aloof. On July 5 and 6, the Airslrian ambassador and Count

Hoyos, Berchtold’s secretary, conferred with William II

and Betlimann at Potsdam. How fully the Austrians re-

vealed Berchtold’s plans is still a matter of dispute. It is

certain that they obtained a sweeping promise: Germany,

said the Kaiser and Betlimann, would support Austria in

any action she might take against Serbia, even if that action

involved war with Russia. ^No attempt was made to set

limits on Austrian action. Kaiser and Chancellor promised
full ciir\nr\-r+ i-pcpfirn+inn
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Why, after restraining Austria from action against Ser-

bia for years, did William II and Bethmann suddenly aban-

don all attempts to hold Vienna in check? That question

has never been satisfactoiily answered. Undoubtedly, the

Kaiser was profoundly moved by the murder of his friend,

the Archduke, but that event cannot greatly have stirred

Bethmann’s feelings. There is no evidence that Bethmann

tried to restrain the Kaiser. The murder did, apparently,

bring home to the German government for the first time

the dangerous nature of Jugo-Slav nationalism. Before

1914 the Germans steadily refused to admit that Serbia

was a serious menace to Austria’s existence Sarajevo

showed their error. Germany already felt dangerously iso-

lated; she feared to lose her last ally.

Furthermore, while it is easy to see now that Germany

had signed a blank check on which she must make terrible

payment, that fact was not clear at the time Germany prom-

ised support if Austria moved against Serbia and if Russia

intervened. The magnitude of these reservations prevented

the Germans from clearly envisaging the consequence of

their promise. They doubted Austria’s ability to reach a de-

cision; she had vacillated so long. More strongly, they

doubted Russian determination: rvould the Tsar really fight

to save a nation of regicides, especially since Russian arma-

ments were not yet complete? And would the French be

willing to fight over Serbia? Above all, the Germans left

England out of their calculations. They did not even state

in detail why they thought it safe to disregard her. Anglo-

German relations had been improving. England had shown

herself persistently indifferent to Balkan problems. A war

would be disastrous to English commerce and induslr)'. The

Irish question absorbed English attention. These considera-

tions undoubtedly help to explain the fatal omission. All

in all, it is safe to say that neither William II nor Beth-

mann really grasped the consequences of their act. No im-

partial student to-day believes their decision was prompted

by a desire for war. Exactly what determined their decision,
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German support assured, Berchtold felt half his battle was
won. Repeated conferences were held in Vienna. Berchtold

said it was now or never. Internal disaffection was growing.

Serbia, increased in power and self-confidence by the Bal-

kan wars, was openly planning to seize the Jugo-Slav prov-

inces. Rumanian loyalty to the Triple Alliance was being

undermined by the hope of receiving Transylvania which

Russia held out. Italian Irredentists were joining the hue

and cry. Action must be talcen now. In a few years it would

be too late. When Russian armaments had been completed,

Austria’s enemies would close in on her. By that time Ger-

many, impressed by Austrian weakness and the strength

of the enemy forces, might have decided to end her un-

profitable alliance with Austria. War even now was a des-

perate stroke, but better die fighting while there was a

chance of success than perish miserably by slow decay. Send

Serbia an ultimatum she cannot accept; attack when the de-

mands were refused. Russia was not yet ready. Probably

she would not fight. If she did, Germany would join Aus-

tria
;
Germany had promised to support Austria, come what

might.

Which of these arguments had most weight, it is impos-

sible to say. Taken as a whole, they proved convincing.

By the middle of July the last opposition had been won over.

During the following week the ultimatum was carefully

drafted. The utmost secrecy was preserved. To throw the

Entente off the scent, the leading ministers left Vienna.

Berchtold hoped to take Europe by surprise. His purpose

was only partly realized. Rumors of an impending Austrian

attack on Serbia began to spread almost as soon as unanim-

ity was reached in Vienna. Sazonov took alarm. On July 18

he tried to avert trouble by a timely warning to the Aus-

trian ambassador; “Russia would not be indifferent to any

attempt to humiliate Serbia. Russia could not permit Aus-

tria to use menacing language or military measures against

Serbia.” This was frank enough. Two days later President

^ Poincar6 and the French premier arrived in Russia for a
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visit. The Austro-Serbian difficulty was discussed. Poincare

instructed the French ambassador: “Sazonov must be firm,

and we must support him.” Poincare also was frank. “Ser-

bia has very warm friends in the Russian people,” he re-

minded the Austrian ambassador. “And Russia has an ally,

France.”

Rumor spread to Rome. The Italian government became

restive, made inquiries. The German government urged on

Berchtold the necessity of holding Italy in line by promises

of compensation for any gains Austria might make. Berch-

told was deaf to these suggestions, partly because he feared

that the Italians, if informed, would betray his plans, partly

because he did not wish to give any compensation. Thus
ignored, the Italian government clearly intimated its views:

Italy would not regard a European war, resulting from an

Austrian attack on Serbia, as a defensive war; therefore,

Italy would not feel called on to aid her ally. Whether Italy

would remain neutral or join Austria’s enemies remained

obscure Rome hinted its attitude woud be influenced by the

“compensation” Austria offered.

During the July days of 1914, beneath tlie care-free, holi-

day skies, lines of battle were forming: Austria and Ger-

many ; France and Russia Austria was determined to crush

Serbia, come what might; Germany promised to guard the

ring and prevent interference. France and Russia were de-

termined to prevent any diminution of Serbian power;

much less would they permit the practical extinction of

Serbia. How serious was the determination of the antagon-

ists? Each side hopefully thought the other was bluffing

and would retreat before firmness; therefore war was not

expected. What would happen when the firmness of both

sides became apparent? Here was one dubious clement.

There was another element of uncertainty, closely related—

.

England. Grey had said little, but he evidently thought

trouble could be avoided by encouraging Austria and Rus-

sia to settle their difficulties without calling in their allies,

as allies. What would England do if that method did not
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work? The Germans counted on her neutrality; tlie French
and Russians on her aid. As for the British, they did not

know what they would do.

On July 23, Austria threw down the gage of battle. At
six in the evening the ultimatum was presented at Belgrade.

The ultimatum began by setting forth the failure of Serbia

to abide by her promises “to live in future on good neigh-

borly terms” with Austria-Hungary. Rather, Serbia’s “cul-

pable tolerance” had permitted the growth of a subversive

movement which culminated in the assassination of Francis

Ferdinand. Serbia was called upon publicly to repudiate the

anti-Austrian propaganda and to announce her intention

to “proceed with the utmost vigor against persons who may
be guilty of such machinations.” In addition, Serbia was
required to. comply with ten specific demands. Of these, the

following were most important:

"3. To eliminate without delay from public instruction . . .

everything that serves, or might seiwe, to foment the propa-
ganda against Austria-I-Iungary

;

“
4 . To remove from the military service, and from the

administration in general, all officers and functionaries guilty

of propaganda against the Austro-Hungarian Government
whose names and deeds the Austro-Hungarian Government
reserve to themselves the right of communicating to the Royal
Government

;

"5. To accept the collaboration in Serbia of representatives

of the Austro-Hungarian Government for the suppression of

the subversive movement directed against the territorial in-

tegrity of the Monarchy;
"6. To take judicial proceedings against accessories to the

plot of the 28th June who are on Serbian territory
;
delegates

of the Austro-Hungarian Government will take part in the

investigation relating thereto.”

A reply was demanded by six o’clock Saturday evening,

Ny 25.

7. THE COMING OF WAR, JULY 24-AUGUST 4, 1914

On Friday morning, July 24, Europe was greeted on

waking by news of the ultimatum. Here, every one realized,

was a crisis, a grave crisis. Generals, statesmen, rulers scur-
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riecl back from vacations. Chancelleries became feverishly

active. In the days following, activity became ever more
frantic as the shadow of war loomed darker and nearer.

Worn by lack of sleep, by efforts to follow the shifting

scene, by dread of responsibility for war, worn to hysteria,

grave self-contained statesmen contradicted themselves

from hour to hour, talked wildly, did very foolish things.

In the end, war came. A clear description of those days is

impossible : the action is too swift and crowded
;
on impor-

tant questions scholars are hopelessly at odds. For our pur-

pose, it will suffice to tabulate the steps toward war and to

indicate those parts of the crisis which influenced subse-

quent diplomatic history.

At the outset, both sides hoped for a peaceful solution.

Austria and Germany demanded that the Austro-Serbian

conflict be localized, and hoped that the Entente would hold

aloof rather than risk war. The Entente pressed for a mod-
eration of the Austrian demands, and hoped tliat, rather

than fight the Entente, Austria and Germany would con-

tent themselves with a diplomatic victory which would pre-

serve Serbian independence and territorial integrity. Russia

was determined to fight if Austria tried to crush Serbia;

France stood solidly with Russia. England refused to prom-

ise armed support.

Saturday, July 25. The Russians, to show their deter-

mination, began military preparations by proclaiming the

“Period Preparatory to War.” Sazonov continued to hope

that Austria would compromise rather than fight; if these

hopes proved false, the military measures would increase

the chances of a Russian victory in war. Very secretly, in

order to avoid the accusation of aggressive intent, France

took precautionary military measures. In the evening, Ser-

bia replied to the ultimatum. The reply was very concilia-

tory, although on many points there were reservations

which made the concessions more apparent than real. The

fact that tlie Serbians ordered mbbilization before deliver-

ing the reply indicates that they did not expect Austria to

accent tpri-no Findinv that Serbia had not given
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complete acquiescence, Austria severed relations and or-

dered mobilization against Serbia.

Sunday, July 26. The nature, though not the exact text,

of the Serbian reply and Austria’s breach of relations be-

came known. The British Admiralty ordered the fleet, then

assembled for review, to remain concentrated. Germany,

believing that the Entente would be less likely to intervene

if confronted with a fait accompli, pressed Austria to de-

clare war on Serbia.

Monday, July 27. Late in the evening, the Germans began

to realize that “localization” was impossible. Russia and

France would almost certainly fight. Worse, it was pos-

sible England might fight. Bethmann wired Vienna; the

steady rejection of all proposals to compromise was making

a bad impression. What did Berchtold think of the proposal

to use the Serbian reply as a basis for negotiations, and

what did he think of Sazonov’s desire for direct Austro-

Russian discussions?

Tuesday, July 28, Austria declared war on Serbia, in or-

der, as Berchtold informed the German ambassador, "to

cut the ground from any attempt at intervention.” Optim-

ism immediately vanished at St. Petersburg, where the con-

viction grew that a general war was inevitable. During the

evening, conferences were held. Sazonov wished to mobilize

against Austria alone. The military leaders said a partial

mobilization was, for tactical reasons, impossible; they

urged general mobilization. No decision was reached. In

Berlin, the Kaiser had decided that the Serbian reply was

"a capitulation of the most humiliating kind, and as a result,

every cause for war falls to the ground,” He proposed that

Austria occupy Belgrade and hold it as a pledge until Serbia

carried out the promises made in the reply. Bethmann was

afraid to rein in Austria so suddenly. He pressed the

Kdser’s proposal on Berchtold’s attention, but timidly.

Wednesday, July 29. Alarm spread in Berlin. Reports of

Russian military preparation were pouring in; England had

sent her fleet to war station at Scapa Flow; Grey hinted

olainlv that F.-nfflnnd wmild hp Hrawn in i-f ‘Prnncp and Ger-
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many fought, From Vienna, no word. Bethmann sent tele-

gram after telegram urging the "pledge” plan, and warning

of the imminence of war
;
Berchtold refused to reply. Beth-

mann tried to avert English intervention by offering to

promise not to take any of France’s European territory.

In St. Petersburg, the Tsar consented to general mobiliza-

tion. Before the order was despatched, a telegram arrived

from William II telling of his efforts to moderate Austrian

demands, and asking the Tsar to avoid military measures

which "would precipitate a calamity we both wish to avoid.”

The Tsar weakened, canceled the order for general mobili-

zation, and substituted mobilization against Austria alone.

The Russian military authorities were in despair
; they had

no plans for partial mobilization.

Thursday, July 30. Sazonov again urged the necessity

for general mobilization. The Tsar hesitated: "Think of the

responsibility which you are advising me to take! Think

of the thousands and thousands of men who will be sent to

their death!” Sazonov persisted. In the end, the Tsar

yielded. Sazonov rushed to the telephone and gave the news

to the chief of the general staff. "Now you can smash

the telephone," said Sazonov. “Give your orders, General,

and then—disappear for the rest of the day.” In London,

Gambon begged Grey for a promise of support. Grey prom-

ised to consult the cabinet. To avoid any chance of being

called the aggressor, and in order to make a favorable im-

pression on British opinion, France announced that her

troops would withdraw ten kilometers from the German

frontier.

Friday, July 31. Grey asked France and Germany for

assurances that they would respect Belgian neutrality.

France promptly gave assurances; Germany refused to an-

swer. In Berlin, Russian mobilization became kno^vn. Ger-

many ordered preliminary mobilization measures
—

“Threat-

ening Danger of War”—and warned Russia that complete

mobilization would follow if Russia did not suspend every

war measure within twelve hours. To Paris, Germany sent
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Saturday, Augfust i. General mobilization was ordered

in France and Germany. Early in the day, France replied

to the German ultimatum; "France will act in accordance

with her interests.” In the evening, Germany declared war

on Russia Italy announced her intention to remain neutral.

The British cabinet remained divided. When Gambon re-

newed his plea for a promise of assistance. Grey could only

say: "France must take her own decision at this moment

without 1 eckoning on an assistance that we are not now in

a position to promise.”

Sunday, August 2. In England, the cabinet wavered dur-

ing the morning. At noon, tlie Conservative opposition pre-

sented a letter to Asquith demanding that England support

France and Russia. On receipt of this letter the opponents

of intervention in the cabinet began to weaken. In the after-

noon Grey was allowed to tell Gambon that “if the German

fleet comes into the Channel, or through the North Sea, to

undertake hostile operations against the French coasts or

shipping, the British fleet will give all the protection in its

power.” Later, at seven in the evening, Germany presented

an ultimatum to Belgium; Gennany must march Uirough

Belgium: if Belgium made no resistance, Germany would

quit Belgian territory at the end of the war and make

reparation for damage done ; if Belgium resisted, she would

be regarded as an enemy. A reply was demanded within

twelve hours.

Monday, August 3. In the morning, Belgium rejected

the German ultirnatum, and appealed for aid to the other

powers which had guaranteed Belgian neutrality In the

afternoon Grey spoke in the House of Commons He re-

viewed the crisis, told of the conversations which had taken

place in the previous years between the French and British

staffs, reminded the House of Britain’s obligations to Bel-

gium, and urged the necessity for war. He was cheered. No

vote was taken, but obviously Grey had the House behind

him. That evening, Germany declared war on France.

Tuesday, August 4. News reached London that Germany
: — <— -

—

-1 ^ ^
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midnight Germany must promise to respect Belgium neu-

trality; otherwise, relations would be severed. That Ger-

many would reject the ultimatum was a foregone conclu-

sion. The British ambassador made a farewell call on
Bethmann. The Chancellor excitedly lamented the British

action: “Just for a word ‘neutrality,’ a word which in war
time has so often been disregarded—just for a scrap of

paper, Great Britain was going to make war on a kindred

nation who desired nothing better than to be friends with

her.’’ At midnight, England declared war on Germany.

Such were the steps by which an Austro-Serbian dispute

widened into a European war. To fix responsibility is im-

possible. For Serbia to work for Jugo-Slav unity was nat-

ural. The Jugo-Slav movement, stimulated by Serbia, with

Russian encouragement, drove Austria to desperation;

statesmen in Vienna felt they must fight to preserve the

existence of the Monarchy. Germany, alarmed by increas-

ing isolation, felt that Austria must be supported, both to

ensure the continued existence of the Dual Monarchy, and

to retain Austria as an ally. Russia and France saw in the

Austrian action an attempt to reverse the verdict of the

Balkan wars, and to establish Austro-German hegemony in

the Near East. Such an alteration of the balance of power
Russia and France refused to tolerate. Pan-Slav feeling

made Russia toss caution to the winds; France had felt for

two years that her very existence would be precarious if

she abandoned Russia. England cared little about the Bal-

kans; she would like to have kept clear of the whole im-

broglio. But if she stayed out, and, as most Englishmen

predicted, Germany won, German hegemony on the Con-

tinent would be complete; then the Germans could concen-

trate on the task of preparing to subdue England. In the

unlikely event that France and Russia won, the situation

would be no better. They would break the truce in their

colonial rivalry with England. The die was cast before

the Belgian issue arose ;
definite decision might have been

shunned for a week or two, but probably not beyond the

first French defeat. Belgium merely provided an issue over
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which men could wax enthusiastic. Protection of the bal-

ance of power might be a necessity; the balance of power

was not something for which one could fight with enthu-

siasm.

No one wanted a European war, but the very methods by

which Europe had sought to prevent war made for war.

Allies and arms were thought necessary for seatrity. Fear

of impairing the loyalty of allies hampered energetic efforts

for peace in 1914. Negotiations were further impeded by

surreptitious military preparations which went on all

through tlie crisis, intensifying apprehension and hastening

the breakdown of diplomatic discussions. In the years since

the World War there has been a disposition to conclude

that all governments were guilty and all peoples were inno-

cent. That conclusion has little meaning. All the actors in

the mighty drama made mistakes, but each tried to do what

he thought the interests of his country required. Since 1871

Europe had been seeking means to obtain both security and

realization of national aspirations without recourse to war.

The quest had failed. The responsibility for failure was col-

lective, not individual.

In closing this tragic chapter it is necessary to examine

certain elements in the history of the five weeks which at-

tained importance later, particularly after the war. As the

extent of the catastrophe became apparent, each side tried

to clear itself from blame. When the Entente won, its thesis

triumphed and became embedded in the Treaty of Versailles

as an indictment against Germany. Blame for the precipita-

tion of war was fixed on Germany because, first of all, Aus-

tria was thought to be a blind tool of Germany. Earlier

parts of this narrative show how uniustified this conclusion

was. On the contrary, Germany after 1906 felt dangerously

dependent on Austria. Germany’s case also looked bad be-

cause she was thought not to have put restraint on Aus-

tria during the crisis. To prevent the German people from

seeing how Austria had pushed recklessly forward despite

protests from Berlin, tfie German government was forced
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to suppress the evidence which showed how, after July

27, Austria had been urged to negotiate.

Further, there was the damning fact that Germany had

been the first to declare war. In part, this count in the in-

dictment arose from ignorance. After the war began, the

Entente powers, by suppressing or altering some documents

and forging others, carefully concealed the fact that Russia

was the first power to order general mobilization. When the

priority of Russian mobilization w'as finally proved, the

argument shifted; Germany should have replied to mobili-

zation by mobilization. There are two answers to that argu-

ment. Most statesmen and soldiers knew that general mobil-

ization meant certain war. The Russians knew what they

were doing, as the agonized protest of the Tsar attests.

Furthermore, the Germans felt they would be defeated if

they allowed Russia to complete her mobilization before war
began. Russia and France, it must be remembered, pos-

sessed overwhelmingly superior man-power. The Russian

army was thought to be a very powerful fighting force.

In 1913 the French military authorities actually feared Rus-

sia was getting so strong that she would feel the French

alliance was no longer necessary. The Germans were con-

fident of victory, but only because they had speed to coun-

terbalance numbers. The advantage of speed would be lost

if Russia and France were allowed to mobilize. Then Ger-

many would be forced to divide her forces and to encounter

enemy forces greatly superior in number. Therefore, the

Germans believed they could not wait; and France and

Russia did not expect them to wait.

The last count in the indictment is Belgium. The invasion

of Belgium was branded the greatest crime in history. A
crime it certainly was, but treaties had been broken before,

and they have been broken since 1914. In time of war every

nation violates international law in the name of national

necessity. The German plan of campaign had contemplated

the invasion of Belgium ever suJce the beginning of the

century. Invasion was thought to be necessary in order to
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attain speedy success. The eastern frontier of France was
mountainous and heavily fortified; Belgium and northwest-
ern France were flat and moderately fortified. To deal a
stunning blow at France, in time to check Russia, Belgium
must be invaded. The plan was an open secret. The building

of a network of strategic rmlways to the Belgian frontier

showed clearly the German purpose. Armed opposition

from England was apparently not seriously anticipated.

Belgian neutrality had last been prominently mentioned
during the Boulanger crisis. At that time the British had
shown a disposition to permit Germany to cross Belgium.
From that time until 1914 no British statesman affirmed

the determination of England to protect Belgian neutrality.

Englishmen who attribute the entrance of their country into

the war in 1914 to the violation of Belgian neutrality might

well accuse British statesmen of culpable negligence.

The extent of German guilt is debatable. The extent of

German stupidity was colossal. When nations break treaties

they find excuses
;
excuses can always be found. Bethmann

did not make excuses. He admitted Germany’s guilt and in

his agitation used the expression “a scrap of paper.” A
more terrible blunder no statesman ever made. What he

said was known to statesmen. Even Lord Salisbury once

publicly referred to treaties in similar words, but not during

a crisis. Bethmann’s words clung to Germany like the taint

of leprosy and did the German cause incalculable damage.

The paradox is that these words were spoken by one of the

few statesmen who tried to act with the same regard for

honor in public life as he did in private life, a statesman

too honest to deny having used the words, as he might

easily have done.

These observations on the crisis are not intended as an

apology for German policy or action. The German con-

tribution to European discord from 1871 to 1914 has been

set forth in earlier pages of this narrative. The myth of

‘Germany’s sole guilt stilt distorts international thought and

action. Therefore a discussion of the facts is necessary. The
Germans also invented a mythical account of the origins of
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the war: since 1904 the Entente powers, led by England,

had slowly been forging an iron ring around Germany ; by

1914 the quarry was helpless; the Entente struck. Germans

were taught, and are still taught, to believe themselves the

innocent victims of a diabolical plot. The encirclement the-

ory bears as little relation to truth as the theory of Ger-

many’s sole and deliberate guilt. Fear and suffering burned

both myths indelibly into the minds of men, with tragic con-

sequences for the world.
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WAR, 1914-1918

I. 1914: WAR MYTHS

The swift march of events at the end of JjuhQ 1914, over-

whelmed public opinion in all coimtides.^ Even after the

terms of the Austrian uliimatuni became known on July 24,

the imminence of war was not realized. Here was another

crisis, exciting and dangerous. It would pass as othei s had

passed. Then suddenly there was war; for the fiist time in

a generation and a half, theie was a European war. Russia,

France, England, Serbia, and Montenegro aligned them-

selves against ^erm^ny and Austria, Armies were on the

move The Germans were in Belgium; the Russians were in

East Erussia, For an instant, panic swept oi^er Europe.

Panic almost immediately gave place to a strange exhilara-

tion. An intolerable strain seeded suddenly relaxed War
was an actual_ rdiej,_ relief first of all from wbat Matthew

Arnold a half-century before had called "this strange dis-

ease of modern life,

With its sick huriy, its divided aims.

Its heads o’ertaxed, its palsied hearts. . .

Here was a single, a worth-while purpose, and man’s first

impulse was to _rejoice^ Millions echoed Rupert Brood’s
exultant cry

:

"Now God be thanked Who ha^i, inatche_djis with His hour,

And caught our youth, and wakened us^from sleeping.

With hand made sure, clear eye, and sharpenet^power.

To turn, as swiininei s into cleanness leaping^

Glad from a world giown old and cold and >veary.|’

Even those with sufficient knowkdge and imagination to

envisage what lay ahead rejoiced, while fearing. The years
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preceding 1914 had seen angry strife within every country,

strife which threatened to disrupt the unity of national life.

With the coming of war, mtci nal dTscoid was suddenly

hushed The people of every countiy weie told that the war
was a defensive stiuggle for nation^ Ifbeiiy and independ-

ence. With rare exceptions, men believ^ and rallied to the

national cause The BlackJFoiest peasants and burghers who
gathered on the Lorettoberg to staie at the Vosges where

their sons weie killing and being kiUed thought of the old,

old story of French invasion which the chapel behind them

commemoi’ated Across the^yalley of th^ Rhine, French

peasants remembered _i870_and prepared to resist a new
invasion. Englishmen thought of Trafdgar and Waterloo;

Russians, of the long -Struggle of Teuton to dominate Slav.

Even socialists forgot their hatred of “capitalist” wars; this

war was different The fact of war was almost universally

lamented Since there was war, men lejoiced at tlie national

unity itjaad brougltt. .“All ifiaTls T^st ahd_^ noblest in the

nation has lisen^ the surface; mateiialism. luxuiy, and

selfishness have slipped from us, and each of us feels tliat

we are betteFmen and women than befoie ” War redeemed,

cleansed
,
nations "as 'well as individuals .So men thought

First panic, tEen confident exhilaration, then angry stupe-

faction Europe had almost forgotten the nature of war;

Europe had never known the hoiror of this new kind of

war, which science an^nationalism had combined to create

The magnitude of the. struggle, the power of new engines

of destruction, the endless loll of deadjparalyzed the imagi-

nation. “We have lost .our conmon human bearings, and all

the old measurements of tilings are tfaiown away, and we

have no new measurements ; we_are simply dazed ” Why
had this terrible.thing been allowed to happen? What would

be the end of it all ? How mightjaepetitign of this calamity

be prevented?"”

The governments had answers leady for these questions

From the outset, the imperative necessitvL-of creating and

maintaining resolute determination behind the lines was

appreciated "By eveiy government; in fact, many of the
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diplomatic gestures of the July crisis were designed to con-

vince public opinion oj^ the just and defensive nature of this

or that governmental action. All governments insisted that

the enemy had pr^ipitate^war without provocation. The
initial pronouncements were followed by increasingly elabo-

rate defenses, tracing the origins of tKe struggle back, usu-

ally to 1871, and always proving conclusively the sole and

heinous guilt of the enemy. In tlieir excited condition, men
were glad to believe. With critical standards almost oblit-

erated by passion, jvithopposing arguments either concealed

by censorship or unheard in ffie~TunTuTir~~with powerful

engines of propaganda, official and unoffidal, at its disposal,

each government succeeded with ease in stamping its ver-

sion of the factsjndelibly on the public mind.

The German indictment directed first against Russia,

later againstEngland. For years Germans had lived in fear

of the great giantjto the east, the gj^t whose fecundity

added new millions eve^ year to the hordes of “bar^rians”

who pressed harder and harder on the ramparts of civiliza-

tion which Germany soughtjtp^ defend. Afraid to attack

Germany directly, the Germans argued, Russja began a flank

attack in the JgalkanSj .stirring her savage Serbian allies to

attack, first Turkey, and_ffien &rman^s ally, Austria. When
Germany insisted on thej-iglrt of Austria to punish the

murderous intrigues_of_ Serbia, ffie Tsar refused to wait on

the pacific efforts of the Kaiser. Instea^, Russia began to

mobilize her h^des. It would have been suicide to wait

until this human avalanche was reac^ to fall. Russia had

plotted with France the destruction of demany; only by

striking out before JRussia was fullv mobilized could Ger-

many hope to escape the grip of the FmncojvR^is.sian vise.

Such was the official German argument in August, 1914;

the war was a struggle of Slav to donunate_^Teuton, a

struggle precipitated by Russia. France was indicted _as the

accomplice of ^ssia*_but itJs.remarkable, liow little hatred,

and how much sympathy, the Germans felt for France.

Germans thought the desire of France to regain Alsace-

Lorraine natural. Most inTelligent Germans freely admitted
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that France had for centuries been the leader of western

culture; and although twentieth century France was thought

to be decadent, she was thought to be great because of the

past When the tenacious valor of France was proved beyond

question by the courage of her troops, good-will persisted

ill Germany. Pity gave pl^ce tojidmiiatmn_ The desire for

a reconciliation increased
,
reconciliation paid for, if neces-

sary, by concessions in Lorraine. Eveji during the last year

of the war, when the dominant military leaders_were calling

for “sanctions” at the expense of Frai^e^ sympathy con-

tinued almost unimpaired So far as the German people,

aside from a small militant minori^,^ were concerned, hos-

tilities with France begarf only after the armed conflict

ended

The original German explanation of the war rapidly fell

into the background after Hindenburg drove the Russians

from Germany by his great victory at Tannenbeig England

then became the eneiny The BritlsK^declaration of war

came as a shock to the German government and people

alike Tirpitz had JaughFGermans the importance of sea

power. The sudden appearance of this new and most for-

midable foe aroused first terror, then blin3 1 age in Germany
Why, when the Germans were fighting;^ for their life against

the barbarian Slav, did England strike^ out against her

kindred? Because, leplied historians and publicists, that is

the Eiiglish way England, ever since the sixteenth century,

had been the "Vampire ofjfee Contin^t,” Spain* Holland,

France—^the pages ofjiistory were strevni with the wrecks

of empires, victims_of British perfidy and jealousy, de-

stroyed by B^ritain’s sea power and by Continental merce-

naries in BritlSriiire’ Now it was Germany’s turn to be

destroyecTby t^e_encii cling ring of powers Edward VII had

created But this time the plot would falL Thl§ time England

had met her match
,
and Gennany would free the Continent

from the menace~^~^a power _which these islanders had

wielded too loqg. The world could newr be free until these

arrogant trad.ers and shopkeepers were_n]adc harmless. The
war was a diabolical British plot in the Qld.S.ntish tradition,
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prepared by Mward VII, executed by Sir Edward_Grey
—so Germans were taught and implicitly believed. In 1915,

Germany rang with Lissauer’s “Hymn of Hate”

:

(

‘Hate by water and hate by land;

Hate of the heart and hate of the head;
We love as one

;
wc hate as one

;

We have but one foe alone—^England.”

The leaders of Germany only half believed what they

said. They believed Eng^d had brought on the war; but

the “defeatist” idea that England would win" again, as she

had won before, haunted their thoughts .. The rulers of Ger-

many could never quite free themselves from the thought

that sea power was decisive ;, oppressed by this fear, they

were to be led into decisions which ensured the defeat of

Germany.

History furnished Enteql£COuntries witlL.an equally clear

and simple, but very different, explanation of the origins of

the war; history clearly showed that Germany had, after

long and careful pKgaration, deliberately and cold-bloodedly

attacked her pacific, unsuspecting, and therefore unready

neighbors. Austria ataost dropped out of the picture, except

as a tool of_Germany and as a decadent and immoral op-

pressor of nationalities^. Austria, and later Turkey, both

degenerate empires, were fit allies of Gennany, a militar}'^

despotism whFch coulcl Jolerate.QnLv slavish satellites. His-

tory showed that until 1890 German domination of the

Continent was complete ; Europe trembled when gismarck

spoke. After 1890 German ambition_^ew. The Kaiser

aspired to rule the world._[Whcn Fraiice, Russia, and Eng-

land drew together_ to protect themselves and to save the

principle of na^onal freedom,,Germany tried to disrupt the

opposing union by trickeiT’ and threats. The Moroccan and

Bosnian crises were German blows for supremacy. When
the Entente refused to be bullied, .Germany resolved on

war, chose the time, and struck. Power alone was good to

Germany. Honor, truth, and justice were unloiown to the

German. To attain theirpurpose of conquering the world,

the Germans wgulij-Stap .at nothtag,. as the "rape” of
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Belgium showed Europe must once more fight for freedom.

Europe must again repel the Huns.
.

Thus, by focusing attention on certain facts and ignoring

others, by misrepresentation, and by substituting passion

for thought, each camp saw the angels of light fighting in

its cause, and the angels ofjferkness in the opposing camp.

Germany forgot the saber-rattling_and the blusteiing policy

which had alarmed Entente peoples, forgot also the heavy

responsibility German leaders bore for the outbreak of war
in 1914. Entente peoples forgot their own spotted history;

Russia's part in opening

'

the Near Eastern question after

1908, and in precipitating hostilities in 1914 ;
Serbian and

Russian intrigues against Austria.; the provocation which

France had given Germany in Morocco
;
England’s reluc-

tance to see Germany receive a share of the imperial spoils

commensurate with her wealth and population. Each side

ridiculed the idealistic claims of the jDther. The Germans

talked of their love_of peace: the Entente hurled back the

bellicose speeches, of William II. The Germans talked of

their chivalry; the Entente pointed to Belgium. Germans

spoke of Ireland, of Ihe Boer republics, 5/ India, Persia,

and Egypt, when England flamed with indignation at the

invasion_of. Belgium.,Would England, the Germans asked,

have fought if interest had not been involved? The bloody

history of Imperialism was cited by Germans when the

Entente called jtself the friend, of_ small nations. The En-

tente champions of liberty, with Russia as a partner ! Each

side saw only what it wanted to see. Sdf-criticism vanished.

Credulity was boundl^sT Entente peoples read of Belgian

atrocities—most of them invent^—with fascinated horror

;

Germans read of exactly the same deeds, again fantastically

exaggerated, committed by Russians in East Prussia. Both

sides forgot there had atrocities in every war. Myths

appeared f nowhere^ and overnight acquired the force

of religfo^ dogmas . Tolerance, skepticism, detachment be-

came the vices of a cow*ard and.a traitor. The enemy ceased

to be a fellow human, beiiig ;
h_e was -diabolic. To suggest

that he might againjae _a friend, to wish for peace on any
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terms except the uncondhional surrender of the enemy, was
to invite persecution ,Mob~passionj.incKained, the govern-

ments could not restrain its vehemence. No government in

Europe could have survived a compromise settlement at the

end of 1914, The terse estimate of British opinion made
by Walter Page, the Ameiican ambassador, would apply

equally well to other belligerent countries: “If any one

should talk about peace, or doves, or plowshares heie, they'd

shoot him.”

While the "home front” was beirig;_so solidly constructed

that parts of the original foundations have surviv ed the on-

slaughts of post-war scholarship, the character of the war it-

self was undergoing revolutionary change. At the out‘«et, ex-

pert and layman alil^expected sure and speedy victory. The

French and Russians counted on a resistless ad\ance against

the divided armi^of Geimany, until the Allied forces would

meet and dictate peace. The Germans planned two gigantic

em-eloping movements. First, with Metz as the axis, there

would be a gre^t_swing through Belgium and northern

France, steadily outflanking the French armies, who would

in the end be surrounded'and forced_to surrender. Then a

similar maneuver would pt^Russia out of_the combat. Dur-

ing August, September, and October, 1914, each side waited

for the anticipated dazzling success. Every government

reported great victories, but autumn passed into winter and

peace did not come.

We now know that both plans broke down. At Xa^ien-
berg, on August 2 7, Hindenburg halted, the Russians and

hurled them back with terrific Iosks, but he did not succeed

in surrounding and capturing the Russjan, forces. The
French offensive in Alsace hadjidvanced but a few miles

when it became necessary to send troops back for the de-

fense of Paris. The Germans advanced almost to Paris, but

they did not outflank the Freo.ch_From September 5 to

September 1 1 the issue h.un£i imcertain ^ring the Battle of

the Marne; then the Gomans fell back. For two months

more there was confused moyement in the west. In Novem-
ber, fighting died down, and the rival armies, munitions
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exhausted, faced each otlier from trenches which extended

over 600 miles, from the Channel to the Swiss frontier.

That both sides had failed in 1914 is clear now
;
it was not

known in 1914 The Germans ceIcbratc(l_Tannenj2erg as the

delivery of Germany, and made a national heio of Hin-

denhuEg_j^ the significance of the Marne was caiefully con-

cealed. Similarly, Entente governments made the most of

German failure at the Marne, and censored reports of

Tannenberg.
' ~ ~

While every one watched fascinated the struggle in East

Prussia and.noi'thern France, the theater of war was widen-

ing. On August 15, 7apan ordered thc'Germahs to leave

tlie Pacific . When the denian3~was refused, the Japanese

proceed to conquer German posts in the Shantung penin-

sula and In tlie libflli' Pacific* Islands. Australia and New
Zealand conquered German possessions in the south Pacific

and waincd Japa^avvi^__frpm ftaiarea. Once tlie German
flag had disappeared' fiom the Pacific, the Japanese ceased

to play an active _parl_in._tlae war and concentrated their

efforts on the task of extending th^' influence over China

Far more important than the entrance of Japan into the

war was the decision o^Turkey to siipport Germany. Early

in 1914, apparently, the Turkish government had decided

that the territorial ambitions of Russia could be thwarted

only with German aid. At the beginning of August a secret

treaty of aHiancg_vtasjigned. The Turks were not yet ready

to fight. For two months they quietly pushed military

preparations, at the same toe_disarming Entente suspicions

by incessant negotiations for^a neutrality formula. The
Entente was in a quandary;. The preparations of Turkey

were obvious. If they were allowed to continue, and Turkey

eventually did intervene, the taslc qf conquering the Straits

would be diffiailt. Russia was eager to seize the Straits by

a sudden__attack: Constantinople'~^s the only prize which

would reconcile Russian opinion to the cost of the war.

England, on the other rhand, sought jto. prolong Turkish

neutrality, arguing that tlie Mohammedan subjects of the

Entente might rise in reirolt if Turkey were attacked, and
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that the Turks might be able to endanger the transporj. of

British troops from India to the west. To what extent the

English attitude was determined by reluctance to add
Turkey to the spoils of war is unknown. At the end of

October the Turks suddenly closed the discus§ion by begin-

ning hostilities against Russia in the Black Sea. The Rus-

sians rejoiced and hungrily planned rich conquests. England
annexed Cyprus,^ and changed her “occupation” of Egypt
into a protectorate in order to separate these territories from

their Turkish suzerain.

Although the dreaded Mohammedan/'HoIy War” did not

materialize and the offensive operations of thc_ Turks uni-

formly failed, the entrance of Turkey into the war was a

heavy blow tq_th_e Entente. Men and supplies which were

badly needed in the west must be used for defense in the

east, and there was a constant tem^atton, not always re-

sisted, to deplete the western front still further by assuming

the offensive in the Near East! Ijuring one of these "^e
shows,” .as Grey called tliem, General Towosliend was sur-

rounded and forced to surrender at Kut-el-Amara in April,

1916. This Turkish victory reverberated throrigh the east

and permanently damaged British prestige. .
Russia, how-

ever, suffered most from Turkish intervention. Turkey

closed the Straits and kept them closed. Since~5ermanv con-

trolled the Baltic, Russia could now obtain supplies only

through Archangel, which was ice-locked a large part of

the year, or overland, thousands of mfles, from the Pacific.

Russia was not an industrial country, and after 1914 it

became apparent that indiisS^ ^wer was of more impor-

tance than man-power in modern war. Russia was short of

munitions from the first; by the beginning of 1915, the

arsenals had one rifle_ for each twenty, or even twenty-five,

recruits called to the colors. Altliough this appalling short-

age, so disastrous to the morale of the troops, is largely

explained by inefficiency and cofrnption. "the closing of the

Straits undoubtedly explicated "replenishment of de-

pleted stocks.
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2. 1915: HOPES OF VICTORY

The failure to achieve success during 1914 in no wise

dampened the hope of victoty. Both sides looked forward

to the campaign of 1915 with confidence While the rivals

were locked in desperate combat on_the Marne, in Septem-

ber, 1914, the Entente was changedJ;o an alliance by the

London Pact . England, France, and Russia agreed not to

make peace sepa£ately,_and_to make common conditions of

peace Solidarity assured, the Allies ejected complete vic-

tory. Man-power, iadu_str|al power, and sea power were all

on their side. Sixty milHon Germans could not hope to win

against the hundreds of millions in the Allied empires.

Austria and Turkey were dismis^d as negligible factors,

weak in military power and'divided by iriJernal dissension

More important than man-power was sga power. At Scapa

Flow, north of Scotland, was gathered the greatest armada

the woild had eyef^ln. While the German “lisk” navy

cowered behind Helgoland, afraid to emerge. Allied squad-

rons swept Geiman commerce from the seas Sea power

ensured industrial supremacy to tbe„ Allies and threw the

Central Powers jilmost entkdy-On their own resources,

resources which could not suffice for long For munitions,

raw materials were necessary, materials which the Continent

did not provide. Tremendous numbers of men were neces-

* sary for tEe manufacture of munitions, men, Germany must

take from her already smaller supply available for fighting.

The Allies, on the other hand, could^draw raw materials

from all over the world, and neutral ^America could provide

an endless quantity of munitions. Decidedly, Germany could

not hope for victory.

In this optimistic mood, the Allied peoples and govern-

ments began to make pl^s for the impending peace. Every

one accepted as fundamental the restoration of Alsace-

Lorraine to. France, and the acquisition of Constantinople

by Russia. Englishmen gtook the acquisition of colonies

for gr^ed. In addition to these specific objectives, there

were larger, more i ambl^ous aspirations, which were
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phrased idealistically, but which usually rested on the foun-

dation of realjjr ^ipjjpsed selT^infei^. There was a uni-

versal desire to secure a stable and lasting peace. This desire

was thought to necessitate three \yorld change ; self-deter-

mination of peoples, the destruction of German militarism,

and a league of naHbhs..
'

~

Self-determination and the rights of small nations became

popular rallying cries in England when Belgium was in-

vaded. Soon afterward Russia_appealed to the Poles to rise

and win their frMdoni„\yLidl Russian^ a^. Thereafter the

resurrection of Poland became an Allied objective. Next,

the subject races of Austria-Hungary receivcd_attention.

The Serbians were encouraged to hope for the Jugo-Slav

provirices; the Czechs and Slovaks, 'for a revival of the

Bohemian kingdom; and the~IfaIiMs and Rumanians, to

secure their “unre^emed”_compatriQts. The subject races

of Turkey were _a]so_ promised freedom. The campaign

was a great success. EncouragedT Ey AllieTpropaganda, the

subject races of Austria-Hungary and T'urkeyEecame in-

creasingly restive. Austrian Slays deserted to the enemy;

Arabia, encouraged to hope for freedom byjColonel Law-

rence, revolted aj-ainst Turkey; the Armenians rose in a

revolt which was siTEdued^v a Turkish campaign of exter-

mination.

The cry of "self-determination” ^jeakgned the enemy by

provoking internal dissensions. The slogan also served as a

tempting bait with which to entice neutrals like Italy and

Rumania into the war on the Allied side in the hope of

territorial expansion. Finally, self-determination placed a

cloak of idealism on old imperiaL aapiratiSis. ThTs" was

especially true with the Russians, themselves the most

flagrant violators of the principle blazoned .on
,
their ban-

ners. Polish “freedpm”_meanl_fi. Ri^sian Polatjd to the

Tsar. Many Poles suspected as miic.h, ^djjed bj^Pilsudski,

fought on the si^ o^Austria. Austrian Poland had at least

enjoyed cultural freedom, and much politlcaF "liberty as

well, before the war. Toward the other"Sla”provinces of

Austria, Russian motives were not disinterested; ^e "l^ar,
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now as always, aimed at heg^ony in the^Balkans. The
Allies were no more disinterested in their sympathy for

those oppressed by Turkey-Secretly, a tentative division of

the spoils was arranged in March, 1915 Russia, the Allies

agreed, was to get European Turkey, including Constanti-

nople, most of the coast on the Asiatic side of the Straits,

and part of the Turkish Black Sea coast. In retuin, Russia

agreed to recognize the claimS-France and England intended

to stake out in the_Near East and to let England take the

neutral zone 4n_ Persk. Arabia was tq_he independent.

France consented toJ.he agreement_pnly after the Tsar had

given assurance _ about the ^ttlement in the west.

Nicholas II was_gene^us “Take the left bank of the Rhine,’’

he told the French ambassador; “take Mayence, take

Coblenz : go still further if_you judge it useful.” Thus reas-

sured, Delcass4
,
nojv French Foreign Secretary, allowed

Russia a generous share of Turkey.
Next to self-determination on the Allied program came

the destruction of Geiman militarism.''Wliat was meant by

German militarism is hajd to g^^ When men said “ihe

German mad dog of niilitai ism must he killed,” they fre-

quently saw a vision of Germans nailing Belgian children

to barn doors More thoughtful and more generous men

meant that Geimany was enslaved to a group of Prussian

junkers who were mad witlTHielust for power and military

glory. How the evil might be exorcised was also ill defined.

Some thought military defeat would unseat the militarists.

More usually, punishment and temporary or permanent

restraints on Germany were believed necessary. Englishmen

spoke of destroying German sea power and of shutting

Germany off from competition in the markets of the world

as protective measures Frenchmen spoke of the permanent

destruction of German military power and of French domi-

nation of the Rhine country as pr(^(^ve measures.

When the peoples of the world had been freed and the

nightmare of German militarism had disappeared, the world

was to be rcQiganized.'Some sort of le^e.was to preserve

the peace Here alsq men saw different visions. Some saw
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a world commonwealth, of equal nations. More frequently,

the league was to be an organizatloiT 61 the victors united

in a determination to retain the spoils of victory—in other

words, an Entente permanently triumphant over a supine

Gennany.

It is impossible to separate the gold of idealism from the

dross of nuiterkl interest^ jn the Allied program. All that

can be said is that, as war passions became more intense, the

desire to redeem the. world was increasingly submerged in

the fury o^lutred^ “They get more and more on edge as

the strain becqme^^verCT,” wrote Page in June, 1916.

“There’ll soon be very few sane people leftJn the world.”

Throughout, the idealistic interpretation of the war as a

crusade for world _f,reedom and peace was strongest in

England. Her Continental allies echoed the British program

rather skeptically and_\vexe mqre inclined to regard the war

as a struggle to preserve national unity a^mst attack and

to strengthen national power.

In Germany, too, thinking revolved about the problem of

retaining the hard-won unity and strengtli of Germany and

of increasing German safety and pqw_er after_the war. The

German people firmly believed vnctory would come, and

speedily. The first fears o7~sea power seemed unfounded.

The record harvest of 1014 averted hunger; the mobiliza-

tion of industry t^Walter Rathenau resulted in an adequate

supply of ^munitions, i he Russian giant was already

wounded, a^ Germlin armies held the rich industrial areas

of Belgium and France as hostages. Even sea power itself

might pass to Gerinany ^ the submarines accomplished what

was expected of them. .Soon the war woviU be over, and

then the Germans would make sure that this attack by

jealous neighbors would not he repeated.

The German government did pot emulate the Allied gov-

ernments in formulating a program. Publicists were, there-

fore, free to let their imaginations roam unhampered. The
mass of conflicting programs iftay be classified roughly

under four heads. Those who contin^ied to regard Russia

as the chief rival wished to erect a \ifallj)f buffer states to
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the east, including Poland and the Bj^ltic provinces of

Russia. Behind^this wall of states, which would owe their

existence to the Cmtral Powers and would therefore be

under German guidance, Germany would ba safe from inva-

sion. Industrialists a^ navy men were more preoccupied

with sea power. Germany, they said, must have increased

industrial power Therefore, at least the mines of Prench

Lorraine must be kejit; if possible, more of the industrial

area of northern France should be retained. To avert a

blockade, some control must be kept ovw the Belgian ports

:

the proposals ranged frotn_yague “guarantees” to actual

annexation The “freedom of the seas" must also be se-

cured. Students of international law meant by this phrase

immunity of private sea-borne property from seizure dur-

ing wartime; the obvious difficulties of enforcing such a

rule were the subject of innumerable arguments. Usually,

Germans had little idea ofwhat they meantJjy 'freedom of

the seas, beyond the determination not to be blockaded

again. The course wfiich the popular argument took bore a

striking resemblance to Tirpitz's propaganda, and seemed

really designed to substituteljerman~control over the seas

for British control.
' “

Two schools of opinion turned their eyes to the |outh-

east. Both argued that Germany must be made self-sufficing

and immune from blockade by securing a l^ger productive

area. Some publicists argued^ tlut_ th^_Bagdad Railway

would satisfy this need and urged the necessity for retaining

and strengthening German interests in tilfiuNear East. Once
the Bagdad Rahway was completedj. with arms stretching

toward the Suez, the Red Sea, and the Persian. Gulf^, once

Turkey was regenerated through the prosperi^ the railroad

would bring, Germany w'ould possess a rich commercial

empire which no blockade could hurt. The “Middle Euro-

peans,” though tKejTstarfed with the s^e premises as those

who saw salvatioii-in. til? Bagdad Railway, advocated a very

different policy. They woidd secure safety and strength by

extending the old Zolhcrcin idea. Just as the beginning of

Germany had been a customs union, so Central Europe
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should be united. The new union, like the old, would take

root and spread because it would be profitable. As a begin-

ning, Germany and Austria-Hungary would unify their

economic life. Other states would soon see the great advan-

tages of a large productive area without tariff walls and

would join also. Economic unity would give economic

strength. Economic peace would give political peace. Eco-

nomic unity might even bring a loose political unity. Central

Europe would no longer be divided and exposed to attack.

It would be strong, rich, united—safe.

While Germans were busy redrawing the map in books

and by the beer bench, the German government said nothing

of war aims. The government was silent because Bethmann

and his colleagues, and the Kaiser in his calmer moods,

thought victory impossible to attain. The civil government

was in a painful predicament. The German people were

buoyed up by hopes of victory and expansion. The longer

the war lasted, the greater would be the prizes the German
people would demand as compensation for their suffering.

If those prizes were not fortiicoming, feeling would turn

against the government. If the terms of peace might be

interpreted as defeat for Germany, the government would

almost certainly be overthrown. Doubt of victory gave early

to the German government a wavering comprehension of

the truth all governments were soon to see: defeat in this

war meant revolution.

The purpose of the Allies in 1915 was twofold: to widen

the battle-front which Germany must defend, and to split

the Teutonic alliance and renew free communication with

Russia by seizing the Straits. Both these objectives required

that the neutral states of southern and eastern Europe be

drawn into the Avar on the Allied side. Italy, as the only

neutral great power, was the most valuable prize. From
December, 1914, to the spring of 1915, a great diplomatic

battle was fought, the Germans striving to keep Italy neutral,

the Allies working to secure hd!r aid, The Italians as so

often before, found themselves in thd fortunate position of

being able to bargain with both sided; Salandra, the Italian
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premier, set out to wrest the utmost advantage from this

position. “Free from all preoccupations, prejudice and sen-

timent,” he said, “we must have no other thought than

exclusive and unlimited devotion to our country, to sacro

egoismo for Italy.” He had already made up his mind that

the Allies would win, and that Italy would therefore gain

most by siding with them; but he carefully concealed his

decision, and permitted the rivals to bid higher and higher

for Italian favor. What Italy wanted was the south Tyrol

and the northern Adriatic possessions of Austria. For long,

Vienna refused to make concessions; but, under pressure

from Germany, this attitude was abandoned early in 1915.

First meager, then larger and larger offers were made. The

Italians steadily refused to commit themselves. Each offer

was used to force new promises from the Allies, who were

reluctant to grant the Italian demand for Dalmatian terri-

tory inhabited by Jugo-Slavs. The fact that Italy also

claimed territory inhabited by Germans caused less con-

cern. At last the Allies swallowed their scruples. “This,”

Balfour said later, “is the sort of thing you have to do

when you are engaged in a war.” By tlie Treaty of London,

signed in April, 1915, Italy was to get the Tyrol up to the

Brenner Pass ;
Austrian territory at the head of the Adriatic,

including Trieste; Valona in Albania; a part of Turkey;

and a sliare in the indemnity to be levied at the close of the

war. The Italians had guarded well their country’s sacred

egoism. In May, Italy declared war on Austria.

During the winter of 1914-1915, Allied diplomacy was
busy in the Balkans as well as in Italy, seeking to erect a

barrier which would divide Turkey from her allies. Ru-
mania was willing to intervene, but her price was too high.

The Allies offered Hungarian Transylvania. Rumania de-

manded the huge semicircle enclosed within the rivers Theiss

and Pruth. Anxious though they were to extend the battle-

line, the Allies hesitated. Within the territory demanded by
Rumania was the Banat ?)f Temesvar, inhabited by Jugo-
Slavs, Serbia was ab^ady angry and indignant at Ae way
her interests had been sacrificed to Italy. Russia refused to
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hear of new injuries to the Slav cause The Rumanians
preferred to wait rather than compromise. They remained

neutral through 1915, to the satisfaction of Austria.

Greece was valued by the Allies as a base for operations

in the Balkans and against Turkey. To secure her aid the

Allies offered tempting gains: southern Albania, Cyprus,

and Smyrna. Venizelos, the Greek premier, wished to ac-

cept the offers. King Constantine refused, partly because of

loyalty to dynastic ties with Germany, partly because he

was sure Germany would win. Throughout 1915, the efforts

of Venizelos to compel action kept Greece in turmoil, but

though Constantine wavered, he never quite gave way.

Again Allied diplomacy failed.

In Bulgaria, too, the Allies failed. This failure was seri-

ous, because Bulgaria occupied a strategic position on the

flank of Serbia and Turkey. King Ferdinand leaned toward

the Central Powers because of enmity toward Serbia Again

the Allies asked a sacrifice of Serbia : King Ferdinand must

be kept quiet by giving him western Macedonia, which

Serbia had won in the second Balkan war. Serbia resisted.

Bulgaria opened negotiations with Germany, and in Sep-

tember, 1915, an alliance was signed. Bulgaria promised to

attack Serbia when Germany gave the word. In return,

Turkey ceded a strip of Thrace to Bulgaria. At the conclu-

sion of hostilities, Bulgaria was to receive Serbian Mace-

donia. Further, if Rumania and Greece joined the Allies,

Bulgaria was to secure parts of their possessions.

While Allied diplomacy was receiving a serious setback

in the Balkans, Allied arms were suffering grievous defeat

The attack which Italy launched against Austria broke

down with almost no gain; the English offensive at Neuve

Chapelle was repulsed with terrible loss; the campaign

against the Dardanelles, which went on through the year,

was a spectacular failure. On the other hand, Germany

marched from victory to victory. In May, a great offensive

against Russia was begun. Throifgh the entire summer, the

Russian lines were subjected to a s'jccession of stunning

hlrvwq The Russian generals, obsessed bv obsolete theories,
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decided to duplicate the retreat of 1812 by turning the

districts they were forced to abandon into a desert and by

evacuating the civilian population. The result was horrible.

“The immense stream of uprooted, desperate, suffering

humanity rolls along the roads interfering with military

traffic and completely disorganizing the rear of the army
. . . men and women die by the hundred from hunger,

exposure, and disease. The death rate among the children

has reached a terrible height Unburied corpses are left

along the roads ’’ By August, the retreat had become a

rout “Headquarters has completely lost its head, Contra-

dictory orders, absence of a plan, feverish changes of com-
manding officers, and general confusion upset even the most

courageous men.”

In September the German offensive died down. Russia

had lost Poland, Lithuania, and Courland. Worse, the

morale of the Russian forces was irreparably damaged. The
Tsar had assumed personal command of the army, hoping

in this way to put new heart in the troops. His action merely

redoubled the confusion. Nicholas II knew nothing of mili-

tary affairs. His will was completely dominated by the

empress, who, in turn, was dominated by the degenerate

monk, Rasputin, More and more, Rasputin, stupid and hated

though he was, became the real master of Russia. Ministers

who resisted his influence, like Sazonov, were dismissed and

replaced by sycophants and nonentities. Anger and resent-

ment replaced the patriotic internal harmony of the early

war days. Respect for the autocracy ebbed even among the

nobility, and revolution was spoken of with increasing

freedom.

Leaving Russia prostrate, the Austro-German forces

turned southward against Serbia. The Allies hastily as-

sembled a motley army and despatched it to Saloniki, where

Allied headquarters were established, despite the protests of

Greece at this breach of her neutrality. Before the Allies

were ready to move, the cafnpaign was over. In October, the

Austro-German force-" poured into Serbia from the north,

and Bulgaria attackec from the cast. The Serbians were
' - * ^ « —
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overwhelmingly outnumbered. They retreated through the

Albanian mountains, where the tribesmen took vengeance

for old wrongs by killing every Serbian they could catch.

The tiny remnant of the army found refuge in Corfu.

Even the censor could not fully conceal the disastrous

failure of Allied arms in 1915- One hope only lit the per-

vading gloom: confidence that the United States would

intervene as a result of the sinking of the Lusitania on

May 7.

3. THE UNITED STATES AND THE WAR, 1914-1915

When the war began, the American people were com-

pletely bewildered. The desire to keep clear of the struggle

was almost universal. Even those who later urged interven-

tion most violently, such as Theodore Roosei^elt, were for

neutrality in the summer and autumn of 1914. Among those

of German and Irish ancestry there was much sympathy

for the Central Powers, but die violation of Belgian neutral-®

ity, the sufferings of that unfortunate nation, and the fact

that Germany had been the first to declare war made a deep t
and lasting impression. The sentimental attachment for

France, which dated from the American Revolution,

strongly influenced opinion. During the early days of the

war. President Wilson himself contemplated Germany pol-

icy with aversion. “He felt deeply the destruction of

LouvaiUj” wrote his confidant. Colonel House, on August 30,

1914. “He goes even further than I in his condemnation

of Germany’s part in this war ... he was particularly scorn-

ful of Germany’s disregard of treaty obligations, jfcd was

indignant at the German Chancellor’s designation uf the

Belgian Treaty as being ‘only a scrap of paper.’
”

“Waging neutrality’’ proved difficult. Neutrals and bellig-

erents have never seen eye to eye regarding the rules of

naval w^arfare, but the inevitable controversies were compli-

cated by the unusual violence of the war passions, which

dominated statesmen as well as Ae general public in bellig-

erent countries. Men who thought tihir cause the cause of

right and justice refused to Mieve fcat any right-thinking
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neutral would object to actions which facilitated victory;

indeed, the slightest sign of friendly spirit shown the enemy

by a neutral, even a refusal to talce sides, was construed as

partiality for the enemy.

England, as die mistress of the seas, was the first seri-

ously to infringe naval law. The fact that the German fleet

dominated the Baltic prevented an effective blockade of the

German coasts, and a blockade to be legal must be effective.

England never proclaimed a blockade, but she sought to

accomplish the same purpose by extending the contraband

list. The rules for neutral commerce laid down in the British

orders in council of November, 1914, already extended the

list by including foodstuffs. Tliis and other departures from

earlier practice were justified on the ground that sea law

was antiquated and did not take cognizance of modern con-

ditions of warfare. Protests from shippers poured into

Washington. Washington protested to London, objecting

particularly to the British rules of search.

The British received the American protests with indigna-

tion. “What is felt here,” explained Grey, “is that while

Germany deliberately planned a war of pure aggression, has

occupied and devastated large districts in Russia, Belgium,

and France, inflicting great misery and wrong on innocent

populations, the only act on record of the United States is

a protest singling out Great Britain as the only Power whose
conduct is worthy of reproach,” The British felt fully justi-

fied, therefore, in refusing to heed the American protests.

That American opinion saw no reason for taking part in

European quarrels and that American protests against any

acts which Germany had so far committed could scarcely

have been reconciled with neutrality made no impression on

the Allies. The Allies refused to admit that neutrality was
justified when civilization was threatened, as they main-

tained it was by Germany. During the early days of 191S,
a repetition of the quarrels of a century before seemed
impending between Englafid and the United States. Amer-
ican resentment was C-nly beginning to take form, however.
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when it was swept aside by stronger feelings against

Germany.

Germany also accused the Americans of unfairness. Ger-

man soldiers were being killed by munitions provided by
American firms. The United States was aiding those who
sought to subjugate Germany. The anger was unjustified

:

an embargo on the export of munitions would have been

unneutral. Germans refused to listen. “I do not think,"

wrote the American ambassador from Berlin, “that the

people in America realize how excited the Germans have be-

come on the question of selling munitions of war by Ameri-

cans to the Allies. A veritable campaign of hate has been

commenced against America and Americans ... it would

not surprise me to see this maddened nation-in-arms go to

lengths however extreme.”

To what length Germany would go was shown in Feb-

ruary, 1915, when Germany announced that submarine

warfare would be begun against enemy merchantmen. The
American government became alarmed. The submarine, a,

new and relatively untried weapon, was not equipped to

search vessels captured, and to make provision for the safety 1

of passengers and crew, as international law required. A
sharp warning was sent from Washington: Germany would

be “held to strict accountability” if American lives r^'ere

lost. The German reply was evasive. A period of uneasy

waiting followed. On May 7, the Lusitania was sunk. Over

1,000 lives were lost, including over 100 Americans killed.

It is possible that President Wilson could have brought a

united nation into the war had he chosen to act immedi-^

ately. The indignation was practically universal. When,

instead of calling for war, Wilson sought to obtain peaceful

redress, feeling rapidly subsided west of the Appalachians.

In the northeastern part of the country opinion remained

permanently embittered against Germany, but in the Middle

and Far West most people were glad war had been avoided,

the people had left Europe to escape poverty or oppression,

In the West, Europe seemed far awV ! a large portion of
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and the war was interpreted as a terrible judgment on
Europe’s sins. After all, why should 100 millions of people

plunge into this catastrophe, sacrifice the blessings of peace,

because 100 had been killed when they ventured into the

scene of combat?

Despite the decline of feeling from the fighting pitch,

American opinion remained in a state of chronic irritation

during 1915. The German government, itself hard pressed

by popular feeling, was slow to acknowledge responsibility;

new sinkings produced new outbursts of passion ; even after

the Germans, in September, agreed to restrict the subma-

rine activities, there were “accidents.” Numerous plots to

obstruct the manufacture of munitions were discovered. The
Austrian ambassador was sent home for encouraging these

activities. Slowly, imperceptibly, the desire for peace was
undermined, and hatred of Germany spread. Allied propa-

gandists assiduously encouraged anti-German sentiment.

When the Germans first used liquid fire and poisonous gas

on the western front in igig, the horrors of these weapons

were dramatically set forth, even while the Allies were
endeavoring to copy and improve the German inventions.

The execution of Edith Cavell by the Germans at Brussels

was made much of, although the Allies had executed nurses

undef similar circumstances. Nevertheless, the Americans
refused to fight. To the hard-pressed Allies, who confidently

expected American aid after the sinking of the

the disappointment was keen. Contempt for the United States

grew alarmingly. “British opinion and the British govern-

ment have absolutely lost their respect for us,” wrote Page
in September, 1915. The Americans bad, to be sure, become
more tolerant of Allied infractions of sea law. During 1915
the British whittled away neutral rights bit by bit. The
Germans in their turn became excited and contrasted Amer-
ican acquiescence in Allied lawlessness with the harsh tone

of notes to Berlin. The Germans refused to see that it was
natural for the American^ to resent loss of life more than
loss of property. By tls end of 1915 American opinion was
tn a state of intense ixasperation. The President was as-
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sailed by conflicting counsels Some, a minority, wished to

lay an embaigo on the export of arms until England aban-

doned her unjust practices Others, a minority, called for

immediate war with Germany. For the most part, the

President was merely called on to do “something”
; what the

confused American people really wanted no man could have

fathomed.

While he was being abused for inaction, the President

was acting in seciet At the end of 1915, Colonel House
left for Europe armed with a pioposal for peace: Wilson

would, if the Allies consented, offer to mediate, and would

support terms which would give the Allies substantial vic-

tory. Germany would be called on to rcstoie the areas she

had devastated, give Alsace-Lorraine to France, and consent

to the establishment of an independent Poland. Russia was

to receive Constantinople. The Italian-speaking distiicts of

Austria were to go to Italy. Germany would receive com-

pensation outside Europe. All the nations were to join a

league which would prevent aggressive war. If Germany
refused to make peace on these terms, Wilson would “prob-

ably” bring the United States into the war on the side of

the Allies.

Despite the catastrophic defeats of 1915, the Allies re-

fused to accept House’s proposal. Why, it is impossible to

say One reason was undoubtedly fear lest, if the fighting

were interrupted and the negotiations proved unsuccessful,

the war-weary peoples would refuse to take up arms again.

With the Germans in Belgium, France, Russia, and the

Balkans, sucli a risk could not be run, especially since Wilson

only said the United States would “probably” fight This

objection did not have a great deal of weight, because

Wilson did not propose that hostilities cease before nego-

tiations began Another reason for the Allies’ refusal was

the fact that the strain of war was becoming so great that

the tension could only be endured if everything except the

thought of fighting was excluded from the mind More and

more, opinion was turning away fro n men like Grey, who
retained some concern for the relatye gains and losses of
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continued fighting, toward men whose only thought was to

deal the enemy a “knock-out” blow, men like Lloyd George.

“Great Britain will not come out of the war any the

worse,” Lloyd George assured House. Rather, he thought

that habits of increased work “would add more than a

billion dollars to England’s wealth, and that untold millions

would be saved because of the simple lives people will live

from now.’yPinally, Wilson’s terms embodied only a part, a

small part, of Allied objectives. Russia wanted Poland not

independent but Russian, and Russia wanted hegemony in

the Near East. The Treaty of London promised Italy more
than Wilson offered. France wanted not only Alsace-

Lorraine but domination over the left bank of the Rhine,

and supremac}' in Western Continental Europe. England

wanted uncontested maritime supremacy. Wilson wished to

make surrender easier for Germany by giving her colonies.

The Allies not only intended to keep Germany’s colonies
; in

the spring of 1916, France, England, and Russia arranged

for the almost complete partition of Turkey among them-

selves by the so-called Sykes-Picot agreements. Wilson had

offered the Allies what they said they were fighting for.

After the House mission, he realized that the war was,

beneath the decorous covering of idealism, turning into a

struggle for political power and imperial possessions.

In Berlin House found a great desire for peace, but not

on terms which had any chance of acceptance. Bcthmann
could offer no more than the evacuation of Allied territories

occupied by Germany in return for an indemnity. Defeated,

House went back to America.

4. 1916-1917: THE united states JOINS THE ALLIES

In 1915 the Allies had tried to break the enemy lines by

direct attack in the west and at the Dardanelles. Both move-

ments failed. The ease of defense and the difficulty of

successful offensive action under modern conditions of war-

fare had been demonstrated. In 1916 the Allies fell back

on the policy of attri ion, the slow wearing-down of Ger-

man strength by the bk>ckade and by limited military action.
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The blockade was strengthened by placing every product of

importance on the contraband list. To prevent Kuropean

neutrals from evading the blockade by buying American

goods for their own use and exporting native products to

Germany, these countries were placed on a ration, allowed

to buy only limited quantities from abroad. Thus every

possible leak was stopped. These tactics were eminently

successful. In 1915 the German people were already begin-

ning to feel the pinch of the blockade; in 1916 the shortage

of foodstuffs and raw materials became painfully acute.

The policy of attrition worked less well on the field of

battle, because the Germans themselves began a most spec-

tacular campaign of attrition. Instead of a general offensive,

the Germans chose one fort—^Verdun. As a fort, Verdun

was of little importance. As a symbol, it was all-important.

A thousand years of history clustered around the name
Verdun. If die fort fell, French morale would be badly

shaken. The Germans knew France would make any sacri-

fice to hold so important a position. To wear down the

French by forcing them to lose countless thousands defend-

ing Verdun and then take the fort and thereby break French

self-confidence were the German objectives. The attack

began in February. The ceaseless pounding went on into

August. As the Germans expected, the French held on

tenaciously despite terrible losses. But the fort did not fall.

To relieve the pressure on Verdun the British began an

attack on the Somme. In the east Russia launched an of-

fensive. Rumania, too, was drawn in: the hard-pressed

Allies accepted her terms. The Germans parried these

thrusts, losing a few miles in the west, but conquering

Rumania with ease. On the surface the campaign resulted

in a draw, but the Germans had not taken Verdun. German,

not French, morale was shaken. French resolution was

stiffened.

Belhraann was in desperate straits. His hungry and dis-

couraged countrymen clamored* for] renewed submarine

warfare in retaliation for British A'iclations of the law of
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the "war but would rather add the United States "to the

already overwhelming enemy forces. In March he yielded

momentarily, but he drew back when a stiff protest came
from America. Then he concentrated on the task of securing

an early peace. All through the spring and summer he

pressed Wilson to propose negotiations. In October,

William II publicly urged peace to save Europe from ruin.

The Allies did not respond. Finally, on December 12, Beth-

mann sent notes to the Allied governments. The Central

Powers, he said, invited a discussion of peace. “They do

not seek to crush or annihilate their adversaries . , . They
feel sure that the propositions which they would bring

forward . . ., would serve as a basis for the restoration of a

lasting peace.”

The Allied governments vigorously repelled the German
suggestion. Blind to the exhaustion of France by the Verdun
defense, blind to the military paralysis and approaching

dissolution of Russia, blind to everything except hatred of

Germany, the Allies held firm in their determination to

crush "the arrogant spirit of the Prussian military caste.”

Lloyd George had just become Prime Minister, He and

Briand, the French premier, were resolved to deal Germany
the “knock-out blow.”

After the Allied position had been made clear, but before

a definite reply had been made to Germany, PresidentWilson

intervened. Throughout igi6 he had hesitated. The Allies

had refused the offer he made early in the year, and Page

warned him that American "peace talk” caused resentment

in England. Nevertheless, Wilson felt increasingly that he

must brave Allied displeasure. He and a large section of

American opinion were losing the feeling that an Allied

victory was imperative. In part this shift was a reaction

against the moral claims of Ae Allies, a reaction facilitated

by the taunts of cowardice and vile commercialism leveled

at the United States by the Allies. The British said plainly

that only a depraved' natron would permit Wilson to say

that the United Statei was not concerned with the "causes
arid of the war. These insults caused resentment
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Nothing could shake the devotion of social leaders in tlie

East to the Allied cause, devotion which had somehow
become identified with good form. The American press made
only scanty mention of the anti-American cartoons and
writings which appeared daily in England and France.

Nevertheless, enough was known to affect the views of men
and women of moderate means who had formerly been in

strong sympathy with the Allies. The shift was most pro-

nounced among men who knew something of the Allies’

material aims. Colonel House had been pro-Ally from the

first, but in 1916, when Page alleged that Americans did

not understand "the high purposes of the British in this

war,” House retorted; “We resented some of the cant and

hypocrisy indulged in by the British; for instance, as to

Belgium.” Wilson reacted even more violently against Page’s

complaints of American blindness to the real causes of the

war. “He spoke of England’s having the world and of

Germany wanting it,” Page wrote bitterly.

Now that the depredations of German submarines had

fallen off, the latent antagonism to England revived in the

United States. British officials were peculiarly stupid in

their treatment of Ireland after the Easter rebellion in 1916.

The rebellion had been condemned, even by influential Irish-

Americans, but the Draconian justice meted out by England

sickened many who had no Irish blood. Feeling on the Irish

question merged with and intensified resentment against the

new blockade regulations. The “black list" of July, 1916,

ordering British subjects not to trade with certain firms,

including eighty American firms, suspected of trading with

the enemy, was especially resented. Congress enthusiastically

authorized the President to take retaliatory measures against

infractions of neutral rights and voted a naval construction

program of unparalleled size

Wilson had no desire to run afoul of either England or

Germany. In November, 1916, he was reelected. The

Democrats had adopted as their slpgaiv “He kept us out of

war.” Wilson inteipreted his victory as k mandate for jieace,

but he knew America was bound to be embroiled if hostilities

1
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continued in Europe. Word came from Germany that

Bethmann could not hold out much longer against tlie de-

mand of the army chiefs and public opinion for unrestricted

submarine warfare. If Bethmann yielded, America would

have to fight. Wilson decided to act. On December 18, he

asked the belligerents for a statement of their war aims, and

pointed out that the statements of the rivals were virtually

the same. “He confidently hopes,” the note concluded, “for

a response which will bring a new light into the affairs of

the world.”

The response was not encouraging. The Germans, while

reiterating their desire for peace, said that direct negotia-

tions between the belligerents seemed the best mode of

procedure. The Allies responded on January 10, 1917.

Stripped of idealistic phraseology, the note demanded the

partition of Austria and Turkey, the unification of Poland

under Russian control, Alsace-Lorraine for France, and an

indemnity. Wilson refused to be discouraged. He pressed

the Germans for an e.xplicit statement. The Germans held

back, saying that their demands were so modest in com-

parison witli the Allied program that a public announcement

would sound like a confession of defeat. Secretly, they said

they were willing to accept what amounted to a restoration

of the pre-war situation.

To force the issue, Wilson resolved on an appeal to public

opinion. On January 22, he set forth his views of what

would bring lasting peace. “It must be a peace without

victory,” he declared. "Victory would mean peace forced

upon the loser, a victor’s peace imposed upon the van-

quished, It would be accepted in humiliation, under duress,

at an intolerable sacrifice, and would leave a sting, a resent-

ment, a bitter memory, upon which terms of peace would

rest, not permanently, but only as upon quicksand. Only a

peace between equals can last.” In veiled guise, the whole

speech was an attack on the Allied claim that civilization

could be preserved only if the Allies won a complete victory.

The appeal to publiq opinion was a failure. The speech was
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received with angry abuse by Allied opinion. As for the

Germans, they had lost hope of peace when the Allies re-

fused to negotiate and had resolved on a desperate bid for

victory.

When the failure of the attack on Verdun had become

evident, Hindenburg was made commander-in-chief of the

German forces, with Ludendorff as chief of staff. Hinden-

burg was almost worshiped by the German people, but as

commander he was something of a figurehead. Ludendorff

was the real master. He possessed much military ability but

even more self-confidence. His domineering will was not

content with rule over Hindenburg; he soon set out to

dominate the whole German government. During the fall of

igi6 he steadily demanded a resumption of the sul)marine

campaign. Bethmann secured a delay until the prospects of

peace were explored. Wlien the Allies rejected Bethmann's

request for negotiations, Ludendorff returned to the charge.

On January 8 and 9, a conference was held at Pless. The

civil government opposed Ludendorff’s demand; the United

States would surely declare war. The army and navy chiefs

swept this consideration aside. The United States had no

army and only a small fleet. Before a force could be trained,

the war would be over. The Admiralty promised to force

England to bid for peace within five months. On the other

hand, without the submarines, Hindenburg doubled if the

western front could be held in 1917. "Things cannot be

wmrse than they are now,” he said. “The war must be

brought to an end by all means as soon as possible.” Ap-

palled by the misery caused by the blockade, Hindenburg

and Ludendorff underestimated the endurance of the Ger-

man people and forgot that the Allies, beneath tlieir boasting

confidence, might also be weakening ; forgot also the results,

psychological as well as military, of adding a new and

powerful enemy to the lists These considerations the civil

government should have had in mind, and it should have

imposed them on the military, buVhe Kaiser and Bethmann,

weak men both, could not stand up tc) Ludendorff’s imperi-
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ous will. Unrestricted submarine warfare was decided upon,

to begin February i. The decision made German defeat

certain.

On January 31, 1917, Wilson was told of the German
decision. On February 3 the United Stales severed relations

with Germany. Wilson still hoped the Germans would revoke

their decision He still could not reconcile himself to war.

War, he said, "would mean that Ave should lose our heads

along with the rest and stop weighing right and wrong . . .

Once lead this people into war and they’ll forget there ever

was such a thing as tolerance." Slowly the peace spirit died

in Wilson and the nation. The discovery of German efforts

to induce Mexico and Japan to attack the United States

brought almost unanimous desire for war. On April 2,

Wilson asked Congress to declare war. “Our object,” he

said, “is to vindicate the principles of peace and justice in

the life of the world as against selfish autocratic power, and

to set up amongst really free and self-governed peoples of

the world such a concert of purpose and action as will

henceforth ensure the observance of these principles . . . We
have no quarrel with the German people. We have no feel-

ing toward tliem but one of sympathy and friendship. It

was not upon their impulse that their government acted in

entering this war."

Thus the President spoke, and tlius he and most Ameri-

cans felt; but the Americans, like the Entente peoples and

the Germans, could not hold to their ideals. Americans said

they fought autocracy to bring about an era when the law

of nations would be obeyed. In its official declarations, the

American government continued to insist it was fighting the

German government, not the German people. Nevertheless

the American people soon saw all Germans through a mist

of hate, saw all Germans as foes of the good and as lovers

of evil. So it was also with law. The United States was

fighting to uphold the rule of law, yet the Americans swept

aside the restraints ^f international law as ruthlessly as

ever the British or tl s Germans had done. “It took Great

Britain three years to reach a point where it was prepared
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to violate all the laws of blockade,” said a State Depart-
ment official to the British Foreign Secretary, Balfour, “You
will find that it will take us only two months to become as

great criminals as you are!” After April, 1917, neutrals

were forced to tolerate abuse of neutral rights such as had
rarely been inflicted before.

To one of their promises the Americans did hold true. On
April 2, Wilson said; “We desire no conquest, no dominion.

We seek no indemnities for ourselves, no material com-
pensation.” The United States alone among the great powers
failed to find in the war a stimulus to the appetite for terri-

torial expansion.

5. THE DEFEAT OF THE CENTRAL POWERS, I917-I918

Like drowning men, alternately buoyed up by wild hope

and overwhelmed by black despair, the peoples of Europe

struggled through the last two years of the Avar, The years

may be roughly divided into thi-ee parts. Through the win-

ter, spring, and early summer of 1917 Allied hopes were

high, while the fortunes of tlie Central Powers sank. Then
the rivals shifted positions. German resistance stiffened;

“defeatism” reigned in Allied countries. In the summer of

1918 there was a sharp crisis, followed by the swift collapse

of Germany and the triumph of the Allies. In a sense, the

war became in 1917 a government war. The people of every

country were exhausted, worn to the verge of collapse.

Moreover, thoughtful men outside immediate circles of gov-

ernment looked above the battle and saw that Europe was

approaching ruin. Any peace would be better than continued

carnage. Those who controlled policy were not blind to the

fact that the war was exhausting both sides. Few would

echo the nonchalant hope of rejuvenated national life Lloyd

George had expressed in 1915. Still, though all contestants

would be exhausted, the victorious governments might hope

to live; defeat meant revolution. In democratic as well as

autocratic countries governments st^ggled for survival.

Governments fought not only the foe"but their own people.

Engines of propaganda, suppression^of military news and
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of peace proposals, and actual force were used in this

struggle. From the beginning, governments had resorted to

subterfuge and lies to hold popular opinion firm. In the first

years of the war this task had not been difficult. In 1917
and 1918 the home front was as difficult to hold as the

military front.

By the autumn of 1916 the courage of the Central Powers

was shaken. During the early months of 1917 hopes of

victory disappeared. The Austrian and German governments

would have been glad to make concessions to secure peace.

If defeat was certain, there was more chance of the people

accepting it without revolutionary protests now than there

would be later. Austria was the first to decide tliat conces-

sions were necessary. The Emperor Karl, who succeeded

Francis Joseph in November, 1916, was resolved on peace

from his accession. Through Prince Sixte of Bourbon he

established contact with the Allies in Januar)', 1917, and

announced his willingness to urge Germany to make peace.

If Germany refused to surrender Alsace-Lorraine, he would

make a separate peace. He would give a territorial outlet on

the Adriatic to Serbia, and allow the Serbians to take north-

ern Albania ; Russia could have Constantinople
; the Trentino

would go to Italy, if Italy would veil the Austrian capitu-

lation by giving an African colony in exchange. Germany
protested and refused to follow Karl’s lead ; nevertheless, he

persisted. Austria could not fight through another winter

without revolution. France and England welcomed the pos-

sibility of eliminating Austria: Bidgaria and Turkey, cut

off from Germany, would almost certainly surrender. Italy

held back, insisting that a “white” peace which failed to

bring all the territory Italy bad been promised by the Treaty

of London would mean certain revolution. Reluctantly the

French and British closed the discussion in May. Austria

was forced to fight on. To accept the Italian terms would
provoke Austrian opinion to the revolution which Karl had
hoped to avert by pe^ce. ''

Tlie German govei'nment refused to join Austria in of-

fering concessions to^ the Allies, because the decision to
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declare unrestricted submarine warfare brought renewed

hopes of victory and raised the flagging spirits of the Ger-

man people. Winter passed into spring, and spring into

summer. The promised surrender of England did not come.

Instead, the United States had joined the enemy. Clouds of

dejection lowered once more over Germany. Disappointment

was the keener because the Admiralty had so confidently

promised victory. In July, 1917, the leader of the Center

party, Erzberger, obtained a copy of a despairing memo-
randum which Emperor Karl had sent to the Kaiser, setting

forth the plight of Austria. Erzberger had been a fiery

advocate of annexations, but tlie memorandum convinced

him that victory could not be achieved. He read the memo-
randum and stated his fears to the other directors of his

party, who agreed with his conclusion. News of the disais-

sion spread. Ever)rwhere the desire for peace, long sup-

pressed by hope of victory, took possession of men’s

minds. On July 19, the Reichstag, by an overwhelming

majority, approved a resolution calling for a peace of recon-

ciliation, wiA no annexations and no indemnities. Secretly,

Bethmann went even further than the Reichstag. The Pope

was planning a peace appeal. The papal nuncio sounded out

Bethmann, who eagerly espoused the idea. To secure peace

he would even sacrifice part of Alsace-Lorraine

Ludendorff, when he heard that the peace movement was

advancing unchecked, demanded Bethmann’s removal, Peace

talk, said the military commanders, destroyed willingness to

fight, broke the fighting spirit. That there was something

in this contention was demonstrated shortly afterward by a

naval mutiny which took place at Wilhelmshaven. Further,

said Ludendorff, the German people might now call for

peace without victory, but once fliis peace was achieved

theie would be a reaction, a feeling that the government

shoitld have secured victory. Then there would be revolu-

tion. Therefore, the peace agitation must be suppressed and

the will to achieve victory revised c^nong the people. To

achieve these purposes, tlie “defeatist" Betlimann must be

removed. The Kaiser, resenting interference by the generals
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in civil affairs, refused. Hindenburg and Ludendorff threat-

ened to resign. The Kaiser promptly capitulated The new
Chancellor, Michaelis, did not dare defy the Reichstag

openly. He proclaimed himself in agreement with the July

resolution
—

“as I understand it.” Thereafter he and the

nulitary leaders worked to revive the hope and desire for

victory. The collapse of Russia and the consequent oppor-

tunity for expansion to the east provided the needed

stimulus.

Dejection was spreading in Allied countries also in the

summer of 1917. While exulting over Verdun and over the

German desire for peace, the Allies forgot their own weak-

ness. In February, 1917, France and Russia confidently

arranged a partition of German)^ Russia was given a free

hand to do as she wished in tlie east. France was not merely

to take Alsace-Lorraine, she was also to secure control over

the rich Saar basin. The remaining German territory on the

left bank of tlie Rhine was to be made into an independent

state. In February, the Tsar was dreaming of conquest
;
in

March, he was swept from his tiirone by the long-impending

revolution. Even the Russian revolution did not alarm the

French or the English; now that the Russians were free,

they would fight better.

In the west, also, confidence ignored grave weaknesses.

When Lloyd George was refusing to stop before giving the

knock-out blow, British credit was almost exhausted. The
purchase of munitions in the United States was financed by

bonds, and Americans were becoming skeptical of Allied

bonds. The entrance of the United States into the war saved

the day, but by a narrow margin. No sooner was this danger

averted than a new one appeared—starvation. In April,

1917, the U-boat campaign reached its height. Almost

900,000 tons of Allied shipping were lost. After April the

sinkings fell off, but from April to June a total of almost

two and a quarter millions of tons were sunk. How close

the submarines camsi to *achieving their end the English

people were not told 'and did not suspect. Nevertheless, the

aatte food shortage partially revealed the danger. For a
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few months the English people got some faint idea of the

misery which the blockade was causing in Germany.
France also received a rude shock. After Verdun, General

Nivelle massed his forces for a decisive blow. When his

preparations were nearing completion, the Germans sud-

denly retired to a new, shorter, and almost impregnable

line of trenches, the Hindenburg line. As they retired the

Germans systematically devastated the area evacuated, and
Nivelle was forced to begin his preparations anew in what
was practically a desert. In April Nivelle struck. The Ger-

mans had divined his plan and repulsed the drive with

tremendous losses. Confident of victory, the French found
failure intolerable. The French army was demoralized

; there

were numerous mutinies. During the remainder of 1917 the

French were incapable of action, and the British had to hold

the front almost unaided.

War weariness threatened to paralyze Allied effort.

Against the succession of disasters the governments could

point to but one success, and that none too glorious. King
Constantine was driven from his throne by Allied bayonets,

and Venizelos placed in pow'er. Greece could now ser\’e as

a base for operations in the Balkans. In the Near East, too,

there were small victories, but these made little impression

on public opinion in Allied countries. One event alone could

have revived hope of victory: news that American soldiers

were in the battle-front. Pershing and the American gov-

ernment refused, however, to allow the brigading of Amer-

icans with Allied troops. A separate American army was

slowly being formed, but at the end of 1917 the Allies were

beginning to despair of help from the United States. The

Americans were not yet in the war, and Russia was going

out. All the efforts of the revolutionary government to

rouse the tired masses to a “war of liberation” failed.

The demand for a revision of war aims as an essential

prerequisite to peace became aarte in France and England.

In Paris, Caillaux was editing a jfefqalist newspaper whose

message was rather advertised than sflenced by many blank

columns, eloquent of the censor's pencil. On November 28,
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1917, the Daily Telegraph printed a letter from Lord Lans-

downe, the author of the Entente Cordiale. “We are not

going to lose this war,” wrote Lansdowne, “but its pro-

longation will spell ruin for the civilized world.” To secure

peace, he argued, some abatement of the Allied demands

was necessary; more moderate terms must be offered in

order to encourage the peace party in Germany. The official

voice of Russia was added to the voice of individuals in

the west. On October 20 Russia appealed to her allies, asking

that they accept the principle of no annexations and no
indemnities. The appeal was unanswered. In November the

Bolsheviks seized power and immediately repeated the ap-

peal. Again, no answer. In December, Russia signed an

armistice with Germany.

Throughout 1917 the Allied governments resisted the

defeatist agitation. Representatives of French and British

labor-unions were prohibited from attending a labor con-

ference held at Stockholm to discuss peace. When, in

August, the Pope publicly appealed for peace and suggested

terms which amounted to a return to the status before the

war, Wilson replied for the Allies: “We cannot take the

word of the present rulers of Germany as a guarantee of

anything that is to endure.” This reply satisfied the French

and British governments but not the people. Few intelligent

Europeans, whether in public or private life, believed either

that an imperial government must be untrustworthy, or that

a democracy could not break faith. The clamor for a re-

statement of war aims continued.

In January, 1918, Lloyd George yielded, after a practical

ultimatum from the trade-unions. In his new statement the

fiery indignation of a year before was gone. He still main-

tained that Germany deliberately started the war and that

Britain had been taken by surprise, and therefore had been

“quite unprepared.”- But Britain was willing to forgive that

crime. "Germany has occupied a great position in the world.

It is not our wish or dnteption to question or destroy that

position for the future.” Lloyd George’s territorial demands
were also moderated by a year of disappointment. There
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must be a “reconsideration,” whatever that word meant, of

the Alsace-Lorraine question. Austria was no longer to be

partitioned; now, the subject nationalities were merely to

get self-government. Italy was to get only the lands inhab-

ited by those of her own “race and tongue,” Turkey was to

retain her possessions in Europe, including Constantinople,

and most of the Near East, but the subject nationalities in

the Near East were to get their freedom.

Lloyd George’s speech did not mean much. It was studi-

ously vague, and it was delivered only on the insistence of

the trade-unions. His nimble mind accepted ideas easily and

as easily abandoned them. Different times would bring dif-

ferent words. Across the Channel there was a leader who
Uisdained to placate opinion even by soft words. Clemcnceau

became French premier at the end of 1917. Blind patriotism

and firm determination to win dominated this old foe of

Germany. He set out to eliminate defeatism and to recreate

confidence in victory. And after victory, he promised

revenge.

It was to President Wilson, rather than to Lloyd George

or Clemcnceau, that moderate opinion in France and Eng-
land turned for encouragement. On January 8, 1918, the

President set forth what he called “the only possible" prO'

gram for a lasting peace

:

1. Open covenants qpenly arrived at; in the future, no
secret treaties.

2. Absolute freedom of navigation upon the seas, except

when the seas were closed by international action to enforce

international agreements.

3. The removal, as far as possible, of all economic
barriers.

4. Adequate guarantees given and taken that national

armaments will be reduced to the lowest point consistent with
public safety,

5. An impartial adjustment of all colonial claims, with
the interests of the subject populations receiving equal weight
with the government seeking title,

6. Evacuation of Russian territory
;
o.jportunity for Russia

to determine her own political development.

7. Belgium to be evacuated and restored
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8. Evacuation and restoration of French territory; the

wrong done in 1871 in the matter of Alsace-Lorraine should

be righted.

9. Readjustment of Italian frontiers along clearly recog-

nizable lines of nationality.

10. Autonomous development for the peoples of Austria-

Hungary.
11. Evacuation and restoration of Serbian, Montenegran,

and Rumanian territory; Serbia accorded free access to the

seas; the relations of the Balkan states to one another de-

termined along historically established lines of allegiance and
nationality.

12. A secure sovereignty for the Turkish portions of

Turkey; autonomous development for the other nationalities

now under Turkish rule; the Straits permanently open to

trade.

13. An independent Polish state should be created which
should include the territories inhabited by indisputably Polish

populations, and which should be assured a free and secure

access to the sea.

14. A general association of nations must be formed under
specific covenants for the purpose of affording mutual guar-

antees of political independence and territorial integrity to

great and small states alike.

There was much that was vague in the Fourteen Points

speech, much, too, that ran directly counter to the secret

treaties. Nevetheless, this speech and other pronouncements

of the President revived the flagging idealism of the Allied

cause and rallied the weary peoples to new efforts. Seeing

the stimulating effect of Wilson’s words, the Allied govern-

ments vaguely endorsed his interpretations of the purposes

for which they were fighting.

In Central Europe, too, Wilson’s speech had profound

effect; rather it had two conflicting effects. Unperceived,

Wilson’s words drew the screws of fighting courage. The

visions of a new world order, when peace and good-will

would reign, an order attainable if Germany made only

slight territorial concessions, and if Germany revised the

form of governmenf. which lack of success was already de-

priving of glamour—this vision of peace unconsciously stole

into German minds and weakened the deterrnination to hold
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out at all cost. The conscious effect was very diftcrent.

Through the autumn of 1917 the German government

fought to raise the faltering national spirit. The refusal of

the Allies to heed the Pope’s plea and France’s constantly

reiterated demand for Alsace-Lorraine offered the oppor-

tunity for an appeal to the deep-seated dread of return to

the divided impotence of pre-Bismarckian Germany. “The
ciuarrel for which Europe is gradually being transformed

into a rubbish heap is the future of Alsace-Lorraine,’’ de-

clared the Foreign Secretary in October. “What we are

fighting for—and shall fight till the last drop of blood—is

no fantastic conciuests; it is the integrity of the German
Empire.’’ Germans were fighting to preserve their country;

their foes were fighting for conquests. Because their pur-

pose was to live, the Germans would hold firm
; becau.se the

enemy’s purpose was conquest, the foe would weaken. The
development of defeatism in Allied countries aided the

German government’s campaign. The moderation of the

Allied terms of January, igi8, was exultantly contrasted

with the demands of a year before. The Allied demand for

conquest was weakening; hold firm, and the unity of Ger-

many will soon be assured.

Self-preservation was not enough, the government

thought. The Germans must have hopes of conquest to carry

them through until peace was attained ; the government must

be able to point to definite gains if it was to survive the

reaction after war. The collapse of Russia opened the way
to at least a foretaste of victory. In December the Bol-

shevists agreed to an armistice and asked for a peace based

on the principle of no annexations or indemnities. The
Germans agreed to accept these terms if the Allies would

also agree. When the Bolshevik appeal to the Allies went

unanswered, the Germans still held in theory to the proposed

basis. But, said the German delegates, Poland, Lithuania,

and the Baltic provinces desire their freedom, under German

protection. Trotzky protested: the Gen-mans were pursuing

old imperialistic aims under the guise of self-determination.

When the Germans refused to vield. tlie Bolsheviks simply
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declared the war was over, withoiit a treaty. The advance

of a German army into Russia brought the Boisheviks to

terms. At Brest-Litovsk in March they accepted the German
demands. At the same time, Rumania capitulated. By the

Treaty of Bucharest, Austria received small strategic fron-

tier rectifications, while Bulgaria took the Dobruja. Ru-

mania was allowed to compensate herself by taking Bessa-

rabia from Russia.

The Germans were dazzled by the prospects Brest-Litovsk

and Bucharest offered : a chain of dependent states, barriers

against the Russian advance, fields for commercial expan-

sion. To hold these prizes, victory must be won in the west.

The iron will of Ludendorff had rallied the Germans once

more, first to defense, then to win victory. He knew that

victory tnust come soon. Germany’s allies were almost

paralyzed. In Germany, hunger would soon destroy the

revived war spirit. From across the Atlantic, thousands of

fresh American troops had come, and hundreds of thou-

sands were preparing to come. Ludendorff was persuaded

by all these dangerous elements to risk everything on a final

effort to break through. In October, 1917, he made his first

move. Like an avalanche, Austrian and German troops fell

on the Italian lines. There was a confused retreat. Tre-

mendous quantities of stores, a quarter of a million troops,

a rich province—all these the Germans got It was a glorious

victory, but Ludendorff had not broken through. Celebrated

as a victory, the advance to the Piave was a failure. Italy

remmned in the war.

In March, 1918, came the great effort. First, the British

were assaulted at St. Quentin, and fell back almost to

Amiens. Two weeks later the left wing of the British line

was forced back. At the end of May, the whole French line

was attacked. For a month and a half the French retreated,

back to the gates of Rheims. Everywhere the Allied lines

bent; nowhere, or only momentarily, did they break Like

some caged animal seeking freedom, the German forces

hurled themselves, now against one part of the encircling

barrier, now against anotlier. The barrier always yielded.
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and always remained unljroken, barring the road to freedom.

On July 15, Ludendorff once more hurled his exhausted

forces against Rheims. For the first time the Allies held.

Encouraged, Foch began a counter-attack with his fresh

reserves, including, for the first time, large American

forces. The Germans began to fall back, slowly at first, then

more and more rapidly. On August 8, “the black day of the

German army,” the first break appeared in the Germaai lines.

The retreat became a rout: on August 13, Ludendorff told

the Kaiser the war was lost. In the Balkans and in far-off

Asia Minor other Allied drives began. At the end of Sep-

tember exhausted Bulgaria surrendered. When he heard the

news, Ludendorff lost his nerve and called for immediate

peace.

Ludendorff’s demand for peace became known and pro-

duced a complete revulsion of spirit among the German
people. During the summer of 1918, influenza had swept

over famished Central Europe, producing horror akin to

that inspired by the great medieval plagues; still the Ger-

mans had continued to hope. The Allies had sent airplanes,

balloons, secret agents, to scatter subversive pamphlets,

promises of an easy peace. Revolts began in Austria. By
September 15 Emperor Karl was begging the Allies for

peace. Still the German people, buoyed up by Ludendorff’s

promises, had hoped. Abruptly, Ludendorff said the war

was lost. Despair replaced hope. The "home front" crum-

bled away. Weary, disillusioned, the German people thouglit

only of peace and of Wilson’s promises of mercy.

At the beginning of October negotiations began. As a

preliminary, the Kaiser replaced the reactionary ministers

by a liberal cabinet headed by Prince Max of Baden. The
new ministry proposed to Wilson that an armistice, a truce,

be made for the purpose of drawing up a treaty of peace

based on the Fourteen Points. Two days later a similar

appeal went out from Vienna, The xeply to Austria was
swift and crushing; conditions liad changed; the subject

nationalities must have independence. To Germany, Wilson

reiterated his old contfntion: the imperial government could
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not be trusted honestly to respect its promises. Practically,

Wilson demanded a revolution. Liidendorff quickly grasped

this fact and called for a new effort. There could be no
new effort. To suggest the prolongation of war would mean
revolution. His commands defied, Liidendorff angrily re-

signed. For once, Hindenburg refused to follow his mentor

and remained loyal to the men who had fought for him.

Events moved faster. On October 28, a naval mutiny at

Kiel heralded the impending revolution in Germany. On
October 31 Turkey surrendered. On November 3 Austria

obtained an armistice by agreeing to allow the subject

nationalities to determine their own fate. Germany, torn by

dissension, stood alone. On November 5, the Allies, through

President Wilson, announced their terms : they agreed to

make peace on the basis of the Fourteen Points, with two

reservations Complete freedom of action was reserved on

the question of freedom of the seas; and Germany must

promise to make reparation “for all damage done to the

civilian populations of the Allies.” Three days later the

Allied commander made known the terms upon which an

armistice would be granted for the purpose of negotiating

the peace treaty. The terms were designed to prevent Ger-

many from renewing the struggle. In the west, German
forces must retire beyond the Rhine. In the east, the treaties

of Brest-Litovsk and Bucharest must be canceled and all

occupied territory evacuated. Large quantities of military

stores and the -whole fleet must be turned over to the Allies.

Germany was in turmoil. Revolution swept on unchecked.

On November g a socialist republic was proclaimed. The
Kaiser, after thirty years of rule, was forced to abdicate and

to find safety in ignominous flight to Holland. A few days

later Emperor Karl ended his pathetic two years of effort

to preserve the Hapsburg monarchy. The new Socialist and

democratic government of Germany accepted Foch’s terms.

On November 11, ateleAXii in the morning, the armistice

began. After fifty-one rfionths of struggle, against over-

whelming numbers from the first, against most of the world

before the end, the German people gave up. Friend and foe
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alike must pay tribute to the courage and the intelligence

which enabled this nation of sixty-five millions to fight,

almost unaided, against foes so numerous and so powerful,

against the terrible force of sea power as well. These

fifty-one months had taken a heavy toll of the world’s

strength. Over eight millions of men were killed. Many more

than that number were swept away by the plague of influ-

enza; countless millions were maimed in body and in spirit.

The structure of western civilization was shaken, how
.seriously we do not know. The men and women who greeted

the armistice in a delirium of relief, though they might be

the same individuals, were different Europeans, and Amer-

icans, from those men and women who saw war descend on

Europe in August, 1914.
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THE PEACE OF PARIS

I. THE PRE-ARMISTICE AGREEMENT

In 1871, after a decade of rapid change, the map of

Europe settled into a definite pattern. Thereafter colors

shifted from time to time in the Balkan peninsula. Aside

from this corner, and aside from a few patches—Switzer-

land, Holland, and the other small states—the map con-

sisted of large irregular splashes of color. From London,

from Paris, from Berlin, from St. Petersburg, from Rome,

from Vienna and Budapest, lines visible and invisible

radiated, binding each stretch of territory to the capital.

For a generation and a half this bold, simple pattern re-

mained fixed. Outside Europe, the pattern shifted rapidly.

The area of European domination widened until the east-

ern hemisphere seemed but an extension of the European

peninsula.

At the end of July, 1914, the map began to change con-

vulsively. In 1917 it became simplified as never before.

A diagonal band ran south and east, from the English

Channel and the Baltic, across the face of Europe down
into the Near East—the domain of the Central Powers.

Against this narrow band pressed almost all the rest of

the world, a Grand Alliance of twenty-seven states, great

and small, with the oceans of the world as a uniting high-

way. No sooner had the simplification become complete

than it began to disappear. At the end of 1917 the eastern

sustaining wall of the Grand Alliance gave way when

the Bolshevists sued for peace. Undeterred, the Alliance

pressed forward until the band of the Central Powers was

broken by defeat in November, 1918. Thereafter the map
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of eastern Europe became as if drawn on water. Within the

great land mass of Russia, stretching across Europe and

Asia, competing armies and peoples fought, some for

supremacy over the whole, some for separate existence.

The empire of the Hapsburgs was pulverized into quarrel-

ing fragments. The proud edifice reared by Bismarck was
in ruins. East of the Rhine, for thousands of miles, the

only common force was hunger, hunger resulting from the

disintegrating effect of war and revolution on tlie compli-

cated economic system, hunger resulting from the stran-

gling grip of the blockade. Outside this stark, hateful area

there remained the Grand Alliance; but now that victory

had come, the Grand Alliance threatened to break up into

antagonistic parts.

How might the map be once more securely drawn? How
might the world resume the comparatively orderly exist-

ence violently interrupted in 1914? How might the world

have assurance that there might never be another such

catastrophic struggle? Men pondered these questions after

they lost the first delirious joy of relief from war. A host

of plans, some fantastic, some claiming the verification of

experience, were offered to cure the world’s woes.

The pre-armistice agreement between the Allies and Ger-

many had already established a contractual basis for the

settlement with Germany, a peace based on “Wilsonian”

principles. Democracy, nationalism, and a world common-
wealth were the three cardinal points in Wilson’s program.

The first two were essential prerequisites to the third. Wil-
son pinned his faith to the “common man.” Autocracies

were irresponsible; the whims of an individual or a class

dominated policy; those whims might call for war. Free
peoples, unlike autocrats, would be loath to draw the

sword. The world must be made safe for democracy, Wil-
son declared; the crash of thrones in Europe seemed an
answer to his commanej. The plain people, it appeared, had
triumphed. One evil was v'anquished.

Autocracy had been an evil and a danger to peace. No

^
less evil and no less dangerous was the unwilling subjec-
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tion of one people to another. Following on democracy

there must be self-determination. Every people must be ah

lowed freely to choose its own political allegiance Nation-

alism must be carried to its logical conclusion. Specifically,

Wilson called for the return of Alsace-Lorraine to France,

for the revival of the Polish republic, and for the emanci-

pation of oppressed nationalities in Austria-Hungaiy and

Turkey. Here also the words of Wilson were heeded. On
the ruins of Austria-PIungary new states were rising

;
their

boundaries alone remained to be fixed. Cennany had agreed

to surrender Alsace-Lorraine, and had consented to the

creation of a Polish state. In Turkey also, subject races

were freeing themselves; but Wilson made a significant

reseiwation with regard to these and other non-European

peoples. There were, he said, many peoples which had not

yet reached political maturity and which must, therefore,

be guided by more advanced nations Colonies should not

be private possessions, they should be trusts held in tire

name of society as a whole; backward peoples were not

to be subjects, they were to be wards. As for the great

defeated enemy, Germany, Wilson repeatedly and definitely

said that the German people, like all others, must have free-

dom and self-determination. Previous peace treaties, like

that after the Franco-Prussian War, had sown the seeds

of future wars by ^iflicting unjust terms on the vanquished.

That mistake must not be made again. Germany must re-

store the areas devastated by her troops and must surrender

Alsace-Lorraine and territory inhabited by the Poles. That

was all. Germany was not to be discriminated against or

cut off from the family of nations.

Self-determination, Wilson believed, would establish a

new status which would satisfy, so far as was humanly

possible, the legitimate aspirations of all nations. The next

and greatest task was to devise methods of assuring every

nation that the status quo would nc+. be violently upset by

some one state or group of stales to the disadvantage of

the otliers, and that any nation which found the status qua

oppressive would be able to secure justifiable changes. The
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pre-war generation had grappled with this double problem

but had found no solution except armaments and alliances.

The war, Wilson contended, showed that the solution ag-

gravated the disease. Alliances and competitive armaments

must be swept away. Nations, all nations, must league to-

gether, and by a solemn covenant assure one another of

support against aggression and of cooperation in the task

of making any needful changes in the existing situation.

Thus assured, free peoples would not arm or band against

each other.

During 1917 and 1918 Wilson tried to secure the accept-

ance of his program by the governments with which the

United States was associated in the war. To a limited ex-

tent he was successful. His speeches won applause in every

Allied country, especially in England. More and more Wil-

son became the leader to whom the exhausted peoples of

all nations turned for the hope of a healing peace The
British government appointed a committee led by Lord

Phillimore to draft a plan for a league of nations
;
indeed,

the idea of a league had taken root in England before

America entered the war. In January, 1918, pressure from

the trade-unions forced Lloyd George to make a declara-

tion of war aims very similar to Wilson’s program,

Nevertheless, the Allied governments disliked and mis-

trusted Wilson's program. During the war they worked

out by secret treaties the main lines of a settlement based

on the right of the victors to dictate changes in the statU'S

quo, and to make provision for their own security at the

expense of the vanquished. Japan was to receive the Ger-

man possessions in the Pacific north of the equator, and

German rights in the Shantung peninsula. The British Em-
pire was to inherit Germany’s south Pacific islands. From
the end of 1914 right into the period of the peace confer-

ence, discussions went forward and agreements were made
concerning spheres of^'influence in Turkey. Most of Aus-

tria-Hungary and Albania'^ w^as parceled out. Without the

knowledge of England, the French and Russian govern-

ments promised to support each other in any demands con-
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cerning the fate of the western and eastern portions of

Germany. Having obtained all they wished, the Allies

counted for security on the weakness of the Central Powers

which would follow territorial losses, on the forcible lim-

itation of German military and naval strength, and on
continued solidarity between the Allies after the war.

Obviously tlie peace program outlined in the secret treat-

ies and understandings was incompatible with Wilson’s

program. He was aware of the discrepancy. When Ger-

many appealed to him for peace, he made a final effort to

secure acceptance of his views. The (ierman appeal con-

tained two distinct proposals: there was to be an armistice,

and peace was to be made on the ba,sis of Wilson’s

speeches, particularly the Fourteen Points speech. Wilson

has since been accused of haltitig the Allied armies before

the Germans were unquestionably beaten. That is not true.

The request for an armistice—that is, for a truce while

peace was being made—was turned over to the Allied mil-

itary commanders for decision. They debated the relative

merits of a further advance and of an immediate truce

granted on terms which would make the resumption of

hostilities by Germany practically impossible. The Ameri-

can representative was for pushing on. Foch demurred;

“On ne fait la guerre que pour les resiiltats.” The military

objective was to destroy the enemy’s ability to fight. "If

the Germans now sign an armistice under the general con-

ditions we have just determined, those results are in our

possession. This being achieved, no man has the right to

cause another drop of blood to be shed.”

Wilson let the generals decide the terms of the armistice,

but the political leaders must decide whether or not peace

was to be made on the basis of the Fourteen Points. The
question was threshed out at a conference between Colonel

House, Lloyd George, Clenienceau, and Orlando, the Ital-

ian premier.
’

Hie European Allies''wished to reject the

proposed basis: they had not studied the Fourteen Points;

they did not wish to tie their hands. Wilson threatened. If

the Allies insisted on refusing, he \voiild end tlie negotia-
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lions with Germany and say publicly why he had ended

them. The threat was alarming. If the Allied peoples found

their leaders had refused to accept what seemed fair terms,

there would almost certainly be revolts and mutinies.

House further intimated that Wilson would withdraw

from the war and make a separate peace. This would also

shock Allied opinion and, more important, thtf Allied coun-

tries would be deprived of the financial assistance which

they hoped to secure from America after the war.

The Allied leaders resented Wilson’s threats. Neverthe-

less, they agreed to accept the proposed basis for the peace,

with reservations. In all, four objections were made to the

Fourteen Points. Of these, two were accepted. Clemenceau

3rd not like the idea" of a league of nations, but Lloyd

George was indifferent and Wilson insistent. Clemenceau

gave way, unconvinced. Lloyd George wished to extend the

reparation demand. Wilson had called for the restoration

of devastated areas, but England had no devastated areas.

Lloyd George asked that Germany be forced to make i-epa-

ration for all damages done to civilians, so that England

might get a share of the payments. All agreed to that

change. Orlando objected to the point which promised Italy

the Italian districts of Austria-Hungary. Italy wanted

more. Orlando said Italy would want lands rightfully hers,

not only on linguistic, but also on econdmic, strategic, and

historical grounds. Clemenceau overruled Orlando. The
discussions concerned the treaty with Germany, not with

the Dual Monarchy, said Clemenceau; the Italian argu-

ments could be brought up later. Complaining and suspi-

cious, Orlando gave way.

The fourth divergence of opinion threatened to disrupt

the Grand Alliance. Wilson’s second point called for ab-

solute freedom of commerce upon the seas in time of war.

In other words, sea power would be of use in time of war
only to prevent invasibn or to facilitate the transport of

troops. Traditionally, the British justified their naval su-

premacy on the ground that England could be starved into

submission bv any riyal with a stronger fleet. Wilson’s
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proposal would banish the fear of starvation, but it would

also prevent Britain from starving her enemies. Lloyd

George objected. The British navy had, he said, just helped

to save civilization by preventing trade with Germany,

Wilson rudely swept this argument aside: there was no

certainty that Britain’s interests would always be those of

civilization. “We are,” he cabled House, “pledged to fight

not only Prussian militarism, but militarism everywhere.”

A few days later the President became more plain-spoken.

If the British refused to accept the freedom of the seas,

they could "count on the certainty of our using our present

equipment to build up the strongest navy that our resources

permit.” Lloyd George was equally vehement; “Great Brit-

ain would spend her last guinea to keep a navy superior to

that of the United States or any other Power.” The nego-

tiators stared down the appalling vista of a repetition of the

Anglo-German rivalry. Then the issue was pushed from

sight. Freedom of the seas was eliminated from the agree-

ment with Germany; Lloyd George agreed to discuss the

question with the United States at the peace conference. As

a matter of fact, Wilson did not raise the issue at the

peace conference, probably because he trusted to the League

of Nations to prevent wars in which questions of sea law

would cause dissension between neutrals and belligerents.

With two reservations, one eliminating the freedom of

the seas from the discussions with Germany, the other

making more precise the reparation Germany must pay,

Wilson's program was accepted as the basis for peace. The

pre-armistice agreement formed a contractual obligation

on the Allies. It may be argued that Germany must soon

have surrendered unconditionally, but the fact remains that

the Allies neither asked for nor received unconditional sur-

render. The validity of the pre-armistice contract is incon-

testable. Nevertheless, the situation was far from clear.

Were the secret treaties invalidated b'^ the agreement with

Germany? Opinions differed on 'that question. Again, in

accepting the Fourteen Points as the basis for peace with

Germany, had the Allies accepted those points which dealt
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with Austrian and Turkish problems? Since no reserva-

tions had been made on these points, except privately by
Italy, it would seem that they had been accepted. On the

other hand, Austria and Turkey had surrendered uncon-

ditionally, It was all very confusing. With the best will in

the world, there must inevitably be widely divergent inter-

pretation of what had been promised. It speedily became

apparent that good-will could not be hoped for. Rather,

it seemed that the Allied peoples would repudiate the con-

tract, even deny its existence.

2. THE POST-ARMISTICE REACTION

President Wilson believed himself justified in forcing

his program on the Allied leaders because he thought their

desire to effect a punitive, imperialistic peace was not

shared by the “common man” in Allied countries. After

the armistice, Wilson clung to this belief, but it was soon

obvious to most thinking men that the leaders were more,

rather than less, moderate than the people they represented.

While the conflict raged, and the issue hung uncertain,

Wilson’s ringing declarations heartened men; the fighting

over, and victory won, Wilson’s words lost their appeal.

The lofty edifice of idealism and self-sacrifice he had

erected was swept away in floods of hate, cynicism, and

nationalism.

Before the armistice, victory loomed ahead as a haven

of peace and plenty. When the war tension was suddenly

relaxed, men and women realized what the war had cost.

For the first time the dead were really dead. The toppling

load of debt, unnoticed before, became a nightmare. Over-

whelmed, men forgot their dreams of an era of good-will

and became obsessed with blind vindictiveness. The reac-

tion was naturally most intense in France and Belgium.

These countries had the invaders on their soil throughout

the war, and the devastated regions were piteous to see.

Germany had not been ifivaded, and the lasting effects of

starvation on the whole German population were not ap-

parent. Germanv, men and w'omen believed, had started the
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war. German fields, forests, and mines had escaped un-

scatlied. There was a clamor for retribution. Let the Hun
suffer what we have suffered ! Let us do to Germany what

Germany has done to us I

The demand for vengeance was universal. England had

most to gain by a moderate peace. Politically, England had

feared Germany before the war because Germany threat-

ened to dominate the Continent. That threat had now dis-

appeared. Of the four greatest Continental powers, three

—^Russia, Germany, and Austria—were in at least tempo-

rary eclipse. France stood in a position to dominate the

Continent as no power had done before. Clear-sighted men
saw that, w'ith Russia in the throes of revolutiotr and the

Dual Monarchy dead, British interest demanded the re-

vival of German power to counterbalance the power of

France’^ Economically, also, Britain would gain by a revival

of prosperity in Central Europe.VEngland li\ed by trade;

world trade was in chaos
;
England must suffer until order

was restored.) These facts were obvious to a few men, but

the voice of calm counsel was drowned in the chorus of

hate. Vindictiveness found its opportunity when Lloyd

George decided to dissolve Parliament and have new elec-

tions. Still scarcely aware of tire popular temper, he began

the election campaign by urging moderation. The voice of

the mob angrily repudiated moderation. Soon the cabinet,

fearful of defeat, lost its head. Englishmen had been told

Germany was responsible for the crushing load of debt:

Germany must pay. Disregarding the advice of economists,

Lloyd George fell in line. "They must pay to tlie uttermost

farthing." he averred, “and we shall search their pockets

for if’ij'he Kaiser and his advisers had been denounced

as arch-criminals throughout the war. They must be pun-

ished, cried those whose sons had been killed
;
the support^

ers of Lloyd George promised fo bring tlie Kaiser to triap

Placated, the British gave the Coalition ministry an over-

whelming majority—but the miJiisters were pledged to

hang the Kaiser and make the Germans pay.

The United States entered the war late. American man-
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power and American economic resources were not drained

in the struggle. Nevertheless, former President Roosevelt

was applauded when he called on the Allies to disregard

Wilson and the pre-armistice agreement and to punish the

Germans. The American Congress voted money for relief,

but with the stipulation that no starving German child

should get a piece of the bread or a bowl of the soup

bought with the funds appropriated.

Hate dominated opinion in Allied countries. The leaders,

even those who thought calmly, were afraid to withstand

the popular clamor. In the armistice agreement the Allies

promised to see that Germany had food. That promise was

broken, and when the Allied blockade was extended to the

Baltic, Germany was prevented from getting food in neu-

tral countries. The winter of 1918-1919 brought more
privation and starvation to Germany than any of the war
winters. The armistice agreement was broken, and there

was scant chance that the pre-armistice agreement, with

its promise of a peace of reconciliation, could be kept.'O^he

decision to hold the peace conference at Paris, instead of

in some neutral capital, meant that the delegates would be

in the midst of a people made passionately vindictive by
suffering^l^Before the conference met, France had secured

general acceptance for the idea that the treaty must con-

tain an "acknoAvledgment by Germany of the responsibility

and premeditation of her rulers, which would place in the

forefront the ideas of justice and of responsibility, and

would legitimize the means of punishment and precaution

against her.’^

Hate attached the pre-armistice agreement as too lenient;

esmteism poured ridicule over Wilson’s program. The war
had overtaxed man’s idealism. The armistice ushered in

a "hard-boiled” era. Nauseated by canting war propaganda,

instinctively fighting to dull the edge of pain, bewildered

by the complex pro4)lems left by the war, men sought

refuge in scoffing at all 'the emotions and qualities which

a few months before had seemed heroic and humane. The
spread of cynicism was quick and insidious; ideals wilted
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as under a blighting frost. No man was more easy to ridi-

cule than Wilson. Bitingly irreverent comparisons between

Wilson and God Almighty, between the Ten Command-
ments and the Fourteen Points, were joyously repeated,

and always attributed to Clemenceau. No program was
more easy to ridicule than that Wilson had formulated. A
world made safe for democracy: statesmen ironically

pointed to the antics of the hate-maddened mob, statesmen

too timorous to risk their political lives by opposing the

popular will. Self-determination as the foiindatirm of a

stable world order : the bloody anarchy reigning among the

ruins of the Dual Monarchy seemed a scathing commentary

on this text. Lasting peace and disarmament through a

league of nations: Utopia, men replied. Wilson sometimes,

and his pacifist followers incessantly, spoke of "sacrifice”

and of “humanity first.” The words sounded silly. !Men

and women had had enough of sacrifice, enough of feeding

on hopes; now they would grasp at tangible benefits, bene-

fits seized at no matter what cost to other men.

Hate, cynicism, and what idealism men had left centered

in nationalism. "He had one illusion—France; and one

disillusion—mankind, including Frenchmen," Keynes

wrote of Clemenceau. The description, with the substitu-

tion of England or America for France, would sen'e to

describe millions of men and women. Wilson argued that

his program served enlightened national self-interest: the

contention was dismissed as false. Wilson argued that it

showed great faith indeed for a statesman, after the war

just past, to trust in arms or alliances for safety: the ar-

gument was dirugged aside. Arms and alliances might be

faulty protection, but they were better than utopian dreams

of a world commonwealth. Now, while the enemy was

helpless, the victors could make sure their supremacy. The

opportunity must not be allowed to escape. Now, when

German tyranny had been averted, national freedom must

not be surrendered to the tyranny'of a league of nations.

On the one hand, a league would not provide security ; on

the other hand, it would impair national independence.
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Nationalism rebelled against the thought of purchasing an

unwanted league at the cost of foregoing a victors’ peace.

Security was peculiarly a French problem. There were

forty millions of Frenchmen; there were over sixty mil-

lions of Germans. German industrial power far surpassed

that of France. The Germans had held out for over four

years against most of the world. In view of these facts,

the French felt justified in elaborating a program of secur-

ity, As direct protection against invasion, they wished to

separate the left bank of the Rhine from Germany and

to attach that area, directly or indirectly, to France. To
weaken Germany and to strengthen themselves, the French

insisted on annexing the highly industrialized Saar Basin.

Parts of the Saar had been held for a time under Napoleon.

Upon this fact the French based their claim to the whole

district. To weaken Germany and to strengtlien potential

allies of France, the French wished to secure the maximum
possible gains for the new slates to the east of Germany,

particularly Poland. Upper Silesia, with its mines and its

industry, must go to Poland. With great tracts of agricul-

tural land and Upper Silesia in Polish hands, with Alsace-

Lorraine and the Saar incorporated in France, with the

Rhineland cut off and under French control, Germany
would be unable to hope for a war of revenge. Germany
would be weak, and France would be incomparably strong.

France would not merely regain the hegemony lost in 1871.

Enlarged in territory and resources, with a chain of allies

in the east who would be bound to her by fear of Germany,

France would regain and perpetuate the supremacy Napo-
leon had won.\The vision was more attractive to French-

men than Wilson’s peace of reconciliation, or Wilson’s

dream of a league of equals.

Neither England nor America was worried about the

problem of security. Tirpitz’s “risk” navy was safely in-

terned at Scapa Flow in accordance with the armistice pro-

vision, and no one thohght Germany would ever get the

ships back. Therefore England felt safe. Thousands of

miles of ocean protected the United States. The security
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of these two nations might be endangered by a naval race

between them, but this possibility was not yet seriously

envisaged. A few Englishmen were worried about the

strength of France, but such fears seemed almost indecent

so soon after the common struggle to save civilization.

Unafraid, neither England nor America saw need for the

protection of an international league. England was indif-

ferent, but America was hostile to Wilson’s ideal.

American aversion to political dealings with Europe had

slowly been overcome by exasperation at German sub-

marine warfare. Germany conquered, the desire to keep

clear of Europe revived. A century of isolation, tradition

inherited from the American Revolution and the Napole-

onic wars, the prejudices of immigrants who had left

Europe in quest of freedom, the pharisaic conviction that

all Americans were upright, honest men and all Europeans

effete, unscrupulous tricksters—-all these elements in Amer-

ican life help to explain the determination with which the

United States turned away from Europe after 1918. The

desire to return to a policy of isolation was stimulated by

the Republican party as an effective weapon against Wilson

and the Democrats. Since the Republicans controlled the

Senate, and the Senate must ratify the treaty, it was du-

bious whether Wilson’s program would be accepted by his

own country.

Before the conference opened, Wilson’s “plain people,’’

both in America and in tlie Allied countries, had deserted

him. A minority did, to be sure, continue loyal. When he

arrived in Europe in December, 1918, he was cheered every-

where by rapturous crowds, but most of those who cheered

so lustily were to become angrily hostile when his program

balked their national interest. The post-armistice reaction

made impossible the fulfilment of the pre-armistice con-

tract. Whether the reaction could itself have been prevented

had other men been in power, or had a preliminary peace

been quickly made, will long be ^debated by students. The

question is only of academic interest. The reaction was a

fact, a fact which explains the peace treaties.
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Before the peace conference assembled, the whole basis

of the treaty with Germany had been changed, uncon-

sciously changed. President Wilson told the members of

the American delegation that they would be the only disin-

terested people at the conference. He, and nearly all his

advisers, sincerely believed they were disinterested. They
were not. No man could pass unscathed through tire bom-

bardment of war propaganda and the mass attack of hate.

The very fact that they thought themselves disinterested

prevented most of the American delegates, Wilson not least,

from making allowance for their own prejudices. The other

delegations were obsessed by hate of Germany to an even

greater extent. At the beginning of its deliberations, the

peace conference agreed that Germany was to be punished.!

No one seemed to realize the importance of this decision.

The whole basis of peace was changed. The pre-armistice

agreement contained no hint that Germany was a guilty

nation to be punished by the victors. Moral condemnation

and punishment accepted, the flood-gates were open. Any
terms could be justified.

Under the circumstances, it is remarkable that harsher

terms were not imposed on Germany. Three forces worked,

directly or indirectly, toward moderation: the conflict of

interest between England and France, desire to conciliate

the United States, and fear of Bolshevism. Blinded by pas-

sion, British opinion would willingly have allowed France

to do her worst to Germany. The French were quick to

take advantage of this feeling. When their demands were
resisted, they pointed to the bleeding wounds of France, or

hurled the terrible epithet “pro-German” at their opponent.

Lloyd George knew, however, that British interests would
not be served by French hegemony. Wherever he dared,

he resisted French plans. In this respect he was closer to

Wilsonian ideas than was the President himself. Wilson
had become infected more than he realized by the vindictive

spirit, and he w.illingly (;pnsented to injuries to Germany
which Lloyd George opposed because British interests

would also be injured. Even Clemenceau could be moderate
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when urged by interest. Unlike most of his countrymen,

Clemenceau did not think France could maintain her hege-

mony unaided. He was determined not to disrupt the Grand
Alliance by breaking with England or America. In his

efforts to preserve the Alliance he made concessions which

in tlie end ruined his political career.

All the Allies were anxious not to alienate the United

States. American financial assistance would be necessary

during the period of reconstruction, and all the Allies owed
large sums to the United States, debts on which they desired

to secure easy terms of payment, if not cancellation. I'or-

tunately for Wilson, the extent to which he was losing con-

trol over American opinion was not fully appreciated. In

order to retain American good-will, the Allies were willing

to make some concession to Wilson’s views. Although the

American delegates were not, as they thought, impartial

arbiters, they were less biased than most of the other dele-

gations, and they were not hampered by the necessity of

giving spoils to get spoils, as Lloyd George was. Wilson

and his advisers were, therefore, the most consistent oppo-

nents of exorbitant demands. Possibly a more astute nego-

tiator could have won more from Wilson’s advantageous

position, but no one could have been more earnest and per-

sistent in fighting for what he desired.

Bolshevism was, paradoxically, a friend of moderation.

Germany could not compel observance of the pre-armistice

agreement, but Germany could, if driven too far. make a

vindictive peace hard to enforce. From Moscow, Lenin was
preaching a new program for the world settlement. The
Bolshevists proclaimed that the war had grown out of the

defects and the evils of capitalist society. The way to sal-

vation lay through the degradation of the old ruling classes,

whether bourgeois or noble, and through the exaltation of

those who had been exploited alike in peace and war—the

workmen, the proletariat. Let the w^^rkmen of all nations

join hands for the good of all. 'Hiere would then be peace

and plenty. To the famine-ridden multitudes of Central

•and Eastern Europe, the Bolshevist promise of harmonious
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peace to follow the extermination of the oppressors came
as a message of hope, but of hope as the only refuge from
despair. At heart all but a handful, even of the workmen,
still believed in the old capitalism or the older agrarianism.

It was hunger and hopelessness which drove men unwill-

ingly to accept the teachings of Moscow. Early in 1919,

Bavaria and Hungary embraced Bolshevism for a brief

period; the White reaction came, swift and bloody, in both

countries.

Bolshevism aroused horror and disgust among the leaders

of the Grand Alliance. In large part their feelings were the

natural reaction to a program which called for the extermi-

nation of the classes from which these leaders had sprung.

The class reaction was instinctive and for the most part

unconscious. The bloody anarchy which prevailed in Rus-

sia and wherever Bolshevism appeared gave a less inter-

ested and more universally human basis for hatred of

Bolshevism. That class feeling was stronger than humani-

tarianism, however, was indicated by the fact that the

ferocity with which Bolshevism was everywhere attacked

did not, like the excesses of Bolshevism, arouse loathing

for the oppressors and pity for the victims in capitalist

countries. Bolshevism—that “foul baboonery of Bolshe-

vism,” as Churchill called it—was hated and feared. The
infection was spreading, rapidly in parts of the Dual
Monarchy and in Germany, to some extent in the rest of

Europe. There were even traces of the disease, magnified

by fear, in the United States. How might the disease be

checked? Bolder spirits, like Churchill and Foch, urged
an armed attack on Russia itself. Small Allied expedi-

tions were sent, but the' people at home were clamor-

ing for demobilization, and soldiers who fought unques-

tioningly against Germany showed a reluctance to kill and
he killed when transported to Russia. Indeed, many of the

men sent on these ‘^sanitary” expeditions became them-
selves infected with Bolshevism. Armed attack failed. The
Allies continued to interfere in Russia, but the only result

was to heighten the misery which hung over that land.
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Bolshevism remained. Lenin was not able to secure the

reorganization of the world by a dictatorship of the prole-

tariat, but Moscow influenced the settlement. The Allied

leaders, especially Lloyd George, saw that Bolshevism was

embraced only when the alternative was despair. Fear that

the German people might see only these alternatives before

them undoubtedly moderated Allied policy and ensured the

rejection of many punitive proposals.

3. THE PEACE CONFERENCE

In January, 1919, after what seemed interminable delay

to the suffering peoples of Europe, the peace conference

assembled in Paris. The city was filled by the delegates of

the Grand Alliance and the experts they had brought with

them. Representatives of every conceivable cause were there

clamoring for a hearing. No peace conference ever faced

more numerous or more complicated problems. Large parts

of the world were without settled government. What was

to be done about Russia ? There was fighting through most

of Eastern Europe; what should be done? Rumanian

forces invaded Hungary; what was to be done? Italy

seized part of Turkey; what was to be done? The armis-

tice must be renewed
;
the disarmament of the enemy must

be supervised; some relief must go to Central Europe to

stem the tide of famine and disease. All this in addition

to the task of drafting the peace treaties. It was no easy

task, liquidating the war.

To prevent the conference from degenerating into a

forum in which the delegates would talk themselves and

the world to death, the great powers tortk matters into their

own hands. All important deliberations were confined to

the Council of Ten, consisting of the two chief delegates

respectively of France, the British Empire, the United

States, Japan, and Italy. Later even tliis mechanism proved

cumbersome.' Decisions were made by the Four : Clcmen-

ceau, Lloyd George, Wilson, and Orlando. Then Orlando

went home in a rage. The Tliree remained; When the Ten,

the Four, or the Three had decided, a plenary session of
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the conference was held. There Clenienccau ruthlessly-

pushed tlirough the decisions already made. Nevertheless,

progress was slow. Current affairs consumed endless time.

Each problem must be examined by a committee of experts

;

the experts found agreement hard to achieve. Slowly, pain-

fully, through four months, the conditions of peace were

worked out.

Every one was impatient at the delay. “Instead of draw-

ing the picture with big lines,” complained Colonel House,

“they are drawing it like an etching.” The complaint was
just, and the treaty suffered from the failure to sketch the

main lines before proceeding to details. It is doubtful

whether a different method could have been followed. An
attempt to secure agreement on guiding principles at the

outset would have revealed and hardened differences of

opinion among the delegates. Every delegation had an in-

flamed public opinion at its back demanding the impossible.

The popular demands could not be disavowed without a

domestic crisis; they could not be insisted upon without

disrupting the conference. The only way out was to whittle

away differences, first on this question and then on that,

in the hope that the final result would be accepted by the

national parliaments. Wilson was the only delegate to defy

opinion at home, and the United States was the only great

power to refuse ratification.

A brief survey of the history of the peace conference

caimot yet be written because the whole subject is still in

the controversial stage. It will suffice for our purpose to

analyze the terms presented to Germany and to indicate the

way in whidi the more important decisions were arrived at

The Conditions of Peace began with the Covenant of the

League of Nations. The purpose of the League was “to

promote international cooperation and to achieve interna-

tional peace and security.” Membership was to be granted

immediately to the members of the Grand Alliance and to

most neutral states. Othel- states, that is, the enemies of the

Alliance, were to be admitted when their applications were
approved by a two-thirds vote of the Assembly, in which
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every member of the League had one vote. In addition to

the Assembly, there was to be a Council, consisting of the

five victorious great powers and four other states elected

by the Assembly. Routine work of the League was en-

trusted to a permanent Secretariat. The seat of the League

was to be in Geneva. An initial duty was laid upon the

Council: a plan for the reduction of armaments was to

be formulated; the terms of this agreement were to be

revised every ten years.

Articles 10-17 defined the obligations of members and

the means of preserving peace. By Article 10, "tlic Mem-
bers of the League undertake to respect and preserve as

against external aggression the territorial integrity and ex-

isting political independence of all Members of the League.”

The League was immediately to take action in case of war
or threat of war; each member had the right to call atten-

tion to conditions dangerous to peace (Article ii). Three

methods were provided for coping with disputes between

members, or between a member and a non-member: arbi-

tration, judicial settlement, and inquiry by the Council. The
classes of disputes suitable to adjustment by each of the

first two methods were defined; provision was made for

the establishment of a permanent court of international

justice. Disputes not susceptible to adjustment by either of

these means, and any dispute which threatened war, were

to be dealt with by the Council. The decision of the Council

in a dispute must be unanimous, excluding the parties to

the dispute.

When a dispute arose, neither party was permitted to

resort to war until three months after the League had made
its decision or announced its inability to reach a decision.

In practice, this meant that there could not be war for at

least six months after a dispute arose, because the delibera-

tions of the League could be prolonged over at lea.'.t three

months. War was absolutely prohibiteM in case one party

to the dispute accepted the deci.sidn of the League. War
was sanctioned, therefore, only if the League organs were

unable to reach a decision or if neither party agreed to the
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League proposal. Even in these two cases, hostilities could

not begin for at least half a year after the dispute reached

tlie League, Practically, if obeyed, tliese restrictions would
obviate the possibility of war; even if the League could

not reach a decision, and even if the solution proposed by

the League were acceptable to neither party, it would be

very difficult indeed to keep a nation at fighting pitch for

.six months.

A nation which resorted to war in defiance of the re-

strictions imposed by the Covenant “shall ipso facto be

deemed to have committed an act of war against all other

Members of the League.” An economic boycott was im-

mediately to be proclaimed against the offending nation,

and the Council was to decide on, and carry out, military

measures sufficient to compel the acquiescence of the offend-

ing state. In short, tlie combined resources of the League

members were to be mobilized against any state resorting

to war in violation of the Covenant,

Security was amply provided for. Provision was also

^ made, though less explicitly, for altering the status quo, by

Article 19: “The Assembly may from time to time advise

the reconsideration by members of the League of treaties

which have become inapplicable and the consideration of

international conditions whose continuance might endanger

the peace of the world,” On the whole, the conference

showed far greater concern for security than for means of

altering established conditions. This was natural, since the

Covenant was drafted by victorious states.

The treaty proper, containing the conditions which Ger-

/ many must accept, forms a bulky volume. Territorially,

'' Germany was, first of all, stripped of colonies. German
Southwest Africa went to the Union of South Africa; East

Africa went to England; Togoland and the Caraeroons

were divided between Britain and France, In the Pacific,

German possessions %outh of the equator were divided be-

tween Australia and bfew Zealand; German possessions

itorth of the equator went to Japan. All tliese territories

were e-iven out as mandates under the League of Nations.
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German rights in the Shantung peninsula were acquired

by Japan.

In Europe, Germany suffered substantial losses. France

got Alsace-Lorraine. In addition, France secured ownership

of the Saar coal-fields, while the Saar district was separated

from Germany and placed under the control of the League.

After fifteen years, the inhabitants were to decide whether

the Saar should remain under the League, return to Ger-

many, or go to France. Belgium secured a few small dis-

tricts subject to a plebiscite which, held under grossly un-

fair conditions, went in favor of Belgium. North Schleswig

was, by vote of the inhabitants, acquired by Denmark. In

the east, Poland secured nearly all of Posen and most of

West Prussia, including the “corridor,” a neck of land

which connected Poland with tlie sea and divided East Prus-

sia from the rest of Germany. Danzig '^as made a free city,

but economically it was subjected to Poland. In the con-

ditions presented to Germany, Upper Silesii^vas also given

to Poland, but the conference finally decided, under pressure

from Lloyd George, to hold a plebiscite in the region. Most

o^ East Prussia remained German, but the city and district

of Memel were lost and were eventually presented to Lithu-

ania. Altogether, Germany lost well over 10 per cent of

her land and her inhabitants in Europe. This does not

tell the whole story. With Lorraine, Germany lost three

quarters of her iron ore; in the Saar and the parts of

Silesia which later went to Poland was a quarter of Ger-

many’s coal. A considerable part of the industrial machinery

of Germany was in these lost areas. The territorial clauses

struck at the very heart of German industrial hegemony.

, The economic clauses further weakened Germany. Article

231, the first of the reparations clauses, has become the

most famous sentence in the treatj”.

"The Allied and Associated Governments affirm and Ger-

many accepts the responsibility of Gerijiany and her allies for

causing all the loss and damage, to which the Allied and

Associated Governments and their nationals have been sub-

jected as a consequence of the war imposed upon them by

the aggression of Germany and her allies."
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The amount Germany must pay was left to be decided by

a reparations commission of the Allies, who were to report

by May i, 1921. Germany, in other words, was asked to

sign a blank check. The size to which the check might

mount was indicated by the demand that Germany pay the

equivalent of five billions of dollars before May i, 1921.

A considerable part of the five billions was to be paid “in

kind.” All of the larger German merchant ships, and half

of the smaller, were to go to the Allies. All property which

Germans had abroad was to be placed at the disposition of

the Allies. This property consisted for the most part of

docks, banks, and industrial enterprises of one sort and

another. Finally, Germany promised to build ships for, and

export coal to, the Allied countries: the figures are unim-

portant; they were speedily revised. “Sanctions” were pro-

vided for, in case Germany voluntarily defaulted. The
permissible measures “may include economic and financial

prohibitions and reprisals and, in general, such other meas-

ures as the respective governments may determine to be

necessary in the circumstances,”

Germany was disarmed with minute completeness. Cpn-

scription was prohibited; the general staff must be abol-

ished; many forts, including Helgoland, were to be dis-

mantled. The whole left bank of the Rhine, and the right

bank to a depth of over thirty miles, were permanently

demilitarized. The array was limited to 100,000 men en-

listed for long periods of service ; the navy was limited to

a few boats manned by not more than 15,000 men. The
number and size of guns were specified. Germany was to

possess no submarines or military airplanes. Here again a

sentence was inserted which was later to prove troublesome.

Germany was required to limit her forces “in order to

render possible the initiation of a general limitation of the

armaments of all nations.” The Germans have been remind-

ing the Allies of that sentence ever since.

As a guarantee that the treaty requirements would be

fulfilled, Germany was forced to agree to the occupation

of the left bank of the Rhine by Allied troops. Germany
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was to pay the cost of the occupation. If the treaty was

carried out, the Allied armies would be withdrawn in three

stages, at the end of five, ten, and fifteen years. If, after

withdrawal, Germany defaulted, the occupation might be

renewed.

One section of the treaty never became effective, but

deserves mention; that on penalties. William II was to be

tried “for a supreme offense against international morality

and the sanctity of treaties.” He was to be tried by Allied

judges, “thereby assuring him the guarantees essential to

tire right of defense.” This conception of what constituted

a fair trial illuminates tlie post-war intellectual atmosphere.

Nearly all the well-known military and political leaders of

Germany were also to be brought to trial. It is unnecessary

to follow the stages by which these demands fell into

oblivion. The only effect of this section was to rehabilitate

discredited leader.e in the eyes of the German people, who
looked on the proposed trials as an insult to Germany.

Such in brief were the conditions of peace. The way in

which agreement was secured on the more important pro-

visions of the treaty remains to be described.

President Wilson insisted that the League of Nations be

the first work of the conference. He knew there was little

enthusiasm for the project and much opposition to it; un-

less brought into existence before the powers got what they

wanted, the League might be shelved completely. His sus-

picions were undoubtedly well founded. None of the other

leading delegates and only a few of the subordinate dele-

gates, like Lord Robert Cecil and General Smuts, had much

interest in the League. It is almost certain that the League

would not have been created had it not been for Wilson’s

persistence. The President had another motive for forcing

early action. The League would provide securit)' by guar-

anteeing its members against aggression. The League in

existence, he hoped French demands •for security at the

expense of Germany could be deified on the ground that

security had already been obtained. This hope proved false.

The Covenant was quickly drafted; its provisions gave
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every guarantee against aggression which words could give

;

it was readily adopted amid great applause at a plenary

session. The very ease of the victory was disconcerting.

Before the conference ended, it became apparent that most

of the delegates regarded the League as the statement of a

pious ideal, with about as much validity as the formula

with which earlier peace treaties had begun: “There shall

be perpetual peace."

There is an instructive contrast between the ready accept-

ance of the great clauses of the Covenant which imposed

obligations and restrictions on the powers and the fight

over the mandate question. From the outset, Wilson had

the idea that colonies were in future to be, so to spealt,

wealth held in trust for society. General Smuts of South

Africa, a stanch advocate of the League, had a similar

idea: he suggested that districts taken over from the Dual

Monarchy and Turkey be owned by the League and ad-

ministered as mandates by the various powers, Wilson ac-

cepted Smuts’s suggestion and applied it to the German
colonies. The British Dominion representatives, including

Smuts, vigorously resented this extension. New Zealand,

Australia, and South Africa, themselves but recently eman-

cipated from imperial control, insisted on colonies them-

selves. A colony held in fee simple, some one remarked,

was becoming necessary for the self-respect of every state,

Wilson was forced to compromise. He obtained recogni-

tion of the principle that the German colonies were to be

mandates, but the terms of these mandates were so liberal

as to be almost indistinguishable from absolute ownership.

If the British Dominions, supported by Lloyd George,

were thus resentful of any effort to limit their sovereignty

over the notoriously unprofitable German colonies, what
chance was there that the powers would abide by the severe

restrictions on freedom of action imposed by the Covenant?

Wilson secured a'shadowy victory on the mandate ques-

tion. He was defeated" on the question of disarmament.

He and Lloyd George, both representatives of countries

i»;tVi csmall armies, labored indefatigably to secure the
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limitation of land armaments. The French enthusiastically

welcomed the disarmament of Germany, but offered a

hundred good reasons for preserving complete freedom

for their own forces. They were too courteous to do more

than hint at the fact that neither England nor America

showed a desire, even a willingness, to discuss the limita-

tion of naval power. In the end, the whole question of

disarmament was left for the League to deal with at some
future lime.

The French attitude on disarmament foreshadowed

Clcmenceau’s security demands. lie asked what all France

asked: acquisition of the Saar Basin and separation of the

left bank of the Rhine from Germany. Against both these

demands Lloyd George and Wilson took a firm stand.

Lloyd George said flatly that he had no desire to create a

new Alsace-Lorraine problem. The sessions of the Four

grew stormy; on one occasion Clemenceau called W'ilson

a pro-German and left the room. The peace conference

seemed on the verge of collapse, but Clemenceau was not

prepared to lose his allies. Finding he could not win, he

compromised. The Rhineland remained German; the Saar

was placed under the League, with the probability that it

would later revert to Germany. France got the Saar coal-

fields. French security was protected by the disarmament

of Germany, by the demilitarization of the left bank and

part of tlie right bank of the Rhine, by temporary Allied

occupation of the Rhineland, and, above all, by an alliance

with the United States and England. This alliance, which

was signed at the same time as the peace treaty, provided

that Britain and America must come to the assistance of

France in case of a German attack. The compromise was

attacked at the time and has been attacked since, but it is

doubtful whether Clemenceau could either have surren-

dered more or secured more. He certainly went far beyond

the wishes of his countrymen, who showed their feelings

by refusing to elect him Presideni of the Republic a few

months later.

The united opposition of Wilson and Lloyd George pre-
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vented Clemenceau from securing the territorial changes

in the Rhine region which French opinion demanded. In

the eastern territorial settlement, Anglo-American solidarity

broke down. Except where hampered by the secret Treaty

of London with Italy, Lloyd George stood for a strict

application of the principle of self-determination: “this

human criterion should have precedence over considerations

of strategy, or economics, or communications, which can

usually be adjusted by other means.” To create new "un-

redeemed” territories in place of the old, he argued, would

be to inject a disastrous poison into tlie European system.

The defeated powers were weak now, but they would re-

gain their strength. Germany in particular could not be

held in permanent subjection. It would be unjust to the

newly created states themselves if they were given territory

which would ensure the hatred of Germany. “Injustice, ar-

rogance, displayed in the hour of triumph, will never be

forgotten or forgiven.” Therefore the terms must be such

that the enemy peoples would, on sober reflection, recognize

their justice. Otherwise, the treaty would make new wars

inevitable.

Clemenceau attacked Lloyd George’s position vehemently.

The British, he said, wished to be charitable at the expense

of other people. Of course Germany would hate the treaty,

hate not least the clauses Britian insisted upon: reparations,

and loss of her fleet, her colonies, her merchant marine,

and her trade connections. The late enemies were bound to

resent the presence of new stales carved out of their do-

main. The way to ensure tire safety of the new states was

to make them strong, strong economically, strategically,

and in population.

Because British interests would be served by a stable dis-

tribution oE territory on the Continent, Lloyd George

preached moderation; because the French wished to see

France and her allies permanently triumphant over an

impotent Germany, Clemenceau would disregard self-de-

termination to get more land for the new states. Wilson
stood for self-determination as the basis of a stable peace;
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but instinctive sympathy for the new states, and instinctive

desire to punish the enemy, led him to abandon that prin-

ciple again and again. Always there was a reason: the

desire to get a good economic or military frontier, the pres-

ence of a considerable body of the nationals of the new
states in the disputed territory. But always these arguments

were considered when they worked against the claims of

the enemy. Against the opposition of Lloyd George, Wil-

son successfully supported the creation of the Polish cor-

ridor, because Poland needed an outlet to the sea, and be-

cause the Slavs were said to constitute a majority in the

corridor. That the corridor split Germany into two parts,

and that every German school-boy, studying the map, would
rebel against that division made no difference. Against the

opposition of Lloyd George, he gave Upper Silesia to

Poland. He was unimpressed by the fact that Germany
needed this rich industrial area which German brains had

created and in which the Poles were largely farmers or

laborers, employees of German industrial plants. Only re-

luctantly did Wilson consent, in the final revision of the

treaty, to substitute a plebiscite for outright cession to

Poland.

It was the same story when the fate of the Dual Mon-
archy was discussed. Without argument Wilson agreed to

give the South Tyrol, with its hundreds of thousands of

German-Austrians, to Italy. Millions of German-Austrians

went to Czechoslovakia. Millions of Magyars were handed

over to Czechoslovakia, Rumania, and Jugoslavia. In every

one of these cases good reasons were advanced for the

decision which was made, but the same arguments, when

they favored Germany, Austria, or Hungary, were disre-

garded. The most flagrant violation of the principle of self-

determination was the refusal to permit union between Aus-

tria and Germany unless approved by unanimous vote of

the League’s Council. Since France had a permanent seat

on the Council, her vote could blolk the union. Here again

the reasoning was strong. German strength would be greatly

increased by the acquisition of Austria, and the enlarged
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German, state would surround a large part of Czecho-

slovakia.

Aside from the left bank of the Rhine, Wilson took no
stand on territorial questions which even Clemenceau could

brand “pro-German.” The two dramatic battles which

marked the closing days of the conference were between

members of the Allies; the enemy had already been elimi-

nated. Her late partner in the Triple Alliance dead, Italy

demanded not merely the gains promised by the Treaty of

London, but complete supremacy in the Adriatic. It is prob-

able tliat Clemenceau and Lloyd George would secretly have

rejoiced had Wilson attacked die secret treaty; they were

willing, but not eager, to redeem the promises Italy had

wrung from the Allies in 1915. Strangely enough, Wilson

did not attack the treaty. He agreed to give Italy the Bren-

ner Pass for her northern frontier, and thus deprived the

Tyrolean Germans of self-determination. He was more

reluctant to give Italy large numbers of Dalmatian Slavs,

but he acquiesced in that also. It was only when Italy went

beyond the London line and demanded Fiume that he re-

belled. The arguments used by Orlando to justify each

successive demand in the Italian program were remarkably,

almost naively, inconsistent. Now tlie necessity of securing

a good strategic frontier was used to combat self-determi-

nation; now self-determination for Italians combated the

strategic interests of other states. Strategy, self-determina-

tion, history, economics—each in turn was used to slay one

of the others, always to the advantage of Italy. In the case

of Fiume, the city itself was Italian; the country about the

city was Slav; the city had the only good harbor which

could be given to Jugoslavia. When Orlando persisted in

demanding Fiume despite the opposition of the other mem-
bers of the Four, Wilson publicly appealed to the "plain

people” of Italy. Infuriated, Orlando left Paris and re-

turned to Italy, wheffe the "plain people” received him as

a hero and castigated Wilson as an agent of the ex-Kaiser.

Orlando came back before the treaty with Germany was
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signed, but the Fiume question was never settled by the

conference. Eventually, Italy took the city.

While Orlando was sulking in Italy, it seemed that Japan
might also leave the conference. Tlie secret treaties gave

German rights in Shantung to Japan, and Japan insisted

on carrying out the treaties. Qiina was a member of the

Grand Alliance, and she insisted that German concessions

in China should revert to the Chinese. American opinion,

partly out of sentimental sympathy for the under-dog,

partly out of dislike for Japan, supported the Chinese. Simi-

lar feelings prevailed in milder form in other countries.

The Japanese not unnaturally resented the criticism of other

nations, especially the insulting attitude of nationalistic

newspapers and politicians in the United States. The ques-

tion became one of prestige. The Japanese said they would

give the members of the conference a promise to return

German political rights in Shantung to China at a later date,

but those rights must first be given to Japan by the peace

treaty. Otherwise Japan would not sign the treaty. The
Chinese said they could not sign if the rights were given

to Japan. In this dilemma the Three gave way to Japan.

The whole question was in itself of no great importance,

but the anti-treaty press in the United States, by misrep-

resenting the facts, and by playing on American sentimen-

tality, made the "rape of Shantung” a moral issue.

Discontent with the territorial settlement has since 1919

smoldered beneath the surface of European politics, flaring

up only occasionally. Undoubtedly this discontent will

assume greater importance as time goes on. Up to the

present the reparations clauses of the treaty have proved

more troublesome. It is important, there fore, to understand

what was done at Paris, and why these things were done.

The reparations problem was a complex of two ques-

tions: IIow much ought Germany to pay? How much
could Germany pay ? There was anotlTer question, however,

which ensured erroneous answers *10 the others, and which

helps to explain much of reparations history; What is
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$1,000,000,000? To think or speak intelligently about any
sum of money, we must first relate that sum to our experi-

ence or our economic training. Only a few people can think

in terms of billions. Most of us are as helpless in the face

of such figures as we are when astronomers talk about the

distance from the earth to the sun. Our imagination, with-

out any mental yardstick, cannot visualize what the words
symbolize. After the war, men thought they had a yard-

stick: the national debt of their own country. Debts were

paid by taxpayers; debts during the war had mounted by
billions; the taxpayers must pay these billions—unless the

Germans paid them. Well, men said, let the Germans pay.

That would he a pleasant and just solution. The debts were

incurred In combating German aggression; if the Germans

did not pay, the taxpayer would have to pay. The taxpayer

thought he had sacrificed enough to save civilization.

Against this delightfully simple solution the economists

argued in vain. Balance of trade, balance of payments, Ger-

man capacity to pay—all these abstruse and tedious sub-

jects were simply ignored, not only by the “plain people”

but by statesmen, even by great men of affairs. During

the months following the armistice an already insoluble

financial problem became further complicated by an arti-

ficial and false simplification.

How much should Germany pay? Theoretically, the ques-

tion was merely one of legal interpretation and of book-

keeping. By the pre-armistice agreement Germany promised

to pay for all damage to Allied civilians. Damage to civil-

ians was a fairly precise term, not difficult to define. The
problem of finding the total damage was a complex but

not Insuperable problem in bookkeeping. In practice, the

situation was less simple. The French had inserted a

“joker” in the armistice terms which seemed to permit the

Allies to make any financial demands they wished Did this

invalidate the pre-armistice agreement? The British and
Frendi were inclined t® argue that it did. Both Lloyd

George and Qemenceau had, under the pressure of public

opinion, promised to collect the whole cost of the war. The
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American delegation tenaciously opposed the “war costs"

cry as illegal and fantastic. After Germany had fought

four years herself, she could not pay all that the other

nations had spent on the war. After many bitter arguments

the American delegation won. What Germany ought to pay

was to be determined on the basis of the pre-armistice

agreement.

It was, however, possible to "interpret” the agreement.

This the ingenious General Smuts proceeded to do. Pen-

sions and allowances made to tlie dependents of sfildiers

who fought in the war might be fairly included, lie con-

tended, ticcause the soldiers became civilians now that the

war was over. Again the Americans objected; pensions to

troops could not logically be called damages to civilians.

President Wilson, however, brushed logic aside and

agreed to Smuts’s proposal. It is difficult to believe that

Wilson knew what he was doing. To be sure, the repara-

tions bill with pensions included would be much less than

it would have been had total war costs been demanded.

M. Tardieu estimated the difference at something less than

$200,000,000,000. Undoubtedly that is a great deal of

money, but the money was non-existent. No person who was

willing to think believed Germany could pay such sums.

The economists realized that Smuts’s “interpretation” ac-

complished all that the demand for total war costs would

have accomplished. Reparations for pensions could be ex-

panded to, and beyond, the limit imposed by common sense,

what Germany cotild pay. The discussion must now shift,

the economists said, from what Germany should pay to

what Germany could pay.

How much could Germany pay? The more conservative

economists made estimates of ten to fifteen billions of dol-

lars. Llnyd George and Clemenceau turned away in dis-

gust: this was a mere bagatelle. Obliging financiers, who
should have known better, were vitilling to multiply the

lower figures by ten. Even that.was not enough. Qemen-
ceau cut short the debate. It would make no difference how
many billions were asked. French opinion would say he
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should have secured twice as much, and call him a traitor.

The only thing to do was not to name any figure
; then no

one could protest, except the Germans. Lloyd George, re-

membering his election promises, enthusiastically approved

Clemenceau’s suggestion. The economists protested that any

figure was better than indefiniteness, because the Germans
would have no incentive to pay anything until they knew

what the total sum would be. Lloyd George and Clemen-

ceau refused to hear. To them, politics was an exact

science, while economics was elaborate academic guesswork.

The voice of politics must be heeded. Germany was forced

to sign a blank check.

By May 7, 1919, the treaty was ready. At Versailles, in

1871, victorious Germany in the person of Bismarck gave

terms to, and concluded a preliminary peace with, defeated

France. The French had not forgotten. Now, in 1919, vic-

torious France, in the person of Clemenceau, gave terms

fo defeated Germany;

"You have before you the acciedited plenipotentiaries of

all the small and great Powers united to fight together in the

war that has been so cruelly imposed upon them. The time

has come when we must settle out accounts. You have asked
for peace. We are read) to give you peace.

“We shall present to you now a book which contains our
conditions. You will be given every facility to examine those

conditions, and the time necessary for it. Everything will be
done with the courtesy that is the privilege of civilized nations.

"To give you my thought completely, you will find us
ready to ^ve you any explanation you want, but we must
say at the same time that this Second Treaty of Versailles

has cost us too much, not to take on our side all the necessary
precautions and guarantees that that peace shall be a lasting

one.”

The German Foreign Secretary, Count Brockdorff-

Rantzau, replied. He did not rise when he spoke. Like most
Germans he was suffeiing from undernourishment, and his

remaining strength was drained by a sense of the tragic

significance of this scene for Germany. He did not rise

because he could not. Unfortunately, he was too proud to
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explain. The Allies were angry and insulted because he

spoke seated. Further, what he said outraged the Allies. He
was not penitent, he was not humble. Instead, he defiantly

denied the unique guilt of Germany,

“We have no illusion as to the extent of our defeat and
the measure of our impotence. We know that the force of

German arms is broken, and we are aware of the fury of

the hatred which greets us. We are asked to assume the

sole guilt of the war. Such a confession from my lips would
be a lie. We have no intention of absolving Germany from
all responsibility for the war; ... but we expressly contend
that Germany, whose people was convinced that it was fight-

ing a defensive war, should not be saddled with the whole
responsibility.

“Public Opinion among our foes dilates on the crimes com-
mitted by Germany during the conflict. . . . Crimes in times

of war may be unpardonable, but they are committed in the

heat of the contest. The hundreds of thousands of non-com-
batants who have died of the blockade since the nth NnveTTu

her were killed in cold blood after the victory had been won .

Think of that when you speak of crime and punishment. "Unly

an impartial inquiry, a neutral commission before which all

the protagonists of the tragedy can appear and fOr which all

the archives are open, can determine the degree of responsi-

bility of all the actors. For this we have already asked, and
we repeat our demand.
“In this conference, where we stand alone, we are not

without defense. You younselves have given us an ally—the

rights guaranteed in the contract on the principles of peace.

The principles of President Wilson are binding on you, as

well as on us.”

When the German delegate had finished speaking, the

meeting ended. The Germans began a study of the terms

presented to them. On May 29, they submitted their reply.

They challenged the conditions of peace from two points

of view. The terms, they contended, were in violation of

the “agreed foundation” fixed by the prc-arinistice agree-

ment. Further, the terms coiild noFbe carried out. With

the best will in the world, Germany could not carry the

burden imposed on her. “A whole people is thus asked to

sign its own death-warrant.”
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To prove (.hat tlie treaty represented a breach of contract

the German reply quoted from the speeches of President

Wilson in which he had said that the war was not against

|the German people but only against the Imperial govern-

ment; in which he had professed his intention to restore

Germany to the family of nations on equal terms and to

confer on Germany equal privileges and responsibilities

with other peoples in the League of Nations; in which he

had promised a peace of reconciliation and justice
;
in which

he had declared that “every territorial settlement involved

in this war must be made in the interest and for the bene-

fit of the populations concerned.” Point by point the pro-

posed terms were attacked, alike as unjust, unworkable,

and inimicable to the lasting peace which all professed to

desire. Germany should be admitted at once to the League

of Nations. Germany accepted disarmament, if the other

nations also disarmed. Germany should have colonies, as

other nations had colonies, but Germany was willing to

give up Kiauchow and lake back her other colonies as

mandates under the League. Germany was willing to give

up Alsace-Lorraine, but she desired a plebiscite. The east-

ern territorial settlement was challenged almost in its

entirety. The cession of Posen was agreed to, but Polish

gains in East and West Prussia, especially the corridor

and Upper Silesia, were attacked, as was the demand for

Memel. On the other hand, self-determination was asked

for the Germans of Austria and Bohemia.

The economic demands were denounced as intolerable.

Indefinite, but obviously colossal, sums were demanded by

the Allies, sums including categories not justified by the

pre-armistice agreement. Further, the economic life of

Germany was crippled, and the capital resources necessary

for the payment of reparations were seized, so that Ger-

many would he unable to make payments. Germany was
prepared to promise e total sum of twenty-five billions of

dollars, five billions to be paid by 1926. Germany would
also make large coal deliveries to France and Belgium.

Germany could make these payments, however, only if her
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capital resources were not impaired to the point where
revived production was impossible. Upper Silesia and the

Saar Basin, with their mines and industrial works, must
be retained by Germany. Shipping must also be retained:

Germany would build new ships to compensate the Allies

for the boats they had lost. Colonies must be retained so

that Germany could secure raw materials. In shoi t, to pay
reparations Germany must be allowed to retain capital neces-

sary for production and must be given complete economic

freedom. Finally: “The (jerman Delegation renew.s its

request for a neutral inquiry into the responsibility for the

war.’’

The German arguments did not, of course, make the

slightest impression on Clemenceau. President Wilson was
also unaffected. The appeal to his own words merely irri-

tated him. He examined the German contentions, but on
the basis of proved German guilt—guilt, not of the ruling

class, but of the nation. The terms, he contended, were

hard, "but the Germans earned that. And I think it is

profitable that a nation should learn once and for all what

an unjust war means in itself,” Starting from the premise

of German guilt, he had no difficulty in proving to his own
satisfaction that the terms were “just.” The confidence of

Clemenceau and Wilson was not shared by many American

and British experts and, more important, by Lloyd George.

Lloyd George was worried, not primarily by the thought

of injustice but by the sympathy the German arguments

had aroused in British Liberal circles and by fear Uiat the

Germans might refuse to sign. What if the terms were

rejected? Would Germany go Bolshevist? Would the Brit-

ish people, who were already clamoring for complete de-

mobilization, support an invasion of Germany? Lloyd

George pressed for compromise. “On every que.stion—dis-

armament, occupation, reparations, Danzig, Upper Silesia

—^lie proposed inadmissible concessions,” complained

Tardieu. Clemenceau pointed oul that such generosity sat

strangely on the British delegate, who had secured, and

held, all the prizes England sought: colonies, cables, ships,
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and, above all, the extinction of German naval and commer-

cial rivalry. Lloyd George was embarrassed by this shrewd

thrust, but he persisted nevertheless. In the end he secured

a few minor concessions and one important change: the

fate of Upper Silesia was to be decided by a plebiscite.

Balked in his desire to secure terms which the Germans
would find less onerous, Lloyd George turned to the task

of strengthening his position at home. "If the Germans de-

clined to sign and an advance by the Army was necessary,”

he said, “it might be necessary to stir up public opinion

again to a certain extent.” Therefore, he had one of his

advisers prepare a covering letter for the Allied reply, con-

troverting the German contentions concerning responsibil-

ity for the war and concerning alleged discrepancies between

the conditions of peace and tlie pre-armistice agreement.

Clemenceau and Wilson readily agreed with the argument

that the peace terms were in harmony with the pre-armis-

tice agreement. Wilson was somewhat dubious about the

evidence used to fix the responsibility for the war on Ger-

many. "The document had conveyed a slight feeling of

inadequacy," he commented. "It would not prove satisfac-

tory to the future historian.” Nevertlieless, he concurred in

the indictment. This catastrophe, the Germans were told

on June i6, this catastrophe with its millions of dead, its

millions maimed, physically and spiritually, its appalling

drain on the world’s economic strength, had come "because

Germany saw fit to gratify her lust for tyranny by resort

to war.” There would be no further discussion.

In Weimar, the Assembly and the cabinet had been dis-

cussing the treaty ceaselessly for over a month. The first

impulse had been to refuse to sign. "It means the annihila-

tion of the German people,” declared the President of the

national Assembly. "It is incomprehensible that a man who
had promised the world a peace of justice, upon which a

society of nations wouid be founded, has been able to assist

in framing this project dictated by hate.” During the weeks

following, cooler men began to weigh gains and losses. To
sien. said Erzbereer and his colleagues of the Center, meant
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peace, and the chance for a new hearing later
;
not to sign

meant a military invasion, Bolshevism, the triumph of the

separatist movement. Those who opposed signing had no
single argument. The demand that (lermany "perish with

honor” had great emotional appeal, but the more sensible

opponents of signature justified themselves by saying that

if the Allies took Berlin, they would find the expedition

futile and expensive; in a short time they would consent

to peace on honorable terms. Erzijerger won. The Assembly
agreed to sign on two conditions: Germany would not ac-

knowledge .sole responsibility f(jr the war, and Germany
would not allow accused German leaders

—
“the war crimi-

nals”—to be tried in foreign courts.

When the German conditions reached Paris, the Allies

were in a mood to be more rather than less exacting. Clera-

enceau had just learned that the Germans had destroyed

the French battle-flags captured in 1S70, flags which were

to be surrendered under the conditions of peace. More im-

portant, the German officers w'ho had been left on board

the interned ships at Scapa Flow opened the sea-cocks of

the vessels on June 21. Tirpitz’s great “risk” navy had been

powerless to break British sea power, but Germans pre-

ferred that their fleet find refuge on the bottom of the

ocean rather than pass to the enemy. Thus cheated, the

Allies were filled with indignation. Clemenceau wished to

retaliate by seizing the industrial district of Essen. Wilson

and Lloyd George refused his demand, but they also refused

the German demand for treaty changes. Unconditional ac-

ceptance by the evening of June 23 was demanded of Ger-

many. Confronted by the Allied ultimatum, the Germans

capitulated: “Yielding to overwhelming force, but without

on that account abandoning its view in regard to the un-

heard-of injustice of the conditions of peace, the Govern-

ment of the German Republic therefore declares that it is

ready to accept and sign the conditions of peace imposed

by the Allied and Associated Go\’ernments.”

Clemenceau staged the scene. Tn 1871 the German Empire

had been proclaimed in the Hall of Mirrors at Versailles.
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Less than a half-century later, on June 28, 1919, the Hall

of Mirrors was again crowded, this time by representatives

of the Grand Alliance which had overthrown the German
Empire. The Chinese alone were absent; they refused to

sign a treaty which gave the Shantung concessions to Japan.

When the stage was set, the Germans were admitted The

treaty was signed. It was a grand spectacle, too grand,

Colonel House confided to his diary;

“When the Germans had signed and the great Allied

Powers had done so, the cannon began to boom. I had a feel-

ing of sympathy for the Germans who sat there quite stoically.

It was not unlike what was done in ancient times, when the

conqueror dragged the conquered at his chariot wheels. To
my mind, it is out of keeping with the new era which we
profess an ardent desire to promote. I wish it could have been

more simple and that there might have been an element of

chivalry, which was wholly lacking. The affair was elabo-

rately staged and made as humiliating to the enemy as it well

could be.

“After the signing we went to the terrace to see the foun-

tains, which were playing for the first time since the war
began. Aeroplanes were in the air, guns were being fired, and

the thousands surrounding Versailles made a brilliant and

memorable scene.”

4. THE EASTERN SETTLEMENT

The treaty with Germany signed, Wilson and Lloyd

George left for home. The main lines of the treaties to be

imposed on the other enemy states had already been worked

out; the details were left to other members of the Allied

delegations. Bulgaria lost least, because the Second Balkan

War had left little for any one to take. By the Treaty of

Neuilly, signed in November, 1919, Rumania secured the

last remnant of the Dobruja, Greece took the last remnant

of the JEgean coast, and Serbia took some mountainous

land along the western frontier of Bulgaria. Like all the

other treaties, the Trefaty of Neuilly contained the League

Covenant and provisions "for reparation and disarmament.

Austria, hungry and helpless, signed the Treaty of St.

Germain in September, 1919. The Treaty of the Trianon
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with Hungary was not signed until June, 1920. The delay

was necessitated by a series of unparalleled calamities. In

November, 1918, a liberal Socialist government was estab-

lished in Hungary by Count Karolyi. Karolyi had little

popular support. liis rule was hated alike by the great

landed Magyar magnates, who had formerly governed the

country, and by the radical proletariat. Rumors of the

terms which the Paris conference intended to inflict on
Hungary precipitated revolt which culminated in the seizure

of power by the Bolshevists under Bela Kun'in I^Iarch,

1919. A reign of terror was begun against the old ruling

class, and the Allies were defied. I'he Rumanians derided

to restore order: they were afraid of Bolshevism, and they

had old scores to pay off against the Magyars. A large

force invaded Hungary, occupied Budapest, and inaugu-

rated a reign of terror more fierce than that of the Bol-

shevists. The countryside was systematically plundered.

All moveable objects, from works of art and jewelry to food

and machinery, even including the beds and bedding from

hospitals, were shipped back to Rumania. The Four thun-

dered in vain from Paris; not until November, 1919, did

the Rumanians quit Hungary. Naturally the Magyars did

not forget this episode. The Rumanians gone, the aristo-

crats seized power and began the third, and most bloody,

terror. It was with this govemment^f Bcthlen and Horthy

that peace was made in June, 192a

What happened to the once proud Dual Monarchy is best

told in figures. Austria before the war was a country of

over 1 15,000 square miles with a population of nearly thirty

millions of people. Austria after the war became a small

land-locked state, with six and a half millions of people

living within 32,000 square mile.s. Most of the people lost

had belonged to subject races, but some four millions of

German-Austrians were subjected to foreign rule. Hun-

gary met a similar fate. In area, -Hungary was reduced

from 125,000 to 35,000 square *miles; her population was

cut from twenty-one millions to eight millions. Over three

millions of Magyars were given to other states. In one re-
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spect the Hungarians escaped more easily than Austria;

they at least were left a rich agricultural territory. The
mountains and valleys of the new Austria, for all their

beauty, could not support a capital containing almost two

millions of people. Vienna had flourished as the adminis-

trative and cultural center of a great empire, but now the

city contained almost a third of the whole Austrian popula-

tion. The Austrians, surrounded by hostile, strangling

tariff barriers, saw only slow death in store for their coun-

try. To avert catastrophe they sought inclusion in the larger

political and economic system of Germany. The Treaty of

St. Germain barred this escape. Austria was forced to

promise "to abstain from any act which might directly or

indirectly, or by any means whatever, compromise her in-

dependence”—unless the League Council gave its unani-

mous consent. The Austrians lapsed back into despair. The

Magyars did not despair. They were filled with the fury

of a race which, having itself proudly oppressed others

for centuries, suddenly finds itself oppressed. Germany had

been a great power for only half a century; Hungary had

been a great power for ten centuries. The Magyars were

resolved that the Trianon verdict should not long stand.

On great placards, and in their own minds, they inscribed

tile words which still are seen; “No! No! Never!”

The oppressed were now redeemed and could oppre.ss

others. M. Pashitch saw his dream of playing the part of

Cavour realized. Serbia had become the Piedmont of the

Jugoslavs. There was one difference: Cavour had merged

Piedmont in the Kingdom of Italy; Pashitch merged all

the Jugoslavs—Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina,

Croatia, and the other South Slav districts of the Dual

Monarchy—^into the Kingdom of Serbia. Jugoslavia was

an enlarged Serbia, ruled by Serbs. The South Slavs found

that they had not won freedom ;
they had merely changed

masters. They had, however, won national unity. In

Rumania, on the other hSnd, the minorities were of dif-

ferent stock. After the war, Rumania was in the fortunate

nosition of beiner able to take toll from friend and foe alike:
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Bessarabia from Russia; Transylvania and other smaller

territories from Hungary; the Dobriija, from Bulgaria. The
enlarged Rumania, twice as large as before the war, con-

tained minorities who together constituted a majority of

the population. There were a million and three-quarters

Magyars, over a million Germans, a million Jews, almost

a million Ukrainians, and other smaller groups in a total

population of seventeen and a half millions. “Self-determi-

nation” worked little better in Poland, where the minori-

ties—Ruthcnians, Jews, and Germans—made up almost a

third of the total population of twenty-seven millions.

Minorities constituted an even larger proportion of the

people of Czechoslovakia, but the situation here was miti-

gated by three elements. The Croats and Magyars in Jugo-

slavia, the Germans and Magyars in Rumania, and the

Germans in Poland had attained a higher cultural level than

their new masters. The Czechs, on the other hand, had a

long and rich cultural history behind them. They were

the equals of the Germans and the Magyars. Furthermore,

Czechoslovakia included the chief industrial centers of tlte

Dual Monarchy, so that the country was well off economi-

cally. Finally, the Czechs possessed in Masaryk and Benes

two of the ablest statesmen in Europe. Which of these

factors was of most importance is debatable
; the combina-

tion made Czechoslovakia the only stable, successful coun-

try in that litter of states which grew out of the ruins of

the three empires.

In the other states self-determination intensified national

egoism, ruthless ambition, hatred of neighboring peoples,

and persecution of minorities. The Dual Monarchy had at

least provided an economic unit of adequate size
;
the suc-

cessor states replaced that unity by ruinous tariff walls.

The "Balkanization” of Eastern Europe hampered eco-

nomic development without providing political peace or

even self-determination. The oppresped peoples were fewer

in numbers, but they were mo?e outrageously oppressed

than ever. It is doubtful if a substantially different result

could have been attained. Information regarding the com-
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plex problems of Eastern Europe was both fragmentary

and contradictory; it was inevitable that war passions

should lead the conference to look sympathetically on evi-

dence which favored the new states and hurt the enemy.

Furthermore, the power of the conference was limited.

The inflamed nationalism of the newly emancipated peoples

brooked no restraint
;
they were already occupying the lands

they claimed ;
the Allies were unwilling to use armed force

against the states they had just liberated. An effort was

made to mitigate the injustice of the new boundaries by

treaties providing for just treatment of minorities. There

was scant chance that the emancipated peoples would forego

the opportunity to oppress their former oppressors, but the

treaties did give a legitimate sanction for mobilizing Euro-

pean opinion against flagrant oppression.

The Treaty of Sevres with Turkey was not signed until

August, 1920, and it never went into effect. The settlement

' was delayed because the Allies could not agree among them-

selves; the settlement was upset by aroused Turkish

nationalism.

From the moment Turkey entered the war the Allies

planned territorial conquests and feared quarrels over the

spoils. To avert discord, secret agreements were made.

Nevertheless, when the war ended, harmony had not been

achieved. The entrance of Italy and Greece into the war
and the withdrawal of Russia complicated the task of map-

drawing. The British had procured the aid of the Arabs

against the Turks by promising them independence; Arab

claims conflicted with those of Prance. President Wilson

tiirew the whole problem into confusion by saying he

thought the peoples of the Near East should decide their

own fate and by sending out a commission to ask the

peoples what they wanted.

While the other Allies were circling around the map of

Turkey hesitantly, Italy acted. The powers had proved

strangely unresponsive to'’the Adriatic claims which Italy

had advanced. Italy decided not to be forestalled in Turkey.
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A pretext was invented for lauding troops at Adalia. Greece

now came forward. Venizelos persuasively urged that the

old Greek empire in Asia Minor should be revived. The

argument was attractive to men trained in the classical

tradition. Greece was allowed to send troops to Smyrna.

Twenty thousand landed in May, 1919, and avenged old

wrongs by butchering the Tuiks they encountered. The
massacre passed almost unnoticed in Europe, but it created

a furor in the Near East. Turks were being killed by the

despised Greeks. The Turks began to lose the apathy of

defeat. The nationalist revival found a leader in Mustapha

Kemal, the military commander in Asia Minor. While the

Allies debated terms to be offered a supposedly helpless

enemy, revolt spread through Anatolia and Syria.

The Treaty of Sevres confined Turkish power to central

Anatolia. Because no one knew what else to do with Con-

stantinople, the city was returned to Turkey, but the Straits

were to be opened and under international control. Greece

was given all the rest of European Turkey, and was to

control the region about Smyrna. As a “mandate,” Syria

was given to France; Palestine and Mesopotamia, now
called Iraq, to England. The Arabs of the Hedjaz received

independence. Conflicting claims to spheres of influence

under the secret treaties had not yet been adjusted; France,

England, and Italy were to settle these questions later. The
capitulations and other old restrictions on Turkish sover-

eignty were restored; the powers would supervise the

Turkish military and financial administration. At first the

Turks refused to sign the treaty. Allied forces occupied

Constantinople ; Greek armies advanced through Asia Minor.

The Turks signed, signed what would, if carried out, be

a death-warrant for Turkey. Turkey would be a small

Anatolian state ruled from Constantinople under the watch-

ful eyes of the powers.

In theory, the whole force of the Allies guaranteed the

execution of the treaty; practically, the Greek army was
the only fighting force behind Ae treaty. In Angora,
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Mustapha Kemal was in revolt against Constantinople and

the treaty. Within three years he was to annihilate the

Greek forces and dictate a new treaty.

Versailles, St. Germain, Trianon, Neuilly, and Sevres

/ —these five treaties form the Peace of Paris. Together,

they represent an effort to pin down a map which had been

badly blown about since 1914. What are the chief charac-

teristics and tendencies of the new situation? No one could

have answered that question in 1919: no one can answer

it to-day. Of the political settlement two contradictory de-

scriptions were given.

Self-determination was the starting point of the first.

From this starting point, optimists and pessimists drew

different conclusions. The age of the dinosaurs is over,

said the optimists. The years from 1871 to 1914 saw the

world dominated by imperialistic powers, too powerful to

be controlled, afraid only of each other. The smaller states

trembled, fearing that they would be crushed in the battle

of giants. Between 1914 and 1918, three of the seven

greatest powers were completely broken in strength; the

other four were seriously weakened by the struggle. Now
tire states of small or medium stature would lose their

fear. New states had appeared in Eastern Europe, natural

allies of the lesser states of Europe and America. Individ-

ually too weak to hope for a successful imperialistic career,

collectively strong enough to restrain the giants, the lesser

states woidd guide the world, through the League of

Nylons, mtop^s ofcooperation antTpeac^’ScT'lhought

the optimists. The pessimists thought self-determination

could lead only to anarchy. “The more I think about the

President’s declaration as to the right of ‘self-determina-

tion,’ the more convinced I am of the danger of putting

such ideas into the minds of certain races,” wrote the

American Secretary of State, Lansing. “The phrase is

simply loaded with dynamite . . . What a calamity that

the phrase was ever uttei’ed! What misery it will cause!”

According to this view, it was folly to think either that

cMf-riptprmina+inn would riire the evils of national egoism
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or that the lesser states would he more pacific than the

great powers. Self-determination meant that the history of

the world would be a gigantic repetition of Balkan history.

Other students shrugged self-determination aside as in-

consequential and argued that the war had really divided

the globe into four great spheres of influence. Japan was

supreme in the Far East; the United States, with its Mon-

v

roc Doctrine, in the Americas; France, in Continental

Europe and the Mediterranean. The Indian Ocean was the

domain of the British Isnipire. In East Africa, from the

Cape to Cairo, British [jossessions formed an unbroken

line of red. Spheres of influence carried the line across

Arabia, Mesopotamia, Persia, and Afghanistan to India.

From India the line descended to the solid base of Aus-

tralia. Unfortunately, the British Empire was weakened l)y

the fact that the heart lay in the British Isles, close to the

domain of France, Granted that the world really was
divided into four spheres of influence, hopeful or despond-

ent conclusions could be drawn. It might be that the world

had now achieved stability'. These four giants might adopt

a “live and let live’’ policy; or the two Anglo-Saxon

empires, more enlightened than the lesser breeds without

the law, might enforce a peace based, as an Englishman

said, on the open Bible. On the other hand, the World
War might prove to have been only the first world war.

Possibly a more spectacular struggle between the giants

lay ahead. The struggle might end in common ruin, or,

men said, looking apprehen‘.ively toward the giant of the

western world, one power might triumph.

More cautious critics refused to rise to a judgment of

the trend of history They merely pointed out that this

w'as not the peace men had longed for. The Germans had

not been brought back into the family of nations; they

had been branded as moral criminals .and placed in sub-

jection by a dictated treaty. The relations between the

slates of Eastern and Southern Europe were dangerou,sly

unstable, and few thinking men expected that the settle-

ment with Turkey would last. The Russian problem had
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been given up in despair. The economic difficulties be-

queathed by the war had not simply been ignored; they

were intensified by the reparations clauses of the treaty.

Against these shortcomings, some achievements might be

set, French revanche was past; but would peace now be

troubled by German craving for revenge? Many peoples had

won freedom; but would ihe new states be able to live on
tolerable terras with each other and with their former op-

pressors? Above all, there was the League of Nations. To
that men pinned their hopes. It might be that when passions

subsided, when the nations counted the cost of war, the

League Covenant might become more than a scrap of paper.
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THE HEGEMONY OF FRANCE

I. INTRODUCTION

The task of writing the diplomatic history of the years

from 1871 to 1919 is simplified by the fact that the outcome

of the events described is known in advance. In 1871 a new
status quo was established. Efforts to revise the existing

situation began immediately. Year after year the struggle

continued between the forces making for change and the

forces making for stability. For a generation and a half the

European powers adjusted without recourse to armed con-

flict the issues which divided tliem. In 1914 there was a

crisis in which neither side was willing either to compromise

or to give way. War followed, and after war a new status

quo was established. A chapter in European diplomatic his-

tory had been completed ;
it was possible to write a descrip-

tion of the events which had led to the conclusion reached

in 1919. A new chapter then began. We are to-day watching

the events in the new story unfold themselves. As yet the

outcome is uncertain. For that reason it is impossible to

select with any assurance from the myriad happenings of

each passing year those events which the historian of the

future will choose to describe the evolution of European

politics during our era. What seems important to-day may
next year be forgotten, because the perspective will then

have changed. The point of view from which men saw the

post-war years in 1928 already seems distorted. In 1928

men thought they had, with long travail, climbed from the

valley of despair to the mountain sloj)es whence the dawn-

ing of a new and happier age could be seen. In 1932 we
are again in the valley; the visions of 1928 seem only a

deceptive mirage. Black night seems once more closing over

303
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Europe. Possibly men will soon be lifted to a more pleasing

vantage point. Then the gloom which must pervade a story

told in 1932 will seem as fantastic as the buoyant optimism

of 1928 seems to-day.

The fact that any conclusions reached to-day may be

invalidated to-morrow is no reason for dismissing the prob-

lem of understanding the post-war years with a despairing

non possumus. If we are to influence the course of events,

we must first try to comprehend the elements with which we
must deal. We can at least analyze the situation, if we can-

not with any cei-tainty narrate the events which will lead

to an unpredictable conclusion. Analysis, more than narra-

tion, now becomes our task.

Before the war, two opposing forces were at work in the

world: science was welding the world into an economic

unit
;
nationalism was dividing the world into hostile frag-

ments. The war disrupted the economic structure; the peace

treaties added new disturbing elements. Economic recon-

struction was possible only through international coopera-

tion. The war had, however, intensified nationalism through-

out the world. Wilson had hoped to placate the spirit of

nationalism by granting the right of self-determination.

Freedom attained, he believed, the nations of the world

would then rmite to ensure the preservation of peace. Events

belied his hopes. Self-determination was, of course, applied

only to a limited extent at Paris. No attempt was made to

liberate peoples held in subjection by the victors. On the

Continent of Europe, nationals of the defeated powers were

in many cases handed over to the victors in defiance of

Wilson’s precepts. Even the most complete application of

the principle of self-determination would not, however, have

ensured harmonious peace. Post-war nationalism was quick

to hate and fear, but slow to forget and trust. Devotion to

nationalism proved no bar to oppression, whether of minori-

ties at home or subject races overseas. Nationalism would
tolerate no restriction on national freedom of action.

Nationalism blinded men to all except immediate national
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Nationalism, which at its birth seemed a glorious liber-

ating force, threatened after the war to drag the world to

common ruin. In politics and economics alike nationalism

barred the road to the cooperation which was essential if

the world was to have peace. Peace men ardently wished.

The disastrous effects of war were too obvious to be ig-

nored. Nevertheless, almost a decade and a half after the

armistice, millions are starving in the midst of plenty, an

impoverished world supports a burden of armaments greater

than that which seemed intolerable in 1914, and the immi-

nence of war is freely prophesied. To a more detailed

analysis of the circumstances which have brought the world

to this plight we must now turn our attention.

2. ECONOMIC DISLOCATION

The World War was terribly wasting, physically and

spiritually ; serious difficulty in effecting economic readjust-

ment was inevitable. Men living after 1918 realized that the

war had been costly, but the costs they counted were not

those which possessed greatest importance. The men who
had been killed or maimed, or who had died of disease, were

lost to productive effort, but they were replaceable. The
falling birth-rate of the war years was largely cancelled by

the rise after 1918. The steel, the foodstuffs, and the other

supplies devoured by war were produced during the war.

They were, to be sure, purchased with the proceeds of loans,

because governments find the task of compelling men to

give money more difficult than the task of compelling men
to give their lives for their country. So long as government

borrowings were domestic, war loans constituted no insu-

perable problem
;
tax burdens could be so adjusted after the

war that those who held the bonds must also pay the taxes

with which the interest and principal of the public debt

were paid. Foreign borrowings for war supplies raised

graver problems which will be analyzed later. Concentration

on the production of war supplies also left a legacy in

depreciated plants. Factories, railroads, homes were wearing

out and were not being replaced. Economists have estimated
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that the depreciation left Europe in 1918 with fixed capital

about equivalent to that possessed in 1912. After 1918 re~

pairs and replacements were quickly made; within a few

years productive capacity was as great as if no war had

taken place.

Loss of life and of the products of human effort was not

the really dangerous legacy of the war. One may regret that

human life and effort were not consumed for other ends,

but the loss does not explain the post-war instability. The
really dangerous economic results of the war may be

summed up in one word: dislocation. There had been a

serious dislocation of industry. War expanded productive

capacity in what are known as the heavy industries—steel,

ship-building, and textiles. When war and reconstruction

ceased, these industries were left with a plant capacity far

in excess of the world's needs. The overexpansion was con-

cealed temporarily in some places by the appearance of new
uses—steel for automobiles, for instance. In time the facts

became apparent, and the resulting plethora of productive

capacity in the "heavies” acted as a depressing influence on

other industries. Trade connections had also suffered dislo-

cation. While, for instance, British enterprise was concen-

trated on production for war, the British could not supply

goods to South America and to the East The shortage was
overcome, partly by the growth of native industry, partly

by expanded production in the United States and Japan.

The war over, competition for these markets became acute.

By the terms of the peace treaty, the Allies attempted to

hamper competition from Germany by confiscating German
property abroad, so that the Germans were forced to re-

build their commercial connections. Even with Germany
thus hampered, the other industrial powers found foreign

markets far too small to absorb the produce of their ex-

panded industries. Indeed the market was, for reasons not

immediately economiej^ smaller than before the war. Russia,

paralyzed by revolution, could purchase little. Other revolu-

tionary disturbances, in India, China, and elsewhere, in-
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volvecl many hundreds of millions of people and similarly

restricted purchasing power.

The peace treaties added new difficulties. The economic,

as well as political, unity of the Dual Monarchy was shat-

tered, with disastrous economic consequences. The Austrian

republic suffered most; indeed, the plight of Austria was
similar to that which would confront New York if foreign

and hostile states stretched along her southern and western

borders Austria suffered most, but the other succession

states of the Dual Monarchy, and the new Baltic states, also

suffered from the sudden contraction of, or change in, the

political unit within which their economic life must exist

Similarly, to change highly industrialized areas like the

Saar, Alsace-Lorraine, and Upper Silesia from one customs

jurisdiction to another meant economic disturbance, alike to

the areas in question, to the countries of which they had

formerly been part, and to the nations in whose economic

life they were now included. Economic nationalism com-

pleted what the war and the peace treaties had begun. Tariff

walls and discriminatory customs regulations rose ever

higher as new states and old, all over the world, set out to

achieve the elusive goal of self-sufficiency, or to injure the

economic life of a hated neighbor. Once begun, the tariff

race had no apparent ending. Increases in one nation pro-

voked increases in a neighboring state, increases which

brought new retaliatory restrictions. Confronted by tariff

barriers, international trade languished ; competition for the

few remaining free markets intensified, while within its

fortified limits domestic trade vainly sought sufficient out-

lets for its products. On no count can the makers of the

peace treaties be more justly indicted than for their failure

to grapple with the problems raised by the dislocation of

trade which resulted from abnormal war conditions, from

revolution, from the creation of new states and the trans-

formation of old states, and from* the extravagances of

economic nationalism.

In striving to understand the instability of post-war in-
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dustry and trade it is necessary to take cognizance of

elements like revolution and nationalism, which are more
emotional or spiritual than material. The dislocation of

credit is even more intimately tied to mental and emotional

conditions. Before 1914 the capitalistic system of produc-

tion and distribution had rested on the apparently stable

foundation of credit. The building of factories, ships, and

railroads, the production and purchase of goods, the needs

of governments—all the multifarious transactions of a busy

world moved so smoothly that few of those engaged in

economic endeavor realized how more than a tiny part of

the system worked. Men were confident that the machinery

would work
;
only trained students and men of affairs knew

that it was the fact of confidence which enabled tlie machin-

ery to work. One must be confident of the future to purchase

the securities of an industrial plant as yet unbuilt, to agree

to deliver or receive goods months in the future, to pur-

chase government bonds maturing decades in the future, or

with no maturity date. Confidence might, of course, be

misplaced. There were risks ; a business house or a govern-

ment might become bankrupt; occasionally there were busi-

ness depressions and financial crises. The intelligent man
took these contingencies into consideration, as a farmer

would allow for drought or excessive rain. The system of

national and international credit by which industry and

trade were financed was, however, thought fundamentally

sound and stable.

The war and the peace drastically altered the credit rela-

tionship between nations. More important, confidence in the

new relationship was never completely established and at

times seemed completely lacking. During the war, the Euro-

pean Allies were unable to produce by their own efforts the

supplies needed for the struggle. Purchases were made on a

colossal scale from other countries, particularly from the

United States. These purchases were financed in part by
the sale of American sectjrities which had been owned by
Allied nationals, in part by loans floated in the United

States. The effect might be compared to a geological dis-
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turbance which compelled a liver to reverse the direction of

its flow. Before the war, large sums had flowed from the

United States to Europe for the payment of interest on

American bonds and stocks held abroad. Many of these

securities had now been sold to American investors by their

foreign owners; less money would now flow from the

United States. On the other hand, American investors had

purchased the securities of the Allied governments. Hence-

forth, money must be sent from Europe to the United States

to repay the interest on these loans, sums much larger than

Americans must pay on securities held abroad. The flow of

interest payments was reversed. The United Stales had

changed from a debtor to a creditor nation.

The change was both intensified and complicated after

the United States entered the war By 1917 so many Allied

bond issues had been floated in America that the investment

market was about exhausted, while the need for American

munitions continued unabated. Tn this emergency the Amer-
ican government came to the rescue. American investors

were unwilling to buy Allied bonds, but could be induced or

forced to buy American government bonds. The Washing-

ton government floated Lilierty bonds, and with the pro-

ceeds of these bonds paid for Allied purchases in tire United

States. The Allied governments promised to repay the sums

thus advanced at a later date. England had, since the begin-

ning of the war, been making similar advances to her Con-

tinental allies. When lending ceased some time after the

armistice, England was owed large sums by her Continental

allies, while all the Allied govemm.ents owed amounts,

which in the aggregate were a still larger sum, to the United

States government. These intergovernmental transactions

constitute what came later to be Imown as the war debts.

They were, of course, only a part of the financing necessi-

tated by the war. In addition to intergovernmental debts,

there were the bonds sold by Allied governments to their

own citizens and to American priVkte investors. Would the

governments be able to pay these obligations? The answer

was dubious. The existence of governmental debts of colos-
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sal magnitude introduced an element of uncertainty into the

credit world.

Reparations were closely akin to war debts in that they

were a debt payable by one government to other govern-

ments. The connection became still more intimate when the

Allied governments began to look to reparations payments

for the sums necessary to pay the United States govern-

ment. If it was uncertain whether the Allied intergovern-

mental debts could be paid, it was still more dubious whether

Grermany could be saddled with the task of paying for the

Allied war debts and for the cost of reconstructing the

devastated areas as well. Reparations, therefore, further

unsettled confidence in the new financial structure of the

world.

Uncertainty concerning the worth of intergovernmental

debts, whether reparations or war debts, was inevitable, be-

cause two questions were involved which could not be

answered. Had governments the ability and the willingness

to collect by taxation the sums involved? The obligations

might, of course, be commercialized; that is, the debtor

governments might sell bonds to the investing public, and

satisfy the obligations to the creditor governments with the

proceeds. Investors would buy the bonds, however, only if

they thought the investment a safe one, if they were con-

fident that the tax receipts of the debtor government would

suffice for payments on principal and interest. This question

therefore comes back to taxation. The other question is:

Granted that the necessary amounts were raised by taxa-

tion, were the governments able or willing to transfer these

sums from their own exchequers to those of the creditor

countries? These two questions must be considered sepa-

rately for reparations and war debts.

The proportion of a nation's income which may be col-

lected in taxes is theoretically determinable. The proportion

of the tax receipts waich may be set aside for debt payments

is also theoretically detefbinable. Learned statisticians have,

by awe-inspiring calculations which, are unintelligible to the

lavman. proved again and again that the German govern-
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ment could accumulate large sums for reparations payments

by taxation and lowered governmental expenses. Probably

the statisticians are right. Nevertheless the large sums have

not been forthcoming. Our statisticians explain that German
taxes have been too low and governmental expenditures too

high. Probably the explanation is correct. Cogent arguments

may be advanced to prove that Germany could, if willing to

make the necessary sacrifices, assume heavy reparations

burdens.

The arguments of the statisticians do not, however, go

far enough. The new German Republic was the child, not

of hope and triumph, but of disillusionment and defeat.

There was, to be sure, hope in Germany that the creation

of the Republic would bring peace on the lenient terms

promised by the pre-armistice agreement Hope vanished

when the conditions of peace became known. Thereafter the

Republic commanded enthusiastic support from only a

minority of the German people. This wealc government

found itself saddled with the duly of taxing the German
people for reparations payments of colossal size. At best,

people do not like to pay taxes. Taxes may be made palatable

by hope of sustaining national well-being, or by fear, as in

the case of appropriations for national defense. Even when
thus made palatable, high taxes impair the popularity of

the government; high taxes which are odious may lead to

revolution. Taxes for reparations—for tribute, as the Ger-

mans put it—were odious. The government hesitated to risk

revolution by imposing the necessary burdens. Furthermore,

the supporters of the Republic were liberals and socialists,

who demanded expensive social improvements. To refuse

these improvements might drive the government supporters

into the Communist camp. To tax for reparations raised the

threat of revolt by conservatives who refused to admit the

necessity for reparations pa3nnents; to cut governmental

expenses in order to save money for Reparations raised the

threat of revolt by radicals who demanded social improve-

ments On the other hand, non-payment of reparations

brought the German government face to face with angry
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and powerful creditors. Fear of creditors and fear of revo-

lution—the government of the Republic fled from one only

to be confronted by the other. The government dared not

defy cither. It temporized with both and hoped that time

would bring a solution.

That Germany could stand a considerable tax burden for

reparations payments was possible; that the German people

could be induced to bear this burden was improbable. The
same dilemma appeared when the so-called transfer problem

was considered. Let us assume for the moment that the

German government was successful in its search for funds

with which to pay reparations. What was to be the medium
of payment to the creditor countries—gold? Impossible. All

the gold in Germany was only a small fraction of the repa-

rations demands, and the gold in Germany was needed as

support for the currency. Some means of payment must be

found which would not draw gold out of Germany, because

to draw gold out of Germany in large amounts would be to

destroy the value of the German currency. Only two other

methods were visible in 1920: Germany could make things

for foreign peoples, or do things for them
;
Germany could

pay in goods or in services.

An illustration may make clear tlie mechanism of pay-

ment. Herr Schwarz of Berlin, sells goods to the value of

ten thousand dollars to M. Blanc of Paris. The German
government owes money to the French government for

reparations account. The German government pays Herr

S^warz his ten thousand dollars, and tells the French gov-

ernment to collect from M. Blanc, and to credit Germany’s

account. Result; Germany has paid ten thousand dollars on

reparations, although no money has been shipped across the

German frontier. The transaction would of course be more
complex, but the principle would be unchanged. To pay the

sum due on reparations account, the transaction of Herr
Schwarz would have to be repeated hundreds of thousands

of times. Germany must* every year export in goods and

services enough, not merely to counterbalance her imports,

but enough to counterbalance both her imports and her
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reparations payments. If German exports did not suffice, the

balance must be paid in gold. As we have already seen,

exporting gold was out of the question.

Most experts refused to believe that German exports

could be stimulated enough to counterbalance annual pay-

ments of $1,500,000,000 on reparations, and the Allies were

asking for that much or more as late as 1921. The skeptics

had strong arguments. Before the war, Germany had im-

ported more goods than she exported; the deficit was bal-

anced by payments due to Germany on investments abroad

and on services. By the Treaty of Versailles, German in-

vestments abroad and the bulk of Germany’s shipping were

confiscated. Therefore, Germany could not count on returns

from services to help balance her international payments

Merely to achieve a balance, without reparations payments,

Germany must now export more goods than formerly, unless

imports could be decreased. The increase of exports must

be very great indeed if reparations were to be paid. The

Allies lessened the possibility of a growth of exports by

confiscating German branch banks, factories, railroads, and

other industrial property abroad, by seizing German ship-

ping, by demanding large amounts of coal and other raw

materials, and by severing three of the most important

industrial areas from the Reich. To cut away German con-

nections with foreign markets, to force her to build anew

her facilities for shipment, to take away essential raw mate-

rials like coal and iron, to transfer industrial areas to other

states—these were poor ways to encourage German exports.

Thus handicapped, German exports must be increased at

a time when revolutionary disturbances were making inter-

national trade more difficult, when tariff walls were rising,

and when the competition for markets was keen Germany

could be successful in the competition only if her prices

were lower than those of her competitors. Most of the raw

material for German manufacture was imported ;
costs could

not be cut down greatly here. Efftcient management might

produce reduction in costs, but American industry was a

model of efficient oroduction. Germany could not cut under
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American manufactures by managerial savings. The return

given to holders of capital stock and bonds might be re-

duced
;
this proved only temporarily possible. The only other

element of cost on which savings were possible was labor.

By reducing the wages and the standard of living of German
labor, German goods might be made cheaply enough to

compete successfully with British and American goods.

German exports could be stimulated, but neither the

Allies nor the Germans were willing to pay the necessary

price. Did the Allies want the world, including their own
domestic markets, flooded with German goods ? The answer

may be found in the tariff walls which were raised in every

country after the war. The answer may also be seen in the

controversy over payments in kind. The German government

offered to reconstruct the devastated areas with German
products and German labor, French industry and French

labor immediately protested, and payments in kind were

restricted to products which did not seriously compete with

French industry. Where, then, were German exports to go?
Everywhere they must compete with the products of Allied

factories, to the discomfiture and loss of Allied exporters.

Furthermore, the Allies were haunted by the knowledge

that the stimulus to German exports would be permanent.

When reparations had been paid, Germany would possess

an industrial plant and a control over foreign markets

which would make Germany incomparably the greatest in-

dustrial power in Europe. The Allies would then be con-

fronted by a Germany made strong by the reparations

burden which had been designed to keep Germany weak.

Truly, reparations payments placed the victors in an awk-
ward plight!

To lower the standard of living of German labor was the

only way to lower the cost of German products. German
labor objected to shouldering the burden, and after the war
German labor was in a belligerent mood. Here again the

German government waS confronted with the danger of
revolution if it sought to satisfy the Allied demand for

reparations. Funds for reparations payments could be se-
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cured only by a tax burden resented by all classes in Ger-

many, and by curtailing social expenditures demanded by

the radicals; the funds accumulated could be transferred

only by driving the already low standard of living still

lower. It was possible that taxation and economy would

produce the needed funds ; it was possible that a degraded

laboring class might enable Germans to sell their products

at a price low enough to overcome competition or tariff

barriers, and in quantity large enough to pay reparations. It

was possible that a reactionary government might have paid

reparations, submitting to high taxes and forcing labor down
to a subsistence level, because reactionaries might hope to

gain in the end. Reparations paid, German industry would

be powerful ;
German labor would be broken by long-con-

tinued exploitation ;
then the profits of industry would be

great. What a reactionary government might welcome, how-

ever, a democratic government, which was dependent on

popular acquiescence for continued existence, could not do.

If German statesmanship since the war has not seemed

impressive, that is partly because the rulers of Germany were

forced to cope with a nation determined not to pay and

with creditors determined to be paid.

The elements involved in the reparations question are

complex, understandable only after serious and dispassion-

ate study. Men after the war were unable to see the problem

clearly. Hatred of Germany was strong
;
men were terrified

by knowledge of what the war had cost; fools and dema-

gogues concocted plausible arguments to prove that Ger-

many could pay fantastic sums. To their lasting honor, there

were a few men with ability to understand and courage to

speak. J. M. Keynes’s Economic Consequences of the Peace,

a scathing indictment based on profound knowledge and

expressed with great force and clarity, -tvas published late

in 1919. It encountered much ignorant and prejudiced

criticism, but its cogent argument siowly made headway.

For years, few men and fewer women could keep distinct

in their minds the questions of what Germany could, and

what Germany should, pay. For years, the crushing logic
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with which economists sought to demolish extraA^n-gant

hopes went unheeded. Politicians, fearful for their hold on
office, popular writers who Imew the public would pay well

to read what the public wanted to believe—^these continued

to flatter the hopes of uninstructed electorates. Ignorance,

prejudice, fear, and downright falsehood all blocked the

path to a sane solution of the reparations problem. In this

confusion of counsel, the force of events determined the

issue : slowly, protesting, men abandoned the wild dreams

of 1918. It is possible, however, and one would like to

believe, that the lessons given by Keynes and other students

did help men to accept the inevitable with less cost in human
suffering than would otherwise have been the case.

The absurdity of the hope for large reparations can best

be appreciated by an examination of the contrast which was

made after the war between Germany’s failure to pay and

France’s prompt payment in 1871. The indemnity laid on

France by Bismarck was both definite and small
;
payment

brought tangible benefits. The Allies did not fix the total of

Germany’s liability until two years and a half after the

armistice. During the intervening period the Allied peoples

demanded extravagant sums which no nation could conceiv-

ably haA'e paid. These demands deprived the German people

of the incentive to pay anything; if they were to be forced

to default in any case, why try to pay a part of an Insur-

mountable burden? The sum fixed in 1921 was also too

high, and by that time the German capacity to pay had been

impaired by the seizure of capital assets such as investments,

ships, and railroad rolling stock by the Allies. As a keen

student of the problem said, the Allies, by seizing the capital

assets of Germany and then demanding sums which could

only be procured by earnings from capital, were demanding

"a daily diet of golden eggs and roast goose combined.”

Seizure of capital destroyed capacity to pay
;
the fixing of

a sum which could neVer be paid in full impaired the will to

pay. The will to pay vizf further impaired by the lack of

reward. France paid quickly in 1871 because by so doing

the German occupation and the restrictions on French sov-
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ereignty were removed. No such incentive was held out to

Germany until six years after the armistice Then the

Gei mans did try to pay, only to fall back discouraged when
all piomlsed benefits had been attained and when the pay-

ments again seemed beyond German capacity. There is no
parallel between the French indemnity of 1871 and German
reparations after 1919, because the Allies did their best to

destroy German capacity to pay and German desire to pay.

The pioblems created by war debts, and the difficulties of

securing payment, were much the same as those encountered

in the reparations problem. War debts were a far smaller

burden on the debtor nations. The funding agreements were

made on the basis of capacity to pay, and it would be diffi-

cult to prove that capacity was fixed at too high a figure.

Nevertheless, the human obstacles to payment remained the

same. If reparations were tribute to Germany, war debts

weie blood-money to the Allied peoples, debts incurred in

fighting a common battle to save civilization. No amount of

argument could shake this conviction; argument merely

strengthened dislike of America. On the other hand, just as

the Allied peoples claimed that Germany must be held to her

promise to pay, so the American people claimed that tlie

Allies must honor their bond. Just as the Allies insisted on

payments which could only be made in goods and then did

their best to hamper German exports, just so did the United

States pass tariff laws high even for America and demand

payment on debts which could be paid only in goods Like

reparations, the war debts heightened uncertainty, animos-

ity, tension ;
and while the resulting load of misery was not

commensurate with that occasioned by reparations, un-

doubtedly the existence of war debts impeded sane consid-

eration of reparations.

The economic difficulties resulting from the dislocation of

industry, trade, and credit were further complicated by

currency inflation. During the war eveTy government yielded

more or less to the temptation lb pay its way by issuing

paper money unbacked by gold. As always, two results fol-

lowed. In domestic trade, prices rose; people with fixed
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incomes found they could buy less; wage increases were
demanded; debts were incurred and purchases made in

terms of new prices. In foreign trade, the paper currency of

each nation fluctuated; no longer related to gold, the cur-

rency had a value corresponding to the probability, or

improbability, of a resumption of gold payments. Both the

rise in prices and the fluctuations in exchange value pro-

duced uncertainty and strain. When, after tlie war, govern-

ments sought to return to the gold standard, there was new
strain. Prices felt. Men who had accustomed themselves to

reckoning values in terms of inflated prices were forced to

adjust themselves to a new situation. Few citizens of any

country understood what was happening. When prices rose,

those with fixed incomes fomid themselves poor, while those

whose products sold at the higher prices, like the farmers,

rejoiced and increased production. When prices fell, the

roles were reversed. In both cases there was an outcry from

those whose condition was worsened. When deflation was
carried to completion, as in the United Slates and England,

farmers and laborers felt that the fall in prices had been

unjust; they became hostile to the “money barons” at whose

door they laid their woes. Where inflation was carried to

completion, as in Germany, those with fixed incomes found

their investments worthless ; impoverished, they became dis-

contented, even rebellious. Everywhere currency inflation

left a legacy of social discontent. Another legacy was im-

paired confidence. Having once seen governments slip away
from the gold standard, men feared new inflation. Gold

reserves were nervously watched. A fall in the reserve, even

idle rumor, sufficed to produce a panicky demand for gold,

which was then hoarded. States with strong gold reserves

used the threat of a sudden withdrawal of credits invested

in weak countries as a club with which to extort political

concessions. It is impossible to analyze fully the causes of

currency instability. Soffice it to say that the hysterical fear

of new inflation and the resentment caused by both Inflation

and deflation added materially to the general economic

dislocation.
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Social unrest was both a cause and a result of economic

instability. Before the war, the middle classes in Europe and

America, long accustomed to power and to the conviction

that power was rightly in their hands, were being incieas-

ingly subjected to pressure from the extremes of the social

hierarchy, the very rich and the very poor. Nineteenth cen-

tury humanitarianism and the need for political allies made
the middle classes mildly sympathetic toward the demands
of labor. In the years immediately preceding the war, small

capital and organized labor combined to check the Increasing

concentration of wealth The war produced a change The
growth of colossal aggregations of wealth was hastened;

the necessity for uninterrupted production made govern-

ments acquiesce in the demands of labor for higher wages.

The middle groups, on the other hand, were hard hit. Infla-

tion progressively lowered the economic position of those

who lived on the returns from investments; salaries rose

much more slowly than either wages or prices

After the war, deflation began. Deflation was, however,

nowhere complete. In England and America prices remained

high
;
in France and Italy inflation continued after the war,

and the currency never recovered more than a fraction of

its old value
; in Germany the old currency was repudiated

Those with investments were, therefore, ruined in Germany,

impoverished in France and Italy, and worse off than before

the war in England and America. The salaried groups also

had ground for complaint : salaries, slow to rise with prices,

were slashed more rapidly than prices fell after the war.

Even the small capitalist joined the ranks of the “new

poor” as the growth of large-scale production lowered prices

to a point where the individual producer or distributor could

no longer compete. The great middle class, long accustomed

to comfort and security, found itself increasingly deprived

of both. Labor and large capital, however, were better off.

Organized labor clung tenaciously and aggressively to gains

made during the war; the massing of capital into fewer

hands continued. Angry and bewildered, to a large extent

ignorant of the fortes at work, the middle class fought to
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retain its position, its wealth, and its power. Individuals

adopted different courses, but by and large the middle class

abandoned its alliance with labor; labor, aggressive and
rising in the social scale, threatened to destroy the social

and economic prerogatives which the middle class regarded

as theirs by immutable and natural laws. Socially at least,

the middle class had more in common with the possessors

of great wealth than with labor. To a large extent, the

middle-class revolt against the concentration of wealth col-

lapsed; the middle and upper groups joined in concerted

opposition to labor.

For our purposes, the plight of the middle class is impor-

tant because of its connection with nationalism. Through

long exercise of power, the middle class had come to regard

itself as the representative of the nation. Itself menaced, the

middle class came to feel tliat national safety was menaced

;

in defending its prerogatives, the middle class thought itself

defending the state. The assumption was made plausible by

the international character of socialism and, above all, of

communism. From Moscow came propaganda frankly hos-

tile to the existence of national states: Bolshevik Russia

became the bugaboo of the propertied classes in Europe and

America, as revolutionary France had once been to its

neighbors. To be sure, communism had but little hold on

labor in Europe, and still less in America; but the liberal

reformer, who before the war might have been honored as

a worthy citizen, was now painted red and thereby trans-

formed into a traitor. The effort to fortify existing social

and economic institutions by identifying them with national

safety was, of course, nearly always unconscious. That fact

does not detract from the importance of the effort. Whether
or not the attempt could long be successful is also beside

the point. The effect, at least temporarily, was to intensify

nationalism by giving nationalism the support of strong

economic interest. The power of the middle class was
shaken, but it was not broken. The middle class had always

been zealous for national honor. Zeal was redoubled by the

precarious political, social, and economic position in which
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the middle class found itself after the war. The war accus-

tomed men to violence; war propaganda made hate and

intolerance seem, not despicable, but admirable. Armed with

hate and intolerance, not scrupling at the use of violence,

sure that its interests were those of the nation, the middle

class battled for self-preservation. In the struggle ideals like

democracy and personal liberty, which the middle class had

formerly regarded as sacred, were ruthlessly sacrificed. In

the field of foreign affairs national egoism became the high-

est virtue.

Never before bad the world been confronted with eco-

nomic problems so numerous and so perplexing. Never had

the necessity for cooperation and compromise been more

essential ; but never had cooperation and compromise been

more difficult. The French people insisted that Germany

must remain economically weak; otherwise, Germany would

be strong enough to fight. The French people insisted that

Germany must pay reparations: otherwise, France must pay

for German aggression. It did no good to tell the French

people that a weak Germany could not pay. The French

people lost their tempers and became still more unreason-

able. In insisting on a tariff of prohibitive height and on

debt payments which could only be made in goods, tlie

Americans were equally unreasonable. Again and again we
find nationalism impelling men to cling stubbornly to ir-

reconcilable alternatives, refusing to surrender either and in

the end losing both. The economic maladies which affected

the post-war world could only be solved if men were willing

to sacrifice immediate national interests for the attainment

of common well-being. Nationalism prevented men from

making the necessary sacrifices. Therefore the maladies per-

sisted and grew in virulence. Men clung to the fetish of

nationalism while industry and commerce languished and

while hunger drove millions to desperation. The evils of the

situation were obvious, but men^refused to admit that the

evils resulted from their own short-sightedness. Instead,

tliey blamed other nations. Nationalism was nourished by

the miser}'^ it wa^ creating.
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3. THE DISSOLUTION OP THE GRAND ALLIANCE

Just as men craved economic well-being, which national-

ism made impossible to attain, so men craved peace, which

nationalism jeopardized. During the war, men welcomed the

vision of a harmonious world which Wilson had described.

Wilson asked for a reconciliation between the warring

peoples; then all nations were to cooperate in the task of

adjusting differences which might arise in the future. The

peace conference was to establish a stable world order;

stability achieved, the League of Nations was to prevent the

growth of instability. Wilson’s program was based on the

assumptions that men desired peace before all else and that

they would recognize the necessity of cooperation and con-

cession to achieve a lasting peace. These assumptions were

unwarranted. Men wished peace, but they also wished to

protect what they thought to be national interests. Methods

of establishing and maintaining peace which ran counter to

national interests were unhesitatingly rejected, In assuming

this attitude men did not admit that they showed indiffer-

ence to the preservation of peace. Peace purchased at the

cost of national sacrifices was not peace; it was subjection

to t3rranny. Every nation, therefore, insisted that the real

way to secure a lasting peace was by the method which

coincided with its interests. Practically, what was done was

to disguise the pursuit of national interests as concern for

world peace. The disguise made the task of establishing a

stable peace more complicated than ever; national egoism

was, so to speak, sanctified by identification with the cause

of world peace.

The peace conference did not establish a stable world

order. It did not even attempt the task. The changes were

all made at the expense of the Central Powers. The Peace

of Paris was a settlement dictated by the victorious Grand

A.lliance. The first condition of Wilson’s program had,

therefore, not been fulfilled: the warring peoples had not

been reconciled, and stability had not been achieved. Wilson

did secure the second part of his program, the League of
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Nations. The League was, however, condemned to at least

temporary impotence by the very conditions under which it

was created The League from the outset was forced to

cope with the problems of a disturbed world. It must not

merely prevent the growth of discord
; discord already ex-

isted in every quarter of the world. Furthermore, many
nations felt that the League was not, from their point of

view, the correct instrument for the preservation of peace.

The defeated powers, which were not admitted to member-

ship, 1 egarded the League as the organization through which

the victors sought to perpetuate their ascendancy. The
stronger powers, like Britain and America, were unwilling

to assume obligations in order to secure a protection of

which they did not feel in need. To Russia the League

seemed a capitalist conspiracy against communism. Founded
when world affairs were in chaos, regarded with indiffer-

ence, skepticism, or dislike by a large part of the world, the

League threatened to die amid abuse and ridicule, as the

Holy Alliance had died a century before.

The western peoples were not content to abandon as

hopeless the task of organizing the world for the preserva-

tion of peace. The French had felt from the outset that the

League was too ambitious a project. They had, therefore,

sought to stabilize the new status quo by continuing the

Grand Alliance. The refusal of the United States Senate to

ratify the Anglo-American treaty guaranteeing protection to

France deprived the French of this weapon. The French

then fell back on the old system of Continental alliances.

Like their old alliance with Russia, the new alliances had to

be bolstered with loans and with aid in quarrels which only

remotely affected French interests. The French felt ag-

grieved that tlie task of preserving the peace in Europe was
left to them. They labored indefatigably, but with only

partial success, to force other powers to assume part of the

burden, whether through the Leagde or through regional

agreements such as the Locarno'' Treaties. The British and

the Americans were, like the French, relatively content with

the existing distribution of power in the world, Unlike the
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French, they felt strong enough to perpetuate their hegc-
noiny unaided. Therefore, they denied the efficacy of treaties

of guarantee as aids to the preservation of peace. Instead,

the Anglo-Saxon powers advocated reduction of arma-
ments. France steadily opposed their efforts, on the ground
that, in default of treaties of guarantee, arms alone enabled

her to preserve the peace and security of Europe and of
France. The Germans and the other defeated powers con-

tended that no scheme for the preservation of peace could

have merit until the victors retraced their steps and replaced

the Peace of Paris by the peace of reconciliation promised

by Wilson. The French interpreted the German demand for

a revision of the treaties as the first step in the process of

restoring German hegemony in Europe. Having just rescued

Europe from German tyranny, the French argued, France
could not run the rish of reviving that tyranny. Therefore,

the French insisted on enforcing the Treaty of Versailles to

the letter, even those parts of the treaty which were unen-
forceable.

Disarmament, guarantee, revision—these three words
were endlessly reiterated. Each method of ensuring peace

was advocated as the one best for the world. In fact, each

was best for the immediate national interest of the nation

which advocated its acceptance. New words, new gestures,

but the old pursuit of national interests—^that in brief is

what most post-war diplomacy shows forth. The desire for

peace was strong and articulate, but nationalism was far

more stridently vocal. The noisy clamor of nationalists

almost invariably drowned out, not merely those who
preached peace as an end in itself, but also those who urged
that national interests were best served by sacrificing tan-

gible but transient interests to secure more lasting benefits.

In politics, as in economics, nationalism deprived men of

their reason. What the nationalist willed to believe he be-

lieved, even though alt the evidence available showed the

belief to be false.

Fevered nationalism combined with the economic ills of
the world to make the post-war years an era of unorec-
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edented violence in international affairs. Empires lose and

fell almost overnight
; a nation seemingly invincible to-day

might to-morrow be helpless in the grip of financial panic.

To reduce the story to even a semblance of order it is

necessary to make a purely artificial division of the earlier

years. Our primary concern is Europe. On the Continent of

Europe events were largely dominated by the collapse of the

Grand Alliance. The fortunes of the three great powers

which tried to withdraw from European affairs will be

described first. The efforts of France to build a new system

for the protection of the status quo can then be described

without interruption.

England in 1914 and the United States in 1917 were forced

unwillingl)'^ into a war which they felt was not of their

making The war over, both nations resolutely turned their

backs on Continental Europe and tried to forget the Con-

tinent and its quarrels. Ignorant of the real origins of the

war, both peoples had accepted the official explanation that

it was necessary to curb the German lust for world domi-

nation. Well, Germany had not merely been beaten, but

permanently disarmed; subject peoples had been liberated.

Surely, peace and harmony would now reign in Europe.

Instead, old antagonisms persisted, and new ones appeared.

Still there were huge armies, armies paid for with money
that should have been given to Britain and America as

payment on war debts. Not only were victors and vanquished

threatening war over tiny patches of land; even liberated

peoples were fighting, Czechs against Poles, Rumanians

against Jugoslavs, fighting for a miserable half-dozen vil-

lages. The Continental peoples were incorrigible ; they had

learned nothing from the terrible holocaust just past; they

could not see the waste, the tragedy, of war If, deaf to

argument and example, these people continued their butch-

ery, they must be left to slaitghter each other to extinction.

Only, concluded the British and the ’’Americans, in future

we will keep clear
;
we at least are'responsive to the dictates

of experience and conscience. The reaction began in Eng-

land and in the United States on the morrow of the arrais-
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tice. Immediate demobilization was demanded by public

opinion. The governments hesitated to disband these mil-

lions of men who formed so admirable an instrument of

national policy. The pressure became irresistible
;
the great

armies were disbanded. By the time the peace treaties were
signed, the armies of Britain and America had once more
dwindled to insignificant size. France refused to emulate

this admirable example : voices in England and the United

States lamented that militarism, killed in Germany, had

risen to new life in France.

The British government was in an embarrassing predica-

ment. At Paris, Lloyd George had struck a tacit bargain

with Clemenceau. France received Continental hegemony

and an Anglo-American treaty guaranteeing France against

German efforts to upset the statm quo. In return, Britain

secured hegemony in the Near East. The American Senate

refused to ratify the treaty of guarantee. This action re-

lieved Britain of her obligations under the treaty. France

tried in vain to induce the English to negotiate a new
agreement witliout American participation: the British

people were only too glad to be rid of an unwelcome en-

tanglement in Continental affairs. Lloyd George was unable

to fulfil his bargain with Qeraenceau; now he must count

on French opposition in the Near East.

At the end of the war, British military power was
supreme in western Asia. Russian and German power was
broken. France was willing to exchange favors in western

Asia for favors in Europe. Italy need not be considered.

England did not dare herself enter the iEgean for fear of

arousing the jealousy of her allies, but Greece, bound by
ties of interest and sentiment to Britain, was anxious to

built an JEgean empire. For a time all went well. The
Treaty of Sevres gave Britain mandates over Palestine and
Iraq. The independent Arab states fell' within the British

sphere of influence. Persia was forced to accept a British

protectorate in 1919. 'Control over Afghanistan was
strengthened. Greece controlled the European and Asiatic

coasts of the JEgean. Constantinople and the Straits were
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demilitarized and therefore at the mercy of the British fleet.

Disraeli’s dream had become a reality. The British Suez

Canal was flanked by British Egypt and Palestine. The
Persian Gulf was a British lake. Gone was the Bagdad
Railroad ;

the riches of Mesopotamia were now for Britain.

Without a break, British power swept from the Cape to

India.

Intoxicated by the war spirit, the ruling caste of Britain

had grasped too much. The English people, weary of war,

compelled the government to demobilize the armies with

which the new imperial domain was held. The world eco-

nomic crisis, which began late in 1920, hit Britain with

great force. As Britain weakened, she felt the force of the

weapon which had served so effectively against the Central

Powers during the war. The cry of self-determination had

been heard In Asia. By 1921 nationalist revolts had broken

out from India to Egypt. The Bolsheviks, willing to further

patriotism when patriotism opposed imperialism, encour-

aged the rebels. The British quickly regained the sober

wisdom traditional in their history and made terms with the

nationalists. Persia was evacuated in 1921; Egypt was

given qualified independence in 1922 ;
Afghanistan became

completely independent.

The Turks remained to be placated. War had broken

out between the Turkish nationalists, led by Mustapha

Kemal, and the Greeks in June, 1920. The Greeks advanced

steadily for a year until they were within 200 miles

of Angora. There the Turks held. The Greeks could not

advance; the Turks would not make peace. A year passed.

During the year, the precarious unity which the Allies had

maintained in their dealings with the Turks broke down.

First Italy, then France, made terms with Ar^ora. Britain

and Greece were isolated. In August, 1922, the Turks at-

tacked the Greek lines. Within a fortnight Smyrna was

recaptured; the atrocities which had marked the Greek

occupation were repaid with interest. The Turks turned

north, toward Constantinople, where an Allied force was

in occupation. The British government wished to fight.
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Instead, the Italian and French forces at Constantinople

took ship and left the British to face the Turks unaided.

Mustapha Kenial was a shrewd statesman. He realized that

the British were now concerned only to extricate themselves

from their Near Eastern adventure without too great a

loss of prestige. He agreed, therefore, to an armistice with

Greece. In November, 1922, an international conference

assembled at Lausanne to make new terms with Turkey.

It took eight months to reach an agreement. The Turks

were in no hurry; they were strong, while Greece was
exhausted, and England was eager to get clear of Near
Eastern affairs. The Turks stated their demands and waited

until their terms were accepted.

The Treaty of Lausanne, signed in July, 1923, gave

the Turks the national state they sought. The boundaries

in Europe were substantially the same as before the war.

In Asia Minor, the old frontiers with Russia and Persia,

were secured, while the southern frontier now ran due

east from the Mediterranean, north of Syria and Iraq.

Witliin this restricted area, Turkish authority was supreme.

There was no indemnity or reparation; even the old capit-

idations were abolished. The problem of minorities re-

ceived a most drastic solution. Greeks resident in Turkey
were forced to leave; Turks resident in Greece must also

leave. No more terrible indictment of nationalism is con-

ceivable. Families by the thousand were forced to leave

the land on which their ancestors had lived for centuries,

to break associations which were as precious as life. All

because Greek and Turk could not live peacefully in the

same land.

British national imperialism had encountered Asiatic

nationalism and had been forced to retreat. Might one
conclude from this fact that the rise of nationalism in the

so-called backward countries was making nineteenth cen-

tury imperialism out'bf date? Possibly, but it is too soon
to say. The opposition 6f other powers had also helped

to balk the British plans
; the episode might merely be the

old clash of rival imperialisms, repeated with the precipi-
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tatc violence characteristic of the post-war years. Finally,

it should be noted that the British people had refused to

support the plans of their leaders. The failure of these

plans might be ascribed to the same reluctance to undertake

new responsibilities which had led England to attempt

withdrawal from Continental European affairs. Which of

these three elements contributed most to the result is

uncertain.

Turning from Britain to America, we find the same de-

sire to escape from the complexities of the post-war world.

Fighting in a common cause had suppressed, but not ex-

tinguished, American mistrust of Europe. With the armis-

tice and the return of the troops, mistrust revived, stronger

than ever before. Closer acquaintance had not enamored

the American soldier of European ways. General Maurice

relates a chance conversation with an American soldier. “I

said; 'Well, how did you get on with the British?’ No
Hollywood star has ever registered contempt more satis-

factorily as he replied: ‘The British! Why them suckers

drink tea!’ ” If the British drank tea—and spoke with an

English accent—^the French had still stranger ways, ways
which, being strange, must be bad. The inherited senti-

mental fondness for the French came off very badly as a

result of the comradeship in arms. No, the Americans had

seen enough of what they thought the effete and wily, even

immoral, ways of Europeans. Once home, American boys

were going to stay home. Enough of crusades, enough of

saving the world; enough of lending money and of win-

ning wars for ungrateful allies. It was high time to think

of America first, first and last. One lesson Americans had

learned: a nation which possessed little military or naval

strength also possessed little influence in the council of

nations. The naval program which had been adopted in

1916, but suspended during the war, was taken up again

with almost frantic energy after th^ armistice. America

was rich; America would build -a navy second to none;

then America would live to herself, strong in her isolation.

The inchoate but powerful mistrust of Europe and the
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desire for isolation found support in the ranks of tlie Re-

publicans, who had a majority in the Senate. The Repub-

licans professed to see in the League of Nations a menace

to American ideals and institutions. How far their attitude

was dictated by conviction, and how far by political expe-

diency, is debatable. Senators like Mr. Borah undoubtedly

believed that, in every bargain with a European state, the

honest and homely, but simple, very simple, Americans

would be worsted. The League of Nations was in his eyes

no better than an instrument for the permanent subjugation

of the United States. It is more difficult to believe that

Senator Lodge, who led the Republicans during the debate

on the treaty, was sincere. He knew enough of Europe not

to be afraid; he had advocated the creation of a league

of nations, rmtil Wilson espoused the idea. Probably Lodge,

and most other Republican senators, hesitated to examine

theif position too closely. The opportunity to discredit the

work of a Democratic President was welcome, particularly

a President who had been as dictatorial and as careless

of senatorial sensibilities as Wilson. At the same time,

popular opinion was undoubtedly uneasy about the League

of Nations, fearful lest America be permanently embroiled

in the quarrels of Europe.

When Wilson returned from Europe in the summer of

1919, the campaign against the treaty was already in full

swing. Except in German-American and in advanced lib-

eral groups, the terms imposed on Germany met with little

criticism; feeling against Germany was still strong. The
Shantung question occasioned an anti-Japanese campaign

which further impaired the difficult relations between

America and Japan. It was on the League, however, that

opposition centered, and especially on Article 10 of the

Covenant. The United States, it seemed, must protect the

territorial integrity and political independence of every

member of the League, must be prepared to sacrifice Amer-
ican men and money whenever a quarrel broke out any-

where in the world. This objection could be met in one

of two ways. It might be argued that, if the United States
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really was resolved to sacrifice men and money, no nation

would dare attack the independence or territory of another

nation. On the other hand, it might be argued that Article

10 was, for the present at least, not to be taken seriously.

Events showed that the second argument was correct: none

of the stronger nations was prepared sincerely to accept

the obligations or the limitations on national freedom of

action imposed by the Covenant Wilson could not see this

obvious truth. Convinced that the world needed above all

else some means of preventing a repetition of the war just

past, and that the League provided the needed means, he
insisted that the Covenant be accepted in good faith.

When it became apparent that the Senate would insist

on reservations which weakened the force of the Covenant,

Wilson carried his case to the people, to the “common man.”

In September, 1919, he set out on a tour of the country,

intending to speak directly to the citizens of every section.

Earlier in his career Wilson had used this method of attack

successfully. What the result would now have been is dubi-

ous. Wilson was already exhausted by the prolonged nego-

tiations at Paris. On September 25, in the midst of his

appeal to the people, he collapsed. For the remaining year

and a half of his administration he was a helpless invalid,

cut off from contact with the world. Wilson silenced, his

opponents had the field to themselves. In November, the

Republican majority proposed ratification of the treaty,

wiA reservations which greatly diminished, so far as the

United States was concerned, the obligations and restric-

tions of the Covenant. For ratification, two-thirds of the

Senate must concur. At Wilson’s behest the Democrats

voted against ratifying the amended treaty. In March, 1920,

a final effort was made. Again tire Democrats prevented

ratification. The Treaty of Versailles was dead, so far as

the United States was concerned. With it died the treaty

by which the United States guaranteed aid to France in

the event of a German invasion. '

“The defection of America was a disaster the ultimate

responsibility for which must be home by the American
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nation . . . On the day America withdrew, the wave of

reaction which President Wilson had bravely faced in Paris

and in Washington leaped forward. We are still struggling

with it. May we live to forgive America.” This is the

considered judgment of Salvador de Madariaga. The judg-

ment commands respect; for Madariaga is one of the few

students of international problems whose thinking is judi-

cially compounded of idealism and sober intelligence. Un-
doubtedly the defection of the United States did facilitate

the triumph of short-sighted nationalism. The American

action is, however, understandable. The smaller neutral and

victorious powers accepted the Covenant because it offered

them a security which they could not attain by their own
strength. When France, England, and Japan accepted the

Covenant, they did so because the League constitution was

embedded in the Treaty of Versailles, and the treaty con-

tained tangible political and economic benefits for them

France, in her search for security, came later to support the

League with enthusiasm, but in 1919 it cannot be said that

these three poweis sincerely accepted the responsibilities of

the Covenant. The United States, on the otlier hand, ac-

quired nothing of importance from the treaty witli Germany,

while the obligations of League membership were stressed

to the American people, not only by foes of the treaty but

by Wilson as well. Wilson urged that America would profit

not only from the greater security which the League would

afford against attack but also from tranquillity in the world

as a whole. The opponents of the League argued that Amer-
ica could attain security unaided and that the problematic

advantages of a tranquil world were more than offset by

restrictions on national sovereignty. The reservations pro-

posed by the Senate were designed to prevent the League

either from compelling or from preventing American action

without American consent. Similar reservations were tac-

itly taken for granted by the other great powers. Without
securing the advantages" which the Treaty of Versailles

contained for the other great powers, the United States, as

represented in the Senate, was willing to go as far toward
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acceptance of the Covenant as they were. Wilson was un-

willing to accept these reservations because they changed

the League from an authoritative to an advisory body. In

grasping at all, he lost all. Had the United States joined

the League with reservations, it is difficult to believe that

the nationalistic desire for isolation would have triumphed

as completely as it did after 1920

All ties with the Allies cut, the United States made sepa-

rate peace treaties with Germany, Austria, and Hungary in

1921. Thereafter, the American people stood proudly, even

disdainfully, isolated, surveying the troubled affairs of

Europe as from a lofty height. Fear of contamination by

alien ideas helps to explain the hysterical fear of Bolshevism

and the merciless hounding of all suspected of possessing

radical views during the “Red Scare” of 1920. A year later,

Congress passed an emergency law drastically curtailing

immigration. America was no longer to be the melting-pot,

the refuge for the oppressed of all nations. America was

now to be “one hundred per cent American." The new
president, Warren G. Harding, gave the watchword for the

new era: “normalcy.” In foreign affairs, normalcy meant

the return to an earlier and happier day when Americans

had been able to forget that Europe existed. The return to

normalcy sometimes had a ludicrous aspect. Having rejected

the League, Americans refused to admit that the League

existed. As most of the long-established international sci-

entific, administrative, and humanitarian activities became

associated with the League, the task of participating in these

activities without acknowledging the existence of the League

became increasingly difficult for the American government.

Nevertheless, the rather absurd effort continued for several

years.

America had kept clear of European entanglements, but

there were two problems which must be solved before that

blessed state could be achieved when foreign affairs might

safely be forgotten—^the Far East and armaments. While

the World War was in progress, Japan sought to extend

her influence on the mainland of Asia. In 1915, China was
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forced to agree to the substance of the so-called Twenty-one
Demands, which, if executed literally, would have given

Japan a protectorate over all China. In 1917, Russian

power collapsed. Japan had now no serious rival in northern

China ; indeed, Japan now began to think of bringing eastern

Siberia within her sphere of influence. American and Japa-

nese troops occupied Siberia for the purpose of opposing the

Bolsheviks; when the American troops were recalled early

in 1920, the Japanese remained. The Treaty of Versailles

gave Japan the German north Pacific islands and Kiauchow.

Japan had unofficially promised to restore Kiauchow to

China, but the promise was not legally binding, and the

terms upon which restitution would be made had not been

specified. By 1920, Japan possessed Kiauchow and Port

Arthur and therefore dominated the approaches to Peking;

southern Manchuria and Inner Mongolia were definitely

Japanese spheres of influence; the Twenty-one Demands
gave Japan vague but extensive influence in China south of

the Great Wall; eastern Siberia was occupied by Japanese

troops. The Japanese navy was growing with great speed.

In 1921 naval appropriations made up a third of the total

budget The newly acquired German islands were potential

naval bases. With a great fleet operating behind a screen

of island bases, Japan could parry the efforts of other pow-

ers to interfere with her plans in Asia.

The ultimate objective of Japan was uncertain; on the

basis of existing information it is most reasonable to con-

clude that Japan had no carefully worked-out plan. Japan

was undoubtedly filled with imperialistic ambition, made
acute by overpopulation and inadequate natural resources.

Undoubtedly Japanese hopes soared high when the war left

eastern Asia unguarded by other powers The very extent

of Japanese activity suggests, however, that Japan was

guided by ambition alone, unchastened by thoughtful study

of what was possible. Events showed that the grandiose

hopes of Japan were buift on quicksand. The brutal methods

used by military commanders aroused national sentiment in
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China and Russia. An economic boycott in China hurt Japa-

nese trade ; the inhabitants of Siberia rebelliously preferred

Soviet to Japanese rule. The depression of 1920 ended the

wartime prosperity which had enabled Japan to support

heavy military and naval burdens. Japanese imperialism was
collapsing of its own weight by 1921.

The United States was not content to let events run their

course. In the interest of trade, the Americans had for two

decades been trying to preserve the integrity of China;

Japan was endeavoring to secure a monopoly in at least

northern China. The Philippine Islands lay exposed to the

growing Japanese navy. Strong race prejudice against

Japan, stimulated by immigration problems on the Pacific

coast, existed in the United States. Advocates of large naval

appropriations spread alarmist rumors in both countries. By
1921 the possibility of war was freely discussed.

At the same time, Anglo-American relations were be-

coming strained. Rebellion had broken out once more in

Ireland, rebellion marked by barbaric atrocities. As usual,

American opinion sided with Ireland. Naval propagandists

not only seized upon the Irish issue, but hearkened back to

the difficulties American shipping had suffered at British

hands during the early years of the World War. The
campaigns against Japan cind England were fused by the

existence of the Anglo-Japanese alliance. Now that Russia

and Germany had disappeared from the Far Eastern scene,

the alliance seemed to have no excuse for existence, unless

it was directed against the United States. To be sure, Eng-

land and Japan were, under the terms of the alliance, ex-

pressly relieved of the obligation to help each other in case

of war with the United States. Might not this stipulation

merely be a sham, designed to lull the Americans into a

false sense of security? American opinion was in a mood
to believe anything. The World War had lasted long enough

thoroughly to arouse, but not long enoflgh to sate, American

emotions. As a result, the American temper was for some

years nervous, irritable, unconsciously expectant of a new
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outlet for its pent-up energy. For a time the Americans

seemed actually anxious to pick a quarrel with England and

Japan.

They might have got their wish According to traditional

international practice, England and Japan would have

drawn together for safety. Circumstances compelled all

three governments to seek an amicable adjustment. In

America the peace movement was strong, and American

pacifists concentrated their efforts on the question of dis-

armament. With an economic depression in full progress,

the pacifists found wide support. There was slight chance

that appropriations could be secured for the big-navy pro-

gram. Economically, Britain and Japan were in far worse

plight. Japanese industrial life was prostrate; Britain was

only less badly off. Statesmen both in London and in Tokyo
realized that a naval race with America would probably be

ruinous, while war would certainly be ruinous. England was

in a peculiarly awkward position. Resolved to avoid war
with America at all costs, England had no further use for

the Anglo-Japanese Alliance. The alliance was obnoxious to

the United States, and only less objectionable to British

dominions in the Pacific, who shared American race preju-

dices. If the alliance could be terminated without offending

Japan, the British would be well pleased.

Having decided that further competition would be too

expensive, the three greatest naval and Pacific powers agreed

to arrange a compromise. The American government issued

an invitation to a conference to be held at Washington. In

addition to England and Japan, invitations were sent to

France and Italy, because they were naval powers, and to

Portugal, China, Holland, and Belgium, because they had

interests in the Pacific. There were two significant omis-

sions. Germany was not invited, because Germanj’- no longer

counted as a naval or Pacific power. Russia was not invited,

because the United States had not recognized the Soviet

government. OnNovemter 12, 1921, the Washington Con-

ference was opened.

During the conference, limitation of armaments was l»iept
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persistently in tlie foreground. As the solution of the arma-

ments problem hinged on tlie solution of Pacific questions,

these properly must be considered first. Two agreements

registered the defeat of Japan’s ambitions. One, between

China and Japan, settled the terms for the restitution of

Kiauchow and the former German privileges in the Shan-

tung peninsula to China. The other, signed by all nine

powers, guaranteed the independence and territorial integ-

rity of China, and bound the signatories “to use their

influence for the purpose of effectually establishing and

maintaining the principle of equal opportunity for the com-

merce and industry of all nations throughout the territory

of China.” The Anglo-Japanese Alliance was supplanted by

a Four-Power Pacific Treaty between Britain, France,

Japan, and the United States. The signatories mutually

agreed to respect one another’s existing rights in the Pacific

islands. In case of a dispute between two of the signatories,

“the whole subject will be referred for consideration and

adjustment” to a conference of all the signatories In case

of threatened aggression in tlie Pacific by any other power,

the signatories were to confer and to decide on the most

efficient measures for meeting the emergency.

With arrangements completed for the evacuation of

Kiauchow, with the principle of the “open door” for com-

merce recognized, with the insular status quo in the Pacific

guaranteed, with the four strongest powers bound to oppose

by concerted action any attempt at aggression in the Pacific,

and with the Anglo-Japanese Alliance ended, the conflict of

interests in the Pacific and in Qiina was terminated, so far

as treaties could effect a solution. The way was now opened

for die limitation of armaments At the beginning of the

conference. Secretary Hughes had made a definite proposal.

For the three greatest powers, he took existing strength in

capital ships as the basis for discussion. E.xisting strength

was calculated by taking into consideration the size, number,

and age of completed battle-ships tind the amount of work

already done on ships still building. The resultant ratio was

approximately 6-5-3. Hughes proposed that all uncom-
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pleted capital ships be scrapped, together with a large num-
ber of older ships; he would leave Britain with approxi-

mately 600,000 tons; the United States with 500,000; and

Japan with 300,000. No further building might be done for

ten years. Thereafter, existing capital ships might be replaced

when they were twenty years old; but when replacements

began, the tliree powers must keep within the following

maximum tonnages : Britain and the United States, 500,000

tons each; Japan, 300,000.

Hughes’s proposals were accepted practically unchanged,

but only after an important concession had been made to

Japan. The ratio of five to three obviously would give either

Britain or America a decisive advantage over Japan in time

of war. To counterbalance this advantage, all three powers

promised not to build new fortifications within a specified

part of the Pacific area. Without naval bases, the cruising

radius of a fleet is short. The effect of the promise not to

build fortifications was to make the Japanese fleet, on the

one hand, and the British and American fleets, on the other,

operate on what might be called different planes. Neither

Britain nor America would possess bases from which an

attack on Japan could be launched. Japan would be able to

seize certain British or American possessions, such as the

Philippines, but would not be able to strike at a vital part

of the possessions of these powers. In short, Japan agreed

to accept a fleet markedly inferior in size to that of Britain

and America on condition that Japan be made practically

immune from aggression.

Limitation and reduction were comparatively easy to

agree upon between the three greatest naval powers. France

and Italy offered greater difficulties. There was a flurry at

the very beginning of the conference, when reduction of

land armaments was proposed. M. Briand was immediately

on his feet. If, he said, the other powers were prepared to

promise France aid ;n case of attack, France would gladly

abandon the burden of armaments; if France was to stand

alone, France must decide what measures were necessary to

ensure her safety. The subject of land armaments was
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promptly dropped by the conference. It was not dropped by
American and British newspapers and publicists, who
launched a sustained and indignant attack on French “mili-

tarism.” On the question of naval armaments, France again

came in for abuse. Since neither France nor Italy had built

capital ships during or after the war, Secretary Hughes
recognized that existing strength could not be taken as the

basis for limitation. He proposed that France and Italy

accept for the replacement ratio 1.75, that is 175,000 tons.

Italy willingly accepted, because Italian resources would not

support a larger program. France objected to accepting a

ratio equal to that of Italy and so far inferior to iJiat

allotted the great naval powers. Under pressure from

Britain and America, France gave way on the capital ship

question, but refused to accept the ratio of 1.75 for auxili-

ary vessels. The French position wrecked all hope of limit-

ing construction in the auxiliary categories. Again there was
an outcry against French miHtarism. On this note the con-

ference ended.

The Washington Conference is notable alike for its

achievements and its failures. Pacific questions were at least

temporarily adjusted; the tension in American relations

with Britain and Japan was relaxed; the naval race had

been halted so far as capital ships were concerned. These

results were achieved at great cost. The Japanese delegates

left the conference angry at heart. They had been forced

to accept a ratio inferior to that of Britain and America,

The question was largely one of prestige. Japan had

achieved supremacy in the area where her interests cen-

tered
;
within that area lay valuable American possessions,

gages of battle, so to speak; Japanese resources would not

have sufficed to win a higher ratio had the race continued.

The issue was one of prestige alone, but prestige is precious

to nations. To fix ratios of armament seemed somehow like

fixing the relative importance of nation? in the world. Japa-

nese pride was hurt. Japan at Washington had also been

compelled to write off as a failure her imperialistic strivings

of the years just past. Here again hurt pride was the real
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grievance. Japan’s great imperial adventure failed because

of Russian and Chinese nationalism and because Japanese

resources were inadequate to sustain the burden. Reluctant

to blame themselves, the Japanese blamed the United States,

because the United Stales had compelled an open confession

of defeat. Antagonism between America and Japan did not

die. The Japanese remembered their defeat, and the out-

rageous affront to Japanese pride offered by the act exclud-

ing Japanese from the United States served to keep memory
fresh. The possibility of further trouble in China remained.

Japan had not surrendered all tlie rights acquired by the

Twenty-one Demands. When these conflicted with the “open

door” principle, which would w'in?

Anglo-American relations also had not been permanently

adjusted. The treaty conferring dominion status on Ireland,

signed in December, 1921, took the edge off one source of

trouble. Another difficulty was temporarily removed when
Britain funded her war debt to the United States in 1923.

The navy question remained, and here the Americans

wrongly thought they had a grievance. They took for

granted America’s right to a navy second to none in

strength. When Britain accepted parity with the United

States in capital ships, Americans took it for granted that

parity in all categories had been conceded. The latter as-

sumption was unwarranted. The British by 1921 were com-

ing to doubt the value of the capital ship; therefore they

accepted equality with America. In the other categories, the

British, because of their world-wide empire, thought them-

selves entitled to a force superior to that of any other

power. Since limitation of auxiliary vessels was blocked by

France, the divergence between the British and American

views did not become apparent Later, when the divergence

became obvious, the Americans felt cheated, and the course

of Anglo-American relations was again troubled.

The French felt that they were being subjected to unjust

criticism throughout the conference. America and Britain

had refused to ratify the treaty guaranteeing France against

a German attack. Since they were unwilling to accept re-
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sponsibility for the preservation of peace in Europe, France

thought that the United States and England had no right

to determine what military forces were necessary to ensure

French security. Instead, British and American opinion

demanded that France drastically reduce her land forces

and roundly abused France when the demand was refused.

On the naval question also the French felt they had not been

justly treated. They refused to admit that equality of popu-

lation justified equality of naval strength; France, with a

large colonial empire, was entitled to a larger fleet than

Italy. Further more, as a great colonial power, and as a

proud nation, France resented being forced into the category

of a minor naval power, and resented still more being ac-

cused of militarism for refusing to submit to dictation. It

is not overstating the case to say that the effect of the

Washington Conference on French relations with England

and the United States was disastrous, and that the confer-

ence contributed greatly to the quarrel which was brewing

between France and Italy.

The Washington Conference brought into prominence

two Anglo-American beliefs which have bulked large in the

post-war years. Studying the origins of the World War,
most Englishmen and Americans were disposed to attribute

the war to secret diplomacy and the armaments race. Peace,

they concluded, could be assured by the elimination of these

evils. International conferences, meetings of leading states-

men for the adjustment of rival interests, were a charac-

teristic feature of the "new diplomacy" which was to sup-

plant the old secret methods. It may be doubted whether

the new method was an advance. Before each conference

met, the issues were thoroughly discussed in the press. The
desires of each country became apparent. Once public opin-

ion had hardened in support of a particular program, com-

promise became difficult, if not impossible. Compromise

seemed a sacrifice of national interest. VVliile the conference

was in progress, the press closely watched the course of the

debate and reported the proceedings much as battles had

been reported, as a victory for this side or a defeat for that
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side. If, in the interests of harmony, compromise was at-

tempted, there was a great popular outcry, which brought a

denial that anything had been, or would be, conceded, to

the rival combatants. Differences of opinion, dragged into

the open, were accentuated. Almost every conference left

a legacy of bad feeling. In every case where a confer-

ence was even partially successful, the foreign offices had

secretly gone over the ground beforehand and achieved

substantial agreement. As a means of dramatizing harmony
already attained, conferences have been useful. As a means

of securing agreement by friendly discussion between heads

of state they have failed—^nol only failed but made future

agreement more difficult

In addition to open diplomacy, the English-speaking

peoples have advocated disarmament, by which they meant

limitation of armaments. Arms are an expensive waste of

money, runs the argument. Arms do not give security; in-

stead, competition in armaments breeds the fear and mis-

trust from which wars spring. Agreements for the limitation

and reduction of armaments would end the competition,

banish fear, and therefore make war less likely.

The French have consistently combated the theory that

reduction of armaments would further the cause of peace.

Granted, the French argue, that arras do not banish fear, the

converse is not proved. Arms are a symptom ; the disease is

insecurity. At the present time, the only way in which a

nation can obtain security against attack is by the possession

of military force. Reduction of armaments, even the total

abolition of arras, would not suffice to banish fear. The real

way to banish fear is to provide firm guarantees against

aggression. If the military resources of the whole world, or

even of a few great powers, would automatically come into

play against a nation guilty of aggression, then aggres-

sion would be futile, then the fear of aggression would

vanish, then the burden of armaments could be lessened.

Until such guarantees have been received, no nation will

disarm—least of all Britain or America. There is, the

French contend, a great deal of cant in the prayers offered
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up by the English-speaking peoples for the conversion of

Continental nations to the paths of righteousness. Them-
selves immune from attack by land, Britain and America
would have conscription abolished and armies drastically

reduced in size. Britain and America would reduce navi
armaments—but always with the reservation that their fleets

must remain the largest in existence. Naturally, reduction

which does not impair supremacy is preferable to more
costly supremacy. When Britain and America propose a

reduction of naval armaments which impairs their suprem-

acy, then their devotion to peace will be demonstrated. So
far, the French conclude, just two facts have been demon-
strated; Britain and America wish supremacy at the lowest

possible price, and they wish to preserve their freedom to

use that supremacy in any way they may desire.

The attacks of France on the Anglo-American position

have force, as the history of the Washington Conference

shows. Reduction of naval armaments, as between Britain,

America, and Japan, proved possible only after political

questions in the Pacific had been settled, and after provision

had been made for continued cooperation for the prevention

of aggression in the Pacific. When the political conditions

which might produce war were adjusted, then there was no
reason for a naval race. Furthermore, Japan agreed to be

content with a fleet smaller than those possessed by Britain

and America only after Japan had made certain that the

strong powers would be unable, for lack of naval bases, to

attack Japan. Fear of aggression removed, Japan could be

content with a smaller force On the other hand, adjustment

of the political difficulties between France and Italy in the

Mediterranean was not attempted at Washington. France

was, therefore, unwilling to accept equality of naval arma-

ments with Italy. Partial equality was accepted by France,

but only after Anglo-American pressure, which the French

resentei
'

So far the Washington Confefence substantiates the

French claim that reduction of armaments is only possible

when security has been attained. The conference proves
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more than tliat, however. France, Britain, and America used

different methods, but all three, under the cloak of concern

for the welfare of mankind, were trying to perpetuate con-

ditions favorable to themselves. America and Britain pos-

sessed the largest navies in the world. These navies gave

them an overwhelming voice in the settlement of interna-

tional disputes. Therefore, England and the United States

favored proportionate limitation of naval armaments. Unless

they quarreled with each other, cither country could enforce

its will on all other states, while naval supremacy continued.

A more enviable situation could not be imagined: power,

supreme and unrestrained. France also was satisfied with

things as they were, territorially. But France viewed the

future with apprehension. On the Continent, many states

refused to accept the verdict of the peace treaties. Above

France towered the strengdi of Britain and America. Lack-

ing confidence in her ability to perpetuate the status quo,

France sought to enlist the aid of Britain and America. The

latter powers, confident in their own strength, saw no reason

for sacrificing their freedom of action. There was irony in

the situation. Would America have been so enthusiastic in

i8go for reduction of naval armaments on the basis of exist-

ing strength? Would France have been so enthusiastic for

perpetuating the territorial status quo in 1913? France,

Britain, and America all forgot the past and assumed that

world affairs were static and were ordered for the best

interests of mankind. That was not true. Nations wax in

strength, as the United States had grown
; and their power

wanes, as Austrian strength had waned. Those at the peak

of power can envisage no greater boon for the world as a

whole than the continuance of things as they are ; efforts

at change are called aggression and are opposed with

righteous fervor. Other states, like Japan, Germany, and

Hungary after the war, feel themselves oppressed ; defense

of the status quo i£ to them tyranny; change is called jus-

tice, the means to a lasQng peace. Neither the Anglo-Amer-
ican nor the French proposals for the pacification of the

world took cognizance of the forces makiner for change:
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disarmament and guarantees against aggression, as put

forward by their sponsors, would perpetuate the status qua.

4 REPARATIONS AND SECURITY, 1919-I925

In 1871, Continental hegemony passed from France to

Germany; by the Treaty of Versailles, France regained

Continental hegemony. The circumstances under which these

results were achieved were very different. The victory of

Germany over France in 1871 was decisive. In the Great

War, Germany was conquered by a coalition which included

six great powers and a score of lesser states. This difference

made the task of French statesmen far more difficult than

that which Bismarck had faced Bismarck felt compelled to

keep France isolated
;
Isolated, France could not challenge

Germany After 1918 it was_practicaily certain that Ger-

many could, if allowed to recover her strength, defeat

France in war; Franc?, not Germany, now needed allies.

Germany must be kept weak, and France must have allies:

these have been the guiding principles of French diplomacy

since 1918

Clemenceau thought he had achieved the necessary secur-

ity by the Treaty of Versailles The German army and navy

were permanently reduced to insignificant proportions; the

Rhineland was permanently demilitarized. Allied troops

were to garrison the Rhineland for fifteen years—for longer,

if Germany had not fulfilled the conditions of peace. Ger-

many was economically weakened by the loss of industrial

resources and by the reparations burden. Germany would

be too weak to attack—if these provisions were enforced.

Qemenceau did not feel that France could, of her own
strength, keep Germany under permanent surveillance. He
counted on the continued existence of the Grand Alliance,

and especially on the Anglo-American treaty of guarantee

for aid

Clemenceau's plans were wrecked by’the revival of desire

for isolation in America and Britaifl. The United States felt

able to cut all political lies with Europe. Britain sought to

obtain her share of the spoils distributed in the Treaty of
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Versailles, and at the same time to escape all obligations.

The treaty of guarantee was allowed to lapse when it failed

of ratification in the United States Senate. Able statesmen

like Lord Robert Cecil were sent to the League of Nations

meetings at Geneva, but the British frequently declined to

ratify the work of their representatives, and in every way
sought to minimize the obligations imposed by the Covenant.

The Anglo-French entente continued and found expression

in numerous meetings to concert a common policy
; but the

French did not want an entente which left Britain free to

act or not to act in a crisis. France wanted Britain to accept

the obligation to sustain the new status quo, by arms if

necessary. This obligation the British refused to accept. The
French soon had other grounds for reproach. British states-

men showed a disposition to placate Germany by leniency

in interpreting the Treaty of Versailles. When, in March,

1920, Germany sent troops into the demilitarized zone to

suppress a Communist revolt, France occupied additional

territory as a protest against tliis violation of the treaty.

The British condoned the German action and protested

sharply when the French troops advanced. The French were

alarmed. If one violation of the treaty could be justified,

another and still others could be condoned, until the treaty

became a dead letter. Even more alarming was British indif-

ference to the Eastern European settlement. From the days

of the peace conference, Lloyd George refused to believe

that the new states could hold territory coveted by Germany
and Russia. Since he was convinced that change must come

eventually, he was disposed tobelieve that the sooner changes

were made, the better it would be for all concerned. The
French once more saw the beginning of a movement to

destroy the peace treaties. Their fears were confirmed after

the world economic depression began. In 1921 British

opinion perceived that Britain could not prosper while a

large part of Europe, especially Germany, was in economic

chaos. The reparations efuestion was the most obvious cause

of the bankniptcy toward which Germany was heading. The
British urged, therefore, that reparations pa3mients be susr-
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pended until German strength revived. The French resisted

:

the Treaty of Versailles must be executed. The divergent

views of France and England proved impossible to recon-

cile. By 1923 the entente was temporarily broken.

Before the Treaty of Versailles came into effect in Jan-

uary, 1920, the French reali2ed that they would be hard

pressed to enforce obedience to the treaty. Germany was
unreconciled to defeat. The armed assistance of America and

Britain could not be counted upon. The French set out to

devise new guarantees to protect the status quo; these will

be described later. France also set out to convince the Ger-

mans that resistance was futile; in this task France achieved

temporary success, though at terrible cost.

There were in France two opinions as to the correct way
of dealing with Germany. One was that represented by

Poincare and supported by the conservative elements in the

country. The France of Poincare and his followers was
dominated by a mood strangely compounded of confidence

and fear, hate and religious exaltation. France had stood

firm through four years with the invader on her territory,

and France had won: victory filled the French with buoyant

confidence. French territory had been devastated and French

man-power drained: France hated the Germans for the

misery and the losses of the war. French resistance had

been strained to the breaking point; France had won only

with the aid of allies who had now deserted her ; the popu-

lation of France was still far below that of Germany.

Therefore, the French were afraid. France, the France of

Poincare, felt she had conquered no ordinary foe, but the

foelSf freedom and civilization. The Germans were savages

whcSfciust be kept in subjection. It was not French hegemony
which must be protected ; it was civilization, of which Franee

was the guardian. To this task the French dedicated them-

selves with holy zeal. They expected aid, aid for the struggle

against barbarism, not merely for Franse. When the aid was
not forthcoming, when her actions were criticized or op-

posed, France saw civilization betrayed. Such were the

views of French nationalists. Most Frenchmen responded at
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times to the nationalist exhortation and when thus aroused

were ready to strike out in rage and hate against Germany.

There was another France, a France which asked only to

be safe. When not frightened or angered, most of the people

of France realized that Germany could not be exterminated,

and that to hold a rebellious Germany in forcible subjection

permanently would be expensive and difficult, if not impos-

sible. The parties of the left held to these facts. Increas-

ingly, Aristide Briand became their spokesman. Briand was
premier in the terrible year of Verdun, and, he said later, he

was convinced that France must not and could not go

through another such ordeal. He was not prepared to sur-

render the position France had won, but he denied that the

position of France could be preserved by bayonets alone.

Time, he believed, would give other guarantees to France.

The map of Eastern Europe had been completely redrawn

;

the new states must have time to acquire stability and

strength. Time would dull the edge of war passions and

enable France, Germany, and the rest of the world to see

that peace was their greatest need. The need for peace

recognized, cooperation and mutual concession in the inter-

ests of peace would follow. All this would come in time—if

the time could be had.

A similar cleavage in popular opinion was appearing in

Germany. When the armistice was signed, the Germans were

in a humble mood. A profound reaction began against the

materialism and worship of power which had dominated

German life since Bismarck. In search of new standards,

Germans reached back to the older traditions of their his-

tory, to art, music, philosophy, and literature. In^his

atmosphere, the national assembly met—^met, signific^tly,

at that center of liberal culture, Weimar, Then came the

conditions of peace. With one voice the Germans declared

they had been tricked and betrayed. They had surrendered

their arms on the agreement that the Fourteen Points were

to serve as the basis for 'peace. That agreement, they main-

tained, was violated by the treaty, unless, as the reparations

claims implied, Germany had deliberately forced Europe
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into war. If Germany had committed this crime, then it

might be just to decree that Germany was not fit to possess

colonies, that Germany could not be trusted with arms, that

Germany should be forced to pay tribute, and that Germany
must lose all territory which would be taken under the

principle of self-determination, but should not gain when
the principle worked to her advantage, as in the case of

Austria. The Germans vehemently denied that they were
worthy of such punishment. They did not claim, at least for

some years after 1919, that Germany bore no share of the

blame for the coming of war ; they argued that responsibility

rested on both sides. Further, they contended, it was unfair

to indict a whole nation for matters of state of which most

Germans had known nothing, and it was still more unjust

to punish children who were unborn when the war started.

To the German people, the treaty had no moral justification

;

its only sanction was force.

Momentarily, some Germans thought relief might come
through the League, even though Germany had not been

admitted to membership. That hope soon vanished. The
Germans protested to the League against the manner in

which the plebiscites were conducted in Eupen and Mal-

medy; the protests were disregarded. The Germans pro-

tested against the efforts of the French representative on

the Saar commission to bind the Saar economically and

politically to France; the protests were unheeded. The
League Council gave the most valuable districts of Upper

Silesia to Poland. The League commission on disarmament

tal^d and did nothing. The League, Germans concluded,

w*^ly a means to perpetuate the helplessness of Germany.

T^Vnd game of force was to go on, but played with loaded

dice. Germany, having been tricked into surrendering her

arms by false promises, was to be kept helpless, helpless not

merely to regain her losses but also to protect herself from

her heavily armed neighbors. ^

Against the thought of permandht subjection to force the

German spirit rebelled. Yet the Allies had overwhelming

force at their disposal. Subjection was both intolerable and
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inescapable. This was the tragic dilemma before the German
people

;
but the human mind cannot believe in the existence

of such a dilemma. What individual Germans have done

ever since the war is confusedly to insist that one alternative

must be true and the other false. In 1919 only those Germans

who were most miserable were prepared to insist that the

condition of Germany was intolerable, but escapable. These

were the very lowest classes, who believed that communism
would furnish an escape, and the aristocracy, who could not

believe that the Germany they had known, the Germany in

which their power and position were supreme, was gone

forever. Both of these groups resorted to terroristic tactics

in order to compel acceptance of their views. Hating each

other, poles apart in every other respect, the Communists

and the reactionaries were agreed in believing that the

Republic must be overthrown; for the Republican leaders

insisted that the subjugation of Germany was inescapable

but tolerable, because temporary.

The Republicans maintained that the power of the Allies

was absolute. If Germany revolted, the horrors of invasion,

probably of partition, must be undergone. The position of

Germany would then be worse tlian before. On the other

hand, the Republicans believed that if Germany submitted,

time would bring freedom. The very harshness of the

Versailles settlement would in the end compel revision when
the fury of the victors abated and they could see what they

had attempted to do. War passions would only subside, how-
ever, if the Germans submitted, and if by loyal efforts to

fulfil the treaty they showed that it could not be fulfilled.

Time would also show the injustice of the treaty. The 4|ks
jtistified the treaty on the assumption that Germany^Pid
been guilty of causing the war. The falsity of that assump-
tion could, the Republicans argued, be demonstrated. To
show that Germany was not guilty, the government threw
open the archives to historical students and began the pub-

lication of diplomatic documents bearing on the origins of

the war.

Time must be gained—lime to show that the treaty could
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not be fulfilled, time to show that the treaty was unjust, time

to allow war passions to cool. The majority of the German
people unenthusiastically accepted the Republican program.

The first election under the new constitution showed marked
gains for the extremists, but the government was able to

suppress without difficulty the Communist and reactionary

revolts which took place in 1919 and 1920. Despite these

successes, the position of the government was precarious.

The government based its policy of fulfilment on the con-

tention that conditions might be worse if the Allies were

defied and might become better if Germany submitted to the

Allies. If the latter hope was not realized, if the plight of

Geimany became worse, more and more Germans would go
over to the extremists.

Whether time would have reconciled Germany and

France, as the moderate parties in both countries hoped, is

very dubious indeed. To Germans, reconciliation implied the

consent of France to substantial changes, territorial, mili-

tary, and economic, in the Treaty of Versailles. To French-

men, reconciliation implied the acceptance by Germany of

the Treaty of Versailles without substantial change. In any

case time could not be had : the reparations question refused

to wait on time for solution. The citizens of each country,

disregarding the reservation (hat time was necessary, made
reparations the test of desire for reconciliation

; using this

test, each country easily satisfied itself that the desire for

reconciliation was non-existent in the other country

The Germans saw only the incontestable fact that the

Alhes were demanding more than Germany could possibly

pajjfc'rom this fact the German nationalists concluded that

thWeal purpose of the Allies was to weaken Germany still

further; reparations, like disarmament, weie to keep Ger-

many weak and thereby perpetuate the artificial hegemony

of France. The German governmental policy of fulfilment

served the purposes of (hose who wduld keep Germany in

chains. Fulfilment meant, not liberation, but a lessened

chance of liberation, argued the German nationalists. There

was some truth in the argument. French nationalists were
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as much concerned to render Germany impotent as they

were to collect money. The German government was in an

awkward predicament. The only way to convince the Allies

that the reparations claims of the treaty were economically

unworkable was by a sincere effort to pay; otherwise, the

Allies could claim that failure resulted from German bad

faith. On the other hand, the policy of fulfilment was full

of danger, danger that the Allies would refuse to moderate

their demands and danger that the German people would

revolt.

The French government was in an equally difficult posi-

tion. The French people saw only the incontestable fact that

the Germans were not paying to the limit of their capacity.

From this fact French nationalists concluded that the real

purpose of Germany was to repudiate reparations. If the

Germans were successful, two results would follow. One
part of the Treaty of Versailles would be broken; the Ger-

mans would then proceed to attack other parts. Already the

task of disarming Germany was proving difficult. Tf the

Germans won on reparations, they would next concentrate

on arms, then on the occupation of the Rhineland, then on

the territorial settlement. Eventually France would be con-

fronted by the old saber-rattling Germany, Further, if

Germany did not pay, France must pay for the fruits of

German aggression: war debts and the reconstruction of the

devastated areas. To moderate the reparations demands

would, therefore, streng^then German desire and capacity to

overthrow the Treaty of Versailles and weaken the capacity

of France to prevent Germany from once more dominating

the Continent. There was some truth in the argume]|[^f

the French nationalists: the German nationalists did re^Sd
the attack on the reparations clauses as the first battle in the

struggle to overthrow the Treaty of Versailles. The French

government, if it attempted to lessen the burden of repara-

tions, had no guaranfee either that Germany Avould honor

the new agreement or that French opinion would permit a

readjustment.

In these circumstances, the French, German, and British
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governments tried to tempoiize. The Allies, in terror of

their own people, were afraid to take the initiative in pro-

posing reduction. The Treaty of Versailles stipulated that

the total of reparations must be fixed by May, 1921, and
that prior to that date the Allies would consider any offer

Germany might make. The Allies tried to get an acceptable

offer from Germany. A settlement proposed by Germany
would obviously have a stronger guarantee of payment than

one imposed on Germany. To secure this advantage Allied

opinion might be content with a smaller sum. The German
government, fearing that a large offer would precipitate

revolt in Germany, never came forward with acceptable

proposals. The Allies were forced to wait until the Allied

Reparations Commission fixed the total liability for recon-

struction and pensions. The sum fixed was 132 billions of

gold marks, or thirty-three billions of dollars. There was
little possibility that such an amount could be paid by Ger-

many. To bring the payments within reasonable limits and

at the same time to prevent a popular outcry in Allied

countries, the French and British governments decided that

Germany must deliver three sets of bonds, called A, B, and

C. Payments on the principal and interest of the A and B
bonds, totaling about $12,500,000,000, were to begin at

once. Payment on the C bonds was deferred until it should

become apparent that Germany could bear the burden—^that

is, the C bonds would probably turn out to be waste paper.

The scheme was a clever one and might have worked had

not tlie Allies demanded the payment of $250,000,000

within twenty-five days. This was the last and greatest of

a ^ies of similar errors. Ever since 1919 economists had

been urging that, before large reparations payments could

begin, Germany must have time to repair the damages which

the war had iidiicted on her industrial structure. The Allied

governments were afraid to heed these warnings: public

opinion demanded immediate paymetfts. The German gov-

ernment made the payments demanded so far as it could,

just as It accepted, after an ultimatum had been received

from the Allies, the terms of May, 1921. But the German
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government knew that there would be a revolution if the

attempt were made to raise such sums by taxation. Like all

desperate governments, the German government had resort

to the printing-press. The result was a foregone conclusion.

The currency was inflated to meet each payment ; each issue

of paper marks drove the paper money lower in value, so

the next payment required still greater amounts of paper

money. With each new issue, domestic prices went higher,

slowly when inflation first began, then faster and faster.

Wages lagged somewhat behind prices, salaries far behind,

while returns from investments remained unchanged. This

process had been going on since 1920. The payments de-

manded by the Allies in the second half of 1921 caused the

first really precipitous fall—^in one month the mark lost half

of its value.

At tlais rate Germany would soon be bankrupt. The
government informed the Allies that a breathing space was

necessary. Lloyd George agreed. British industry was stag-

nant and could not revive until the buying power of the

Continent revived; Continental buying power could not

revive while currencies were in chaos and credit relation-

ships were in a state of complete uncertainty. Lloyd George

succeeded in convoking a conference at Cannes in January,

1922. He succeeded in convincing Briand that there must

be a moratorium on reparations pa3nnents, and that a con-

ference to effect the economic reconstruction of Europe was
necessary. To placate French fears, Britain was prepared to

make a new treaty of guarantee with France. Briand was

willing to negotiate, but French opinion was not. Briand

had just returned from the Washington Conference; ^re
his pleas for security had been rebuffed and France^ad
been condemned for refusing to be coerced by Britain and

America. France saw her security under attadc. Britain and

America demanded that France give up her means of de-

fense; Britain demanded that, since the Germans did not

like reparations, reparations be abandoned. In return, Brit-

ain was willing to promise aid if Germany attacked France.

No! France would protect herself, and she would force the
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Germans to obey the treaty. Briand was lepudiated. Poin-

care became premier.

Poincare was forced to concur in the partial moratorium

arranged at Cannes. Further than that he refused to go He
pointed out that German factories were busy, that there was
no unemployment in Germany, tliat the night life of Berlin

was the most extravagant in Europe. He failed to see that

these were signs of a diseased condition. With the mark
sliding, always sliding, money lost its value almost over-

night. It was folly to save. Money must be spent before it

became worthless. So the Germans spent all they had.

Poincare also pointed out that part of Germany’s troubles

resulted from the flight of Geiman capital. Germans were
investing their money abroad, particularly in America

;
they

were doing this, Poincare maintained, in order to cheat

France. Again, Poincard mistook a symptom for the disease.

It was folly for Germans to buy German securities repay-

able in marks. Naturally Germans bought American cur-

rency and securities ; these were not depreciating in value.

Of economics M. Poincare showed lamentable ignorance,

but it is probable that he wUfully blinded himself.

Poincare saw only one thing: Germany was in revolt

against the treaty. Poincare would hear of only one remedy:

Germany must be crushed. Germany was, indeed, in revolt

;

but it was the economic folly of the reparations settlement

which enabled the German nationalists to compel abandon-

ment of the policy of fulfilment. Poincare was to find that

he could crush a helpless Germany, but that he could not

collect what was not there to collect. He had to wait a year

before he could try the experiment, because the moratorium

baired the Reparations Commission from declaring Ger-

many in default During that year Lloyd George tried vainly

to avert the consequences of the reparations clauses which

he had helped to frame. The European economic conference

he had summoned met at Genoa in April, 1922, but it was

a farce, a tragic farce. Poincare 'refused to attend. Lloyd

George’s slippery tactics aroused the mistrust even of the

Germans and the Russians, Fearing he was playing them
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off one against the other, the German and Russian delegates

met at Rapallo and concluded a treaty of commerce and

friendship. News of the Treaty of Rapallo threw the Genoa
conference into a flutter: the vanquished were uniting. The
conference adjourned, nothing accomplished. A few months

later the British overthrew Lloyd George in disgust at his

failures both in Europe and Asia. The new Prime Minister,

Bonar Law, took up the task of restraining Poincare, with

no better success. In December, 1922, the French delegate

succeeded in getting the Reparations Commission to declare

Germany in default on timber deliveries. The default was
almost ridiculously unimportant. As the British delegate

angrily declared ; "Since, in the tenth year of the war, Troy
fell to the stratagem of the wooden horse, history recorded

no similar use of timber.’* The British had one weapon

left. They declared that Germany could not be punished for

default without the unanimous consent of the Allies. Poin-

care brushed the argument aside.

In January, 1923, French and Belgian troops occupied

the Ruhr, Germany’s most valuable industrial area. Poin-

care said that the occupation would continue until repara-

tions were paid ; apparently he meant the whole reparations

bill. His purpose, he declared, was “to -obtain the good-will

of Germany.’’ Undoubtedly that was his purpose: if Ger-

many could be convinced that it was useless to fight, then

France and Germany coidd be very good friends. Whether
he failed to realize that no self-respecting nation could ac-

cept good relations on such terras or whether he thought the

Germans unfit to possess self-respect is uncertain. The fact

that he believed good relations could be purchased by meth-

ods like the Ruhr invasion Is, however, a good example of

the temper of post-war nationalism. The Germans could not

fight
;
neither could they surrender. They resorted to passive

resistance. All reparations payments were stopped. All Ger-

man officials, managei^, and industrial workers in the Ruhr
ceased work. They were fed by the German government. A
new war, bloodless but terrible, began. To appreciate what
happened in 192.'?, one must have traveled in France and
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Germany then. One must have seen the still-devastated

provinces of France and learned from Frenchmen of the

fear and hate which drove them on to conquer at all costs.

Then one must have seen the German government and the

German people fighting, with nothing but will-power, against

what they thought slavery. The mark was slipping too fast

for the German government to collect by taxation the sums

necessary to feed the Ruhr workers. The printing-presses

worked faster. One million, two million, a hundred million

marks to the dollar—it was maddening, trying to spend

marks before they became worthless. There could be but

one end. By September, 1923, the German government was
bankrupt. The mark was worthless. Resistance could not

continue. Contrary to the expectation of German national-

ists, France would and could compel German submission.

The Streseniann government abandoned passive resistance

;

the Ruhr must submit to France.

Germany had been beaten to her knees. Poincare had

won. He had not, however, collected reparations. Instead,

he had driven Germany into bankruptcy, and thereby jeop-

ardized the future collection of reparations. The French

grumbled ; they had wanted money as well as submission.

Soon they were frightened. Ever since the war the French

budget had shown a deficit, which had been met by loans.

The French government had promised that these loans were

to be repaid out of reparations receipts. Now the possibil-

ity of securing reparations seemed remote. It was doubtful

if the French government could repay all if had borrowed.

French loans and French currency began to depreciate.

France was going the road Germany had gone.

Faced with discontent and a shalcy credit structure at

home, Poincare lost his Intransigence. For two years Britain

and America had argued tiiat the problem of reparations

must be approached as a problem in economics, not politics.

In November, 1923, Poincare agreed to an expert inquiry

into the situation. He insisted on concealing his retreat: the

experts were to find means of balancing the German budget

and of bringing home the German capital which had been
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sent abroad. The other governments consented to this sub^

terfuge. The world was treated to another of the farces

made necessary by the delicate sensibilities of post-war

nationalism: the commission which must unravel the repa-

rations tangle received instructions from which the word

reparations was carefully excluded! There was one other

comic aspect of the commission. The United States had

found that it could not prosper in a troubled world. There-

fore, American delegates sat on the commission. But the

myth of isolation was maintained. The American delegates

were “unofficial.”

The commission lost no time in getting down to its real

business. A committee was, to be sure, appointed for the

purpose of determining how German capital could be

brought home and kept there. The committee reported what

all economists knew •. the only solvxtionwas to make Germans

feel that their investments would be safe at home; that

necessitated financial stability, which necessitated a solution

of the reparations question. Similarly, the German budget

could not be balanced until reparations payments were

brought within reasonable limits. Therefore the budget com-

mittee, which was headed by General Dawes, plunged with-

out ado into the reparations question.

The political and economic conditions which prevailed

when the experts began their deliberations in January, 1924,

precluded a definitive solution of the reparations question.

Germany was prostrate. The old mark was worthless. In

November, 1923, a new currency, called the Rentenmark,

was created. Theoretically it was backed by a mortgage on

German land and industrial plants. Practically there was no

backing: the German government did not have possession

of the assets which it professed to mortgage. The German

people were glad, however, to have a currency of any kind.

Temporarily the new mark circulated at par, but if confi-

dence in the government was shaken, the new mark would

go the way of the old. The ^nd of inflation brought frenzied

spending and manufacturing to an abrupt stop In Germany.

Trade was limited to the bare necessities of life ;
innumer-
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able firms collapsed. What the experts saw was a great

industrial plant which had almost ceased functioning. To
start the plant, credit and confidence were needed. After ten

years of almost uninterrupted suffering, the courage of the

German people was exhausted; They had hoped during the

war; that hope proved false. They had hoped for a peace

of reconciliation; that hope proved false. They had tried

first to fulfil and then to break the treaty; both attempts

failed. Now, the middle class was ruined, its savings wiped
out by inflation Inflation had consumed all the liquid capital

which the Allies had left, so that the buying of raw mate-

rials and tlie payment of wages could not be financed
; busi-

ness could not revive until new capital was found The
apathy of despair hung over Germany: why malce nev/

efforts when the demands of the Allies will bring new
collapse? Before German economic life could revive, hope

must revive.

On one side of the Rhine, Germany sunk in despair; on

the other, France angrily insistent on her treaty rights. The
experts were economists. The problems before them were so

intimately connected with morbid emotional conditions that

solutions which were economically possible might prove

unworkable. Furthermore, economic conditions ever since

the war had been disturbed. The experts must end these

disturbances, so far as reparations were the cause of trouble.

It was impossible to say what would be economically pbs-

sible when normal conditions had been established. In these

circumstances, the experts decided that it was impossible to

devise a definitive reparations plan. A period of experiment

was necessary. Therefore, the experts contented themselves

with a tentative scheme

Throughout the Dawes Plan this tentative, experimental

purpose was apparent The first recommendation was that

an international loan of 200 millions of dollars be made to

Germany. The proceeds of this loan would provide a gold

reserve for German currency arsd would provide funds out

of which the initial reparations pa3nnent could be made. The
machinery thus started, subsequent payments involved two
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operations which the experts considered separately. The
committee thought it possible to determine the amount
Germany could collect for reparations. Part of this amount
was to be furnished by German industry and railroads, the

rest by taxation. A schedule was worked out, calling for

small collections at first, rising to over 600 millions of dol-

lars in 1928-1929, and remaining constant thereafter. When
the sums were collected, it was necessary to transfer them
to the creditor countries. The experts realized that payment
could not be made in gold

;
payment must be made in goods

or services. Would Germany develop an export trade large

enough to provide the foreign exchange needed for the

transfer of reparations payments? Only time could answer

that question. Here more than anywhere else the provisional

nature of the Dawes Plan was apparent. A collector-general

of reparations, Mr. S. Parker Gilbert, was to be stationed

in Berlin. He was to receive the funds collected by the

German government. If foreign exchange could be bought

without endangering the German currency, he was to trans-

fer the marks into francs, pounds, etc. If, for instance,

Germany exported in goods and services a million marks
more than was imported, Mr. Gilbert would buy up these

surplus claims against foreign buyers and reimburse the

Gennan exporter out of the funds collected by the German
government. If, however, Germany had no surplus of ex-

ports in any year, Mr. Gilbert would be unable to buy
foreign currencies, except in exchange for gold. The experts

prohibited him from transferring collections in gold. There-

fore, if Germany did not have an export balance in her

favor, funds were not to be transferred to the Allied

creditors.

The initial loan to Germany, the ascending schedule of

charges, and the safeguards against exporting gold—these

were the most important recommendations of the experts.

If they were accepted, the experts believed German industry

and commerce would revh'^
;
prosperity would return

;
then

a final solution of the reparations payments would be pos-

sible. The Dawes Plan contained two further important
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statements. The plan must, the experts warned, be accepted

as a whole or not at all. Furthermore, all calculations were

based on the assumption that “the fiscal and economic unity

of the Reich will be restored.” Both these conditions made
the French unhappy. They were asked to agree to a scheme

which, at best, promised annuities lower than the Allies

demanded in 1921, and which might, if German foreign

trade did not develop, bring in nothing at all. In order to

secure even this reparations settlement, France must prom-

ise to get out of the Ruhr. France did accept, after much
wrangling. The plan went into effect on October 31, 1924.

From 1920 to 1923 France tried to compel obedience to

the reparations clauses of the Treaty of Versailles. Since

the Dawes Plan greatly modified the earlier demands of the

Allies, the efforts of France might be said to have ended in

failure. This was only partly true. The Ruhr invasion

demonstrated that the attempt to collect money by armed

force was futile and expensive. On the other hand, France

had been seeking more than money. France had sought to

convince the Germans that, if they defied France, they would

be forced to surrender ; in that task France had succeeded.

In 1918, Germany was defeated by the Grand Alliance; in

1923, Germany was defeated by France. The French now
felt reassured. The policy of Poincare was no longer neces-

sary. He fell in June, 1924, and the moderate parties re-

sumed the task of conciliating the beaten foe. In Germany,

the nationalists were discredited by failure. Those who
advocated the policy of fulfilment, now led by Stresemann,

were once more in power. The Dawes Plan was hailed

throughout Europe as a second armistice which would fa-

cilitate the making of a lasting peace

When tlie French invaded the Ruhr, their motive was as

much political as economic they were convinced that a

second defeat of Germany was essential before the status

quo established by the Peace of Paris could be stabilized.

Simultaneously the French were" seeking other guarantees

for their supremacy. To facilitate the task of repelling a

German invasion, France sought to detach the Rhineland
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from the Reich. To unite the forces of those powers which

would suffer from any alteration in the status quo, France

built up a system of defensive alliances, as Bismarck had
done after 1871. To lessen the burden on her strength,

France tried to strengthen the guarantees against aggression

provided by the League of Nations.

The French have consistently contended that the move-
ment for the separation of the Rhineland from Germany
was a purely local affair in which they adopted a neutral

attitude. The facts belie the French contention and show
conclusively that the separatist movement would never have

attained importance without French support. Because of the

uncompromising refusal of Britain to countenance the

forcible separation of the Rhineland from Germany, the

French were obliged to restrict their activities to the encour-

agement of separatist groups in the districts occupied by

French and Belgian troops. At first this encouragement was
limited to protection of separatist leaders, like Dr. Dorten,

against arrest by the German police. When the Ruhr was
occupied, French actions became a travesty of neutrality. In

retaliation for German passive resistance, the French ex-

pelled many of the regular officials from the Rhineland and

confiscated all fire-arms, even those of the police. The
separatists, on the other hand, were allowed to bear arms ; in

fact they were frequently armed with the weapons which

had been taken from the police. Separatist bands were trans-

ported in official Franco-Belgian trains; French troops,

under the pretense of maintaining order, prevented the

inhabitants of villages and cities from resisting the sepa-

ratists. These examples of unneutral French actions might

be multiplied many times. With such favoritism shown
them, the separatists were able to seize power In the French

and Belgian zones. Unfortunately for French hopes, how-
ever, the movement was almost completely devoid of local

support, while the separatists were incompetent at best and

were all too frequently recruited from the criminal class.

These circumstances, combined with steady British opposi-

tion, ensured the failure of the movement. By February,
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1924, the separatists had been forced to surrender their

power, and to seek safety in flight. The only result was to

intensify the hatred for France which the use of colored

troops had already aroused among the Germans of the

occupied areas.

French efforts to establish a buffer state along their

eastern frontier were prompted by the belief that the Rhine

was the only safe protection, not merely for France, but for

civilization. Unless the Rhine was held, Foch argued in

1919, Western Europe would be “submerged by the devas-

tating floods of barbarian warfare which find no dyke to

arrest them.” The French s)rstem of alliances also had its

origin in the desire to erect a wall against which the waves
of barbarism would beat in vain. The Belgians, like the

French, were dominated after the war by fear and hatred

of Germany. Fear was intensified by two insignificant terri-

torial gains made by Belgium at the expense of Germany
—Eupen and Malmedy. Plebiscites were held in these areas,

after they had been transferred to Belgium. The Germans

claimed with justice that the polling was held under unfair

conditions, and they refused to recognize the validity of the

result. The Belgians feared that in a new Franco-German

war their country would again be the battle-field and that

the Germans would seize the districts Belgium had just

won. To guard against these dangers, Belgium entered into

military discussions wifli France. In September, 1920, a

defensive alliance was signed. Thereafter, joint military

preparations were made, and France had the assurance that

Belgium would not serve again as the highroad for a German
invasion.

Foch and Clemenceau saw only barbarism and confusion

east of the Rhine ;
accordingly, their efforts were concen-

trated on the acquisition of an impregnable frontier to the

east. Clemenceau's successors speedily reverted to the policy

pursued by France before the war. The Russian alliance was

gone, but the new states of Eastern Europe enabled France

once more to expose Germany to the danger of a war on

two fronts. In 1920, Poland was saved from a Russian
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invasion by French munitions and a French military mission

under General Weygand. The union thus established was
cemented in 1921 by an alliance. Thereafter France bent

her efforts to the task of transforming her backward peasant

ally into a modern industrial and military state. French

efforts secured most of the mining and manufacturing dis-

tricts of Upper Silesia for Poland, despite the fact that the

plebiscite held in March, 1921, showed a substantial major-

ity for union with Germany. The French munitions industry

was linked to the Polish ; French loans and French experts

provided the sinews and the brains for the economic life of

the new state. In Poland’s thirty millions of people France

saw an ally strong enough to be of use and not strong

enough to disregard French wishes, as Russia had been

able to do.

Czechoslovakia offered similar advantages to France. The
long, narrow new state contained substantial, and discon-

tented, German and Magyar minorities. Bohemia was a

salient thrust into German-speaking Central Europe. This

geographical position was most uncomfortable for the

Czechs. If Germany and Austria were united, the enlarged

German state would be under strong temptation to seize the

Bohemian salient. For France, the situation of Czechoslo-

vakia was an advantage. If war came, the Czechs could,

with the assistance of Poland, seize the remnant of Upper
Silesia which had been left to Germany. As the Ruhr, the

other industrial area of Germany, was placed at the mercy

of France by the demilitarization of the Rhineland, Germany

would almost at the outbreak of war lose the districts most

essential for war. The alliance concluded by France with

Czechoslovakia in 1924 was, therefore, the complement to

the alliance with Poland.

In turning to the east for allies, France was primarily

seeking protection against Germany. The French were

anxious, not merely to lessen the chance of a German attack

on France by exposing Germany to the certainty of a war
on two fronts. France was also guarding against a revival

of German strength which would be the prelude to attack on
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France. If Germany succeeded in wiping out the Polish

Corridor and in reconquering Upper Silesia from Poland,

Germany would be greatly strengtiiened in man-power and
industrial resources. If Germany succeeded in her avowed
purpose to add the six and a half millions of Austrians to

the Reich, Germany would be more populous than before the

war and would be in a position to dominate the affairs of

southeastern Europe. France had, therefore, a direct and

vital interest in seeing that the eastern boundaries of Ger-

many remained unchanged.

The alliances with Poland and Czechoslovakia involved

France in other problems as well, problems in which her

interest was less direct. Poland feared Soviet Russia no less

than Germany. The Treaty of Riga, signed in 1921, settled

the Russo-Polish frontier, but there was no certainty that

the Bolsheviks might not tear up thef treaty if they felt strong

enough to do so. For protection, Poland turned to Rumania.

The Rumanians had not even a treaty to guarantee their

frontier with Russia. The Rumanians had seized Bessarabia;

the Bolsheviks refused to surrender their claim to that

province. In 1921, Poland and Rumania concluded a de-

fensive alliance by which each promised aid to the other in

case of a Russian attack, France had decided that Poland

must be made and kept strong; France could not sit with

folded hands if Russia defeated Poland in a war caused by

the Bessarabian problem. The far-off Russian frontier be-

came the anxious concern of France. French munitions went

to Rumania early in the post-war years; in 1926, France

concluded a defensive alliance with Rumania. The alliance

with Czechoslovakia had similar ramifications. In Slovakia

there were large minorities of Magyars living along the

Hungarian frontier. Czechoslovakia was, therefore, as much
afraid of Himgary as of Germany. Rumania and Jugoslavia

were also uneasily conscious of the Magyars within their

borders. The natural result was »n alliance, the Little

Entente, created in 1920-1921 for the purpose of guaran-

teeing the Treaty of Trianon. The Little Entente involved

France in the task of keeping the unruly Magyars from
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claiming their oppressed fellow-countrymen ;
and the Little

Entente, through Jugoslavia, brought France into contact

with Adriatic questions—^that is, with Italy. Later, in 1927,

France completed the circle of alliances by a defensive treaty

with Jugoslavia.

Between 1921 and 1927, France concluded defensive alli-

ances with Poland, Czechoslovakia, Rumania, and Jugo-

slavia. Like Bismarck’s League of Peace, each of these

alliances was designed to strengthen some part of the Euro-

pean slatus quo. The French were convinced that, if the

status quo was violently disturbed at any point, the whole

structure created by the peace treaties would be weakened

and French security jeopardized. French interests required

the alliances, even though the alliances had to be buttressed

by loans, and even though they involved France in all the

conflicts of a troubled Continent. The French protested that

they were serving not merely their interests but the interests

of Europe. France sought peace; surely peace would be the

greatest boon which providence could confer on Europe.

The organization of peace was properly not the task of one

power or of one group of powers ; it was the task of all

nations. Beginning in 1923, the French sought to shift to

the League of Nations at least a part of the responsibility

for preserving the status quo.

During the first years of its existence, the influence of

the League on world politics was insignificant. An able

Secretariat was organized, composed of experts on all ques-

tions of international importance. These enthusiastic be-

lievers in international cooperation succeeded in making

Geneva a clearing-house for information and in drawing

most of the long-established agencies for facilitating inter-

course between states under the segis of the League. In this

way, the League quickly demonstrated its usefulness, and

its continued existence was assured. The League had, how-

ever, been created ton ensure peace and thereby to make

possible the reduction oF- armaments. There could be no

doubt that the League was not fulfilling the purpose of the

Covenant.
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Two episodes set the failure in glaring relief. After the

war, the frontier between Poland and Lithuania remained

in dispute. In October, 1920, a frontier was established by

a League commission, and accepted by both governments.

No sooner was the arrangement completed than it was upset

by the seizure of Vilna, which had been allotted to Lithuania,

by an irregular Polish force. All efforts to dislodge the

Poles proved fruitless. In 1923, the Allied Conference of

Ambassadors acquiesced in the accomplished fact, and

awarded the city to Poland. In the same year, the prestige

of the League was further impaired by the Corfu episode.

In August, 1923, four Italians who were delimiting the

frontier between Greece and Albania were murdered. Mus-
solini, who had seized control over the Italian government,

utilized the incident to make a spectacular demonstration of

Fascist determination to protect the honor of Italy. An
ultimatum, far more severe than that sent by Austria to

Serbia in 1914, was despatched to Greece. Greece accepted

part of the demands and offered to submit the dispute to

the League. In reply, the Italians bombarded and occupied

the island of Corfu. The exceptional brutality of the Italian

action profoundly shocked European opinion. The League

proved impotent. Only when all their demands were satis-

fied did the Italians quit Corfu.

The French contended that the League was impotent

because the Covenant did not provide with sufficient exacti-

tude for the action to be taken against an aggressor. Until

the mechanism for repelling acts of aggression was per-

fected, there could be no guarantee of security except arma-

ments. Therefore, if the League was to serve its function of

ensuring peace and of facilitating the reduction of arma-

ments, the Covenant must be strengthened. By 1923, the

League committee which was studying the disarmament prob-

lem had become lost in a bog of technicalities, and it was

alarmed by the swiftly vanishing prestige of the League.

The Frendh contention might rescue the League. The dis-

armament commission laid aside its technical studies and

turned to the problem of security. In 1923 the Draft Treaty
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of Mutual Assistance was submitted to the powers. The
treaty met with widespread criticism, especially in the

British Empire. In 1924 an effort was made to meet these

criticisms in a revised version, the Geneva Protocol.

The Geneva Protocol was, and remains, a perfected

scheme of international organization—from the French

point of view. Every dispute must be settled by arbitration

or by conciliation. There were no loopholes, as under the

Covenant. Where existing international law covered the

case, both parties must abide by the law. Where no legal

precedent could be found, the case must be decided either

by the League Council or by a board of conciliation in the

way which gave the maximum of justice to the claims of

both sides. A solution must be found, and, once found, it

must be obeyed. A state which refused to accept the awai'd,

or which in any way prejudiced the peaceful solution of a

dispute was ipso facto the aggressor. Against the aggressor,

all signatories of the Protocol bound themselves to act with

all the resources, military and economic, at their command.
Security would, therefore, be absolute Reduction of arma-

ments could now commence. The Protocol was to go into

effect only after a disarmament conference had been held

and brought to a successful conclusion.

Practically, the Protocol would perpetuate the status quo.

Only where no law existed could changes be made. The
Peace of Paris was a conspicuous part of the law of nations.

Bound to enforce obedience to law, all boards of arbitration

and conciliation must enforce obedience to the Peace of

Paris. Defense of the status quo as established by the peace

treaties would be the duty of all signatories of the Protocol.

France would no longer be forced to rely on her own efforts

to safeguard her own position and the position of her allies.

France must, of course, sacrifice her freedom of action by

agreeing to submit all disputes in which she was involved

to international adjudication. France was quite willing to

make this sacrifice. FranCe wanted only to hold what she

had. Under the Protocol the judges must protect what
France legally possessed.
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France was willing to submit to a rule of law because

France was not confident that she could maintain unaided

the position she had won in Europe. Britain felt strong

enough to protect herself unaided; so Britain was unwilling

to place herself under the obligation either to obey or to

enforce the decisions of an international tribunal. When the

British, and the Americans, spoke of their desire to preserve

their isolation, they were actually expressing their determi-

nation to tolerate no restraints on their freedom of action.

The British did not give impatience at restraint as the reason

for their dislike of the Protocol. Instead, they pointed an

embarrassed finger at the United Slates. The Protocol de-

manded action against any power which refused to submit

disputes to an international tribunal. The United States had

stated in no uncertain terms its refusal to submit to such

restraints. This attitude would make the United States the

aggressor in any dispute in which it might be involved.

Britain would then have to fi^t the United States. Britain

was not willing to risk an armed encounter with the United

States over issues which were not immediate British con-

cerns. So far the British argument was a strong one, and

the French would probably have been willing to change the

Protocol so that cases where a collision with the United

States was to be feared might be excluded from the scope

of the Protocol. The British raised another objection. The
effect of the Protocol, they pointed out, was to guarantee

the territorial status quo. England did not feel that her

interests were affected by changes in many parts of the

world, in Eastern Europe for instance. Conditions in West-

ern Europe did affect vital British interests. Britain would

be glad to make an agreement which would apply the prin-

ciples of the Protocol to Western Europe. Greater responsi-

bilities Britain would not assume.

In modified form, Britain proposed to revive the treatjj

of guarantee which Clemenceau bad sought and whicli

Poincare had rejected as worthless. In its earlier form, the

guarantee had protected France against a German attack.

Sir Austen Chamberlain, the British Foreign Secretary, now
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wished to protect Germany also against attack. The proposal

was welcomed in Berlin. The Ruhr invasion and the sepa-

ratist movement had shown that France, in her search for

security, might seize more German territory and that Ger-

many would be powerless to resist. With Germany disarmed

and the Rhineland demilitarized, the Rhine country, includ-

ing the invaluable resources of the Ruhr, was at the mercy

of France. Even the industrial capitalists of the Ruhr, who
usually supported the nationalists, were frightened by tlie

realization of this danger. If Germany could get a guar-

antee against further territorial losses, the German govern-

ment was prepared to defy the nationalists by formally

abandoning all hope of recovering Alsace-Lorraine. As
either French or German control over the whole Rhine

valley would endanger British defense of the Qiannel, the

British were willing to extend their guarantee to include

Germany. But further than that they refused to go. By
October, 1924, it was apparent that the Geneva Protocol

would not, for the present at least, go into effect.

The British decision aroused once more in France the

anger which had led to the Ruhr invasion. As in 1922, the

French dismissed as worthless the offer of a guarantee lim-

ited to the Franco-German frontier. The stattis quo estab-

lished by the peace treaty stood or fell as a whole. If

Germany gained territory and power in the east, Germany
would once more be supreme on the Continent. If left to

their fate by France, the states of Eastern Europe must
make terms with Germany. France must aid her eastern

allies or fall to the position of a minor state. Once more
France was filled with a sense of outraged justice: Britain

had helped to establish the Continental status quo; Britain

had garnered her share of the fruits of war
;
now Britain

turned her back on the situation she had helped to create.

France prepared to resist. Under the terms of the Treaty

of Versailles, the Cologne zone of the occupied area was
to be evacuated in January, 1925, if Germany had fulfilled

all her obligations under the treaty up to that date. France

seized on some minor infractions of the disarmament clauses
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of the treaty by Germany as an excuse for refusing consent

to evacuation. If France was to be thrown on her own
resources, France would use every legal weapon in her pos-

session to prevent Germany from recapturing Continental

hegemony.

At the beginning of 1925 the favorable eftecls of the

Dawes Plan threatened to be nullified by a new outburst of

nationalism. France was angered by tire defeat of the

Protocol
;
Germany was angered by the refusal to evacuate

Cologne. Once more, however, the situation was trans-

formed by those swift, incalculable shifts of fortune so

characteristic of the post-war years. The fall of the franc

was halted when the Dawes Plan gave promise of new
reparations payments The revival of Franco-German an-

tagonism made the future of the reparations plan uncertain.

Faith in French credit began to decline, and the decline was

reflected in a rapid fall in the value of the franc. While

French financial power was ebbing, French military power

was suddenly taxed to the utmost. Revolts in Syria,

Morocco, and Tunis forced the withdrawal of nearly all

available troops from Europe. France saw what such an

opportunity might mean to Germany in the future. The
British guarantee against a German attack, from being

worthless, became essential. The French nationalists once

more were repudiated. Briand, once more in power, took up

the negotiations with Germany and Britain.

Briand made all agreements conditional on German ad-

mission to the League. The Covenant was not an absolute

guarantee of the staitis quo, but, if strictly enforced, the

provisions of the Covenant would make it difficult for Ger-

many to revise the Treaty of Versailles. The Germans real-

ized this fact, but they agreed to accept membership if

Germany obtained a permanent seat on the Council. A seat

on the Council would imply the reinstatement of Germany

as a great power and would enable GeAnany more effectively

to protect German minorities in the states of Eastern

Europe Briand agreed to the German conditions. He next

sought to obtain part of the guarantees which the Protocol
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had given. Germany agreed to arbitration treaties with Bel-

gium, France, Czechoslovakia, and Poland. Under these

treaties, the signatories agreed to settle all disputes which
might arise by arbitration or by conciliation. Germany had,

tlierefore, given up the right to compel a revision of her

frontier by force of arms. Germany retained the right to

seek a peaceful modification of her eastern frontiers. In the

west, Germany, France, and Belgium agreed to respect their

existing frontiers with each other and to refrain from war
with each other except in self-defense or in accordance with

the provisions of the League Covenant. England and Italy

pledged their support of the arrangements regarding Ger-

many, France, and Belgium. In case of aggression or re-

fusal to settle a dispute by peaceful means, Britain and Italy

promised armed support to the injured party.

The omissions are as significant as the actual terms of

these agreements. The possibility of war between Germany
and either France or Belgium was diminished by the recog-

nition of the territorial status quo, by the agreement to

settle all disputes by peaceful means, and by the Anglo-

Italian guarantee. Germany promised to settle all disputes

with Poland and Czechoslovakia by peaceful means; but

Germany did not recognize the inviolability of existing

frontiers, and there was here no Anglo-Italian guarantee.

France endeavored to remedy this last shortcoming by sepa-

rate treaties with Poland and Czechoslovakia, promising aid

in case of attack. France had, therefore, not got tlie security

provided by the Geneva Protocol. France was determined

to maintain the eastern status quo. To effect tliis purpose,

France might be forced to fight Germany. Temporary finan-

cial and military difficulties forced the French to accept this

partial solution of the problem of security. France continued

to believe, however, that nothing except absolute and com-

plete guarantees against any disturbance of the status quo

would give the security necessary for the real pacification

of Europe. The problem bf security was still unsolved.

In October, 1925, Briand, Stresemann, and Chamberlain

met at Locarno to arrange the final details of the treaties,
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which were already substantially completed. Locarno was

a perfect conference, because Briand was a perfect dramatic

artist. By his genius he made unwilling French acquiescence

seem an epochal reconciliation between victors and van-

quished. The meetings at Locarno were secret, but Briand

provided an abundance of the picturesque details which the

readers of newspapers relished—^l^irthday parties, boat-rides,

luncheons at tiny hamlets, and above all, gracious courtesies

paid to the ladies present. By his skill Briand accomplished

the most difficult task of the diplomat : he gave labors in the

cause of peace the same news value that strife and warlike

gestures possess. The idyllic scenes staged at Locarno ap-

pealed to the popular imagination. The war-weary peoples

of Europe were eager to think that strife was past. Locarno,

millions believed, was the beginning of the era men had

looked for in 1918.
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The years following the Peace of Paris exposed the dif-

ficulties confronting the post-war world. To each difficulty

palliatives were applied. The worth of these palliatives was
incontestable; they gave time for the discovery of ical rem-

edies. The opportunity was not used. Instead, men mistook

palliatives for cures, and were indignant when the evils

recurred, often in more virulent form than before The
Washington Conference temporarily lessened the tension

which had marked American relations with Britain and

Japan before 1921. Contrary to American belief, the ques-

tions of naval armaments and the Far East were not solved.

Britain had not conceded parity in all categories. Japan had

not abandoned her claims in Manchuria. The Dawes Plan

look reparations out of politics for a few years and, by
helping to restore confidence, allowed Europe to enjoy four

years of economic prosperity. The question of reparations

was not solved, as men insisted on thinking. Locarno and

the entrance of Germany into the League were followed by

four years of comparative tranquillity in Franco-German

relations, tranquillity which permitted the evacuation of the

Rhineland. The French thought Locarno meant German ac-

ceptance of the Treaty of Versailles; Get mans thought Lo-

carno would be followed by revision of the Treaty of Ver-

sailles. Both the French and tlie Germans were mistaken.

Economic dislocation and political instability remained,

tlieir operation temporarily checked. To trace in detail the

recurrence, one by one, of the unsohxd difficulties would be

merely to repeat the analysis Jilready made. New names,

new episodes, but all the old elements, enter the story of

the years following 1925. Detailed description is, therefore.
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superfluous. It is merely necessary to show briefly how the

more important problems revived.

The Washington Conference ended, the United Slates

returned to“normalcy.” American “observers” appeared at in-

ternational conferences and claimed the right to influence de-

cisions ; but America refused to accept anypart of the respon-

sibility for enforcing the decisions made. The League was
ignored; the Senate refused to permit American entrance

into the World Court established by the League. The Euro-
pean nations which owed war debts to the United States

were compelled to make funding agreements. In some cases

coercion was necessary. The sura total of the debts was over

ten billions of dollars. By the terms of the original contracts

the United States was entitled to demand interest at the rate

of per cent. It soon became obvious that none of the

borrowers could pay such high interest. Capacity to pay was
accepted as the basis for settlement. As capacity varied, the

settlements varied. Comparing what would have been re-

ceived on principal and interest, under the original terms,

with the agreements finally made, Britain received a reduc-

tion of 19.7 per cent; France, of 52.8 per cent; and Italy,

of 75.4 per cent. Of the total obligations, the United States

sacrificed by reduction of interest about 43 per cent. Amer-
icans liked to speak of this reduction as evidence of gen-

erosity; Europeans saw little generosity in asking for all

that they were capable of paying. Europeans also complained

that the United States made pajanent in goods difficult by a

high protective tariff. With typically nationalistic lack of

logic, many of the governments which made this complaint

were impeding the payment of reparations by tariffs no less

high.’

Before the debt question had been disposed of, the naval

question revived. Britain was building a fleet of small

cruisers. The Americans placed more reliance on large

cruisers. The United States asked for a conference to dis-

cover means of balancing Small and large cruisers, so that

American and British strength would be equal. The confer-

ence was held at Geneva in 1927. Japan also participated.
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The conference turned into a battle of naval experts over

technical points, and broke up after six weeks without

achieving agreement. Not one man in a hundred in either

Britain or America understood the debates at Geneva, but

each government blamed the other for failure. Undoubtedly

the British had refused to agree to parity as defined by
Americans; equality of fighting strength between the two
fleets. The British insisted that a true definition of equality

must consider “the whole position of the two countries on
the sea and their respective risks and vulnerability.” Amer-
ica need not defend a world empire: America was protected

by two oceans; a blockade of America would be less dis-

astrous, and more difiicult, than a blockade of England.

Therefore, Britain could not consent to mathematical parity.

Americans saw in the British argument a determination to

ensure American defeat in a naval engagement; the British

saw in the American argument desire to secure a fleet which,

concentrated, could defeat the divided British fleet.

Like all unsuccessful conferences, the Geneva conference

led to violent debate in Britain and America. In the United

States, the “big navy” party immediately introduced a bill

for the construction of cruisers: Britain was to be shown
the futility of refusing mathematical parity. The peace party

insisted that conciliation be tried. The result of the efforts

of the peace party was the Kellogg Pact, signed at Paris

in August, 1928. Although it originated in a suggestion

made by Briand, the pact perfectly expressed American

pacifist sentiment. All the signatory powers bound them-

selves to renounce the use of war as an instnunent of na-

tional policy. What did this promise mean? It did not mean,

first of all, that defensive wars were outlawed. The obvious

difficulty of distinguishing between offensive and defensive

war was at once suggested. Briand wished to provide means

for determining whether or not a war was aggressive, and

for punishing an aggressor. The A-merican government re-

buffed these suggestions. The pact must rely for enforce-

ment on the good faith of the signatory powers. How much

dependence could be placed on good faith? To what extent
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had security against attack been furthered by the pact?

These questions could not be definitely answered. The extent

to which the American govermnent relied on the pact could

easily be inferred, however. The United States Senate

agreed to ratify tlie pact for the outlawry of war only after

an agreement had been reached for tlie simultaneous pas-

sage of the cruiser bill. The question might pertinently be

asked: Who had gained the more substantial advantage,

those who relied on international cooperation, or those who
relied on arms for the prevention of war?

As far as immediate results are concerned, the cruisei

bill was more effective than the Kellogg Pact in forcing

Britain to come to time. The peace party in England argued

that a naval race was unnecessary, because the interests of

Britain and America were not in vital conflict. More effec-

tively, the peace party in England argued that a naval race

was dangerous and futile, because Britain could not stand

the pace. The British public was convinced by the latter

argument. When Ramsay MacDonald became Prime Min-

ister in 1929, he immediately opened negotiations with the

new American President, Herbert Hoover, for a truce. In

June MacDonald visited the United States and another idyl

was arranged; sitting on a log beside the Rapidan, President

and Prime Minister decided on another conference for the

promotion of peace.

The conference was held in London in 1930. Its purpose

was to prolong the truce in the building of capital ships and

to extend the Washington Conference ratios to other cate-

gories. Substantial agreement had been achieved in advance

between Britain and America; the demands of Japan could

be compromised. As in 1921, however, France and Italy had

been ignored during the preliminary negotiations, and the

omission was even more disastrous than in 1921. Since the

advent of Mussolini, Italy had been filled witli imperialistic

fervor. The Fascists fra-nkly avowed their determination to

secure colonies where the growing millions of Italy could

find homes. North Africa and the Balkans were the “logi-

cal” fields for expansion. To Italy, with a population as
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large as that of Continental France and with no worth-while

colonies, expansion seemed justified. To France and Jugo-
slavia, whose possessions were menaced, the Italian claims

seemed aggressive. The conflict of interest was reflected in

the conflict over naval ratios: Italy insisted on a fleet as

large as the French; France, with two coasts to protect,

insisted on a fleet as large as the combined navies of Italy

and Germany. The Franco-Italian feud had been obvious

for many years, yet Britain and America called the London
Conference without regard for tliis unsettled dispute over

ratios. The oversight prevented not merely reduction, but

limitation, at London. To Britain, naval supremacy in the

Mediterranean seemed vital for the maintenance of com-
munications with the east. Therefore, the British fleet must
be able to muster strength in the Mediterranean equivalent

to the combined forces of France and Italy, If the latter

powers refused to reduce their forces, Britain must continue

building cruisers for some years to attain equality. If France

and Italy refused, not merely to reduce, but to stop building,

Britain could not even limit her building. Anglo-American

agreement would be useless without Franco-Italian agree-

ment.

Italy would consent to nothing less than parity with

France. France would grant parity on one condition, which

was that the great naval powers should agree to a consul-

tative pact similar to the Four-Power Pacific Treaty. If

France had security against Italian aggression, France could

be content with a fleet no larger than the Italian. If tlie

consultative pact was not forthcoming, France would con-

tinue to build, confident that her resources would enable her

to build faster than Italy. The American delegates were

apparently willing to purchase agreement by a consultative

pact. There was an outcry against entangling alliances in

the American Senate. President Hoover denied tliat a con-

sultative pact was contemplated. His announcement ended

all hope of reduction. An agreehient limiting the tonnage of

the three great naval powers was made, but the agreement

was tentative. If French and Italian tonnage increased,
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Britain would increase her building; American and Japanese

building would then increase proportionately. This was a

meager achievement—limitation at such a high figure that

extensive new building was necessary, with the probability

that even these high figures would soon be raised. A small

achievement it was, and purchased at great price. The
Franco-Italian quarrel, brought into the open, became more
intense. In England and America, some blamed France for

the failure, some blamed Italy; few saw that both France

and Italy were claiming only the right to determine what
strength was needed to protect their interests. Neither

Britain nor America could justly condemn others for na-

tional egoism. Britain and America might be condemned
with more justice for summoning a conference which was
bound to end in failure.

If the fruit of three naval conferences was tentative lim-

itation purchased at the price of bad feeling, the fruit of

incessant discussion of land armament was angry recrimi-

nation without tangible benefits. By the Treaty of Versailles,

Germany was forced to disarm as a prelude to general dis-

armament. The victorious powers were forced to consider

reduction of their own armaments or provide Germany with

an excuse for demanding freedom from the restriction en-

forced by the treaty. Furthermore, the burden of armaments

aroused popular discontent, even in France. Discussion was
necessary, if only to justify existing expenditures for arms.

In 1925 the League of Nations created a commission whidf

was to draft a treaty preparatory to the calling of a dis-

armament conference. The preparatory commission labored

five years. The discussions were able and exhaustive. A few
questions considered may be given as illustrations. How
should air forces be limited? A civil airplane could be trans-

formed into a military plane with little difficulty. It was
impossible to limit the number of mail and passenger planes.

Therefore, limitation of air forces seemed impossible. How
should effectives, trained troops, be limited? The countries

'with voluntary service wished to limit trained reserves. The
countries with compulsory service wished to limit only
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peace-time strength. Both sides argued effectively ; no final

agreement was reached. How should materiel—guns, rifles,

ammunition, and the rest—^be limited? Most countries

wished to limit the amount which might he spent. The
United States opposed budgetary limitation. Again there

was no agreement. Finally, how should what the French
call “war potential” be related? Obviously, if the United

States and Mexico went to war with equal forces, the

United States would win. Population, resources, geograph-

ical location, education, patriotism, and a host of other ele-

ments determined the potential war strength of a nation.

What relative weight should be attached to each element?

The French asked the question, but they did not believe it

could be answered. So long as fear and ambition existed,

the French contended, each nation would determine its arma-
ments by its fears and ambitions

; and the result would be

competitive armaments. Disarmament could only be effected

when fear and ambition were banished. Security must pre-

cede disarmament The British and Americans, seeing the

purpose and cogency of the French argurnent and unwilling

to give the pledges France sought, maintained embarrassed

silence through most of the discussions of war potential.

In 1930, the preparatory commission completed its draft

treaty, or rather, set of treaties. At the end of the sessions,

France pointed out that it was necessary to safeguard earlier

disarmament conventions such as the Treaties of Washing-

ton, London—and Versailles. The German delegate imme-

diately protested. He would not sign if "this factitious piece

of work” was to be regarded as the fulfilment of the dis-

armament promises made by the Allies at Versailles. Ger-

many would not give new assent to the disarmament im-

posed at Versailles in order to secure "a Convention which,

instead of leading to genuine disarmament, would only serve

to draw a veil over the real state of land armaments

throughout the world, or—^which ’^rould be worse—^would

make it possible to increase tfiese armaments.” Thus the

fundamental divergence of objective was revealed. France

was not prepared to surrender the military preponderance
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which tlie Peace of Paris gave her and her allies until her

demands for security were met Neither America nor Eng-
land was ijrepared to promise aid should the defeated powers
attempt to alter the status quo by armed force. Germany was
not prq)ared to sign a new armaments convention unless

the artificial military preponderance of France and her allies

was ended. What the preparatory commission had assidu-

ously done for five years was to ignore this, the core of the

problem. Embarrassed by the lack of tact shown by the

French and German delegates, the preparatory commission

shuffled off the stage with as much grace as possible. The
Leagfue solemnly invited the powers to convene at Geneva

in February, 1932, for the purpose of converting the recom-

mendations of the commission into a treaty of disarmament.

The Americans and the British succeeded in convincing

themselves that the London naval conference had solved the

problem of naval armaments, and that at the Geneva dis-

armament conference the Continental nations could he

forced to complete the work so nobly begun. The French

were under no such illusion. They knew arms were only a

symptom of the “disease called fear.” Fear must be ban-

ished before the armaments race could be ended.

The French proudly contrasted their logic with Anglo-

Saxon muddle-headedness, but the French themselves

showed a divided mind in their efforts to banish fear during

the years following Locarno. As before, the protagonists

were Briand and Poincare. As before, Briand said that fear

could only be banished by a real reconciliation between

France and Germany. His views were shared by Chamber-

lain in England and by Stresemann in Germany. These

three statesmen regarded Locarno as merely the first step

in a long process. German sovereignty was still limited in

ways any nation would resent. The reparation problem was
merely in abeyance ; it was not solved. German territory was
still occupied by Allied"troops. The Germans were deter-

mined to secure modification of the territorial settlement.

The Germans could not be expected to submit forever to

unilateral restrictions on their militarv establishment. As
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soon as Germany was admitted to the League, Stresemann

and Briand tried to advance another step. They met at

Thoiry in September, 1926. What they discussed is not defi-

nitely known. It seems that Briand proposed to secure the

evacuation of the Rhineland and the Saar, and the retro-

cession of Eupen and Malm^y. In return, Germany would
pay for the Saar mines, give Belgium financial compensa-

tion, and make a large, apparently a final, reparation pay-

ment. Thus reparation, the occupation of the Rhine, and all

western frontier problems would be wiped off the slate by

a huge capital transaction.

As at Locarno, Briand captivated the imagination of

Europe by this secret luncheon with Stresemann at a vil-

lage inn. This time Briand failed. Poincare was again pre-

mier, brought back to power to save the falling franc.

Probably it was Poincare who balked Briand. In any case,

nothing happened. Locarno remained the limit of French

concession. Poincare was willing to let Briand try to con-

vert the League into an instrument for preserving tlie status

quo, but Poincare placed his trust not in conciliation but in

French strength. Under his guidance, the franc was stabi-

lized and French finances made impervious to attack. The
land frontiers of France were strengthened by a wall of

steel and iron. The armies of the eastern allies were im-

proved in strength and efficiency. With French loans, Po-

land built a great new harbor on her own territory at

Gdynia. Danzig could now be confronted with the alterna-

tives of ruin or acquiescence in Polish immigration, which

would eventually mean Polish ownership. Poland, strong

and prolific, was eyeing the sparsely populated fields of East

Prussia. By interfering with transport through the Corridor,

Poland could make the economic position of the Germans

in East Prussia intolerable. In the future, German conquest

of the Corridor would be less probable than Polish conquest

of East Prussia and Danzig. Under Poincare’s guidance,

Locarno was being used to strengtlten the material and mil-

itary foundation of French hegemony.

Only reparations remained unsettled. In 1928 a new repa-
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rations conference was called. Poincare asked that the tem-

porary Dawes Plan be replaced by a permanent settlement.

In return, he was willing to permit the evacuation of the

Rhineland. The German delegate treated this concession as

negligible. He boldly demanded colonies and a revision of

the eastern frontier as the price of German acceptance of a
permanent settlement. The demand caused consternation. To
bring the Germans to time, the French resorted to an action

later used on a larger scale. They suddenly began withdraw-

ing French money deposited in German banks. The sudden

withdrawal of such large sums threatened to cause a finan-

cial panic. The Germans yielded, and accepted the schedule

which had been worked out in large part by the American

chairman of the conference, Mr. Owen D. Young. The an-

nuities were somewhat smaller than those called for by the

Dawes Plan. The average payment was to be about 500

millions of dollars a year. Of this sum, 165 millions was
unconditional. The remainder might be suspended if pay-

ment threatened to weaken the gold reserve of German cur-

rency. If suspension became necessary, a new commission

of experts was to examine the situation and decide what

payments were possible in addition to the unconditional

annuities. If reduction were made in the inter-allied debts,

German payments were also to be reduced. The reparations

payments were to continue until 1987.

Then came 1930: the close of an era, the era of recon-

struction, men said. Reparations were settled. The war debts

were settled. The Allied troops, and the Allied commissions

had left Germany. Naval armaments had been limited; land

armaments would soon be limited. At Geneva, the League
sessions, under Briand's dextrous guidance, became pag-

eants symbolic of the new era of peace. To be sure, the Ger-

man delegate at the reparation conference had been rude

and overbearing, but good taste was not a German virtue.

To be sure, the American security markets had taken a spec-

tacular fall, but that was only a temporary setback. The
world was entering a new political and economic era. Then,

in September, 1930, came the German election. Prom the
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election a man hitherto regarded as a fool, and a party

hitherto regarded as a collection of beer-hall revolutionists

emerged as the most conspicuous forces in German political

life—Hitler and his Nazis, who demanded the repudiation

of the Treaty of Versailles. Confidence was shaken. Within

a few months it vanished. The world plunged into a devas-

tating economic crisis.

The sudden emergence of Hitler forced consideration of

political and economic conditions in Germany. What had
been going on there since 1925? On the surface everything

had seemed well. The Dawes Plan had worked, in the sense

that payments were promptly made. The industrial life of

Germany, stagnant in 1924, had revived and flourished in

the years following. The trouble was, as Mr. Gilbert pointed

out again and again, that Germany was living on borrowed

money. International finance, particularly American, had

disregarded the experimental nature of the Dawes Plan.

Thinking reparations a settled issue, and finding the Ger-

mans willing to pay high rates of interest for loans, bankers

floated huge loans to equip industries and to finance govern-

mental works. The Germans set busily to work. There was
little unemployment. Taxes were easily raised for repara-

tions. The transfer problem gave Mr. Gilbert no trouble.

He, and some economists, pointed to disquieting symptoms.

Germany was prospering because the improvements were

being financed by foreign borrowings. The sums raised for

reparations were transferred without difficulty because the

foreign borrowings gave Germany large dollar and sterling

balances upon which Gilbert could draw to effect transfers.

Germany was not, however, paying her way. Theoretically,

the improvements being made in Germany should stimulate

German productive capacity; but by no means all the bor-

rowings were going into the development of German in-

dustry. Much of the proceeds was used for public build-

ings, housing, even parks and swimming pools, which were

at best only indirectly productive. Furthermore, the Ger-

mans were not saving. Inflation had wiped out a large sec-

tion of the capitalist class, the group which traditionally
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saved a large part of its earnings. German labor was getting

more than before the war, and labor proverbially spends

most of its earnings. Germany was living on borrowed cap-

ital, and was not piling tip capital upon which to base its

industrial life when borrowing ceased. Foreign trade told

the same story. Germany continued to have an unfavorable

balance of goods and services. While Germany could bor-

row abroad there was no trouble. The unfavorable balance

of trade and the reparations payments were settled with

foreign gold. Some day Germany would have to stop bor-

rowing. Then Germany must export enough, not merely to

balance her imports, but to pay both reparations and the

interest on the foreign loans. The Dawes Plan was not really

working. Germans were paying their taxes and transferring

payments on borrowed money. What would happen later?

This question was asked, but it was disregarded. While the

world was prosperous no one worried about the future.

The Germans began to worry in 1928, when Americans

began to use their money for stock-market speculation at

home instead of for lending abroad. Pro.sperity waned in

Germany. As loans fell off, building and employment fell

off. The calling of the reparations conference precipitated

discussion in Germany of the international and internal sit-

uation. Wliat had been the result of ten years of Republican

rule? In the field of foreign affairs the record was disap-

pointing. The Germans saw their country unarmed, while

other countries were strongly armed. Germany seemed

powerless, not merely to change, but even to defend, the

precarious eastern frontier. The Germans saw themselves

debarred from union with their fellow-Germans in Austria.

They saw themselves the only great power deprived of col-

onies. They saw themselves and their children doomed to

pay “tribute” until 1987. And they saw far less justice in

their lot than they had seen in 1919. During the"intervening

decade, there had beeft much study of the origins of the war.

The Germans had convinced themselves, not merely that

Germany had not caused the war, but that the Entente had
^ Keincp Tiiinished for a
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crime commilted by the victors. The thought was intoler-

able. The "spirit of Locarno” seemed a lying fantasy.

France spoke of reconciliation, but France was using the

truce to malce her hegemony so secure that Germany could

never hope to regain equality.

Waning prosperity discredited the record of the Republic

at home as well as in foreign affairs. Deprived of work,

labor began to move to the left, toward the Communists.

The bourgeoisie and the old aristocracy drifted further to

the right. Before the war, the middle and upper classes had
property, a monopoly on the posts in the army and the civil

service, and assured social position. Inflation wiped out the

investments of the propertied class. Agriculture, the profes-

sion of the aristocracy, was suffering from world overpro-

duction. The army was small, too small to enable many
young aristocrats to become officers. The civil service was
underpaid. The revolution had shaken tlie old class lines.

Sons of the proletariat were crowding into the universities,

the civil service, and the professions. The old possessors of

power were hard pressed, financially and socially. They
blamed their troubles on the Republican government and on

the Treaty of Versailles.

On internal questions, the Germans were hopelessly at

odds; on questions of foreign affairs they were becoming

increasingly united. This confused situation gave Hitler his

chance. Hitler’s internal program was a strange conglomer-

ation of contradictory and unrealizable promises and theo-

ries. He caught the ear of the old governing classes by prom-

ising to throw out what he called the Marxist Republic.

He caught the ear of the proletariat by promising to throw

out what he called Jewish capitalism. He fascinated all

classes by promising to rid Germany of the incubus of the

Treaty of Versailles. Practically, Hitler said Germany had
not really been defeated. Germany had been betrayed by the

corrupt Republican politicians. The Republic gone, Ger-

many could repudiate the treaty. "Germany was stronger

than France. "France,” he declared, "must free herself from

the delusion that we are a second-rate power and must learn
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to treat us as a cultured people. We are not Carthage, nor is

France Rome, and it should also be recalled that Rome
subdued Carthage single-handed.”

The election of 1930 made apparent what the world had

refused to see; Germany, made desperate by years of suf-

fering and thwarted hope, was losing faith in democracy

and moderation. Both the Communists and the National

Socialists made heavy inroads on the Socialists and the mod-
erate bourgeois parties. The Bruening government tried to

stem the tide of radicalism by adopting, so far as it dared,

the program of the nationalists. Ministers made speeches

declaring that a revision of the eastern frontier was neces-

sary. At Geneva, the German representative protested

against the oppression of German minorities in Poland. In

March, 1931, a customs union between Germany and Aus-

tria was announced.

The steadily rising tide of nationalism in Germany and

Hitler's wild language aroused misgivings among those who
had invested money in Germany. A large proportion of these

loans were short terra, that is, the investor could demand
repayment on a few weeks’ notice. Uneasy, more and more

foreign investors demanded repayment. The announcement

of the Austro-German customs union changed uneasiness

into panic. The customs union, every one realized, was the

prelude of political union or Anschluss, as the Germans
called it. France promptly protested with a vigor which

showed that Paris was determined on a test of strength

with German nationalism. International finance took fright

and tried to withdraw almost overnight the sums which had

been showered on Germany in the years preceding. All the

phenomena of a run on a bank were present, but on a

colossal scale. The American and British central banks

vainly tried to stem the panic by placing credits at the dis-

posal of Germany. In June, President Hoover tried to avert

the crash by the dranaatic gesture of proposing a moratorium

on all inter-govemmental indebtedness. France held back,

and insisted that the unconditional payments under the

Young Plan be protected." The French demands were ac-
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cepted, but only after a delay which allowed the panicky

withdrawals to have effect. By the time the moratorium was
adopted, German economic life was paralyzed. The damage

did not stop there. Loss of confidence in German credit

undermined confidence in the credit of other governments.

The weak financial structures of the small eastern European

countries collapsed completely. Britain and Japan found it

impossible to maintain the credit of their currencies and

were forced to abandon the gold standard. Even the United

States, with half the gold in the world, was frightened. Exu-

berant confidence in tlie new economic era gave place to the

paralysis of despair.

Alone among the great powers, France emerged appar-

ently unscathed, and with relentless precision France pro-

ceeded with the task of reducing the rebellious Germans and

Austrians to complete submission. To vindicate her legal

rights, France compelled Austria to submit the customs

union proposal to the World Court on tlie ground that the

union violated the promise of Austria not to take action

prejudicial to her independence. To demonstrate her phys-

ical power, France, in advance of the court decision, com-

pelled Germany and Austria publicly to renounce the union.

France won, but at heavy cost, not only to the rest of the

world but to herself. France had vindicated her right to pay-

ments under the Young Plan, but only by helping to plunge

the world so deep in economic ruin that there seemed little

hope that Germany would ever be able to resume payments.

France had shown her power to coerce Germany, but open

coercion not merely alienated world opinion from France, it

also goaded the Germans to desperation and made the tri-

umph of the German nationalists certain. France secured a

favorable decision from the World Court, but in doing so

dealt a serious blow to the prestige of that body. The deci-

sion proved ^suspiciously partisan: France, her allies, and the

other Latin powers made up a bare jnajority against the

customs union. Italy was with the majority because An-

schltLss would make the persecuted Germans in the Italian

Tyrol turn to Germany for aidi The judges of the World
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Court, it seemed to many, were not impartial jurists, but
national partisans. The agencies of international conciliation

which for a few years had seemed to hold much hope for the

future were discredited.

As in 1923, so in 1931, Poincare’s policy gave victory, but

a Pyrrhic victory. France stood triumphant, but over a

ruined and a hostile Europe. Of what value, even to France,

was the policy which could destroy, but could not create,

European tranquillity? The followers of Poincare sought

desperately to vindicate themselves during the months fol-

lowing the crash of July. They sought to salvage something

from the wreck of reparations. That failed. In January,

1932, Bruening announced that Germany could pay no more
reparations. The French government blustered, but financial

opinion everywhere supported Bruening’s contention,

France could do nothing. In February, when the disarma-

ment conference convened, the French presented a program

for ensuring security. The plan followed in general the lines

of the Geneva Protocol, but in addition the League of

Nations was to possess a small army and was to control

all civil aviation. Unless complete guarantee was given

against aggression, declared the Frencli Premier, Tai'dicu,

discussion of disarmament was futile. Flis plan was received

in silence; only the allies of France spoke in its favor. A
month later Tardieu made his final drive. The weakness of

the French system of alliances lay in the fact that it rested

on a political, not an economic, basis. The small countries

of eastern Europe, including the allies of France, felt the

pinch of economic depression with peculiar force, and while

the Balkanization of eastern Europe continued, economic

distress must also continue. Tardieu proposed an economic

union between the succession states of the Dual Monarchy;

he promised that the tremendous gold reserves of France

would be used to start anew the economic life of the mem-
her states. Again thq, French failed. Germany, Britain, and

Italy refused to sanction's plan which would extend French

political domination to include Austria and Hungary.

French nationalists had been unable to rebuild the political
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and economic structure of luirope; in the elections held in

the spring of 1932 they were repudiated by the French

people. Herriot assumed power, pledged to return to the

policy of conciliation.

While the French were losing faith in the cold, legalistic

logic of the followers of Poincare, the Americans were

learning, slowly and painfully, that complete lack of logic

was no less costly. America is a young nation, but in no

country does tradition exercise a stronger hold over men's

minds. In the post-war world, America tried to live in ac-

cordance with nineteenth, even eighteenth, century tradi-

tions. From the days of Washington and Jefferson, Ameri-

cans inherited the belief that their safety depended on keep-

ing clear of European affairs. From the days of Hamilton,

Americans inherited the belief that their prosperity de-

pended on a protective tariff. These traditions worked with

moderate success in the nineteenth century. Politically,

Europe and Asia were far away. Economically, America

was a debtor nation, borrowing money for her industrial

development, paying the interest on her debts by exporting

large quantities of farm products, and importing as little

as possible. The war, however, effected a revolution which

was already impending in 1914. From a debtor, America

was suddenly transformed into a creditor, country. Every

year a large sura was dropped into the lap of America,

payments on interest and principal made by foreign bor-

rowers, public and private. Simultaneously, American in-

dustrial capacity expanded mightily; markets were sought

abroad for the surplus products which the American market

could not absorb. Agriculture also expanded and became

even more dependent than formerly upon the ability of

foreign purchasers to absorb the growing surplus. Ameri- «

cans rejoiced to think of this rain of gold which would still

further fructify their land.

America had gained much but shc’liad also lost, lost her

political and economic self-sufficiency. The World War had

demonstrated that it was impossible to keep clear of the

vortex of European politics unless America was prepared
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to cut all economic ties with Europe. When, after the war,
American finance, business, and agriculture pushed out
boldly into the markets of the world, American prosperity

was irrevocably tied to world prosperity. If the world was
torn by strife or economically impoverished, debtors could

not pay their debts nor buyers continue to buy. Default on
foreign debts meant that Americans could not pay their

internal debts; falling sales abroad meant business stagna-

tion at home. Naturally the stake of some Americans in

world affairs was, directly, negligible. The manufacturer

producing only for the domestic market thought himself

safe by comparison with, say, the wheal grower. In fact,

both were involved, because if the wheat grower could not

sell his crop he could not buy the products of the manufac-

turer. America had given hostages to world peace, world

order, world prosperity. Furthermore, in becoming a cred-

itor nation, America could no longer determine her tariff

policy solely on the basis of protecting the domestic mar-

ket. It was not a rain of gold which fell on America, it was
a deluge of claims on foreign borrowers and foreign buy-

ers. Borrowers and buyers could not pay in gold; all the

gold mined since the beginning of time would not suffice to

quit the world of its debts. The debts must be paid in goods,

and if they were to be paid it must be possible for foreigners

to give Americans either goods or services.

New economic conditions demanded new national tradi-

tions. That, the Americans refused to see; they credited

their good fortune to the zeal with which they had adhered

to the traditions of their fathers. Flushed with success, they

were disposed to think of the outside world as a horde of

ragged tricksters seeking to cheat them of the fruit of their

toil; at times suspicion verged on morbidity. To preserve

their spoils the Americans held firmly to their belief in the

danger of entangling alliances, and to their faith'in the pro-

tective tariff. Republi&n Presidents found themselves pow-
erless alike to secure senatorial approval of agreements call-

ing for international coopefation, or to prevent Congress
from raisin? still hitrher the tariff wall. Alike in what it did.
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and what it refused to do it cannot be denied that Congress

faithfully reflected the views of most Americans. Protected

against foreign goods by the tariff, protected against foreign

malice by the fleet, the American people were confident that

they were insulated against the woes and the wiles of an

unregenerate world.

For almost a decade America succeeded in enjoying the

advantages of both the old and the new economic and po-

litical order. Since the causes of political success were tram

sient they may be ignored. The causes of economic success

were also transient, but they left a legacy to the future.

America was able to be an exporting and creditor nation,

and still to preserve a prohibitive barrier against imports

because American investors lent billions of dollars to foreign

borrowers. Out of the proceeds of these loans the world out-

side was able to pay interest on old debts and to pay for

goods purchased. While America was willing to lend prod-

igally it was not necessary that goods should enter America.

But that could not and did not last forever. In 1928 Amer-
ican investors suddenly turned away from foreign invest-

ments; speculation in American securities seemed to offer

greater prospects for quick profits.

The sudden cessation of American lending had an imme-

diate effect on German economic life, but the American peo-

ple saw no connection between the rapidly developing Euro-

pean crisis and their own lives. Even after the collapse of

the stock market boom in October, 1929, little heed was
paid to Europe. Instead, the familiar panacea of a height-

ened tariff schedule was applied. The German elections of

1930 alarmed Americans who had funds in Germany, but

the public in general remained unperturbed. To the great

majority, the proposal of a moratorium on intergovern-

mental debts by President Hoover in June, 1931, came like

a bolt from the blue. In general his action was applauded

because he promised that the moratcJrium would afford a

breathing space during which the economic crisis could be

ended. When, however, the expected revival did not take

place, when instead the fall in'prices and in industrial ac-
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tivity persisted, enthusiasm rapidly vanished, to be replaced

by heightened suspicion of Europe. The feeling was thw
Europe, aided by unpatriotic American financiers who were
willing to sacrifice the public interest in order to protect

their own investments, had tricked the President into an

action which imperiled war-debt payments in the future By
the time Congress met in December, 1931, opinion had so

hardened that Hoover’s action was only ratified with dif-

ficulty. His request that the debt commission be reestab-

lished, in order to ascertain whether or not the capacity of

the debtors to pay had been altered by the depression, was
met with a blunt refusal. Instead, Congress put on record its

opposition, not merely to cancellation, but even to reduction

of the war debts.

If, as many students maintain, traditio/is are most em-

phatically defended wlien their hold begins to weaken, the

closing months of 1931 may in the future be taken as a

turning point in American foieign relations. Certainly the

supposed sins of Europe were then more vehemently de-

nounced tlian earlier. When the French Premier, Laval,

visited America seeking aid in the task of world economic

reconstruction he received a frigid reception. Americans

freely admitted that affairs in Europe influenced American

affairs, but only to the detriment of American interests. The
woes of the world were laid to the “poisoned springs” of

the Versailles Treaty, and Laval was frankly told by prom-

inent Americans that the demands of the German nation-

alists with regard to the Polish Corridor, Upper Silesia,

Austria, and even reparations must be met before Europe

could again have peace and prosperity. While eagerly,

rudely, offering gratuitous advice, however, Americans
- showed complete unwillingness to aid the task of recon-

struction by assuming responsibilities or making sacrifices

;

indeed, with strange lack of humor, Americans -angrily re-

buffed all suggestion 'Or criticism.

The irritability of American opinion in the autumn of

1931 was a symptom of disillusionment. Two years of un-

oaralleled economic misery "had badly shaken faith in the
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tld traditions which weie supposed to have enabled America
'0 establish an earthly paradise in the midst of a troubled

vorld. The months following gave Americans a rough edu-

’ation in world politics and world economics.

Manchuria was the first lesson, and because the Man-
hurian question so completely illustrates the complex na-

ure of the task of establishing world order, the problem

lesterves analysis. The Manchurian crisis resulted from the

xplosive impact of two expanding nationalisms. On one

ide was China, politically disorganized but united in na-

ionalistic feeling. To Chinese nationalists the political and

conoraic privileges which foreign powers had been able to

/rest f<bm earlier weak and corrupt Chinese governments

jemed intolerable. For many years before 1931 the Chinese

overnment and people had been attacking these privileges,

penly and covertly, peacefully and violently. The Chinese

ppealed to the right of self-determination as justification

or their course. On the oilier side, were the foreign powers

'itli treaty rights. Japan was only one of the powers whicli

lit injured by tlie anti-foreign agitation, but Japan suffered

lost. The Chinese market was essential to Japanese pros-

erity. The anti-foreign boycotts, by depressing Japanese

idustries, threatened the whole sti'uclure of Japanese so-

'cty; impoverished workers were more and more thinking

10 “dangerous thoughts” assiduously spread by Commu-
Ist agitators. To Japan, therefore, Chinese nationalism

emed intolerable. The Sino-Japanese conflict was most

ute in Manchuria. There Japan possessed treaty rights

(paralleled in any other region supposedly part of an inde-

ndent country.
’ During the decade following the Washington Conference

the merchant class, which was in temporary control of the

'panese government, followed what the western nations

)uld call a liberal policy. Since Manchuria was of vital

ategic importance to Japan as a buffir state, separating

jmmunist Russia from China, and since Manchuria pos-

'Sed great economic importance as a source of raw mate-

m’-s and as a market, the Japanese refused to surrender
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privileges which were legally theirs, under existing treaties.
}

On the other hand, more than three fifths of Japan’s foreign ‘

trade was with China and the United States
; these powers

I

must not be antagonized. Conciliation was tried, but, at least

by 1931, the attacks of Chinese nationalism on Japanese
j

trade and vested rights had not been ended. The world

economic depression brought the situation to a head. The '

old aristocratic and military groups in Japan, alarmed by

the growth of revolutionary forces at home, and impatient
!

with the failure of conciliation abroad, defied the bourgeois
‘

parliamentary leaders and embarked on a policy of strong
t

action.
1

In September, 1931, on the pretext tliat the Chinese had ^

tried to destroy a Japanese railroad in Manchuria, Japanese
}

troops began an advance which proceeded, slowly at first, }

then with increasing rapidity. By February, 1932, all Man-
{

churia was in Japanese possession. In retaliation, the Chi« I

ncse sought to boycott trade with Japan. Undaunted, the 1

Japanese sent troops to Shanghai. The troops met with un«
|

expected resistance, and before this “diversion” ended thou-
|

sands of civilians had been killed, and property to the value '

of many hundred millions of dollars had been destroyed,
j

The next stage was to separate Manchuria from China. A
puppet state, backed by Japanese troops was created—Man-

^

chukuo. In September, 1932, Japan officially recognized

Manchukuo as an independent state and announced that

the existence of this state would be protected by Japanese

arms. Further, the Japanese proclaimed that throughout

they had been acting in self-defense. They pointed out that

the United States Senate, in ratifying the Kellogg Pact, had

voted that self-defense might compel a nation to take armed
action outside its own frontiers ;

on many occasions, notably

in quarrels with Mexico, the Uiiited States had despatched

troops to the territory of other countries, justifying this

action by the plea^f s_elf-defense. As for the Nine Power
Treaty signed at the Washington Conference, Japan had
not impaired the territorial integrity or independence of
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China : the people of Manchuria had exercised the right of

self-determination, and Japan was determined that the Man-
churians should not be deprived of this right.

The advance of Japan in Manchuria gave America, and

the world, much to think about. Since the end of the World
War, the nations had been trying to devise some method of

settling international disputes other than that of force.

Those efforts had centered to an unusual degree on Chinese

affairs, because every one realized that the absence of a

stable government in China, combined with the rich spoils

which Chinese territory offered to the acquisitive instincts

of other powers, made the Chinese question a standing men-

ace to world peace. Three agreements were pertinent to the

problem; The League Covenant, the Kellogg Pact, and the

Nine Power Treaty of Washington.

The League Covenant provided that conciliation must be

applied to all problems, and tliat if any nation, refusing

conciliation, resorted to war, the other member states must

give full economic and military support to the party at-

tacked, When the Japanese advance began, the League

Council was in session and China promptly appealed for aid.

The Council was inclined to force Japan to accept neutral

aid in solving the question, The American government was
sounded out. Washington held back. Apparently the Wash-
ington government hesitated to associate with the League
which American opinion had rejected in the name of na-

tional independence. Apparently also, Washington hesitated

to concur in a precedent for coercing a great power. What-
ever the motive, the aloofness of America gave the other

great powers an excuse to avoid the unwelcome necessity

for applying the League machinery to a great power. The
League Council lamely adjourned the problem to a subse-

quent meeting. Almost immediately the truth of the theory

behind the League mechanism of conciliation became ap-

parent, the theory that a dispute is easiest settled in its

initial stages. In September, 1931, the civil government in

Japan was still struggling against the demands of the mili-
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tary. Strong action by the powers might have halted the

advance. The moment escaped unused. Subsequent meetings

of the Council made obvious the weakness of the League.

None of the great powers represented relished the thought

of crossing swords with Japan. Furthermore, England, the

power with the naval force which must bear the brunt of

any action against Japan, had. herself felt the force of the

Chinese boycott in earlier years, and half sympathized with

Japan's actions. If the United States had been willing to

take the lead, offering a policy which it was prepared to back

by force of arms, indecision might have been overcome.

The United States was not prepared to go so far. Although

alarmed and angered by Japan's rapidly developing cam-

paign, the United States would only promise to “endeavor

to reinforce” League action. What was needed was a leader,

not a possible follower, and the Council gladly shirked

its duty by accepting the Japanese pi'oposal that a neutral

commission undertake a comprehensive examination of

Sino-Japanese relations. In the League Assembly, which

met early in 1932, the smaller powers tried to compel action,

but the larger powers, notably England, forced delay until

the neutral commission had reported. In the autumn of 1932
the commission reported its findings. It found that the lack

of stable government in China had invited, and would con-

tinue to invite such incidents as had led to the Japanese

advance. To end this dangerous condition international co-

operation was essential. In other words, the problem, still

unsolved, was to find means of grappling with unstable con-

ditions before they reached dangerous proportions. As for

Manchuria, the Lytton Commission found that the Japanese

plea of self-defense was untenable ; conciliation should have
— been tried before force. Manchukuo, it decided, was a pup-

pet state. It had not grown out of, and it did not rest upon,

the desire of the Manchurians for independence; Manchuria
must remain a part, though an autonomous part, of China.

Japan flatly rejected these findings, and clearly intimated

that the refusal could be overcome by force alone.
^1—1., -j paerue had broken down on
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a decisive test. What of the Nine Power Treaty by which

the powers, headed by America, had promised to respect and

defeiid the territorial integrity of China? Japan denied that

she had violated tliat treaty, and insisted on her sovereign

right to interpret her international obligations. The United

States flatly asserted that Japan had violated the treaty.

How was this divergence of view to be reconciled? Secre-

tary Stimson gave one answer in Febniary, 1932. The
treaties signed at the Washington Conference, he said, stood

or fell together. If America became convinced that the Nine

Power Treaty had become void through the violation of its

provisions, the United States would hold that the treaty

limiting naval armaments was also void. In other words, the

United States was prepared to begin the naval race anew,

with the objective of enforcing its demands by the usual

weapon, the threat of armed force. This was nothing more
and nothing less than a confession that the United States

was prepared to surrender the thesis of the Kellogg Pact

that war must be abandoned as a means of enforcing the

national will.

Stimson’s threat of February, 1932, logically meant that

the United States was prepared, unless its interpretation of

international agreements was accepted, to rescind its

promise to abandon war as an instrument of national policy.

Logic, however, was not a characteristic of American

thought. Stimson simultaneously was seeking means of en-

forcing obedience to the Kellogg Pact That Japan had vio-

lated the promise made when she signed the Pact at Paris,

Stimson did not doubt. Slowly, tentatively, he felt his way
toward methods by which violation of the Pact might be

punished or, better still, prevented. In January, 1932, he

had already put forward a program to accomplish ^e first

of these objectives. In a note to China and Japan he gave

notice that it was the policy of the United States not to

recognize any new settlements or arrangements whidi were
brought about in violation of the Kellogg Pact. Force might

win territory or privileges ; but these acquisitions, illegally

gained, remained illegal. There were two flaws in this posi-
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tion. First of all, it was negative; it could not prevent the

use of force. Further, who was to determine when the Fact

had been violated? Was each signatory to decide for itself?

These questions were asked, but the American government

was embarrassed by the American tradition that any obliga-

tion which prejudiced the free decision of the American
people in any crisis was an intolerable restriction on Amer-
ican sovereignty. For several montlis, Stimson was silent.

The Manchurian crisis revealed the weaknesses of the

treaties by which the post-war world had sought to “out-

law” war, to make arms useless as a means of national

policy. The revelation came at an embarrassing moment. In

February, 1932, the long awaited disarmament conference

opened at Geneva. The Frencli were quick to see that the

breakdown of existing means of ensuring safety, other than

arms, reinforced their thesis that solid guarantees of assist-

ance to repel aggression must be given before France could

abandon her arms, her one effective defense. The argument

was double edged, however. Germany could use the same
argument, to prove that, deprived of arms, she was also

deprived of security. The old dilemma found the old solu-

tion; the conference tried to evade the central problem by
debating technicalities. This time the old device failed to

work. The world was sick to death of expensive conferences

which dodged issues. The clamor for action became irre-

sistible. President Hoover, faced with an unbalanced budget

and an outcry against the burden of armaments, sought |to

break the deadlock by a dramatic gesture. In June, 1932, tiie

American delegate presented a comprehensive scheme for

tlie reduction of all existing forces—^land, sea, and air

—

beyond the number necessary for police purposes, by one-

— third. The armaments race, he argued, must be halted. At
Paris in 1919, the victorious powers had decided what forces

and what arms were necessary for police purposes. Every-

body was entitled to ‘‘that quota. Many nations, however,

possessed arms in excess of the police quota. To reduce this

excess by one-third would save at least a billion dollars and
ttiP rplat-i'vp nnsitions oi the powers unchanged. Presi-
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dent Hoovei’s proposal was hailed as an ideal solution in

Amenca, and justly. The plan was ideal, from the American

point of view The concentrated forces of America would

be lowered, to be sure, but so would the forces of all the

powers. America after the reduction, would have a fleet

second to none. Actually, the American position would be

improved ; for America had not built up to the limits of the

London treaty and much of the tonnage to be scrapped

existed only on paper.

To the surprise and indignation of the Americans, Mr.

Hoover’s plan met with a reception almost as cool as that

which had been accorded M. Tardieu’s plan to achieve se-

curity. The British pointed out that their fleet must be kept

dispersed over the globe and every new reduction made it

increasingly difficult for Britain to possess effective strength

throughout the vast area of her empire. The British cleverly

suggested that reduction be by size, not number, of vessels.

This idea was repellent to America; America relied on

massed force concentrated in a small number of units. Other

powers, notably Japan, held back. They were reluctant to

state their motives because their motives were illogically

called immoral by the standards of the age. Japan was a

glowing power, desirous of expansion. To expand, as tlie

world was now organized, she felt she must rely on force.

America and Britain had once done the same ; but now they

were agreed in believing that expansion by force was evil.

They did not, however, suggest any other method by which

expansion could be effected, France and her allies, on the

other hand, opposed the Hoover plan because it provided no
security against the states which desired to alter the status

quo, states whose power would, under the Hoover plan, be

increased relatively to that of France and her allies.

The conference adjourned to a later date. Everywhere
there was »a cry of disappointment Everywhere popular

opinion, ignorant of the complex problems involved, nat-

urally accepted the proposal of the home government as the

only correct method of lessening the burden of armament,
and accused the other powers of evil designs because they
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opposed the true method of disarmament. The governments,

however, did realize the nature of the problem, and in some

capitals, notably in London, Paris, and Washington, there

was a feeling that the time for evasion was past.

While the first session of the disarmament conference was

ending in failure at Geneva, in June, 1932, another and more

fruitful conference met at Lausanne for the purpose of set-

tling the cancerous reparations problem. The year which had

elapsed since the Hoover moratorium came into effect had

disillusioned those who had hoped that a rapid economic

revival would again make it possible to put the Young Plan

into effect. The year had been marked by continuous finan-

cial panic. In the first wave of panic, English currency had

been driven from the gold standard, carrying the currencies

of many smaller countries with it. In most other European

countries the gold standard existed only in theory, while in

fact the free movement of exchanges, upon whidi financial

and economic life depended, had disappeared. When the con-

ference met the most spectacular panic in currency history

was just ebbing: the frightened effort of Europeans and

Americans to convert their dollars into gold or foreign cur-

rency. While credit was in this hysterical condition the re-

lentless fall of prices and trade must continue. As Mac-

Donald said in his opening address to the conference, capi-

talist society was "crumbling under our feet." Every one

realized that the seizure of power by the military party in

Japan, and the Manchurian adventure were in large part

efforts by the old possessing classes to check the growth of

Communism in Japan. In GermEiny there had been a similar

development. If, to silence nationalist attacks Bruening had

himself become more violently nationalistic, in his internal

policy Bruening had yielded step by step to the demands

of the parties of the left. To halt this process. President von

Hindenburg in May, 1932, executed what wasdn effect a

coup d'Sfat with the “hid of the army. Bruening was dis-

missed and a new cabinet recruited from the leaders of

capitalism and agriculture was entrusted with the task of

ttiatitiir 9 final <stAiid apainst Marxist doctrines.
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The leaders at tlie Lausanne conference, MacDonald,

Hen lot, and von Papen, the new German Chancellor, were

united in believing that a final settlement of the repai ations

problem was the indispensable prelude to the economic re-

covery upon which capitalism depended for salvation They
also realized that it was futile to hope for large reparations

payments in the future. MacDonald and Herriot had been

able to convince their constituents that reparations were a

thing of the past only by promising that war debts would
also be abolished. If both debts and reparations were wiped

out, the countries entitled to reparations payments would

lose little. In making this promise MacDonald and Herriot

were gambling There was no guarantee that the United

States would cancel the debts. The gamble seemed justified

by the fact that there was no other way to secure popular

consent to an essential step. Even then, agreement was dif-

ficult. The Frencli people were reconciled to the loss of repa-

rations payments; they insisted that their right to collect

reparations be recognized This was no mere quibble over

words; the French suspected that the attack on the repa-

rations clauses of the Treaty of Versailles was merely the

first of a series of German attacks on the treaty. The justice

of tlae French suspicion w'as shown when von Papen pie-

sented the German terms. He was no blind chauvinist. This

he showed when he freely admitted that France was entitled

to "compensation” for surrendering her claim to repara-

tions. Immediately there was a cry of indignation from the

German nationalists who declared that Germany owed
France nothing Further, declared the nationalists, von

Papen must bring home the abrogation of the "war guilt”

clause of the Treaty of Versailles and the recognition by
France that Germany was entitled to equality of armament.

—

The outcry in Germany provoked fiery words in France;

Herriot w|is wai ned that he must insist on reparations, and

must do none of the things German nationalists demanded.

Under this cross-fire the negotiators at Lausanne did what

they could The questions of war guilt and of equality of

armaments were eliminated aS impossible of compromise-
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Germany, in return for the cancellation of rcpaiations pay-

ments, was to make—not “compensation”—but a “voluntary

contribution.” The contribution was to be in the form of

bonds to the sum of 300 million marks, about seventy-five

million dollars. These bonds were to be payable after a

three-year moratorium, if German credit would stand the

strain. Thus in ten years reparations claims had dwindled

more than 99 per cent., and whether the remaining fraction

would ever be paid was dubious. Here, if anywhere, the sui-

cidal folly of post-war nationalism finds illustration. As
MacDonald said, reparations had proved, not a punishment

to one nation, but an affliction to all. Theoretically, of

course, Lausanne was not a final settlement. The agreement

was not to be ratified by the creditor states until they had

made a “satisfactory settlement” with the United States.

Practically, reparations were dead. No matter what the

United States might do, sensible men realized that the repa-

rations issue could not be revived.

From misery Europe had learned at least the beginning

of wisdom. America also was proving not completely im-

pervious to instruction, Americans could and did attribute

the failure of the Hoover disarmament plan to the incor-

rigible lust of Europe for war. This was poor solace. The
important fact was that arms had not been reduced, and

that the American military budget could consequently not

be reduced. That fact brought the United States a small step

closer to the French position. In the campaign of 1932 the

platforms of both major parties vaguely endorsed the prin-

ciple of consultation between the powers in case of a threat

of war Stimson was even more precise. The Kellogg Pact,

he said, had made war “an illegal thing.” When there was
-war one party or the other must be a law-breaker. If there

was a threat of force, consultation between the signatories

of the Pact “becomes inevitable.” These principles he enun-

ciated as self-evident,'>but previous American practice was
at variance with his words'! Was America awakening to the

need of international cooperation?
n niipstioniner note any study of diplomatic history
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written in 1932 must end. To what extent have the experi-

ments of the two generations just past taught the peoples

of the world to regulate their relations so that peace and

concord may ensue? It would be easy to say that nothing

has been learned. It would be easy to demonstrate that inter-

national rivalries have increased, not diminished, in com-

plexity and in number. It would be easy to demonstrate that

the experiments in international cooperation have uniformly

ended in failure, while statesmen have become increasingly

timorous in opposing the demands of chauvinists. To aban-

don as insoluble the problem of peaceable adjustment of the

forces of growth and decay in the world seems all too easy.

But in reality tlie problem cannot be abandoned, because it

is a problem which must be answered if civilization, as the

Western nations have known civilization for centuries, is to

survive. Almost a century ago Karl Marx flung his defiant

challenge to the Western nations: “A spectre is haunting

Europe—the spectre of Communism." The years since 1S48

have not exorcised that spectre. Rather, the shadow has be-

come a reality. To say that the disruptive forces of capital-

istic nationalism cannot be restrained is to say tliat our

culture is doomed.
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